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PREFACE

The Shuttle Crew Operations Manual (SCOM) is a

unique document containing information about
each Shuttle system and every phase of a generic
Space Shuttle mission. It was written under the

authority of the Director of Flight Crew Operations
by Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) of Houston, Texas, with invaluable technical
assistance from Mission Operations Directorate

personnel.

The SCOM is a reference document for

Space Shuttle crewmembers. The complexity of
the Shuttle systems and the unique operational
environment, coupled with the numerous

~

malfunction/emergency procedures, necessitated
some departures from a Dash1/NATOPS

approach. Nonetheless, the SCOM is the only
single source document, written specifically for

Shuttle astronauts, with comprehensive data

about Shuttle systems and operations.

This document contains condensed information
from a large number of Space Shuttle publications,

~

including the Flight Data File (FDF), Crew Training
workbooks, Flight Procedure Handbooks (FPH),

Flight Rules, Shuttle Operational Data Book, and

Shuttle Performance Assessment Data Book. The

SCOM is not a replacement for any of these

documents. It has been carefully reviewed by
FCOD and MOD personnel to ensure accuracy of

information. In all cases, should a conflict arise

between the SCOM and FDF or Flight Rules, the

FDF and Flight Rules will govern. If conflicts

arise between the SCOM and workbooks or

FPH, the conflicts should be resolved-‘with the

appropriate book manager or system representative.

Information contained in the SCOM is current as

of November 1991 and OI-20. CRT displays
documented in the text and in Appendix B,

however, are the CRT displays documented in the

Level C Functional Subsystem Software

Requirements Display and Controls Specification,
STS 83-0020F dated February 13, 1991, effectivity

Ol-21 and subs. It should be noted that several

CRT displays provided in the body of this
document are for illustrative purposes only; certain

CRT displays contain data combined in one

illustration that do not appear simultaneously

in operational use.
can
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PREFACE

Additional information or clarification is presented
in three formats: :

‘Notes provide amplifying information of a

general nature.Cautionsprovide information and

instructions necessary to prevent hardware

damage or malfunction. provide
information and instructions necessary to ensure

crew safety. The formats in which this material

appears are illustrated below.

NOTE

A barberpole APU/HYD READY TO START

talkback will not inhibit a start.

CAUTION

After an APU auto shutdown, the APU

FUEL TK VLV switch must be taken to

-CLOSEprior to inhibiting auto shutdown

logic. Failure to do so can allow the fuel

tank isolation valves to reopen and flow

fuel to an APU gas generator bed that is

above the temperature limits for safe restart.

WARNING

The FUEL CELL REAC switches on panel
R1 are ina vertical column with FUEL CELL

1 REAC on top, FUEL CELL 3 REAC in the

middle, and FUEL CELL 2 REAC on the

bottom. This was done to allow the

schematic to be placed on the panel. Because

the switches are not in numerical order, it is

possible to inadvertently close the wrong

fuel cell reactant valve when shutting down

a fuel cell.

The SCOM will be updated according to

the process described in the Configuration
Control Plan.
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PREFACE

Configuration Control Plan

Your inputs are vital for the SCOM to remain a

useful document. Changes may be submitted via

the SCOM Change Request (CR) Form. Corrections,

additions, deletions, or other constructive

suggestions should be submitted to mail code CB-

SCOM on the SCOM CR form. The form should be

filled out in its entirety except for the Disposition
blocks and the Control Number block. CB-SCOM

will assign a control number. The initiator should

clearly explain the correction or modification and

list the applicablepagenumber(s). Additional pages

or annotated copies of the applicable SCOM pages

may be submitted with the CR. Each CR should

contain only corrections or modifications.

CRs containing recommended corrections will be

erified by CB designated personnel and

sorporated through pen and ink changes or page

change notifications(PCNs).TheCBrepresentative
will determine whether the number of verified

corrections warrant a PCN prior to a semiannual

review

Semiannual reviews will be conducted by a Change
Board to consider changes to the SCOM. The CB

representative (or his designee) will chair the

reviews. CRs recommending modifications will be

reviewed and incorporated (with or without

additional modification) or disapproved.
Disapproved CRs will be returned to the initiator

with a brief explanation. Initiators may resubmit

the CR at a future review. Approved changes will

be promulgated via PCNs subsequent to the reviews

or at the direction of CB. Revisions (Rev's) will be

published at the direction of CB if substantial

changes to the manual are made.
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PREFACE

i significant documents used in this effort. The level

ee asa on document in this "document tree" should not

be equated with its relative importance to other

Shuttle publications. The level is strictly an

indication of the management level that controls

the development of the publication and subsequent

changes.

There are many hundreds of documents delineating

the organizationand operation of the Space Shuttle
program. Over 100 of these documents have been

utilized in the development of the Shuttle Crew

OperationsManual. The following flow chart

depicts the organization and hierarchy of the

PURPOSE APPROVALAUTHORITY
The Program Approval Document (PAD) is the PROGRAM LEVEL 0

contract between the NASA Administrator and Be

APPROVAL NASA ADMINISTRATOR
Associate Administrator for Space Flight for the

NSTS objectives and content including top level

management, financial and technical aspects.

DOCUMENT
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR

FOR SPACE FLIGHT

LEVEL |
NSTS DIRECTOR

The Program Requirements Document (PRD)

establishes the Level | requirements that are

controlled by the NSTS Director and imposed on

the NSTS Deputy Directors. bili
PROGRAM

REQUIREMENTS

DOCUMENT

Management Technical

+3EPUAENENE Rprandicss Appendices
®— Requirements

NSTS 07700 Program Definition and Requirements
Document (PDRD) establishes the Level I

requirements, controlled by the NSTS Deputy
Directors, that incorporate and expand the Level |

LEVEL II

NSTS DEPUTY
07700

E DIRECTOR

requirements and are imposed on the Level III
PROGRAM

Projects and Level Il integration Offices DEFINITION AND

REQUIREMENTS

DOCUMENT

VOL I

vi
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NSTS

07700 LEVEL Il

PROGRAM NSTS DEPUTY DIRECTORS

DEFINITION AND

REQUIREMENTS
DOCUMENT

VOL!

Management Requirements Technical Requirements

+ IV. Configuration Management + IX Ground Systems and
+ V__ Information Management Flight Program NSTS Lower Operations Integration
+ VI. Flight Support Equipment Definition and Structureand Operations eroding + Xii_ Integrated Logistics
+ XI System integrity Assurance Requirements rn System + XIV Space Shuttel Payload

Program Plan Directive Vol. I! Vol viit Specification Accomodations
+ XV Resource Management Vol. It! Books 1-3 Non

*XVIIl Computer Systems and

Policy and Ri ments Software (1-3)

Tl

Shuttle Shuttle

sient Operational

Weight and Data

Performance Book

Vols. 1-4

Fee genesenecee eee Se ee ee ee eed ee eee ee Se ee

LEVEL Ill

JSC DIRECTORATE

MANAGERS

a | NAS9-14000i FlightFlight 9!

Vehicle Flight Boe Procedure

Procedural Rules File Handbooks (Rockwell
INomenciature 5

International)

Space
Shuttle

Landing
Safety
Book

eee oe Tee

LEVEL IV

JSC DIVISION CHIEFS

Structural

Operational SOR FightTraining AerodynamicStrengt Resietone

Work Data Tone for Oroner

Books Book ational
Wanrae Restrictionsee

vii
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

CONTENTS

EIR OveRnview BRaeciveierac ccccsesaseoonsssscd 1.1-1
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This section provides general background
information about the orbiter, its configuration
and coordinate systems, the nominal mission

profile, and general procedures followed during
a Shuttle mission. It also briefly discusses

components, such as the external tank and solid
rocket boosters, that are not included in the next

section on orbiter systems.
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

1.1 OVERVIEW

e
Space Shuttle Requirements

The Space Shuttle system consists of four primaryCONTENTS elements: an orbiter spacecraft, two solid rocket

e che
‘

boosters (SRBs), an external tank (ET) to house fuel
pace Shuttle Requirements... 11-1 and oxidizer, and three Space Shuttle main engines

Nominal Mission Profile .ccccssssssssssessese 1.1-2 (SSMEs). The Shuttle can transport payloads into
S Coy near Earth orbit 100 to 312 nautical miles above theLaunch and Landing Sites ......sssssssssse 1.1-5 Earth. Payloads are carried in a bay 15 feet in

Orbiter Ground Turnaround ..eesssessecsessse 1.1-5 diameter and 60 feet long. Major system

Space Shuttle Coordinate requirements are that the orbiter and the two SRBs
be reusable.

Reference System ......csssssesssssssssssesseseseeseeee 1.1-7

Mocation!Cod eS)aver ses,cate scseeecei 1.1-8 The orbiter has carried a flight crew of up to eight
persons. The nominal mission is 4 to 16 days in

space. The crew compartment has a shirtsleeve

environment, and the acceleration load is never

greater than 3 g’s. In its return to Earth, the orbiter

has a cross-range maneuvering capability of about

1,100 nautical miles.

Overall Shuttle Orbiter

Approximatewoigt
Solid Rocket Booster

‘

iieeatae
er a

12.17 Feet Diameter payloadwoightand

onboard consumables

———- eee | feExternalTank j X

( 27.5FeetDiameter
: — ee eekpayed)

N a i

Txt (50a love)
=

+ Soldrocketboosters}3,300,000poundsof -

‘thrust each invacuum

— ‘ 78.08 Feet | . orptermainenghos a 385,800poundsoftrust
ac) atsealevelat

104percent
SAE Tht Spesem—oyy= Se Se

iat

Ee
ai

| 56.67Feet

Orbiter Tank-Orbiter
Attachments

76.6 Feet PEEease,
22.67 Feet

149.16 Feet O

154.2 Feet

184.2Feet

—20.9 Feet

° SpaceShuttle Statistics
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

Nominal Mission Profile

Launch

In the launch configuration, the orbiter and two

SRBs are attached to the ET ina vertical (nose-up)

position on the launch pad. Each SRB is attached at

its aft skirt to the mobile launcher platform by four

bolts.

The three SSMEs, fed liquid hydrogen fuel and
liquid oxygen oxidizer from the ET, are ignited first.

When it has been verified that the engines are

operating at the proper thrust level, a signal is sent

to ignite the SRBs. At the proper thrust-to-weight

ratio, initiators (small explosives)at eight hold-down

bolts on the SRBs are fired to release the Space
Shuttle for liftoff. Elapsed time is a few seconds.

Maximum dynamic pressure is reached early in the

ascent, nominally 30 to 60 seconds after liftoff.

Approximately1 minute later (2 minutes into the

ascent phase), the two SRBs have consumed their ¢
propellant and are jettisoned from the ET. This is

triggered by a separation signal from the orbiter.

The boosters briefly continue to ascend, while small

thrusters fire to carry them away from the Space
Shuttle. The boosters then turn and descend, and

at a predetermined altitude, parachutes are

deployed to decelerate them for a safe splashdown
in the ocean. Splashdown occurs approximately
141 nautical miles from the launch site. The boosters

are recovered and reused.

The orbiter and ET continue to ascend, using the

thrust of the three SSMEs. Approximately8 minutes

after launch and just short of orbital velocity, the

three engines are shut down (main engine cutoff or

MECO), and the ET is jettisoned on command from

the orbiter.

MAIN£ GINE

CUTO! EXTERNAL
ORBITAL

TANK SEPARATION
OPERATIONS

Nitude $9nauticalmiles:
Mission:Nomind4 b16days.

Velocity 25,581leetper
100to312nautical mile shits

‘second about B.S minutes.

25,000 lee! per seco

ahr launch (jue bale

abitintron)

ORBIT INSERTION

ANDCIRCULARIZATION

For etther one or two OMS burns

lochangeVajectaryFom suborbital

1o orbital; typically200 to550feet
per second velodiy increase.

‘Alttude100to 312nautical miles.

‘SRB SEPARATION DEORBIT
‘Twominutes after launch

Velocity decreased nominal

(200 to 550leetpersecond)
thom Earth orbit aperatons

LAUNCH

Maximumdynamicsressureabout
© seconds:

ie launch

TURWAROUND
Lanne

Touchdown speed
195 9 205 mow

Shuttle Mission Profile
~
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The forward and aft reaction control system (RCS)
jets provide attitude control, translate the orbiter

away from the ET at separation, and maneuver the
orbiter to burn attitude prior to the orbital

Maneuvering system (OMS) burn.

The ET continues on aballistic trajectory and enters
the atmosphere, where it disintegrates. Its nominal

impact is in the Indian Ocean for a 28 degree
inclination launch.

Orbit Insertion and Circularization

One type of mission profile, called a standard
insertion because it was the standard early in the
Shuttle program, uses two OMS burns for orbital
insertion. The first OMS burn (OMS 1) raises
maximum altitude and occurs just a few minutes

after MECO. The second OMS burn (OMS 2) occurs

at the highest point of the trajectory after MECO/
OMS 1. OMS 2raises the lowest point of the orbit

(perigee) and usually is targeted to achieve a circular

orbit. Standard insertions were used on early flights
when less information was available on SSME

performance and targeting precision. At present, a

standard insertion would only be used for flights to

low orbital altitudes where the ET impact point is

outside of limits using a direct insertion.

Normally, only one OMS burn is required to place
the orbiter in a circular orbit. Missions planned
with only one insertion OMS burn are called direct

insertion missions. Direct insertions allow the

highest orbital altitudes by maximizing the amount

of OMS propellant available for altitude raising
while ensuring that the external tank will reenter

the atmosphere and impact in a safe area.

The direct insertion OMS burn is referred to as an

OMS 2 burm since it performs the same function as a

standard insertion OMS 2 burn. Orbital altitudes

can vary from 100 to 312 nautical miles, depending
on mission requirements. Insertion OMS burns

typically add 200 to 550 fps to the orbiter’s velocity.

Orbit

The forward and aft RCS jets provide attitude

control of the orbiter as well as any minor

translation maneuvers along a given axis on orbit.

While on orbit, the crew fulfills mission objectives,

such as payload deployment or retrieval, or scientific

experiments.

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

Deorbit

At the completion of orbital operations, the RCS is
used to orient the orbiter inatail first attitude. The

two OMS engines are burned to slow the orbiter for
deorbit. The deorbit burn usually decreases the

orbiter’s velocity 200 to 550 feet per second

depending on orbital altitude. When the deorbit

burn is complete, the RCS is used to rotate the

orbiter’s nose forward for entry. The RCS controls

the orbiter until atmospheric density is sufficient
for the pitch, roll, and yaw aerodynamic control

surfaces to become effective.

Entry

Entry interface is considered to occurat 400,000 feet

altitude approximately 4,200 nautical miles from

the landing site and at approximately 25,000 feet

per second velocity. The orbiter is maneuvered to

zero degrees roll and yaw (wings level) and a 40-

degree angle of attack for entry. The flight control

system issues the commands to roll, pitch, and yaw
RCS jets for rate damping.

Without forward RCS programmed test inputs, the

forward RCS jets are inhibited prior to entry
interface, and the aft RCS jets maneuver the

spacecraft until a dynamic pressure of 10 pounds
per square foot is sensed. This is when the orbiter’s

ailerons become effective. The aft RCS roll jets are

then deactivated. At a dynamic pressure of 2

pounds per square foot, the orbiter’s elevators

become active, and the aft RCS pitch jets are

deactivated at a q-bar of 40. The orbiter’s speed
brake is used below Mach 10 to induce a more

positive downward elevator trim deflection. At

approximatelyMach 5, the rudder becomes

activated, and the aft RCS jets are deactivated at

Mach 1.

Entry guidance must dissipate the tremendous

amount of energy the orbiter possesses when it

enters the Earth’s atmosphere to assure that the

orbiter does not either burn up (entry angle too

steep) or skip out of the atmosphere (entry angle
too shallow) and that the orbiter is properly

positioned to reach the desired touchdown point.

During entry, energy is dissipated by the

atmospheric drag on the orbiter’s surface. The

thermal protection system covering the entire orbiter

1.1-3
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nt GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

Equilibrium glide flight provides the maximum

downrange capability. It lasts until the drag |

acceleration reaches 33 feet per second squared.
provides the protectionnecessary for the orbiter to

survive the extremely high temperatures
encountered. Higher atmospheric drag levels enable

dissipation with a steeper trajectory. ;

Se en sg The constant drag phase begins at that point. The

gle of attack and bank angleenable —_angle of attack is initially 40 degrees, but it begins to

ehicle to be ramp down to approximately 36 degrees by the end

of this phase.

Normally, thean

the atmospheric drag of any flight vi

controlled. However, for the orbiter, angle of attack
was rejectedbecause it creates surface temperatures

above the design specification. The angle of attack

scheduled during entry is loaded into the orbiter

computers asa function of relative velocity, leaving

bank angle for energy control. Increasing the bank

In the transition phase, the angle of attack continues

to ramp down, reaching the approximately 14-

degree angle of attack at the entry terminal area

energy management (TAEM) interface, at

angle decreases the vertical component of lift, approximately 83,000 feet altitude, 2,500 feet per
causing a higher sink rate and energy dissipation second, and 52 nautical miles from the landing

rate. Increasingthebankangledoesraisethesurface runway. Control is then transferred to TAEM

temperature of the orbiter, but not nearly as guidance.

drastically as an equal angle of attack increase.

During the entry phases described, the orbiter’s bank

If the orbiter is low on energy (current range-to-go commands keep the orbiter on the drag profile and

much greater than nominal at current velocity), control cross range.

entry guidance will command lower than nominal

drag levels. If the orbiter has too much energy TAEM guidance steers the orbiter to one of two

(current range-to-go much less than nominalatthe —_18,000-ft radius heading alignment cones (HAC),

current velocity), entry guidance will command _ which are located tangent to and on either side of

higher-than-nominal drag levels to dissipate the the runway centerline on the approach end. In

extra energy. TAEM guidance, excess energy is dissipated with
4

an S-turn, and the speed brake can be utilized to @
Bank angle is used to control cross range. Azimuth —_control dynamic pressure. This increases the ground
error is the angle between the plane containing the track range as the orbiter turns away from the HAC

orbiter’s position vector and the heading alignment —_untilsufficient energy is dissipated to allow a normal

cone tangency point and the plane containing the approach and landing guidance phase capture,
orbiter’s position vector and velocity vector. When which begins at 10,000 feet altitude. The orbiter

the azimuth error exceeds a computer-loaded _alsocan beflown near the velocity for maximum lift

number, the orbiter’s bank angle is reversed. over drag or wings level for the range stretch case.

The spacecraft slows to subsonic velocity at

Thus, descent rate and downranging are controlled approximately 49,000 feet altitude, about 22 nautical

by bank angle. The steeper the bank angle, the miles from the landing site.

greater the descent rate and the greater the drag.
Conversely, the minimumdrag attitude is wings At TAEM acquisition, the orbiter is turned until it is

level. Cross range is controlled by bank reversals. aimed at a point tangent to the HAC and continues

Theentrythermalcontrol phase is designed to keep until it reaches way point (WP) 1. At WP-1, the
the backface temperatures within the design limits. TAEM heading alignment phase begins. The HAC

a heating rate is established until below is followed until landing runway alignment, + 20

/000 feet per second.

aoe
has been achieved. In the TAEM prefinal

ioe s
;

4

phase, the orbiter leaves the HAC, pitches down to

Tene er maple
orbiter from acquire the steepglide slope, increases airspeed,

oneal Sees a g levels of thetemperature banks to acquire the runway centerline, and

poqhaniclpeeHee ee ee re continuesuntil on the runwaycenterline, on the

defined as flight in which the flightathie ie: perGeeBeeae fe ae teen
which is the anglebetweenthe local esroaraFa

SPE RPSMEGEalent ole
oe) soa wo

se

the local velocity vector, remains constant.

;
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completion of the TAEM prefinal phase and ends
when the spacecraft comes to a complete stop on

the runway.

Landing

The approach and landing trajectory capture phase
begins at the TAEM interface and continues to

guidance lock-on to the steep outer glide slope. The

approach and landing phase begins at about 10,000
feet altitude at an equivalent airspeed of 290 (+ 12)
knots at 6.9 nautical miles from touchdown.

Approach and landing guidance is initiated at this

point to guide the orbiter to the minus 19- to 17-

degree glide slope aimed at a target 7,500 feet short
of the runway. The speed brake is positioned to

hold the proper velocity. The descent rate in the

later portion of TAEM and approach and landing is

greater than 10,000 feet per minute.

At 2,000 feet above ground level (AGL), a preflare
maneuver is started to position the spacecraft for a

1.25- to 1.5-degree glide slope in preparation for

landing with the speed brake positioned as required.
The flight crew deploys the landing gear at 300 feet

AGL. The final phase reduces the sink rate of the

spacecraft to less than 9 feet per second. Touchdown

occurs approximately 2,500 feet past the runway
threshold at a speed of 195 or 205 knots (195 knots

for orbiter landing weight less than 220,000 pounds,
205 knots for weight greater than 220,000 pounds).

Launch and Landing Sites

The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Florida is used

for all Shuttle launches.

Edwards Air Force Base in California and KSC are

the primary landing sites. With the advent of the

drag chute and carbon/carbon brakes, more

missions are likely to land at KSC in the future.

Contingency landing sites are also provided in

the event the orbiter must return to Earth in

an emergency.

KSC launches have an allowable launch azimuth

from 035 degrees northeast to 120 degrees southeast.

These azimuth degree readings are based on due

east from KSC as 090 degrees.

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

A 035-degree azimuth launch places the spacecraft
in an orbital inclination of 57 degrees. This
inclination means the spacecraft in its orbital

trajectories around Earth will never exceed an Earth
latitude higher or lower than 57 degrees north or

south of the equator.

A launch path from KSC at an azimuth of 120

degrees will place the spacecraft in an orbital

inclination of 39 degrees (it will be above or below

39 degrees north or south of the equator).

These two azimuths, 035 and 120 degrees, represent
the launch limits from KSC. Any azimuth angles
further north or south would launch a spacecraft
over a habitable land mass, adversely affect safety
provisions for abort or vehicle separation conditions,
or present the undesirable possibility that the SRB

or external tank could land on inhabited territory.

The Earth rotates from west to east at a speed of

approximately 900 nautical miles per hour. For

due east launches (090 degrees azimuth), the Earth’s

rotational velocity adds to the velocity increase

caused by the SRBs and main engines. Due east

launches provide the maximum payload and

altitude capability. Launches on azimuths other

than due east benefit less and less from Earth’s

rotation as the launch azimuth approaches north or

south. Westerly launches would decrease

performance even further. Due east launches result

in an orbital inclination of 28.5 degrees.

Orbiter Ground Turnaround

Spacecraft recovery operationsat the nominal end-

of-mission landing site are supported by

approximately 160 Space Shuttle Launch

Operations team members. Ground team members

wearing self-contained atmospheric protective
ensemble suits that protect them from toxic

chemicals approach the spacecraft as soon as it stops

rolling. The ground team members take sensor

measurements to ensure the atmosphere in the

vicinity of the spacecraft is not hazardous. In the

event of propellant leaks, a wind machine truck

carrying a large fan is moved into the area to create

a turbulent airflow that will break up gas

concentrations and reduce the potential for

an explosion.

1.1-5
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 Overview

Prelaunch
© Move to Pad

© Interface Verification

* Payioad installation

(Optional at Pad)

* Propellant Loading
© Crew Ingress
* System Check

Fy

Shuttle Assembly
Y

* Ordnance Installation

and Connection

Landing
© Safety Inspection
© Connect Ground Support Equipment
© Crew Exchange

Orbiter Sating
* Maintenance and Checkout
© Payload Installation

(Optional at Orbiter ProcessingFacility)
* Functional Verification

Premate Preparation

KennedySpace Center Ground Turnaround Sequence

A ground support equipment (GSE) air-

conditioning purge unit is attached to the right-
hand orbiter T-0 umbilical so cool air can be directed

through the orbiter’s aft fuselage, payload bay,
forward fuselage, wings, vertical stabilizer, and

OMS/RCS pods to dissipate the heat of entry.

A second GSE ground cooling unit is connected to

the left-hand orbiter T-0 umbilical spacecraft Freon
coolant loops to provide cooling for the flight crew

and avionics during the postlanding and system
checks. The spacecraft fuel cells remain powered
up at this time. The flight crew then exits the
spacecraft, and a ground crew powers down the
spacecraft.

At KSC, the orbiter and GSE convoy move from the
Tunway to the Orbiter ProcessingFacility(OPF). If
the spacecraft lands at Edwards Air Force Base in

California, the same procedures and GSE are used

after the orbiter has stopped on the runway. The
orbiter and GSE convoy move from the runway to

the orbiter mate and demate facility. After detailed

inspection, the spacecraft is prepared to be ferried

atop the Shuttle Carrier Aircraft from Edwards Air

Force Base to KSC. For ferrying,a tail cone is
installed over the aft section of the orbiter.

In the event of a landing at an alternate site, a crew

of about eight will move to the landing site to assist
the astronaut crew in preparing the orbiter for

loading aboard the Shuttle Carrier Aircraft for

transport back to KSC. For landings outside the

U.S., personnel at the contingency landing sites will
be provided minimum training on safe handling of
the orbiter with emphasis on crash rescue training,
towing the orbiter to a safe area, and prevention of

propellant conflagration.
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O
Upon its return to the OPF at KSC, the orbiter is
safed (ordnance devices safed), the Payload (if any)
is removed, and the orbiter payload bay is
reconfigured for the next mission. Any required
maintenance and inspections are also performed
while the orbiter is in the OPF. A payload for the
orbiter’s next mission may be installed in the
orbiter’s payload bay in thé OPFwhen the orbiter is
at the launch pad.

The spacecraft is then towed to the Vertical

Assembly Building and mated to the external tank.
The external tank and SRBs are stacked and mated
on the mobile launcher platform while the orbiter is

being refurbished. Space Shuttle orbiter connections
are made, the integrated vehicle is checked, and
ordnance is installed.

The mobile launcher platform moves the entire

Space Shuttle system on a crawler transporter to

the launch pad, where connections are made, and

servicing and checkout activities begin. If the

payload was not installed in the OPF, it is installed

at the launch pad followed by prelaunch activities.

KSC Launch Operations has responsibility for all

mating, prelaunch testing, and launch control

ground activities until the Space Shuttle vehicle

clears the launch pad tower. Responsibility is then

turned over to NASA’s Johnson Space Center

Mission Control Center. Mission Control’s

responsibility includes ascent, on-orbit operations,

|

*¥B
>=

+Y7! Yx

Zo
400

336.5 Inches

zg -

ZT 40
400

e-
os

- External Tank

Centerlines

~

“1, GENERALDESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

entry, approach, and landing until crew egress, at

which time the orbiter is handed over to the

postlanding operations at the landing site for
turnaround and relaunch. At the launch site, the
SRBsand ET are processed for launch, and the SRBs
are recycled for reuse.

Space Shuttle Coordinate
Reference System

The Space Shuttle coordinate reference system is a

means of locating specific points on the orbiter. The

system is measured in inches and decimal places;
Xo designates the longitudinal axis, Y, the lateral

axis, and Z, the vertical axis. The subscript “0”

indicates orbiter; similar reference systems are used

for the ET (T), SRB (B), and overall Space Shuttle

system (S).

In each coordinate system, the X-axis zero point is

located forward of the nose tip; that is, the orbiter

nose tip location is 236 inches aft of the zero point
(at X, = 236), the ET nose cap tip location is at Xp =

322.5, and the SRB nose tip location is at Xp = 200.

In the orbiter, the horizontal Xo 1Yo reference plane
is located at Z, = 400, which is 336.5 inches above

the external tank horizontal X77,Y7 reference plane
located at Zyp = 400. The solid rocket booster

horizontal Xp, Yp reference plane is located at ZB =

0 and coincident with the external tank horizontal

plane at Zy = 400. The solid rocket booster vertical

Orbiter Fuselage
Reference Line

mo
yy

SUBSCRIPTS

T — External Tank

B — Solid Rocket Booster

o — Orbiter

S$ — Shuttle System

Space Shuttle Coordinate Systems
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1.1 Overview

OBSERVATIONWINDOWS

PILOT STATION
COMMANDER STATION

FLIGHT DECK

SIDE HATCH

MIDDECK

EQUIPMENT
BAY

BAY NO. 3A
— AVIONICS

BAY NO. 2

WATER

a
TANKS

AVIONICS

EMERGENCY
EGRESS

AVIONICS
BAY NO. 1

INTERDECK

(LADDER)
ACCESS AID

AIRLOCK

Crew Cabin (Cutaway View)

Xp,Zy planes are located at + Yc = 250.5 and -Yc =

250.5. Also, the orbiter, external tank, and Shuttle

system center X, Z planes coincide.

From the X = 0 point, aft is positive, and forward is

negative for all coordinate systems. Looking
forward, each Shuttle element Y-axis point right of
the center plane (starboard) is positive and each Y-
axis point left of center (port) is negative. The Z
axis of each point within all elements of the Shuttle

except the SRBs is positive, with Z = 0 located below
the element. In the SRBs, each Z-coordinate point
below the Xp, Yg reference plane is negative, and
each point above that plane is positive.

The Shuttle system and Shuttle element coordinate
systems are related as follows: the external tank X:
= 0 point coincides with Xg= 0, the SRB Xp 0 point

is located 543 inches aft, and the Yo , Zp reference

plane is 741 inches aft of Xs = 0.

Location Codes

Orbiter location codes enable crewmembers to locate

displays and controls, stowage compartments and

lockers, access panels, and wall-mounted equipment
in the orbiter crew compartments. The orbiter crew

compartments are the flight deck, middeck, and

airlock. A fourth compartment becomes part of the

configuration when the Spacelab is flown. Because

of compartment functions and geometry, each has
a unique location coding format.

SCOM 1.0

November 1991
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 4
1.1 Overview

Flight Deck Location Codes
Surfaces General numbering philosophy

Aflightdeck location code L-Left © Numbered from top to bottom, forward to aft
consists of two or three R- Right

alphanumeric characters. C=Centericonsole

The first character is the first O - Overhead e Numbered from left to right, forward to aft

letter of a flight deck surface F - Forward ¢ Numbered left to right, top to bottom (facing the
as addressed while sitting in A-Aft surface)

the commander/pilot seats. W - Windows ¢ The forward windows are numbered left to right
e

The characters are: (W1 through W6) facing forward

We Lett ¢ The overhead windows are numbered left to right
(W7 and W8) facing aft

R— Right ¢ The aft windows are numbered left to right (W9

F — Forward and W10) facing aft

S - Seats @ The CDR’sseatis $1andthe PLT’sseatis $2A — Aft

C — Center Console
General Numbering Scheme for Flight Deck Surfaces

O — Overhead

S — Seats The second and third characters are numerics

identifying the relative location of components on
W— Windows each flight deck surface. The numbering system

philosophy is summarized in the table above.

O14

OVERHEAD____
PANELS

ce

c?

CENTER CONSOLE

Flight Deck Location Codes (1of 2)
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1.1 Overview

OVERHEAD
OVERHEAD

WINDOW (W7) WINDOW (W8)

A4

MISSION
°!°

Ls PAYLOAL
sae sae

STATION

Ais Li2
uit

L10

Ris
Ri2

Ril

Flight Deck Location Codes (2of 2)
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4%‘1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview

Middeck Location Codes NOTE

The middecklocation codes have five characters
specifying the following:

First character — M for middeck

Second character ~ The first letter of a middeck
surface; the characters and surfaces are:

The middeck panel numbers are not

consistent with the location coding system
defined by this document. However, in
each case, the location coding, as indicated,
is in close proximity to the actual location.
Panel numbers were assigned prior to the
middeck closeout panel design definition.L-Left A-Aft

i
The starting points for location codingR-Right D-Deck
were behind the closeout panels, whereas

F-Forward O-Overhead the starting points used in this document

are in front of the closeout panels.

Airlock Location Codes

Surfaces Reference position Anairlockcodeconsists of four

Te
or five alphanumeric characters,

-R,F,A | Standing on deck facing the surface which specify the following:
D Standing on deck facing forward ( + X) First_character - A for

airlocklooking down

° The overhead location grid matches the Second_character - The first

grid on the deck; i.e., a point on the
overhead has the same third, fourth, fifth

letter of an airlock surface; the

characters and surfaces are:

The reference position for identifying the surface is The

standing on the middeck floor (deck) facing forward

GX).

The

end

characters as a point directly below it on

the deck
ie

O- Overhead

D - Deck

“wall” is the inner wall of the cylindrical airlock.

“overhead” and “deck” are flat surfaces at each

of the cylinder. The airlock is oriented upside

Third /fourth/fifth characters — These characters

form a location grid on each middeck surface.

The third and fourth characters are numerics

indicating the distance from the left side of a

surface expressed as a percentage of the total

width of the surface (follows the contour of the

wall).

The fifth character is an alpha character

indicating the distance from thetopof asurface

expressed alphabetically in increments of 6

inches.

down with respect to the middeck, so that the airlock
overhead corresponds to the middeck floor. The

wall location codes have five characters, and the

overhead/deck codes have four characters.

Third/fourth/fifth characters (wall only) -

These characters form a location grid on the

airlock wall. The third and fourth characters

are numerics indicating the distance (clockwise)

from the vertical centerline of the forward hatch

(airlock in) expressed as a percentage of the

total airlock circumference. The fifth character

is an alpha character indicating the distance

from the overhead surface expressed
alphabetically in increments of 6 inches.

Third /fourth characters (overhead /deck only)—
These characters form location grids on the deck

and overhead surfaces. Since these surfaces

are small, items can be easily located without

the aid of the location grids.

1.1-11
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1.1 Overview
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1.1 Overview
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1, GENERALDESCRIPTION

1.1 Overview
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 Overview
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 Overview
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.1 Overview
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.2 Orbiter Structure

1.2 ORBITER STRUCTURE

CONTENTS

Forward Fuselage

Crew Compartment ...

Forward Fuselage and Crew

Compartment WindowS .....s:ssssssseeseenssees

The orbiter structure is divided into nine major
sections: (1) forward fuselage, which consists of

upper and lower sections that fit clamlike around a

pressurized crew compartment, (2) wings,
(3) midfuselage, (4) payload bay doors, (5) aft

fuselage, (6) forward RCS, (7) vertical tail, (8) OMS/
RCS pods, and (9) body flap. The majority of the

sections are constructed of conventional aluminum

and protected by reusable surface insulation.

Forward Fuselage

Midfuselages scien ccsncsscccctrrttsasossstiomteThe forward fuselage consists of the upper and

lower fuselages. It houses the crew compartment
and supports the forward RCS module, nose cap,

Orbital Maneuvering System/ nose gear wheel well, nose gear, and nose gear
Reaction Control System Pods S doors.

Body Flap.

ALC Ruselage ixnccse.cscscneccnvessseconscseshoreee tents

The forward fuselageis constructed of conventional
Vertical Tail 2024 aluminum alloy skin-stringer panels, frames,

and bulkheads. The panels are single curvature,

stretch-formed skins with riveted stringers spaced
3 to 5 inches apart. The frames are riveted to the

skin-stringer panels. The major frames are spaced
30 to 36 inches apart. The Y, = 378 upper forward

Orbiter Passive Thermal Control ..

Thermal Protection System .........:ss:s0 1.

Xo 1528

Vertical a —Tail Cap

Stabilizer f,

Orbital Maneuvering System/
Reaction Control System Pods

Rudder/

Speed Brake

Xo

Payload

Overhead
aE

/

Windows / ~

FuselageCrew
Z Ss s

Compartment G. RD

( ~ a—Body Flap

Forward
pawns

Reaction
Control

System

Wing Leading Edge

Main Gear

Side “WingGlove Fairing~Midfuselage
Hatch —on Forward

Fuselage

GearForward Fuselage
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.2 Orbiter Structure
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Orbiter Dimensions

bulkhead is constructed of flat aluminum and
formed sections riveted and bolted together; the
lower isa machined section. The bulkhead provides
the interface fitting for the nose section.

The nose section contains large machined beams
and struts. The structure for the nose landing gear
wheel well consists of two support beams, two

upper closeout webs, drag-link support struts, nose

landing gear strut and actuator attachment fittings,
and the nose landing gear door fittings. The left
and right landing gear doors are attached by hinge
fittings in the nose section. The doors are

constructed of aluminum alloy honeycomb, and

although the doors are the same length, the left
door is wider than the right. Each door has an up-latch fitting at the forward and aft ends to lock the
door closed when the gear is retracted, and each
has a pressure seal in addition to a thermal barrier.
Lead ballast in the nose wheel well and on the Xo=

SCOM 1.0

November 1991

293 bulkhead provides weight and center-of-gravity
control. The nose wheel well will accommodate

1,350 pounds of ballast, and the X, = 293 bulkhead
will accommodate a maximum of 1,971 pounds.

The forward fuselage carries the basic body-bending
loads (loads that have a tendency to change the

radius of a curvature of the body) and reacts to nose

landing gear loads.

The forward fuselage is covered with reusable

insulation, except for the six windshields, two

overhead windows, and side hatch window areas

around the forward RCS jets. The nose capis also a

reusable thermal protection system constructed of
reinforced carbon-carbon with thermal barriers at

the nose cap-structure interface.

The forward fuselage skin has structural provisions
for installing antennas, deployable air data probes,
and the door eyelet openings for the two star

1.2-2



1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure
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Forward Fuselage Structure

trackers. Two openings are required in the upper
forward fuselage for star tracker viewing. Each

opening has a door for environmental control.

The forward orbiter/ET attach fitting is at the X, =

378 bulkhead and the skin panel structure aft of the

nose gear wheel well. Purge and vent control is

provided by flexible boots between the forward

fuselage and crew compartment around the

windshield windows, overhead observation

window, crew hatch window, and star tracker

openings. The forward fuselage is isolated from

the payload bay bya flexible membrane between

the forward fuselage and crew compartment at Xo
= 582.

The forward RCS module is constructed of

conventional 2024 aluminum alloy skin-stringer

panels and frames. The panels are composed of

single-curvature,stretch-formed skins with riveted

stringers. The frames are riveted to the skin-stringer
panels. The forward RCS module is secured to the

forward fuselage nose section and forward bulkhead

of the forward fuselage with 16 fasteners, which

permit the installation and removal of the module.

The components of the forward RCS are mounted

and attached to the module, which has a reusable

thermal protection cover, in addition to thermal

barriers installed around it and the RCS jet interfaces

and the interface-attachment area to the forward

fuselage.

Crew Compartment

The three-level crew compartment is constructed of

2219 aluminum alloy plate with integral stiffening
stringers and internal framing welded together to

create a pressure-tight vessel. The compartment
has a side hatch for normal ingress and egress, a

hatch into theairlock from the middeck, and a hatch

1.2-3
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

Commander's Station

Interdeck (Ladder)

Crew Compartmentand Arrangement

from the airlock through the aft bulkhead into the

payload bay for extravehicular activity and payload
bay access. The side hatch can be jettisoned.

Redundant pressure window panes are provided
in the six forward windshields, the two overhead

viewing windows, the two aft viewing windows,
and the side hatch windows. Approximately 300

penetrations in the pressure shell are sealed with

plates and fittings. A large removable panel in the
aft bulkhead provides access to the interior of the
crew compartment during initial fabrication and

assembly and provides for airlock installation and
removal. The compartment supports the ECLSS,
avionics, GNC equipment, inertial measurement
units, displays and controls, star trackers, and crew

accommodations for sleeping, waste management,
seats, and an optional galley.

The crew compartment is supported within the
forward fuselage at only four attach points to
minimize the thermal conductivity between them.
The two major attach points are located at the aft
end of the crew compartment at the flight deck
floor level. The vertical load reaction link is on the
centerline of the forward bulkhead. The lateralload reaction is on the lower segment of the aft
bulkhead.

The compartment is configured to accommodate a

crew of four on the flight deck and three in the

middeck. In OV-102, four can be accommodated in

the middeck. The crew cabin arrangement consists

ofaflight deck, middeck, and lower level equipment
bay.

The crew compartment is pressurized to 14.7 + 0.2

psia and is maintained at an 80-percent nitrogen
and 20-percent oxygen composition by the ECLSS,
which providesa shirt-sleeve environment for the

flight crew. The crew compartment is designed for
16 psia.

The crew compartment’s volume with the airlock
in the middeck is 2,325 cubic feet. If the airlock isin
the payload bay, the crew compartments cabin
volume is 2,625 cubic feet.

Flight Deck

The flight deck is the uppermost compartment of
the cabin. The commander’s and pilot’s work
Stations are positioned side by side in the forward

Portion of the flight deck. These stations have
controls and displays for controlling the vehicle
throughout all mission phases. Directly behind and
to the sides of the commander and pilot centerline
are the mission specialist seats.

SCOM 1.0

November 1991
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

Aft Station

Closed-Circuit
TV Monitors

Interdeck Hatches

Aft Flight Station

Theaft flight deck has two overhead and aft viewing
windows for viewing orbital operations. The aft

flight deck station also contains displays and

controls for executing attitude or translational

maneuvers for rendezvous, stationkeeping, docking,
payload deployment and retrieval, payload
monitoring, remote manipulator system controls

and displays, payload bay door operations, and

closed-circuit television operations. The aft flight
deck is approximately 40 square feet.

The forward flight deck, which includes the center

console and seats, is approximately 24 square feet.

However, the side console controls and displays
add approximately 3.5 more square feet. If the center

conéole is subtracted from the 24 square feet, this

would amount to approximately 5.2 square feet.

Middeck

Directly beneath the flight deck is the middeck.

Access to the middeck is through two interdeck

openings, which measure 26 by 28 inches. Normally,
the right interdeck opening is closed, and the left is

open. A ladder attached to the left interdeck access

allows easy passage in 1-g conditions. The middeck

provides crew accommodations and contains three

avionics equipment bays. The two forward avionics

bays utilize the complete width of the cabin and

extend into the middeck 39 inches from the forward

bulkhead. The aft bay extends into the middeck 39

inches from the aft bulkhead on the right side of the

airlock. Just forward of the waste management
system is the side hatch. The completely stripped
middeck is approximately 160 square feet; the gross

mobility area is approximately 100 square feet.

The side hatch in the middeck is used for normal

crew ingress/egress and may be operated from

within the crew cabin middeck or externally. It is

attached to the crew cabin tunnel by hinges, a torque
tube, and support fittings. The hatch opens

outwardly 90 degrees down with the orbiter

horizontal or 90 degrees sideways with the orbiter

vertical. It is 40 inches in diameter and has a 10-

inch clear-view window in the center of the hatch.

The window consists of three panes of glass. The

side hatch has apressure seal that is compressed by
the side hatch latch mechanisms when the hatch is

locked closed. A thermal barrier of Inconel wire

mesh spring with a ceramic fiber braided sleeve is

installed between the reusable surface insulation

tiles on the forward fuselage and the side hatch.

The total weight of the side hatch is 294 pounds.

Depending on the mission requirements, bunk sleep
stations and a galley can be installed in the middeck.

In addition, three or four seats of the same type as

the mission specialists’ seats on the flight deck can

be installed in the middeck. Three seats over the

normal three could be installed in the middeck for

rescue missions if the bunk sleep stations were

removed.

1.2-5
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

The middeck also provides a

stowage volume of 140 cubic feet.

Accommodations are included for

dining, sleeping, maintenance,

exercising, and data management.
On the orbiter centerline, just aft

of the forward avionics equipment
bay, an opening in the ceiling

provides access to the inertial

measurement units.

The middeck floor contains

removable panels that provide
access to the ECLSS equipment.
The middeck equipment bay
below the middeck floor houses

the major componentsof the waste

management and air revitalization

systems, such as pumps, fans,
lithium hydroxide carbon dioxide

absorbers, heat exchangers, and

ducting. This compartment has

space for stowing lithium

hydroxide canisters and five

separate spaces for crew

equipment stowage witha volume

of 29.92 cubic feet.

Modular stowage lockers are

used to store the flight crew’s

personal gear, mission-necessary
equipment, personal hygiene
equipment, and experiments.
There are 42 idéntical boxes, which .

are 11 by 18 by 21 inches.

An airlock located in the middeck
is composed of machined
aluminum sections welded

together to form a cylinder with
hatch mounting flanges. The

upper cylindrical section and
bulkheads are constructed of
aluminum honeycomb. Two

semicylindrical aluminum sections
are welded to the airlock’s primary
structure to house the ECLSS and
electrical support equipment.

S
>

<

Sleep Station 4,
If Installed

Avionics

Bay 3A

Modular
Lockers

Modular

Lockers

Airlock }

Fire
Waste Collection

Extinguisher
System Compartment

Avon Side Hatch

Galley
If Installed, a

Payload Can Be

Installed in Liew

of Galley

Specialists’
Seats

Crew Compartment Middeck

Each semicylindrical section has three feedthrough
plates for plumbing and cable routings from the
orbiter to the airlock.

Normally, two extravehicular mobility units are

stowed in the airlock.
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Forward Fuselage and Crew

Compartment Windows

The orbiter windows provide visibility for entry,
landing, and on-orbit operations. For atmospheric
flight, the flight crew needs forward, left, and right
viewing areas. On-orbit mission phases require
visibility for rendezvous, docking, and payload-
handling operations.

The six windows located at the forward flight deck
commander and pilot stations provide forward, left,
and right viewing. The two overhead windows
and two payload-viewing windowsat the aft station

3 Panes and 2 Cavities per Window

Flight Deck Windows

f
Hatch View

Port Cover——_

Side Hatch (Interior View)

Outer Shell Forward Fuselage

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

location on the flight deck provide rendezvous,
docking, and payload viewing. There is also a

window in the middeck side hatch.

The six platform-shaped forward windows are the
thickest pieces of glass ever produced in theoptical
quality for see-through viewing. Each consists of
three individual panes. The innermost pane, which
is 0.625 of an inch thick, is constructed of tempered
aluminosilicate glass to withstand the crew

compartment pressure. Aluminosilicate glass is a

low-expansion glass that can be tempered to provide
maximum mechanical strength. The exterior of this

pane, called a pressure pane, is coated with a red

reflector coating to reflect the infrared (heat portion)
rays while transmitting the visible spectrum.

The center pane is constructed of

low-expansion, fused silica glass
because of its high optical quality
and excellent thermal shock
resistance. This pane is 1.3 inches

thick.

The inner and outer panes are coated

with a high-efficiency, anti-

reflection coating to improve visible

light transmission. These windows

withstand a proof pressure of 8,600

psi at 240° F and 0.017 relative

humidity.

Crew Module

The outer pane is made of the same

material as the center pane and is

0.625 of an inch thick. The exterior

is uncoated, but the interior is coated

with high-efficiency, anti-reflection

coating. The outer surface

withstands approximately 800° F.

Each of the six forward windows’

outer panes measures 42 inches

diagonally, and the centerand inner

panes each measure 35 inches

diagonally. The outer panes of the

six forward windows are mounted

and attached to the forward

fuselage. The center and inner panes
are mounted and attached to the

crew compartment. Redundant

1.2-7
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

seals are employed on each window. No sealing/

bonding compounds are used.

The two overhead windows at the flight deck aft

station are identical in construction to the six

forward windows except for thickness. The inner

and center panes are 0.45 of an inch thick, and the

outer pane is 0.68 of an inch thick. The outer pane

is attached to the forward fuselage, and the center

and inner panes are attached to the crew

compartment. The two overhead windows’ clear
view area is 20 by 20inches. The left-hand overhead

window provides the crew members with a

secondary emergency egress. The inner and center

panes open into the crew cabin, and the outer pane
is jettisoned up and over the top of the orbiter. This

provides a secondary emergency exit area of 20 by
20 inches.

On the aft flight deck, each of the two windows for

viewing the payload bay consists of only two panes
of glass, which are identical to the forward windows’

inner and center panes. The outer thermal panes
are not installed. Each pane is 0.3 of an inch thick.

The windows are 14.5 by 11 inches. Both panes are

attached to the crew compartment.

The side hatch viewing window consists of three

panes of glass identical to the six forward windows.

The inner pane is 11.4 inches in diameter and 0.25

of an inch thick. The center pane is 11.4 inches in

diameter and 0.5 of an inch thick. The outer pane is

15 inches in diameter and 0.3 of an inch thick.

During orbital operations, the large window areas

of transparency expose the flight crew to sun glare;
therefore, window shades and filters are provided
to preclude or minimize exposure. Shades are

provided for all windows, and filters are supplied
for the aft and overhead viewing windows. The
window shades and filters are stored in the middeck
of the orbiter crew compartment. Attachment
mechanisms and devices are provided for their
installation at each window on the flight deck.

The forward station window shades (W-1 through
W-) are rolled up and stowed at the base of the
windows. Solid metal shades are used on overhead
windows (W-7 and W-8). The overhead window
filters are fabricated from Lexan and are used

interchangeablywith the shades.

The aft window shades (W-9 and W-10) are the

same as the overhead window shades except that a

0.63-inch-wide strip of Nomex Velcro has been

added around the perimeter of the shade. The shade

is attached to the window by pressing the Velcro

strip to the pile strip around the window opening.
The aft window filters are the same as the overhead

window filters except for the addition of the Velcro

hook strip. The filters and shades are used

interchangeably.

The side hatch window cover is permanently
attached to the window frame and is hinged to

allow opening and closing.

Wing

The wing is an aerodynamic lifting surface that

provides conventional lift and control for the orbiter.

The left and right wings consist of the wing glove,
the intermediate section (which includes the main

landing gear well), the torque box, the forward spar
for mounting the reusable reinforced carbon-carbon

leading edge structure thermal protection system,
the wing/elevon interface, the elevon seal panels,
and the elevons.

The wing is constructed of conventional aluminum

alloy with a multirib and spar arrangement with

skin-stringer-stiffened covers or honeycomb skin

covers. Each wing is approximately 60 feet long at

the fuselage intersection and has a maximum

thickness of5 feet.

The forward wing box is an extension of the basic

wing that aerodynamically blends the wing leading
edge into the midfuselage wing glove. The forward

wing box is a conventional design of aluminum

ribs, aluminum tubes, and tubular struts. The upper
and lower wing skin panels are stiffened aluminum.

The leading edge spar is constructed of corrugated
aluminum.

The intermediate wing section consists of the

conventional aluminum multiribs and aluminum
tubes. The upper and lower skin covers are

constructed of aluminum honeycomb. A portion of
the lower wing surface skin panel includes the main

landing gear door. The intermediate section houses
the main landing gear compartment and reacts to a

portion of the main landing gear loads. A structural
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Honeycomb
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Wing Configuration

rib supports the outboard main landing gear door

hinges and the main landing gear trunnion and

drag link. The support for the inboard main landing
gear trunnion and drag link attachment is provided
by the midfuselage. The main landing gear door is

conventional aluminum honeycomb.

The four major spars are constructed of corrugated
aluminum to minimize thermal loads. The forward

spar provides the attachment for the thermal

protection system reusable reinforced carbon-carbon

leading edge structure. The rear spar provides the

attachment interfaces for the elevons, hinged upper
seal panels, and associated hydraulic and electrical

system components. The upper and lower wing
skin panels are stiffened aluminum.

The elevons provide orbiter flight control during

atmospheric flight. The two-piece elevons are

conventional aluminum multirib and beam

construction with aluminum honeycomb skins for

compatibility with the acoustic environment and

thermal interaction. The elevons are divided into

two segments for each wing, and each segment is

supported by three hinges. The elevons are attached

to the flight control system hydraulic actuators at

points along their forward extremities, and all hinge
moments are reacted to at these points. Each elevon

travels 33 degrees up and 18 degrees down (software

limits).

The transition area on the upper surface between

the torque box and the movable elevon consists of a

series of hinged panels that provide a closeout of

the wing-to-elevon cavity. These panels are of

Inconel honeycomb sandwich construction

outboard of wing station Yw = 312.5 and of titanium

honeycomb sandwich construction inboard of wing
station Yy = 312.5. The upper leading edgeof each

elevon incorporates titanium rub strips. The rub

strips are of titanium honeycomb construction and

are not covered with the thermal protection system
reusable surface insulation. They provide the

sealing surface area for the elevon seal panels.

Except the elevon seal panels, the exposed areas of

the wings, main landing gear doors, and elevons

are covered with reusable surface insulation thermal

protection system materials. Thermal seals are

provided on the elevon lower cove area along with

1,2-9
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thermal spring seals on the upper rub panels.
Pressure seals and thermal barriers are provided
on the main landing gear doors.

The wing is attached to the fuselage with a tension

bolt splice along the upper surface. A shear splice

along the lower surface in the area of the fuselage
—

carry-throughcompletes the attachment interface.

Prior to the manufacturing of the wings for

Discovery (OV-103) and Atlantis (OV-104), aweight
reduction program resulted in a redesign of certain

areas of the wing structure. An assessment of wing
air loads was made from actual flight data that

indicated greater loads on the wing structure. Asa

result, to maintain positive margins of safety during
ascent, structural modifications were incorporated
into certain areas of the wings. The modifications

consisted of the addition of doublers and stiffeners.

Door Longeron

Tubular

Struts,

Ulectncal Wire Tray

Payload Door

Hinge Stabilizer (3).

Midfuselage

The midfuselage structure interfaces with the

forward fuselage, aft fuselage, and wings. It

supports the payload bay doors, hinges, tie-down
fittings, forward wing glove, and various orbiter
system components, and it forms the payload bay
area.

The forward and aft ends of the midfuselage are

open, with reinforced skin and longeronsinterfacing
with the bulkheads of the forward and aft fuselages.
The midfuselage is primarily an aluminum structure

60 feet long, 17 feet wide, and 13 feet high. It weighs
approximately 13,502 pounds.

The midfuselage skins are integrally machined by
numerical control. The panels above the wing glove
and the wings for the forward eight bays have

longitudinal T-stringers. The five aft bays have

aluminum honeycomb panels. The side skins in

the shadow of the wing are also numerically control

machined but have vert! stiffeners.

Upper WingCarry Through

Side Skins

Bay 13

ee ie

oa ce

aie

Main Landing Gear Trunnior.
Xo 582

Support Structure

Bay}ay Door Hinge Fitting (13)

Wing Attachment Interface

eA
Forward

a

Glove

Bottom Skins “ Frame Stabilizers

MidfuselageStructure
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Twelve main-frame assemblies Stabilize the

midfuselage structure. The assemblies consist of
vertical side elements and horizontal elements. The
side elements are machined; the horizontal elements
are boron/aluminum tubes with bonded titanium
end fittings.

In the upper portion of the midfuselage are the sill
and door longerons. The machined sill longerons
not only make up the primary body-bending
elements, but also take the longitudinal loads from

payloads in the payload bay. The payload bay door

longerons and associated structure are attached to

the 13 payload bay door hinges. These hinges
provide the vertical reaction from the payload bay
doors. Five of the hinges react to the payload bay
door shears. The sill longeron also provides the
base support for the payload bay manipulator arm

(if installed) and its stowage provisions, the Ku-

band rendezvous antenna, the antenna base support
and its stowage provisions, and the payload bay
door actuation system.

The side wall forward of the wing carry-through
structure provides the inboard support for the main

landing gear. The total lateral landing gear loads

are reacted to by the midfuselage structure.

The midfuselage also supports the two electrical

wire trays that contain the wiring between the crew

compartment and aft fuselage.

Plumbing and wiring in the lower portion of the

midfuselageare supported by fiberglass milk stools.

The other exposed areas of the midfuselage are

covered with the reusable surface insulation thermal

protection system.

Because of additional detailed analysis of actual

flight data concerning descent stress thermal

gradient loads, torsional straps were added to the

lower midfuselage stringers in bays 1 through 11.

The torsional straps tie all stringers together

similarly to a box section, which eliminates

rotational (torsional) capabilities to provide positive

margins of safety.

Also, because of additional detailed analysis of

actual flight data during descent, room-temperature

vulcanizing silicone rubber material was bonded to

the lower midfuselage from bay 4 through 12 to act

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

as a heat sink and distribute temperatures evenly
across the bottom of the midfuselage, which reduces
thermal gradients and ensures positive Margins of

safety.
é

Aft Fuselage

The aft fuselage consists of an outer shell, thrust
structure, and internal secondary structure. It is

approximately 18 feet long, 22 feet wide, and 20
feet high.

The aft fuselage supports and interfaces with the
left-hand and right-hand aft OMS/RCS pods, the

wing aft spar, midfuselage, orbiter/external tank

rear attachments, main engines, aft heat shield, body
flap, vertical tail, and two T-0 launch umbilical

panels.

The aft fuselage provides the load path to the

midfuselage main longerons, main wing spar
continuity across the forward bulkhead of the aft

fuselage, structural support for the body flap, and

structural housing around all internal systems for

protection from operational environments (pressure,
thermal, and acoustic) and controlled internal

pressures during flight.

The forward bulkhead closes off the aft fuselage
from the midfuselage and is composed of machined

and beaded sheet metal aluminum segments. The

upper portion of the bulkhead attaches to the front

spar of the vertical tail.

The internal thrust structure supports the three

SSMEs. The upper section of the thrust structure

supports the upper SSME, and the lower section of

the thrust structure supports the two lower SSMEs.

The internal thrust structure includes the SSMEs,

load reaction truss structures, engine interface

fittings, and the actuator support structure. It

supports the SSMEs and the SSME low-pressure
turbopumps andpropellant lines. The two orbiter/

external tank aft attach points interface at the

longeron fittings.

The internal thrust structure is composed mainly of

28 machined, diffusion-bonded truss members. In

diffusion bonding, titanium strips are bonded

togetherunder heat, pressure, and time. This fuses

the titanium strips into a single hollow,

homogeneous mass that is lighter and stronger than
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Structure

Main
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Umbilical

Doors Secondary
Structure

Aft Fuselage Structure

a forged part. In looking at the cross section of a

diffusion bond, no weld line is visible. It is a

homogeneous parent metal, yet composed of pieces
joined by diffusion bonding. (In OV-105, the internal

thrust structure is a forging.) In selected areas, the

titanium construction is reinforced with boron/

epoxy tubular struts to minimize weight and add

stiffness.

The upper thrust structure of the aft fuselage is of

integral-machined aluminum construction with

aluminum frames except for the vertical fin support
frame, which is titanium. The skin panels are

integrally machined aluminum and attach to each

side of the vertical fin to react to drag and torsion

loading.

The outer shell of the aft fuselage is constructed of

integral-machined aluminum. Various penetrations
are provided in the shell for access to installed

systems. The exposed outer areasof the aft fuselage
are covered with reusable thermal protection
system.

The secondary structure of the aft fuselage is of
conventional aluminum construction except that
titanium and fiberglassare used for thermal isolation
of equipment. The aft fuselage secondary structures
consist of brackets, buildup webs, truss members,

and machined fittings, as required by system

loading and support constraints. Certain system

components, such as the avionics shelves, are shock-

mounted to the secondary structure. The secondary
structure includes support provisions for the

auxiliary power units, hydraulics, ammonia boiler,

flash evaporator, and electrical wire runs.

The two ET umbilical areas interface with the

orbiter’s two aft ET attach points and the ET’s liquid
oxygen and hydrogen feed lines and electrical wire

tuns. The umbilicals are retracted, and the umbilical

areas are closed off after ET separation by an

electromechanically operated beryllium door at each

umbilical. Thermal barriers are employed at each

umbilical door. The exposed area of each closed

door is covered with reusable surface insulation.

The aft fuselage heat shield and seal provide a

closeout of the orbiter aft base area. The aft heat

shield consists of a base heat shield of machined

aluminum. Attached to the base heat shield are

domes of honeycomb construction that support
flexible and sliding seal assemblies. The engine-
mounted heat shield is of Inconel honeycomb
construction and is removable for access to the main

engine power heads. The heat shield is covered

with a reusable thermal protection system except
for the Inconel segments.
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OrbitalManeuvering System/Reaction
Control System (OMS/RCS) Pods

The OMS/RCS left- and right-hand pods are
attached to the upper aft fuselage left and rightsides. Each pod is fabricated primarily of graphite
€poxy composite and aluminum. Each pod is 21.8
feet long and 11.37 feet wide at its aft end and 8.41
feet wide at its forward end, with a surface area of
approximately 435 square feet. Each pod is divided
into two compartments: the OMS and the RCS
housings. Each pod houses all the OMS and RCS
propulsion components and is attached to the aft
fuselage with 11 bolts. The pod skin panels are

graphite epoxy honeycomb sandwich. The forward
and aft bulkhead aft tank support bulkhead and
floor truss beam are machined aluminum 2124. The
centerline beam is 2024 aluminum sheet with
titanium stiffeners and graphite epoxy frames. The
OMS thrust structure is conventional 2124
aluminum construction. The cross braces are

Aft Tank Aluminum

Support Bulkhead

GraphiteEpoxyHoneycomb
Sandwich Skins

Titanium Thermal>a

Forward Bulkhead
IntegrallyMachined
Aluminum

Height Aluminum

2.3 ft

Intermediate Tank Support
Frame (Titanium Web)

RCS Aluminum

Tank Support

Centerline Beam

CE EEEEEEEIESSS':'S:: 5
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aluminum tubing, and the attach fittings at the
forward and aft fittings are 2124 aluminum. The
intermediate fittings are corrosion-resistant steel.
The RCS housing, which attaches to the OMS pod
structure, contains the RCS jets and associated

propellant feed lines. The RCS housing is

constructed of aluminum sheet metal, including flat
outer skins. The curved outer skin panels are.

graphite epoxy honeycomb sandwich. Twenty-four
doors in the skins provide access to the OMS and
RCS and attach points.

The exposed areas of the OMS/RCS pods are

covered with a reusable thermal protection system,
and a pressure and thermal seal is installed at the
OMS/RCS pod aft fuselage interface. Thermal
barriers are installed, and they interface with the
RCS jets and reusable thermal protection system.
The pods will withstand 162-decibel acoustic noise
and a temperature range from minus 170° toplus
1352F.

Aluminum
Thrust

Structure

Aft Orbital Maneuvering System/ReactionControl System Pod
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(Honeycomb)
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Body Flap

The body flap thermally shields the three SSMEs
during entry and provides the orbiter with pitchcontrol trim during its atmospheric flight after entry.
The body flap is an aluminum structure consistingof ribs, spars, skin panels, and a trailing edge
assembly. The main upper and lower forward
honeycomb skin panels are joined to theTibs,spars,and honeycomb trailing edge with structural
fasteners. The removable upper forward
honeycomb skin panels complete the body flap
structure.

The upper skin panels aft of the forward spar and
the entire lower skin panels are mechanicallyattached to the ribs. The forward upper skin consists
of five removable access panels attached to the ribs

with quick-release fasteners. The four integral-
machined aluminum actuator ribs provide the aft

fuselage interface through self-aligning bearings.
Two bearings are located in each rib for attachment
to the four rotary actuators located in the aft

fuselage, which are controlled by the flight control

system and the hydraulically actuated rotary
actuators. The remaining ribs consist of eight
stability ribs and two closeout ribs constructed of

chemically milled aluminum webs bonded to

aluminum honeycomb core. The forward spar web
is of chemically milled sheets with flanged holes
and stiffened beads. The spar web is riveted to the
ribs. The trailing edge includes the rear spar, which
is composed of piano-hinge half-cap angles,
chemicallymilled skins, honeycomb aluminum core,
closeouts, and plates. The trailing edge attaches to
the upper and lower forward panels by the piano-
hinge halves and hinge pins. Two moisture drain
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lines and one hydraulic fluid drain line penetrate
the trailing edge honeycomb core for horizontal and
vertical drainage.

The body flap is covered with a reusable thermal

protection system and an articulating pressure and
thermal seal to its forward cover area on the lower
surface of the body flap to block heat and air flow
from the structures.

Vertical Tail

The vertical tail consists of a structural fin surface,
the rudder/speed brake surface, a tip, and a lower

trailing edge. The rudder splits into two halves to

serve as a speed brake.

The vertical tail structure fin is made of aluminum.

The main torque box is constructed of integral-
machined skins and strings, ribs, and two machined

spars. The fin is attached by two tension tie bolts at

the root of the front spar of the vertical tail to the

Rotary
Actuators (4)LeadingEdge

26.31 ft

Aft Attach

Forward Attach

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
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forward bulkhead of the aft fuselage and by eight
shear bolts at the root of the vertical tail rear spar to

the upper structural surface of the aft fuselage.

The rudder/speed brake control surface is made of

conventional aluminum ribs and spars with

aluminum honeycomb skin panels and is attached

through rotating hinge parts to the vertical tail fin.

The lower trailing edge area of the fin, which houses

the rudder/speed brake power drive unit, is made

of aluminum honeycomb skin.

The hydraulic power drive unit/mechanical rotary
actuation system drives left- and right-hand drive

shafts in the same direction for rudder control of

plus or minus 27 degrees. For speed brake control,
the drive shafts turn in opposite directions for a

maximum of 49.3 degrees each. The rotary drive

actions are also combined for joint rudder/speed
brake control. The hydraulic power drive unit is

controlled by the orbiter flight control system.

Rudder Right

Left and Right
Drive Shafts

Speed Brake Open

16.6 ft

Integral
Machined

Vertical Tail
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The vertical tail structure is designedfor a 163-

decibel acoustic environment with a maximum

temperature of 350° F.

All-Inconel honeycomb conical seals house the

rotary actuators and providea pressure and thermal
seal that withstands a maximum of 1,200° F.

The split halves of the rudder panels and trailing

edge contain a thermal barrier seal.

The vertical tailand rudder/speed brake are covered

with a reusable thermal protection system. A

thermal barrier is also employed at the interface of

the vertical stabilizer and aft fuselage.

Orbiter Passive Thermal Control

A passive thermal control system helps maintain

the temperature of the orbiter spacecraft, systems,
and components within their temperature limits.

This system uses available orbiter heat sources and

sinks supplemented by insulation blankets, thermal

coatings, and thermal isolation methods. Heaters

are provided on components and systems in areas

where passive thermal control techniques are not

adequate. (The heaters are described under the

various systems.)

The insulation blankets are of two basic types:
fibrous bulk and multilayer. The bulk blankets are

fibrous materials with a density of 2 pounds per
cubic foot and a sewn cover of reinforced acrylic
film Kapton. The cover material has 13,500 holes

per square foot for venting. Acrylic film tape is
used for cutouts, patching, and reinforcements.
Tufts throughout the blankets minimize billowing
during venting.

The multilayer blankets are constructed of alternate
layers of perforated acrylic film Kapton reflectors
and Dacron net separators. There are 16 reflector
layers in all, the two cover halves counting as two

layers. Covers, tufting, and acrylic film tape are
similar to that used for the bulk blankets.

Thermal Protection System

The thermal protection system (TPS) consists ofvarious materials applied externally to the outer
structural skin of the orbiter to maintain the skin
within acceptable temperatures, primarily during

the entry phase of the mission. The orbiter’s outer
structural skin is constructed primarily of aluminum

and graphite epoxy.

During entry, the TPS materials protect the orbiter

outer skin from temperatures above 350° F. In

addition, they are reusable for 100 missions with

refurbishment and maintenance. These materials

perform in temperature ranges from minus 250° F

in the cold soak of space to entry temperatures that

reach nearly 3,000° F. The TPS also sustains the

forces induced by deflections of the orbiter airframe

as it responds to the various external environments.

Because the TPS is installed on the outside of the

orbiter skin, it establishes the aerodynamics over

the vehicle in addition to acting as the heat sink.

Orbiter interior temperatures also are controlled by
internal insulation, heaters, and purging techniques
in the various phases of the mission.

The TPS is a passive system consisting of materials

selected for stability at high temperatures and

weight efficiency. These materials are as follows:

1. Reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) is used on

the wing leading edges, the nose cap, including
an area immediately aft of the nose cap on the

lower surface (chine panel), and the immediate

area around the forward orbiter/ET structural

attachment. RCC protects areas where

temperatures exceed 2,300° F during entry.
2. Black high-temperature reusable surface

insulation (HRSI) tiles are used in areas on the

upper forward fuselage,including around the
forward fuselage windows, the entire
underside of the vehicle where RCC is not

used, portions of the OMS/RCS pods, the

leading and trailing edges of the vertical

stabilizer, wing glove areas, elevon trailing
edges adjacent to the RCC on the upper wing
surface, the base heat shield, the interface with

wing leading edge RCC, and the upper body
flap surface. The HRSI tiles protect areas

where temperatures are below 2,300° F. These
tiles have a black surface coating necessary
for entry emittance.

3. Black tiles called fibrous refractory composite
insulation (FRCI) were developed later in the
TPS program. FRCI tiles replace some of the
HRSI tiles in selected areas of the orbiter.
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4. Low-temperature reusable surface insulation
(LRSI) white tiles are used in selected areas of
the forward, mid-, and aft fuselages, vertical
tail, upper wing, and OMS/RCS pods. These
tiles protect areas where temperatures are

below 1,200°F. These tiles have a white surface
coating to provide better thermal
characteristics on orbit.

5. After the initial delivery of Columbia, an

advanced flexible reusable surface insulation
(AFRSI) was developed. This material consists
of sewn composite quilted fabric insulation

batting between two layers of white fabric that
are sewn together to form a quilted blanket.
AFRSI was used on Discovery and Atlantis to

replace the vast majority of the LRSI tiles.

Following its seventh flight, Columbia also
was modified to replace most of the LRSI tiles
with AFRSI. The AFRSI blankets provide
improved producibility and durability,
reduced fabrication and installation time and

costs, and a weight reduction over that of the

LRSI tiles. The AFRSI blankets protect areas

where temperatures are below 1,200° F.

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.2 Orbiter Structure

6. White blankets made of coated Nomex felt
reusable surface insulation (FRSI) are used on

the upper payload bay doors, portions of the

midfuselage and aft fuselage sides, portions
of the upper wing surface, and a portion of
the OMS/RCS pods. The FRSI blankets protect
areas where temperatures are below 700° F.

7. Additional materials are used in other special
areas. These materials are thermal panes for
the windows, metal for the forward RCS

fairings and elevon seal panels on the upper
wing to elevon interface, a combination of
white- and black-pigmented silica cloth for
thermal barriers and gap fillers around

operable penetrations, such as main and nose

landing gear doors, egress and ingress flight
crew side hatch, umbilical doors, elevon cove,

forward RCS, RCS jets, midfuselage vent

doors, payload bay doors, rudder/speed
brake, OMS/RCS pods, and gaps between TPS

tiles in high differential pressure areas, and

room-temperature vulcanizing material for the

thick aluminum T-0 umbilicals on the sides of

the orbiter aft fuselage.
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1.3 EXTERNAL TANK
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The external tank (ET) contains the liquid hydrogen
fuel and liquid oxygen oxidizer and supplies them

under pressure to the three SSMEs in the orbiter

during lift-off and ascent. When the SSMEs are

shut down, the ET is jettisoned, enters the Earth’s

atmosphere, breaks up, and impacts in a remote

ocean area. It is not recovered. ET impact zones for

direct and standard insertion are discussed in

Section 1.1.

OrbiterLe
Integral Stringers

‘SRB Forward Attachment

Anti slosh

Baffles

ENS

F

TSDiameterAnti-vortex Baffles

Intertank

Liquid Oxygen
Vent Valve

and Fairing

LiquidOxygen
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Attachment

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.3 External Tank

The largest and heaviest (when loaded) element of

the Space Shuttle, the ET has three major

components: the forward liquid oxygen tank, an

unpressurized intertank that contains most of the

electrical components, and the aft liquid hydrogen
tank.

Beginning with the STS-6 mission, a lightweight ET

was introduced. Although future tanks may vary

slightly, each will weigh approximately 66,000

pounds inert. (The last heavyweight tank, flown

on STS-7, weighed approximately 77,000 pounds
inert.)

The ET is attached to the orbiter at one forward

attachment point and two aft points. In the aft

attachment area, there are also umbilicals that carry

fluids, gases, electrical signals, and electrical power

between the tank and the orbiter. Electrical signals
and controls between the orbiter and the two SRBs

also are routed through those umbilicals.

Propellant Fee

Pressurization (.

and Electiical

Umbilicals

Orbiter Att

Attachment—
Intertank 1-0

Umbilical Plate

Liquid Hydrogen Tank

153.8 Feet

27.6 Feet

1,655,600 Pounds

66,000 Pounds

1,361,936 Pounds

143,351 Gallons

227,641 Pounds

385,265 Gallons

Gross Lilt-off Weight
Inert Weight
LiquidOxygenMaximum

LiquidHydrogen Maximum

{All Weights Approximate)

Lightweight External Tank
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.3 External Tank

Liquid Oxygen Tank

The liquid oxygen tank isan aluminum monocoque

structure composed of a fusion-welded assembly

ofpreformed,chem-milled gores, panels,machined
fittings, and ring chords. It operates in a pressure

range of 20 to 22 psig. The tank contains anti-slosh

and anti-vortex provisions to minimize liquid
residuals and damp fluid motion. The tank feeds

into a 17-inch-diameter feed line that conveys the

liquid oxygen through the intertank, then outside

the ET to the aft right-hand ET/orbiter disconnect

umbilical. The 17-inch-diameter feed line permits

liquid oxygen to flow at approximately2,787 pounds

per second with the SSMEs operatingat 104 percent

or permits a maximum flow of 17,592 gallons per

minute. The liquid »xvgen tank’s double-wedge

LuqudOrygenAttDome

Att Stosh

Balfie

nose cone reduces drag and heating, contains the

vehicle’sascentair data system (for nine tanks only)
and serves as a lightning rod. The liquid oxygen

tank’s volume is 19,563 cubic feet. It is 331 inches in

diameter, 592 inches long and weighs 12,000 pounds

empty.

Intertank

The intertank is a steel /aluminum semimonocoque

cylindrical structure with flanges on each end for

joining the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks.

The intertank houses ET instrumentation

components and provides an umbilical plate that

interfaces with the ground facility arm for purge

gas supply, hazardous gas detection, and hydrogen

gas boiloff during ground operations. It consists of
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mechanically joined skin, stringers, and machined

panelsof aluminum alloy. The intertank is vented

during flight. The intertank contains the forward
SRB-ET attach thrust beam and fittings that
distribute the SRB loads to the liquid oxygen and

liquid hydrogen tanks. The intertank is 270 inches

long, 331 inches in diameter, and weighs 12,100
pounds.

Liquid Hydrogen Tank

The liquid hydrogen tank is an aluminum

semimonocoque structure of fusion-welded barrel

sections, five major ring frames, and forward and

aft ellipsoidal domes. Its operating pressure range
is 32 to 34 psia. The tank contains an anti-vortex

baffle and siphon outlet to transmit the liquid
hydrogen from the tank through a 17-inch line to

the left aft umbilical. The liquid hydrogen feed line

flow rate is 465 pounds per second with the SSMEs

at 104 percent or a maximum flow of 47,365 gallons
per minute. At the forward end of the liquid
hydrogen tank is the ET/orbiter forward attachment

pod strut, and at its aft end are the two ET/orbiter

aft attachment ball fittings as well as the aft SRB-ET

stabilizing strut attachments. The liquid hydrogen
tank is 331 inches in diameter, 1,160 inches long,
and has a volume of 53,518 cubic feet and a dry

weight of 29,000 pounds.

Mayor RingFrame(5)
BarrelSection(4)

Jangeron(2)

Iniermediate Ring

Frame(8)

LiquidHydrogen Tank Structure

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.3 External Tank

Thermal Protection System

The ET thermal protection system consists of

sprayed-on foam insulation and premolded ablator

materials. The system also includes the use of

phenolic thermal insulators to preclude air

liquefaction. Thermal isolators are required for

liquid hydrogen tank attachments to preclude the

liquefaction of air-exposed metallic attachments and

to reduce heat flow into the liquid hydrogen. The

thermal protection system weighs 4,823 pounds.

Hardware and Instrumentation

The external hardware, ET/orbiter attachment

fittings, umbilical fittings, electrical, and range safety
system weigh 9,100 pounds.

Each propellant tank has a vent and relief valve at

its forward end. This dual-function valve can be

opened by ground support equipment for the vent

function during prelaunch and can open during
flight when the ullage pressure of the liquid
hydrogen tank reaches 38 psig, or the ullage pressure
of the liquid oxygen tank reaches 25 psig.

The liquid oxygen tank contains a

separate,pyrotechnicallyoperated,
propulsive tumble vent valve at

its forward end. At separation, the

liquid oxygen tumble vent valve

is opened, providing impulse to

assist in the separation maneuver

and more positive control of the

entry aerodynamics of the ET.

fawaddor There are eight propellant-
depletion sensors, four each for

fuel and oxidizer. The fuel-

depletion sensors are located inthe
bottom of the fuel tank. The

oxidizer sensors are mounted in

the orbiter liquid oxygen feed line

manifold downstream of the feed

line disconnect. During SSME burns, the orbiter

GPCs constantly compute the instantaneous mass

of the vehicle due to the usage of the propellants.

Normally, main engine cutoff (MECO) is based on

a predetermined velocity; however, once past a

flight-specificarming mass, if any two of the fuelor

oxidizer sensors sense a dry condition, the engines

will be shut down.

13-3
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1.3 External Tank

The locations of the liquid oxygen sensorsallowthe

maximum amount of oxidizer to be consumed in

the engines, while allowing sufficient time to shut

down the engines before the oxidizer pumps cavitate

(run dry). In addition, 1,100 pounds of liquid

hydrogen are loaded over and above that required
by the 6:1 oxidizer/fuel engine mixture ratio. This
assures that MECO from the depletion sensors is

fuel-rich; oxidizer-rich engine shutdowns can cause

burning and severe erosion of engine components.

Four pressure transducers located at the top of the

liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks monitor

the ullage pressures.

Each of the two aft ET umbilical plates mate with a

corresponding plate on the orbiter. The plates help
maintain alignment among the umbilicals. Physical
strength at the umbilical plates is provided by
bolting corresponding umbilical plates together.
When the orbiter GPCs command external tank

separation, the bolts are severed by pyrotechnic
devices.

The ET has five propellant
umbilical valves thatinterface with

orbiter umbilicals: two for the

liquid oxygen tank and three for

the liquid hydrogen tank. One of
the liquid oxygen tank umbilical
valves is for liquid oxygen, the

other for gaseous oxygen. The

liquid hydrogen tank umbilical has
two valves for liquid and one for

gas. The intermediate-diameter

liquid hydrogen umbilical is a

recirculation umbilical used only
during the liquid hydrogen chill-
down sequence during prelaunch.

The ET also has two electrical
umbilicals that carry electrical

power from the orbiter to the tank
and the two SRBs and provide
information from the SRBs and ET
to the orbiter.

———

CET
SRB Antennas

Systems Tunnel

A swing-arm-mounted cap to the fixed service

structure covers the oxygen tank vent on top of the

ET during the countdown and is retracted about

two minutes before lift-off. The cap siphons off

oxygen vapor that threatens to form ice on the ET,

thus protecting the orbiter’s TPS during launch.

Range Safety System

A range safety system provides for dispersing tank

propellants if necessary. It includes a battery power
source, a receiver /decoder, antennas, and ordnance.

Various parameters are monitored and displayed
on the flight deck display and control panel and are

transmitted to the ground.

222272

Antennas

Antennas

External Tank Range SafetySystem Antennas

SSS

Systems Tunnel
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

1.4 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS The two solid rocket boosters (SRBs) provide the
main thrust to lift the Space Shuttle off the pad and
up to an altitude of about 150,000 feet, or 24 nautical

Co miles. In addition, the two SRBs carry the entireNIENTS weight of the ET and orbiter and transmit the
Hold-Down Posts ... 14-3 weight load through their structure to the mobile
SRB Ignition ....... 14-4 launcherplatform.Each booster has a thrust (sea

:
;

level) of approximately 3,300,000 pounds at launch.
Electrical Power Distribution 14-5 They are ignited after the three SSMEs’ thrust level
Hydraulic P Unit 1d!

is verified. The two SRBs provide 71.4 percent ofee ces ee ene LS
the thrust at lift-off and during first-stageThrust Vector Control .....ss:cscsssscssssesessseene 144 ascent. Seventy-five seconds after SRB separation,

SRB Rate Gyro Assemblies......sccccssssssesse 144 SRB apogee occurs at an altitude of approximately
’

220,000 feet, or 35 nautical miles. SRB impactSRBiSeparatlonisess n rss eee 144 occurs in the ocean approximately 122 nautical

Range Safety System .......ssesssscssssessssesses 1.4-7 mulesidownrange:

SRB Descent and RecOVEeTy«..ssssssssssssssssss 1.4-8 The SRBs are the largest solid-propellant motors

ever flown and the first designed for reuse. Each is

149.16 feet long and 12.17 feet in diameter.

Each SRB weighs approximately 1,300,000 pounds
at launch. The propellant for each motor weighs
approximately 1,100,000 pounds. The inert weight
of each SRB is approximately 192,000 pounds.

Nozzle and Thrust Vector
Control System

4 Separation Motors

22,050 Pounds Thrust Each.
12.4 Feet
Outside Diameter

Alt Skirt and

Launch Support

SRB-External Tank Attachment Ring,
Alt Avionics and Sway Braces

4 Separation Motors

22,050 Pounds Thrust Each
Dimensions

Drogue Chute 149.16 Feet
rT SRB-External Tank

ald i FeatThrust Attachment

eat Rate GyroAssemblies (2),

Separation Avionics, Operational
Flight instrumentation, Recovery

ge Avionics and Range Safety System

Nose Fairing

Solid Rocket Booster
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1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

Primary elements of each booster are the motor

(including case, propellant,igniter,andnozzle),
structure, separation systems, operationalflight
instrumentation, recovery avionics, pyrotechnics,
deceleration system, thrust vector control system,
and range safety destruct system.

Each booster is attached to the ET at the SRB’s aft

frame by two lateral sway braces and a diagonal
attachment. The forward end of each SRBis attached

to the external tank at the forward end of the SRB’s

forward skirt. On the launch pad, each booster also

is attached to the mobile launcher platform at the

aft skirt by four bolts and nuts that are severed by
small explosives at lift-off.

During the downtime following the Challenger
accident, detailed structural analyses were

performed on critical structural elements of the SRB.

Analyses were primarily focused in areas where

anomalies had been noted during postflight
inspection of recovered hardware.

One of the areas was the attach ring where the SRBs

are connected to the ET. Areas of distress were

noted in some of the fasteners where the ring
attaches to the SRB motor case. This situation was

attributed to the high loads encountered during
water impact. To correct the situation and ensure

higher strength margins during ascent, the attach

ring was redesigned to encircle the motor case

completely (360 degrees). Previously, the attach

ring formed a C and encircled the motor case 270

degrees.

Additionally, special structural tests were

performed on the aft skirt. During this test program,
an anomaly occurred in a critical weld between the
hold-down post and skin of the skirt. Aredesign
was implemented to add reinforcement brackets
and fittings in the aft ring of the skirt.

These two modifications added approximately 450
pounds to the weight of each SRB.

The propellant mixture in each SRB motor consistsof an ammonium perchlorate (oxidizer, 69.6percentby weight), aluminum (fuel, 16 percent), iron oxide
(a catalyst, 0.4 percent), a polymer (a binder that
holds the mixture together, 12.04 percent), and an

epoxy curing agent (1.96 percent). The Propellantisan 11-point star- shaped perforation in the forward

motor segment and a double-truncated-cone

perforation in each of the aft segments and aft
closure. This configuration provides high thrust at

ignition and then reduces the thrust by

approximately a third 50 seconds after lift-off to

prevent overstressing the vehicle during maximum

dynamic pressure.

The SRBs are used as matched pairs, and each is

made up of four solid rocket motor segments. The

pairs are matched by loading each of the four motor

segments in pairs from the same batches of

propellant ingredients to minimize any thrust

imbalance. The segmented-casing design assures

maximum flexibility in fabrication and ease of

transportation and handling. Each segment is

shipped to the launch site on a heavy-duty rail car

with a specially built cover.

The nozzle expansion ratio of each booster

beginning with the STS-8 mission is 7-to-79. The

nozzle is gimbaled for thrust vector control. Each

SRB has its own redundant auxiliary power units

and hydraulic pumps. The all-axis gimbaling
capability is 8 degrees. Each nozzle has a carbon

cloth liner that erodes and chars during firing. The

nozzle is a convergent-divergent, movable design
in which an aft pivot-point flexible bearing is the

gimbal mechanism.

The cone-shaped aft skirt reacts to the aft loads

between the SRB and the mobile launcher platform.
The four aft separation motors are mounted on the
skirt. The aft section contains avionics, a thrust

vector control system that consists of two auxiliary
power units and hydraulic pumps, hydraulic
systems, and a nozzle extension jettison system.

The forward section of each booster contains

avionics, a sequencer, forward separation motors, a

nose cone separation system, drogue and main

parachutes, a recovery beacon, a recovery light, a

parachute camera on selected flights, and a range
safety system.

Each SRB has two integrated electronic assemblies,
one forward and one aft. After burnout, the forward

assembly initiates the release of the nose cap and
frustum and turns on the recovery aids. The aft

assembly, mounted in the ET/SRB attach ring,
connects with the forward assembly and the orbiter
avionics systems for SRB ignition commands and
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nozzle thrust vector control. Each integratedelectronic assembly has a multiplexer/
demultiplexer, which sends or receives more than
one message, signal, or unit of information on a

single communication channel.

Eight booster separation motors (four in the nose
frustum and four in the aft skirt) of each SRB burn
for 1.02 seconds at SRB separation from the ET.
Each solid rocket separation motor is 31.1 inches

long and 12.8 inches in diameter.

Location aids are provided for
each SRB, frustum/drogue
chutes, and main parachutes.
These include a transmitter,
antenna, strobe/converter,
battery, and salt water switch

electronics. The location aids
are designed for a minimum

operating life of 72 hours

and when refurbished are

considered usable up to 20

times. The flashing light is an

exception. It has an operating
life of 280 hours. The battery is

used only once.

The SRB nose caps and nozzle

extensions are not recovered.

The recovery crew retrieves the

SRBs, frustum/drogue chutes,

and main parachutes. The

nozzles are plugged, the solid

rocket motors are dewatered,
and the SRBs are towed back

to the launch site. Each booster

is removed from the water,

and its components are

disassembled and washed with

fresh and deionized water to

limit salt water corrosion. The Stud
Deceleration
Stand

motor segments, igniter, and

nozzle are shipped back

to the manufacturer for

refurbishment.

Each SRB incorporates a range

safety system that includesa

battery power source, receiver/
decoder, antennas, and

ordnance.

Stud, Nut

and Washer

1, GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

Hold-Down Posts

Each SRB has four hold-down posts that fit into

corresponding support posts on the mobile launcher

platform. Hold-down bolts hold the SRB and
launcher platform posts together. Each bolt has a

nut at each end, but only the top nut is frangible.
The top nut contains two NASA standard detonators
(NSDs), which are ignited at solid rocket motor

ignition commands.

When the two NSDs are ignited at each hold-down,
the hold-down bolt travels downward because of
the release of tension in the bolt (pretensioned before

Skin

SRB
Hold-Down

Post Vy »

Support
Posts (4)

Solid Rocket
Motor Nozzle

J>

Mobile Launcher

Platform

Oebris Catcher

FrangibleNut

Spherical Bearing
(Ball)

Support Post

SRB Support/Hold-Down Post
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

launch), NSD gas pressure, and gravity.Theboltis
stopped by the stud deceleration stand, which
contains sand. The SRB bolt is 28 inches long and is

3.5 inches in diameter. The frangiblenutis captured
in a blast container.

The solid rocket motor ignition commands are

issued by the orbiter’s computers through the master
events controllers to the hold-down pyrotechnic
initiator controllers (PICs) on the mobile launcher

platform. They provide the ignition to the hold-

down NSDs. The launch processing system

monitors the SRB hold-down PICs for low voltage

during the last 16 seconds before launch. PIC low

voltage will initiate a launch hold.

SRB Ignition

SRB ignition can occur only when a manual

lock pin from each SRB safe and arm device

has been removed. The ground crew removes

the pin during prelaunch activities. At T

minus 5 minutes, the SRB safe and arm device

is rotated to the armposition. The solid rocket

motor ignition commands are issued when

the three SSMEs are at or above 90-percent
rated thrust,no SSME fail and /or SRBignition
PIC low voltage is indicated, and there are no

holds from the launch processing system.

The solid rocket motor ignition commands

are sent by the orbiter computers through the

master events controllers (MECs) to the safe

and arm device NSDs in each SRB. A PIC

single-channel capacitor discharge device
controls the firing of each pyrotechnic device.
Three signals must be present simultaneously
for the PIC to generate the pyro firing output.
These signals, arm, fire 1, and fire 2,originate
in the GPCs and are transmitted to the MECs.
The MECs reformat them to 28-volt de signals
for the PICs. The arm signal charges the PIC

ere
to 40 volts dc (minimum of 20 volts

Ic).

The fire 1 and 2 commands cause the
redundant NSDs to fire througha thin barrier
seal down aflame tunnel. This ignites a pyro
booster charge, which is retained in the safe
and arm device behind a perforated plate. The

boostercharge ignites the propellant in the

igniter initiator, and combustion products of

this propellant ignite the solid rocket motorinitiator,
which fires down the length of the solid rocket motor

igniting the solid rocket motor propellant.

The GPC launch sequence also controls certain

critical main propulsion system (MPS) valves and

monitors the engine-ready indications from the

SSMEs. The MPS start commands are issued by the

GPCs at T minus 6.6 seconds (staggered start—

engine 3, engine 2, engine 1—all approximately
within 0.25 second), and the sequence monitors the

thrust buildup of each engine. All three SSMEs

must reach the required 90-percent thrust within 3

seconds; otherwise, an orderly shutdown is

commanded, and safingfunctionsare initiated.

Nose

“1
Altitude

Switch

Flotation

Frustum
Location Aids

™~¢ Frustum

R ;

sale SRB Location Aids

System:

Integrated
Electronic

Assembly
(Forward)

Forward Skirt

System Tunnel

(Interconnecting Cables)
Rate

Gyro Aft Attach Ring

Assembly

External Tank-SRB

Integrated Interface

Electronic

Assembly
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Normal thrust buildup to the required 90-percentthrust level will result in the SSMEs being
commanded to the lift-off position at T minus 3
seconds as well as the fire 1 command being issued
to arm the SRBs. At T minus 3 seconds, the vehicle
base bending load modes are allowed to initialize
(movement of approximately 25.5 inches measured
at the tip of the external tank, with movement
towards the external tank).

At T minus 0, the two SRBs are ignited, separation
of the four explosive bolts on each SRB is initiated
(each bolt is 28 inches long and 3.5 inches in
diameter), the two T-0 umbilicals (one on each side
of the spacecraft) are retracted, the onboard master

timing unit, event timer, and mission event timers
are started, the three SSMEs are at 100 percent, and
the ground launch sequence is terminated.

The solid rocket motor thrust profile is tailored to

reduce thrust during the maximum dynamic
pressure region.

Electrical Power Distribution

Electrical power distribution in each SRB consists

of orbiter-supplied main dc bus power to each SRB
via SRB buses A, B, and C. Orbiter main dc buses

A, B, and C supply main dc bus power to

corresponding SRB buses A, B, and C. In addition,
orbiter main de bus C supplies backup power to

SRB buses A and B, and orbiter bus B supplies
backup power to SRB bus C. This electrical power
distribution arrangement allows all SRB buses to

remain powered in the event one orbiter main bus

fails.

The nominal dc voltage is 28 voltsdc,with an upper
limit of 32 volts dc and a lower limit of 24 volts dc.

Hydraulic Power Units

There are two self-contained, independent hydraulic

power units (HPUs) on each SRB. Each HPU

consists of an auxiliary power unit (APU), fuel

supply module, hydraulic pump, hydraulic
reservoir, and hydraulic fluid manifold assembly.
The APUs are fueled by hydrazine and generate
mechanical shaft power to a hydraulic pump that
produces hydraulic pressure for the SRB hydraulic
system. The two separate HPUs and two hydraulic
systems are located on the aft end of each SRB

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

between the SRB nozzle and aft skirt. The HPU

components are mounted on the aft skirt between
the rock and tilt actuators. The two systems operatefrom T minus 28 seconds until SRB separation from
the orbiter and external tank. The two independent
hydraulic systems are connected to the rock and tilt
servoactuators.

The APU controller electronics are located in the
SRB aft integrated electronic assemblies on the aft
external tank attach rings.

The APUs and their fuel systems are isolated from
each other. Each fuel supply module (tank) contains
22 poundsof hydrazine. The fuel tank is pressurized
with gaseous nitrogen at 400 psi, which provides
the force to expel (positive expulsion) the fuel from
the tank to the fuel distribution line, maintaining a

positive fuel supply to the APU throughout its

operation.

The fuel isolation valve is opened at APU startup to

allow fuel to flow to the APU fuel pump and control

valves and then to the gas generator. The gas
generator’s catalytic action decomposes the fuel and

creates a hot gas. It feeds the hot gas exhaust product
to the APU two-stage gas turbine. Fuel flows

primarily through the startup bypass line until the

APU speed is such that the fuel pump outlet

pressure is greater than the bypass line’s. Then all

the fuel is supplied to the fuel pump.

The APU turbine assembly provides mechanical

power to the APU gearbox. The gearbox drives the

APU fuel pump, hydraulic pump, and lube oil

pump. The APU lube oil pump lubricates the

gearbox. The turbine exhaust of each APU flows

over the exterior of the gas generator, cooling it,

and is then directed overboard through an exhaust

duct.

When the APU speed reaches 100 percent, the APU

primary control valve closes, and the APU speed is

controlled by the APU controller electronics. If the

primary control valve logic fails to the open state,

the secondary control valve assumes control of the

APU at 113-percent speed.

Each HPU on an SRB is connected to both

servoactuators on that SRB. One HPU serves as the

primary hydraulic source for the servoactuator, and

the other HPU serves as the secondary hydraulics

1.4-5
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1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

for the servoactuator. Each servoactuator has a

switching valve that allows the secondary
hydraulics to power the actuator if the primary
hydraulic pressure drops below 2,050 psi. A switch
contact on the switching valve will close when the

valve is in the secondary position. When the valve

is closed, a signal is sent to the APU controller that
inhibits the 100-percent APU speed control logic
and enables the 113-percent APU speed control

logic. The 100-percent APU speed enables one

APU/HPU to supply sufficient operating hydraulic
pressure to both servoactuators of that SRB.

The APU 100-percent speed corresponds to 72,000

rpm and 113-percent to 81,000 rpm.

The APUs/HPUs and hydraulic systems are

reusable for 20 missions.

Thrust Vector Control

Each SRB has two hydraulic gimbal servoactuators:

one for rock and one for tilt. The servoactuators

provide the force and control to gimbal the nozzle

for thrust vector control.

The Space Shuttle ascent thrust vector control

(ATVC) portion of the flight control system directs
the thrust of the three SSMEs and the two SRB
nozzles to control attitude and trajectory during
lift- off and ascent. Commands from the guidance
system are transmitted to the ATVC drivers, which
transmit signals proportional to the commands to

each servoactuator of the main engines and SRBs.
Four independent flight control system channels
and four ATVC channels control six main engine
and four SRB ATVC drivers, with each driver

controlling one hydraulic port on each main and
SRB servoactuator.

Each SRB servoactuator consists of four

independent, two-stage servovalves that receive
signals from the drivers. Each servovalve controls
one power spool in each actuator, which positions
an actuator ram and the nozzle to control the
direction of thrust.

The four servovalves in each actuator provide a

force-summed Majority voting arrangement to

position the power spool. With four identical
commands to the four servovalves, the actuator
force-sum action prevents a single erroneous

command from affecting power ram motion. If the

erroneous command persists for more than a

predetermined time, differential pressure sensing
activates a selector valve to isolate and remove the

defective servovalve hydraulic pressure, permitting
the remaining channels and servovalves to control

the actuator ram spool.

Failure monitors are provided for each channel to

indicate which channel has been bypassed. An

isolation valve on each channel provides the

capability of resetting a failed or bypassed channel.

Each actuator ram is equipped with transducers for

position feedback to the thrust vector control system.
Within each servoactuator ram is a splashdown load

relief assembly to cushion the nozzle at water

splashdown and prevent damage to the nozzle

flexible bearing.

SRB Rate Gyro Assemblies

Each SRB contains two rate gyro assemblies (RGAs),
with each RGA containing one pitch and one yaw
gyro. These provide an output proportional to

angular rates about the pitch and yaw axes to the

orbiter computers and guidance, navigation, and

control system during first-stage ascent flight in

conjunction with the orbiter roll rate gyros until

SRB separation. At SRB separation, a switchover is

made from the SRB RGAs to the orbiter RGAs.

The SRB RGA rates pass through the orbiter flight
aft multiplexers/ demultiplexers to the orbiter
GPCs. The RGA rates are then interchangeable mid-

value-selected in redundancy management to

provide SRB pitch and yaw rates to the user

software. The RGAs are designed for 20 missions.

SRB Separation

SRB separation is initiated when the three solid
rocket motor chamber pressure transducers are

processed in the redundancy management
interchangeable middle value select, and the head-
end chamber pressure of both SRBs is less than or

equal to 50 psi. A backup cue is the time elapsed
from booster ignition.

The separation sequence is initiated, commandingthe thrust vector control actuators to the null
position and putting the main propulsion system
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into a second-stage configuration (0.8 second from
sequence initialization), which ensures the thrust
of each SRB is less than 100,000 pounds. Orbiter
yaw attitude is held for 4 seconds, and SRB thrust
drops to less than 60,000 pounds.

The SRBs separate from the external tank within 30
milliseconds of the ordnance firing command.

The forward attachment point consists ofa ball (SRB)
and socket (ET) held together by one bolt. The bolt
contains one NSD pressure cartridge at each end.
The forward attachment point also carries the range
safety system cross-strap wiring connecting each
SRB and the ET range safety systems with each
other.

The aft attachment points consist of three separate
struts: upper, diagonal and lower. Each strut

contains one bolt with an NSD pressure cartridge at

each end. The upper strut also carries the umbilical
interface between its SRB and the external tank and
on to the orbiter.

There are four booster separation motors (BSMs)
on each end of each SRB. The BSMs separate the

SRBs from the external tank. The solid rocket motors

System Tunnelftinea See
Cover (Removable)Charge Assembly

Solid Rocket

Motor Case
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in each cluster of four are ignited by firing redundant
NSD pressure cartridges into redundant confined

detonating fuse manifolds.

The separation commands issued from the orbiter

by the SRB separation sequence initiate the
redundant NSD pressure cartridge in each bolt and

ignite the BSMs to effect a clean separation.

Range Safety System

The Shuttle vehicle has three range safety systems
(RSSs). One is located in each SRB and one in the
external tank. Any one or all three are capable of

receiving two command messages (arm and fire)
transmitted from the ground station. The RSS is

used only when the Shuttle vehicle violates a launch

trajectory red line.

AnRSS consists of two antenna couplers, command

receivers/ decoders, a dual distributor, a safe and

arm device with two NSDs, two confined detonating
fuse (CDF) manifolds, seven CDF assemblies, and

one linear-shaped charge (LSC).

The antenna couplers provide the proper impedance
for radio frequency and ground support equipment
commands. The command receivers are tuned to

Range Salety
Command Antennas

Range Safety
Command Antennas

Right gs

SRB
System Tunnel

7, — ielt

© x DNSRB

pre / 7% system Tunnel

<= RangeSalety
Command Antennas |

SRB Range Safety System
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RSS command frequencies and provide the input

signal to the distributors when an RSS command is

sent. The command decoders use a code plug to

prevent any command signal other than the proper

command signal from getting into the distributors.

The distributors contain the logic to supply valid

destruct commands to the RSS pyrotechnics.

The NSDs provide the spark to ignite the CDF,

which in turn ignites the LSC for Shuttle vehicle

destruction. The safe and arm device provides
mechanical isolation between the NSDs and the CDF

before launch and during the SRB separation
sequence.

The first message, called arm, allows the onboard

logic to enable a destruct and illuminates a light on

the flight deck display and control panel at the

commander and pilot station. The second message
transmitted is the fire command.

Separation
T= Osec

T = 75sec

Nottie Severance
(On Selected Foghts)

The SRB distributors in the SRBs and the ET are

cross- strapped together. Thus, if one SRB received

an arm or destruct signal, the signal would also be

sent to the other SRB and the ET.

Electrical power from the RSS battery in each SRB

is routed to RSS system A. The recovery battery in

each SRB is used to power RSS system Bas well as

the recovery system in the SRB. The SRB RSS is

powered down during the separation sequence, and

the SRB recovery system is powered up. Electrical

power for the ET RSS system A and system B is

independently supplied by two RSS batteries on

the ET.

SRB Descent and Recovery

The recovery sequence begins with the operation of

the high-altitude baroswitch, which triggers the

functioning of the pyrotechnic nose cap thrusters.

NoseCap

DropueParachute
lafates to Fist

Drogue

latlation

Frustum and Drogue
Impact at 60 fps

Tow Pendant

Parachute
Hotation

T= 238.4se

‘Sonar Beacons

Drogueand Es
<7 meat a

Na™” Danefe uence 1aot
Penne fev MtimpactDe Flosts on Surlace

T= 205 soc

SRB Descent and Splashdown
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This ejects the nose cap, which deploys the pilot
parachute. This occurs at 15,704 feet altitude 225
seconds after separation. The 11.5-foot-diameter
conical ribbon pilot parachute provides the force to

pull the lanyard activating the zero-second cutter,
which cuts the loop securing the drogue retention

straps. This allows the pilot chute to pull the drogue
pack from the SRB, causing the drogue suspension
lines to deploy from their stored position. At full
extension of the twelve 95-foot suspension lines,
the drogue deployment bag is stripped away from
the canopy, and the 54-foot-diameter conical ribbon

drogue parachute inflates to its initial reefed
condition. The drogue disreefs twice after specified
time delays, and it reorients/stabilizes the SRB for
main chute deployment. The drogue parachute can

withstand a load of 270,000 pounds and weighs
approximately 1,200 pounds.

After the drogue chute has stabilized the vehicle in
a tailfirst attitude, the frustum is separated from
the forward skirt by a charge triggered by the low-
altitude baroswitch at an altitude of 5,975 feet 248
seconds after separation. It is then pulled away
from the SRB by the drogue chute. The main chutes’

suspension lines are pulled out from deployment
bags that remain in the frustum. At full extension

of the lines, which are 204 feet long, the three main

chutes are pulled from the deployment bags and

inflate to their first reefed condition. The frustum

and drogue parachute continue on a separate

trajectory to splashdown. After specified time

delays, the main chutes’ reefing lines are cut, and

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1.4 Solid Rocket Boosters

the chutes inflate to their second reefed and full

open configurations. The main chute cluster
decelerates the SRB to terminal conditions. Each of
the 136-foot-diameter, 20-degree conical ribbon

parachutes can withstand a load of 180,000 pounds
and weighs 2,180 pounds. The nozzle extension is
severed by pyrotechnic charge either at apogee or

20 seconds after low baroswitch operation.

Water impact occurs 295 seconds after separation
ata velocity of 81 feet per second. The water impact
Tange is approximately 140 miles off the eastern

coast of Florida. Because the parachutes provide
fora nozzlefirst impact, air is trapped in the empty
(burned out) motor casing, causing the booster to

float with the forward end approximately 30 feet
out of the water.

The main chutes are released from the SRBat impact
using the parachute release nut ordnance system.
Residual loads in the main chutes deploy the

parachute attach fittings with the redundant

flotation tethered to each fitting. The drogue and

frustum, each main chute with its flotation, and the

SRB are buoyant. The SRB recovery aids are the

radio beacon and flashing lights, which become

operable at frustum separation. The radio

transponder in each SRB hasa range of 8.9 nautical

miles, and the flashing light has a nighttime range
of 4.9 nautical miles. Various parameters of SRB

operation are monitored and displayed on the

orbiter flight deck control and display panel and

are transmitted to ground telemetry.

1.4-9
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2. SYSTEMS

CONTENTS

2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics
(GNEAUY/NS0.00) crccocerceeresertermaneerrereerrert 21-1

2.2 Caution and Warning System
(GW) SecetsceesekMeedlbaseecresscccsionscoccsioes2.2-1

2.3 Closed Circuit Television

(CCTV) resscnecanscccestssteas eanccseey2.3-1

2.4 CommMuNICcations.....-.sssssssssssseseeseseee 2.4-1

2D) Crew) Systemseus tener ene 2.5-1

2.6 Data ProcessingSystem (DPS)

2.7 Dedicated Display Systems..
2.8 Electrical Power System (EPS)

2.9 Environmental Control

and Life Support System (ECLSS) ..2.9-1

-2.10-12.10 Escape Systems .

2.11 Extravehicular Activity (EVA).......2.11-1

Dl PyGalleyAEOO 2. ccesccscnecssectieiencssconcasatsce 2.12-1

2.13 Guidance, Navigation,
and Control (GNC)... -2.13-1

2.14 Landing/Deceleration System.......2.14-1
2.15 Lighting System .......sssssssscccenseseseeeee 2.15-1

2.16 Main Propulsion System (MP9) ....2.16-1
;

2.17 Mechanical Systems ......sscsssssesssesnsee 2.17-1

2.18 Orbital Maneuvering System
(OMS) siresosssansesthcapnteescceetocrss starksre2.18-1

2.19 Payload Deployment
and Retrieval System (PDRS).........2.19-1

2.20 Reaction Control System (RCS).....2.20-1

2.21 Spacelab evvverssssssssesseereeseesessennssnensseees 2.21-1
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This section discusses in detail each of 23
orbiter systems as listed here in the Table
of Contents. The subsections are organized
alphabetically, with a detailed internal table of
contents provided for each.

Each system subsection begins with descriptive
information covering general purpose, function, and
location. Relevant elements of each system are then

provided in some detail. Where orbiter panels or

CRT displays apply, an illustration of such appears
as near the reference as possible. In the case of

large panels, appropriate fragments are placed in

the text, with full panel diagrams provided in

Appendix A.

Most system subsections conclude with a summary.
Caution and warning summaries and rules of

thumb are also provided where appropriate.
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2.1 AUXILIARY POWER UNIT /
HYDRAULICS (APU / HYD)

CONTENTS
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Gas Generator and Turbine ....ssssssssssee 2.146

Bubricating,Oiler tram actten: ah. 2.16
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Injector Cooling System .......sssssscssssesse 2.1-10

Improved APU Changes «...sssssssssssssssseees 2.1-12
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Water Spray Boilers

Main Hydraulic Pump.

Hydraulic Reservoir .
Hydraulic Accumulator..

Circulation Pump and Heat
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Fuel Pump

Hydraulic
PumpPad

Oil
Filter

Fuel Control

Valves Filters

Accumulators

Dimensions: 20 Inches Wide, 21.80 Inches Long,

18 Inches Deep

Auxiliary Power Unit

Lube Oil In

and Qut Ports

2. SYSTEMS
2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

Description

The orbiter has three independent hydraulic
systems. Each consists of a main hydraulic pump,
hydraulic reservoir, hydraulic bootstrap
accumulator, hydraulic filters, control valves,
hydraulic/Freon heat exchanger, electrical
circulation pump, and electrical heaters.

Each system provides hydraulic pressure to position
hydraulic actuators for:

1. Thrust vector control of the main engines by
gimbaling the three SSMEs

2. Actuation of various control valves on the

SSMEs

3. Movement of the orbiter aerosurfaces (elevons,

body flap, rudder/speed brake)

4. Retraction of the external tank/orbiter 17-inch

liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen disconnect

umbilicals within the orbiter at external tank

jettison

5. Main and nose landing gear deployment
(system 1)

6. Main landing gear brakes and anti-skid

7. Nose wheel steering (system 1 until improved
nose wheel steering, then systems 1 and 2).

Each hydraulic system is capable of operation
when exposed to forces or conditions caused by
acceleration, deceleration, normal gravity, zero

gravity, hard vacuum, and temperatures
encountered during on-orbit dormant conditions.

Three identical, but independent, auxiliary

power units (APUs) provide power for the

orbiter hydraulic systems. The APU is a

hydrazine-fueled,turbine-driven power unit

that generates mechanical shaft power to drive

a hydraulic pump that produces pressure for

the orbiter’s hydraulic system. Each unit

weighs approximately 88 pounds and produces
135 horsepower.

Each APU consists of a fuel tank, a fuel feed

system, a system controller, an exhaust duct, lube
oil cooling system, and fuel/lube oil vents and

drains. Redundant electrical heater systems and

insulation thermally control the system above

45° F to prevent fuel from freezing and to
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‘

2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

iaAPU no.
ey on3fuel tan

APU cntir er
3

/ (hydrazine)
(aft av bay 5) APU sys 1

Xo 1307

aft bulkhead

APU cntir3

(aft av bay 6)

fuel tank

(hydrazine)

APU sys 2
fuel tank

(hydrazine)

APU cntir 1

(aft av bay 4)

Auxiliary Power Unit Locations

maintain required lubricating oil viscosity.
Insulation is used on components containing
hydrazine, lube oil, or water to minimize electrical
heater power requirements and to keep high surface

temperatures within safe limits on the turbine and

exhaust ducts.

The three APUsand fuel systems are located in the

aft fuselage. Each APU fuel system supplies storable

liquid hydrazine fuel to its respective fuel pump,

gas generator valve module, and gas generator,
which decomposes the fuel through catalytic action.

The resultant hot gas drives a two-stage turbine.

The turbine exhaust flow retums over the exterior

of the gas generator, cooling it, and is then directed

overboard through an exhaust duct at the upper
portion of the aft fuselage near the vertical stabilizer.

The turbine assembly provides mechanical power
through a shaft to drive reduction gears in the

gearbox. The gearbox drives a fuel pump, a

hydraulic pump, and alube oil pump. The hydraulic
pump supplies pressure to the hydraulic system.
The fuel pump increases the fuel pressure at its
outlet to sustain pressurized fuel to the gas generator
valve module and gasgenerator. Thelubeoil system
supplies lubricant to the gearbox reduction gears

and uses the reduction gears as scavenger pumps
to supply lube oil to the inlet of the lube oil pump to

increase the pressure of the lube oil system.

The lube oil of each APU is circulated through a

heat exchanger in a corresponding water spray
boiler. Three water spray boilers (WSBs), one for

each APU, cool the lube oil systems. The hydraulic
fluid of each hydraulic pump driven by an APU is

also circulated through a hydraulic heat exchanger
in the corresponding water spray boiler to cool

hydraulic fluid during hydraulic system operation.
The three WSBs are also located in the aft fuselage
of the orbiter.

Fuel System

The APU fuel system (one for each of the three

APUs) includes the fuel tank and fuel isolation

valves, the fuel pump, fuel control valves, and the

fuel pump/fuel valves cooling system.

Fuel Tanks

The APU fuel tanks are mounted on supports
cantilevered from the sides of the internal portion
of the aft fuselage. The fuel is storable liquid
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2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

H20/6N; ) Injector

Fuel tank
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line
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t
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sprayboiler
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APU Fuel System Schematic

anhydrous hydrazine. The hydrazine is stored ina

fuel tank with a total capacity of about 350 pounds.
The fuel tank, which incorporates a diaphragm at

its center, is serviced with fuel on one side and the

pressurant (gaseous nitrogen) on the other. The

nitrogen is the force acting on the diaphragm
(positive expulsion) to expel the fuel from the tank

to the fuel distribution lines and maintain a positive
fuel supply to the APU throughout its operation.
Each typical prelaunch fuel tank load is

approximately 325 pounds. The fuel supply

supports the nominal power unit operating time of
90 minutes in a mission or any defined abort mode,

such as an abort once around, when the APUs run

continuously for approximately 120 minutes. Under

operating load conditions, an APU consumes

approximately 3 to 3.5 pounds of fuel per minute.

The fuel tanks are 28-inch-diameter spheres. Fuel

tanks 1 and 2 are located on the port side of the

orbiter’s aft fuselage, and tank 3 is located on the

starboard side. Each fuel tank is serviced through
its respective fill and drain service connections,

located on the corresponding side of the aft fuselage.
The gaseous nitrogen servicing connection for each

fuel tank is located on the same panel as the fuel

servicing connections on the corresponding side of

the aft fuselage. The fuel tank is pressurized to 365

psi prelaunch.

Each fuel tank’s temperature and gaseous nitrogen

pressure are monitored by the APU controller and

transmitted to the GPC,where quantity is calculated

and transmitted to the APU FUEL/H20 QTY meters

on panel F8. When the switch below the meters on

2.1-3
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2. SYSTEMS

2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

panel F8 is positioned to FUEL, the quantity in APU

fuel tanks 1,2, and 3 is displayed simultaneously in

percent. The fuel quantity of 100 percent on the

meter is equivalent to 350 pounds. Fuel pressure

(psia) is shown on the FUEL PRESS meter on panel
F8. Fuel quantity in percent is also displayed on the

BFS SM SYS SUMM 2display (FUEL QTY).

The gaseous nitrogen pressure in each fuel tank

exerts a force on the tank’s diaphragm to expel the

hydrazine fuel under pressure to the fuel

distribution system. Filters are

Ifan APU FUEL TK VLV switch is inadvertently left

on after APU shutdown, or if an electrical short

occurs within the valve’s electrical coil, valve

temperatures will increase, and hydrazine
detonation may occur if the temperature exceeds

518° F. Redundant temperature measurements (two

per valve, four per APU) have been added to

redundant electrical valve drivers and individual

circuit breakers. Temperature measurements are

displayed on the BFS SM SYS SUMM 2 display (FU

TK VLV AT and BT). Two circuit breakers (one for

remove any particles. The fuel distribution

line branches into two parallel paths
downstream ofthefilter. An isolation valve

is installed in each parallel path, providing
redundant paths to permit fuel flow to the

APU or to isolate fuel from the fuel supply
tanks.

incorporated into each distribution line to h

Fuel Tank Isolation Valves

Both isolation valves in each APU fuel

distribution system are electrically
powered solenoid valves, which are

controlled by the corresponding APU FUEL

TK VLV 1, 2, 3 switches on panel R2.

They are energized open when the

corresponding switch is positioned to

OPEN; both valves are closed when the

switch is positioned to CLOSE, or if

electrical power is lost.

Each valve has a reverse relief
function to relieve pressure on fuel

trapped in the fuel distribution
line downstream of the fuel tank
valves when both valves are

closed. The valve relieves the
downstream pressure when the Te PORTE

ANLVENAp
OUTOPEN—— J Tom

pressure increases 40 psi to 200

psi above fuel tank pressure due
to heat soakback following APU
shutdown.

——"0c pump, aruewtinpwn—_,®
&

©(SIMO
APU AUTO SHUT DOWN,

1 2 sae
a

The APU fuel tank isolation valves QO) 1require fuel flow for cooling when

they are powered open. boost (aca ell ae

— oll aS ~z ~

APU FUEL TK VLV Switches and Circuit Breakers on Panel R2
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fuel tank valve A and one for fuel tank valve B)on
panel R2 can be pulled to deactivate electrical powerfrom the solenoids. If temperature limits are

exceeded, the flight crew responds by turning off
the applicable switch or pulling the applicable circuit
breaker.

CAUTION

The APU fuel tank isolation valves require
fuel flow for cooling. If the fuel tank
isolation valve fails to close after APU

shutdown, or if it is left open more than 5
minutes on orbit, hydrazine detonation
could occur.

Fuel Pump

Each APU fuel pump is a fixed-displacement, gear-
type pump that discharges fuel at approximately
1,400 psi to 1,500 psi and operates at approximately
3,918 rpm. Afuel filter is located at the fuel pump
outlet, and a relief valve relieves at approximately
1,725 psi back to the pump inlet if the filter becomes

clogged.

Each fuel pump is driven by the turbine through
the reduction gearbox. The fuel pump reduction

gear is located in the lube oil system gearbox, and a

shaft from the reduction geardrivesthe fuel pump.
Seals are installed on the shaft to contain any leakage
of fuel or lube oil. If leakage occurs through the

seals, it is directed to a drain line that runs to a 500-

2. SYSTEMS
2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

cubic centimeter catch bottle for each APU. If the
catch bottle were overfilled, it would relieve
overboard at approximately 28 psia through a drain

port. Onascent or entry, the flight crew can monitor
the catch bottle’s line pressure on the BFS SM SYS
SUMM 2display (PMP LK P).

Fuel Control Valves

The APU’s operating speed is controlled by the

primary and secondary fuel control valves, which
are installed in series downstream of the fuel pump.
These are solenoid-operated pulser-type valves. In
the normal APU operating mode, the primary
control valve pulses to maintain the APU’s speed at

about 74,000 rpm (103%), while the secondary
control valve is powered fully open. If the APU is

taken to high via the APU SPEED SELECT switch

on panel R2, the primary valve is unpowered and

goes to fully open, while the secondary valve begins
pulsing, and controls APU speed at about 81,000

rpm (113%). If the secondary valve subsequently
fails open, the primary valve will begin pulsing to

maintain APU speed at about 83,000 rpm (115%) in

the backup speed control mode. If the secondary
valve loses power, it goes to the closed position and

shuts down the APU. As noted above, the primary
valve goes to full open if it loses power, allowing
the secondary valve to take over automatically and

control at high speed (113%).

The crew can see APU speed on the BFS SM SYS

SUMM 2 display (APU SPEED %) in percent (100

percent = 72,000 rpm). The speed fluctuates due to

the nature of the pulse-modulated fuel flow

XXXX/KXX/073 SM SYS SUMM2 XXX ODO/HH:MM:SS-

BFS DDO/HH:MM:SS
system.

RYO TK 1 2 3 4 5

WPRESSYOXS KS X08 Rane: For safety reasons, each APU has an

XXXXS. “ i

Rae Peas oes ee EXXXS -SXXXS
automatic shutdown feature that will shut

TREERERNAS 1AXXXSE SEAS EROS the APU down if the speed falls below 80
na ‘ c u i } : ;

rcent (57,600 rpm) or rises above 129
TEMP EGT XXXXS XXXXS XXxXxxS] PRESS XXXXS_ XXXXS XXXXS percent (57, Tp!

BU EGT XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS] ACUM P XXXXS  XXXXS_ XKXXS percent (92,880 rpm).
on IN XXXS XXXS -XXXS] RSVR T KS XXXS XXXS

OUT XXXS_ _XXXS__XXXS

GG BED XXXS XXXS  XXXS Qty XXXS = -XXXS _XXXS-

INS XXXS  XXXS _XXXS

SPEED % xxs XxS XxS we

FUEL QTY XXXS =XXXS —_-XXXS]H20 QTY XXXS =—-XXXS__XXXS

PMPLK P XxXS XxXS XXS | BYP VLV XXXS —-XXXS _XXXS

e XXXS XXXS _XXXS

rae THERMCNTL 1 2

AT XXXS =XXXS —_XXXS | H20 PUMP P XXXS _XXXS

BT XXXS _XXXS__XXXS] FREON FLOW XXXXS XXXXS

"AV BAY 1 2 3. | EVAPOUTT XXXS _XXXS

TEMP XXXS -XXXS  XXXS

FANAP XXXS XXKS XXXXS 029

APU Informationon BFS SM SYS SUMM 2 Display
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;

2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

Gas Generator and Turbine

Each gas generator consists of a bed of Shell 405

catalyst in a pressure chamber, mounted inside the
APU exhaust chamber. When the hydrazine fuel

comes into contact with the catalyst, it undergoes
an exothermic reaction, decomposing into a hot gas

at approximately1,700° F. The gas expands rapidly
and makes two passes through the two-stage turbine

wheel, passes over the outside gas generator
chamber and exits overboard through its own

independent exhaust duct, located near the base of

the vertical stabilizer. The temperature of the hot

gas at the exhaust duct is approximately 1,000° F.

The shaft power from the spinning turbine is sent

to the hydraulic main pump associated with the

APU via a speed reduction gearbox. It is also used

to drive the APU’s fuel pump and lubrication oil

pump.

The normal speed of the hydraulic main pump,
APU fuel pump, and APU lube oil pump are 3,918

rpm, 3,918 rpm, and 12,215 rpm respectively. The

lube oil system is necessary to lubricate the APU

gearbox and the fuel pump.

The temperatures of the gas generator bed, the gas
generator fuel injector, and the turbine exhaust

gas are visible on the BFS SM SYS SUMM 2

CRTdisplay (GG BED, INJ, TEMP EGT). While
the APU is running, the gas generator bed

temperature transducer goes off-scale high at

approximately 500° F. On orbit, when the APU
is shut down, the gas generatorbed temperature
transducer is useful for monitoring the bed

temperature when the bed is kept warm by
heaters.

Lubricating Oil

The APU lube oil system is a scavenger-type
system with a fixed-displacementpump. Each

APUturbine through its gearbox drives a lube
oil pump at 12,215 rpm. The system is

Pressurized with gaseous nitrogen to provide
adequate suction pressure to start the lube oil

pump under zero-gravity conditions. Each lube
oil system has its own nitrogen gas storage
vessel, which is pressurized to approximately140 psia. The pressurization system for each
lube oil system has a valve controlled by its

corresponding APU controller. The gaseous

nitrogen pressurization valve for each power unit
is energized open by its corresponding controller

when the gearbox pressure is below 5.2 psi, plus or

minus 1.3 psi, to ensure that gearbox pressure is

sufficiently above the requirements for proper

scavenging and lube pump operation.

The pump increases the lube oil pressure to

approximately 60 psi, directs the lube oil system

through the corresponding water spray boiler for

cooling, and returns the lube oil to the accumulators

and gearbox. The two accumulators in each lube

oil system allow thermal expansion of the lube oil,

accommodate gas initially trapped in the external

lube circuit, maintain lube oil pressure at a minimum

of approximately 15 psia, and act as a zero-gravity,
all-altitude lube reservoir.

The following information is transmitted to the BFS

SM SYS SUMM 2display by the APU controller via

the GPC: lube oil pump outlet pressure (OIL OUT

P) at approximately 45 psia, outlet temperature at

approximately 270° F and return temperature from

the water spray boiler (OIL IN, OUT) at

approximately 250° F for each APU. The lube oil

temperature of each APU is also monitored on the

APU OIL TEMP meter on panel F8. The APU is

selected by the switch below the meter.

(NOTE: EGT indication on meter is driven by "TEMP
EGT" transducer seen on BFS SYS SUMM 2CRTdisplay.)
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Electronic Controller

Each APU has its own controller. The controller
detects malfunctions, controls turbine speed,
gearbox pressurization, and fuel pump/gas
generator heaters. Each controller is controlled by
its corresponding APU CNTLR PWR switch on panel
R2. When the switch is positioned to ON, 28-volt dc

power is sent to that controller and APU. The
controllers are redundantly powered via dual
internal remote power controllers. When the switch
is positioned to OFF, electrical power is removed
from that controller and APU.

APU Start

An APU/HYD READY TO STARTtalkbackindicator
for each APU is located on panel R2. The talkback

signals gray when that APU hydraulic system is

ready to start; that is, when the APU gas generator
temperature is above 190° F, APU turbine speed is

less than 80 percent, APU gearbox pressure is above

5.5 psi, WSB controller is ready, corresponding APU

fuel tank isolation valves are open, and

corresponding hydraulic main pump is

depressurized. When the APU is started, and its

turbine speed is greater than 80 percent of normal

speed, the corresponding indicator shows

barberpole.

NOTE

A barberpole APU/HYD READY TO

START talkback will not inhibit a start.

APUOPERATE1, 2,3 switches are located on panel
R2. When the switches are positioned to START/

RUN, the corresponding APU controller activates

the start of that unit and removes electrical power

automatically from the unit’s gas generator and fuel

pump heaters.

To start the APU, fuel expelled from the hydrazine
tank flows through the open tank valves and filter

to the gas generator valve module, which contains a

primary and secondary fuel control valve in series.
The primary pulse control valve is normally open,

and the secondary pulse control valve is energized

open. Fuel flowing through the pump bypass valve

is directed to the gas generator, because the fuel

pump is not being driven at that moment by the

APU turbine.

2. SYSTEMS
2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

The fuel in the gas generator decomposesthrough
catalytic reaction, creates hot gas, and directs the
hot gas to the two-stage turbine, which beginsto
rotate. The turbine’s mechanical shaft drives the
reduction gears, rotating the fuel pump, lube oil

pump, and hydraulic pump. The fuel pump
increases the fuel pressure at its outlet and sustains

pressurized fuel to the gas generator valve module
and gas generator.

The startup logic delays the APU underspeed logic
check for 9.5 seconds after the start command is

issued, allowing the APU to reach normal speed
before the shutdown logic begins checking for a

speed lower than 80 percent. The underspeed logic
check can be overridden by taking the APU AUTO

SHUT DOWN switch on panel R2 to INHIBIT.

CAUTION

After an APU auto shutdown, the APU

FUEL TK VLV switch must be taken to

CLOSE prior to inhibiting auto shutdown

logic. Failure to do so can allow the fuel

tank isolation valves to reopen and flow

fuel to an APU gas generator bed that

is above the temperature limits for

safe restart.

APU Speed Control

When the upper APU turbine speed is reached, the

primary fuel control valve closes the fuel supply off

to the gas generator and routes the fuel through the

bypass line back to the fuel pump inlet. When the

lower turbine speed is reached, the primary fuel

control valve opens, permitting fuel to the gas

generator, and closes the fuel off to the bypass line.

The primary fuel valve pulses to maintain APU

speed. The frequency and duration of the primary
fuel control valve pulses are functions of the

hydraulic load on the unit.

The secondary fuel control valve normally stays

fully open during the operation of the primary. If

the primary valve loses power, it goes to the fully

open position, and the secondary valve begins

pulsingand controlling APU speed. If thesecondary
valve loses power at any time, the APU is shut

down. If the auxiliary power unit is taken to a high
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When an APU AUTO SHUT DOWN switch is

positioned to INHIBIT, the automatic shutdown

sequence for its APU controller is inhibited. If the

turbine speed falls below 80% or rises above 129%,
APU UNDERSPEED or APU OVERSPEED caution

and waming lights on panel F7 will be illuminated,

and a tone will be generated, even though the APU

AUTO SHUTDOWN switch is in INHIBIT.

CAUTION

An APU should not be restarted after an

overspeed shutdown. Uncontained
overspeed and turbine wheel breakup
could occur if restart is attempted.

Injector Cooling System

The gas generator injector water cooling system is

used only when the normal cool-down period of

180 minutes is not available. The system sprays
water to reduce the temperature of the gas generator

injector branch passages to less than 400° F in the

event that a hot APU must be restarted after it has

been recently shut down. The water cooling ensures

that no hydrazine will detonate at APU startup
because of heat soakback in the gas generator. The

A single water tank located in the aft fuselage of the

orbiter serves all three APUs. The water tank is 9.4

inches in diameter and loaded with 9 pounds (plus
or minus 0.5 pound) of water. The water tank is

pressurized with gaseous nitrogen at a nominal
pressure of 120 psi. The pressure acts ona

diaphragm to expel the water through three 0.25-

inch-diameter lines to three control valves. When

the APU OPERATE switch on panel R2 for APU 1,

2, or 3 is positioned to INJECTOR COOL, the water

valve of that unit opens and directs the water into

the gas generator injector to cool it.

If the injector temperature of an APU is above

400° F from heat soakback, or if the catalytic bed

heater temperature is above 430° F, the flight crew

must cool the injector for 3.5 minutes before starting
the APU.

CAUTION

If cooldown is terminated more than 2 to 3

seconds prior to starting the APU, the

injector temperature may increase above

start limits, and detonation may occur

without another cooldown cycle. Care

must be taken not to delay in the OFF

position when taking the APU OPERATE

injector is cooled by circulating water through it. switch to START/RUN.

The water from the gas generator injector is

exhausted into the aft fuselage.

—— APUOPERATE —
1 2 3

—— STARTRUN ——

— INJECTORCOOL—

Pane!R2

APU

controller [wvopenema
SS tv

1,0 ne ——> apu2

fe eeae APUS
Control
vaves

APU InjectorCooling
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The water tank supply is sufficient for about six hot
Starts, two per APU. The unit's injectortemperature
can be monitored on the BFS SM SYS SUMM 2

display (INJ).

Fuel Pump and Gas Generator
Valve Module Cooling

The fuel pump and gas generator valve module are
cooled by a separate water spray system after APU
shutdown. The water spray system cooling prevents
excessive heat soakback in the fuel pump and gas
generator valve module. This cooling system is
used primarily to allow for contingency restarts in
the event a deorbit becomes necessary within 4

hours of APU shutdown.

2. SYSTEMS
2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

CAUTION

An APU may not be restarted if the

temperature of the fuel pump is above 210°
F or the temperature of the gas generator
valve module is above 200° F, because

hydrazine detonation may occur.

The water spray cooling system consists of primary
and secondary independent water supply systems
with manifold lines to all three APUs. Each water

system consists of a 16.5-inch-diameter tank, a 0.25-

inch-diameter line to each APU, control valves, and

electrical heaters. Each water tank is loaded with
25 pounds (plus or minus 1 pound) of water. Each

tank is pressurized with gaseous nitrogen to 45 psi.
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The gaseous nitrogen pressure acts on a diaphragm
in each tank to expel the water into the lines to the
control valves. The water is exhausted into the aft

fuselage compartment.

When the APUs are shut down, the APU FUEL

PUMP/VLV COOL A or B switch on panel R2 is

positioned to AUTO. With the A switch on AUTO,
the 150° F to 160° F thermostats on each APU,
through the timer in the water controller, open
control valve A on each unit to permit water to

spray onto the valve module and fuel pump for 1.25
seconds, then close valve A for four seconds, etc.
The A cooling system is activated for about 2 hours
and 30 minutes after APU shutdown post-ascent,and then the B cooling system is activated for an

additional hour and 30 minutes. Cooling is
terminated on a call by the Mission Control Center.
The B switch controls valve B in the same manner.

Nitrogen pressurization in each water tank is
referred to as a blowdown system (pressure decay
continues until the water is expelled from each tank).

Improved APU (IAPU) Changes
Modifications are planned to upgrade APUs. These
modifications will be implemented beginning with
OV-105 in 1991. Vehicles OV-102, OV-103, and OV-
104 will also receive the improved APU units (IAPU)
during 1992. The IAPU will carry the followingconfiguration changes:

APU FUEL PUMP/VLV COOL A and B Switches on Panel R2

¢ Deletion of all fuel pump valve module

cooling. The IAPU uses passive cooling for
the post-ascent cooldown period. The

corresponding APU FUEL PUMP/VLV COOL
switches on panel R2 will be eliminated.

¢ Fuel pump heater over-temp thermostats.
Automatic safety circuit cut-off switches have
been added to the fuel pump heater circuits.

¢ Improved fuel tank isolation valves. The new

design will reduce the heat buildup seen with
valves powered and no fuel flow, and will
reduce the possibility of valve coil shorts.

Digital APU controller. The new controller

containsaddedspeed control redundancyand
will partially eliminate concerns over

inadvertent shutdowns caused by controller
failures.

APU Heaters

TheAPU HEATER TANK/FUEL LINE/H20 SYS 1A,
IB, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B switches on panel A12 operate the

thermostaticallycontrolled heaters located on the
corresponding APU fuel system and water system.
The fuel tank, fuel line, and water line heaters for
each APU are divided into redundant A and B

systems for each unit. For example, for APU 1, 1A
and 1B, the TANK/FUEL LINE/H2O SYS 1A switch
controls the A heaters, and the thermostats provideautomatic control. Only one set of heaters is used
at a time. The 1B switch controls the 1B heaters,
and the thermostats provideautomaticcontrol. The
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circuits. These heater switches also
Provide redundant power to the gas®
generator and gearbox pressure signalp= APU HEATER conditioners for use while the APUERO

Mere

nee kL peanne— controller is off.

° ® ® ® The lube oil system lines on each APUF =) ® ® + also have a heater system. These
@

®
heaters are controlled by the APUBauTO: HEATER LUBE OIL LINE 1, 2, 3Cone nTWispeae eas Sarai Switches on panel A12. The lube oilsre line heaters for each APU are also

@ ms divided into an A andB system: e.g.,@l© @/ele]| + for1, A AUTOandB AUTO.TheA
AUTO switch controls theA heater,&

= and the thermostat automatically
controls the corresponding lube oil

APU HEATER Controls on Panel A12 system heater, maintaining the

APU fuel tank and line heater thermostats maintainthe temperatures between a nominal 55° F and 65°
F. The water system heater thermostats Maintainthe temperatures between 55° F and 65° F. The OFF
position of each switch removes power from the
respective heater circuits.

The APU HEATER GAS GEN/FUEL PUMP 1, 2, 3
Switches on panel A12 operate thermostaticallycontrolled heaters located on the corresponding
APU, fuel pump, and gas generator valve module,
and provide power to the gas generator bed heater.
The thermostats control a series of heaters on the

gas generator valve module, fuel pump, and all the
fuel lines and the water lines from the fuel pump
spray manifold to the gas generator valve module.
The heaters are divided into redundant A and B

systems for each APU. TheA AUTO switch controls
the A heater, and the A thermostat automatically
controls the corresponding APU fuel pump heater,
mintaining fuel pump and gas generator valve
module temperatures at about 100° F. The gas
generator bed heater is maintained between 360°
and 425° F by a comparator in the APU controller,
which receives its signal from the bed temperature
transducer. The gas generator temperature range
ensures efficient APU startup through efficient

catalytic reaction. The B AUTO switch position
provides the same capability for the B heater system.
The gas generator and fuel pump heaters are

automatically deactivated by the corresponding
controller at APU start. The OFF position of each

switch removes power from the respective heater

lube oil line in the temperature
Tange of 55° F to 65° F. The B AUTO switch Position
Provides the same capability to the B heater system.The OFF position of each switch removes powerfrom the respective heater circuits.

Water Spray Boilers

The water spray boiler (WSB) system consists of
three identical independent water spray boilers, one

for each APU and hydraulic system. The boilers
are located in the aft fuselage of the orbiter. Each
WSB cools the corresponding APU lube oil system
and hydraulic system by spraying water onto their
lines; as the water boilsoff,the lube oil and hydraulic
fluid are cooled. The steam that boils off in each
water spray boiler exits through its own exhaust
duct, located on the starboard side of the vertical
stabilizer.

Each WSBis 45 by 31 inches long by 19 inches wide,
and including controller and vent nozzle, weighs
181 pounds. They are mounted in the orbiter aft

fuselagebetweenX,,1340and1400, atZ, 488 minus

15, and at Y, plus 15. Insulation blankets cover

each boiler. The boiler’s water capacity is 142

pounds.

Each WSB stores water in a bellows-type storage
tank pressurized by gaseous nitrogen providing
positive water expulsion to feed the boiler.

Hydraulic fluid passes through the boiler three

times. APU lube oil passes through the boiler twice.

The hydraulic fluid tubes are sprayed with water
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from three water spray bars, and two water spraybars spray the APU lube oil. Separate water feed
valves allow independent control of the hydraulicfluid spray bars and APU lube oil spray bars.
Redundant electrical controllers provide completely
automatic operation.

The boiler system maintains APU lube oil

temperature at approximately 250° F and the

hydraulic fluid in the range of 210° to 220° F.

The crew can see the WSB water quantity (H2O
QTY), nitrogen tank pressure (N2 P), nitrogen
regulator pressure (REG P), and nitrogen tank

temperature (N2 T) on the right side of the SM
APU/HYD (DISP 86) display on orbit.

Nitrogen Supply System

The gaseous nitrogen pressure for each WSB is

contained in a corresponding 6-inch spherical
pressure vessel. The pressure vessel contains 0.77

pound of nitrogen at a nominal pressure of 2,400

psiat 70° F. The gaseous nitrogen storage system of

each WSB is directed to its corresponding water

storage tank. Each storage vessel contains

sufficient nitrogen gas to expel all the water

from the tank and allow for relief valve

2. SYSTEMS
2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

A relief valve is incorporated inside each nitrogen
regulator to prevent the water storage tank pressure
from exceeding 33.5 psig from heat soakback during
operations or in the event of a failed-open nitrogen
regulator. The gaseous nitrogen relief valve opens
between 30 to 33.5 psig.

2000021007086 APU/HYD. 9 X DOD/HH'MM'SS-

DDDHHMM:SS

APU 1 2 3 HYD 1 2 3
BU EGT XOKKS XXKKS XXXKS BU PP XXKXS XKXKS KKKKS
EGT HOOKS XKKE KHOXKKS RSVR T XXXS XXXS XXKS
SPEED % XXXS XXXS XXXS Po XXXS XXKS XXXS
FUEL QTY XXXS XXXS XXXS. QTY XXXXS 0OKS KKOKS

TKP XXXS XXXS  XXKS ACCUM P  XXXS  XXXS_XXXS.
OUTP XXXS XXXS XXxXS

TKVLVA XXXS  XKXS —XXXS
AT XXS XXS XS

B XxXS XXS  XXS

BT XXXS XXXS XxXS WB 1 2 3

ol T XXXS XS KS

OUTT XXXS XXXS XXXS CNTIA NOOR XC

QUTP XXXS XXXS XXXS H20 QTY XXXS XXKS XXXS

GBx P XKXS XXXS XXXSN2 PXXXXS XKXXS XXXKS
N2P XXXS XXXS  XXXS T XS KS KS

BRGT XXXS XXXS XXXS REG =P XXKS_XXKS _XXXS

GGBED T XXXS XKXS XXXS BYP VLV XXXS XXXS XXXS

PUMP/VLV VENT TT $XXXS $XXXS 2OXXS

PMPT XXXS XXXS XXXS TANK T 4XXXS_ $XXXS DOS.

VLVT XXXS XXXS  XXKS BLR -T $XXXS_ $XXXS_ 2XXKXS

eo)

SM APU/HYD Display (DISP 86)

venting during ascent.

3a

The nitrogen shutoff valve between the |
pressure valve and water storage tank of

each boiler permits the pressure to reach

the nitrogen regulator and water tank or

isolates the nitrogen supply from the water

vw———
Mr

‘APUAUTOSHUTDOWN——,1 ee 2

tank. Each nitrogen valve is controlled by
its respective BOILER N2 SUPPLY 1,2, or3

switch on panel R2. The nitrogen shutoff

valve, which is latched open or closed,
consists of two independent solenoid coils

that permit valve control from either the
— BOILERNzSUPPLY— i

primary or secondary controller.
PN ibe Bg cid a

a |A single-stage regulator is installed 3 (1 @) ey © © © i
between the nitrogen pressure shutoff [ose = wroH cose arcu —

valve and the water storage tank. The ea ® ine Beess J
gaseous nitrogen regulator for each water

spray boiler regulates the high-pressure |

nitrogen between 24.5 and 26 psig as it

flows to the water storage tank. BOILER Switches on Panel R2
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Water Supply System

The water supply for each boiler is stored ina

positive-displacementaluminum tank containing a

welded metal bellows separating the stored water

inside the bellows from the nitrogen expulsion gas.

Redundant pressure and temperature sensors

located downstream from the gaseous nitrogen

pressure vessel and on the water tank for each boiler

transmit the pressures and temperatures through
each controller to the systems management general-
purpose computer. The computer computes the

water tank quantity from the pressure, volume, and

temperature, and transmits the water tank quantity
to panel F8 for each boiler. The switch below the

meter on panel F8 is positioned to H7O to allow the

water quantity of each boiler to be displayed on the

APU FUEL/H20 QTY 1, 2, or 3 meter. Water

quantity is available when either the A or B controller

is powered.

Downstream of the water storage tank, the feedwater

lines to each water boiler split into two parallel lines:

one line goes to the hydraulic fluid flow section and

one to the lube oil section of the APU. A hydraulic-
fluid water feed valve is installed in the water line

to the hydraulic fluid section, and a power unit lube

oil water feed valve is installed in the water

line to the lube oil section of the power

the following additional conditions are met: gaseous

nitrogen shutoff valve is open, steam vent nozzle
temperature is greater than 130° F, and hydraulic
fluid bypass valve is in the correct position with

regard to the hydraulic fluid temperature.

The core of each WSB is a stainless steel crimped-
tube bundle. The hydraulic fluid section is divided

into three 17-inch-long passes of smooth tubes (first

pass-234 tubes, second pass-224 tubes, and third
pass-214 tubes). The lube oil section of the APU

comprises two passes with 103 crimped tubes in its

first pass and 81 smooth tubes in the second pass.
The tubes are 0.0125 of an inch in diameter with a

wall thickness of 0.010 of an inch. Crimps located

every 0.24 of an inch break up the internal boundary

layerand promote enhanced turbulent heat transfer.

Although the second pass is primarily a low-

pressure drop return section, approximately 15

percent of the unit’s lube oil heat transfer occurs

there. Three connected spray bars feed the hydraulic
fluid section, while two spray bars feed the power
unit's lube oil section in each boiler.

When the orbiter is in the vertical position on the

launch pad, each boiler is loaded with up to 3.5

poundsof water, which is referred to as “pool mode”

operation. When each APU/hydraulic system and

unit. Each valve is controlled

independently by the boiler controller.

Temperature Control

The two boiler controllers are operated by
the respective BOILER CNTLR/HTR 1, 2,
and 3 switches on panel R2. When the

applicable switch is positioned to A, the A

controller for that boiler is powered; if it is

positioned to B, the B controller is powered.
The OFF position removes electrical power
from both controllers.

The BOILER PWR 1, 2, and 3 switches on

panel R2 enable (provide the automatic
control functions) the specific controller A ‘Ieor B selected for that boiler by the BOILER @
CNTLR/HTR 1, 2, and 3 switches on panel

i : i i

-O
PR2.When the applicable controller A or B

is enabled for that boiler, a ready signal is
transmitted to the corresponding APU/HYD

READYTO START indicator onpanel R2 if APU FUEL/H20 QTY Meter and Switch on Panel F8 N
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WSB are in operation 5 minutes before lift-off, the

APUtube bundle and hydraulic tube bundle are

immersed in the boiler water precharge. Liquidlevel sensors in each water boiler prevent the water
feed valves from pulsing to avoid water spillage or

loss. As the vehicle ascends during launch, the
lube oil system of the APU heats up, eventually the
boiler water precharge boils off, and the boiler goesinto the spray mode about 8 minutes after launch.
The hydraulic fluid usually does not heat up enough
during ascent to require spray cooling.
When the APU/hydraulic combination is started
for atmospheric entry, the hydraulic fluid and power
unit lube oil flow commences, fluid temperatures
tise, and spraying is initiated as required. During
the lower part of entry, when the boiler temperature
reaches 188° F, the water spray boiler returns to the

pool mode. The spray bars begin discharging excess

water to fill the boiler. When the water reaches the

liquid level sensors, the spray is turned off so that

the boiler is not overfilled. During entry, because

the orbiter’s orientation is different from that of

launch, the boiler can hold up to 14 pounds of water.

The enabled controller of the operating WSB
monitors the hydraulic fluid and lube oil outlet

temperature from the APU. The hydraulic fluid

outlet temperature controls the hydraulic-fluid
water feed valve, and the power unit's lube oil outlet

temperature controls the lube oil water feed valve.

Signals are based on a comparison of the hydraulic
system fluid temperature to its 208° F set point and

of the lube oil of the power unit to its 250° F set

point. When the respective water feed valve opens,
instantaneous flows of 10 pounds per minute

maximum through the hydraulic section and 5

pounds per minute maximum through the lube oil

section of the power unit enter the water boiler

through the corresponding spray bars to begin
evaporative cooling of the hydraulic fluid and APU

lube oil. The steam is vented out through the

overboard steam vent.

The separate water feed valves modulate the water

flow to each section of the tube bundle core in each

WSB independently in 200-millisecond pulses that

2. SYSTEMS
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vary from one pulse every 10 seconds to one pulse
every 0.25 of a second.

Because of the unique hydraulic system fluid flows,
control valves are located in the hydraulic system
fluid line section of each WSB. Normally, hydraulic
system fluid flows at up to 21 gallons per minute;
however, the hydraulic system experiences 1- to 2-
second flow spikes at up to 63 gallons per minute.
If these spikes were to pass through the boiler,
pressure drop would increase ninefold and the
boiler would limit the flow of the hydraulic system.
To prevent this, a relief function is provided by a

spring- loaded poppet valve that opens when the

hydraulic fluid pressure drop exceeds 48 psi and is

capable of flowing 43 gallons per minute at a

differential pressure of 50 psi across the boiler. A

temperature controller bypass valve allows the

hydraulic fluid to bypass the boiler when the fluid

temperature decreases to 190° F. At 210° F, the

controller commands the bypass valve to direct the

fluid through the boiler. When the hydraulic fluid

cools to 190° F, the controller again commands the

valve to route the fluid around the boiler. Bypass
valve (BYP VLV) status is available on the following
displays: SM SYS SUMM 2 (PASS AND BFS) and

PASS DISP 86 APU/HYD.

Heaters

Each water boiler, water tank, and steam vent is

equipped with electrical heaters to prevent freeze-

up in orbit. The water tank and boiler electrical

heaters are activated by the corresponding BOILER

CNTLR/HTR 1, 2, and 3 switches on panel R2. The

A or B position of each switch selects the A or B

heater system and is automatically controlled by
the corresponding A or B controller. The steam

vent heaters are also activated by the BOILER

CNTLR/HTR 1, 2 and 3 switches but only if the

BOILER PWR 1, 2 or 3 switch on panel R2 is ON.

The water tank and boiler heaters are cycled on at

50° F and off at 55° F. The steam vent heaters are

not operated continuously in orbit; they are

activated approximately two hours before APU

startup. The steam vent heaters are cycled on at

150° F and cycled off at 175° F.
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2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

Main Hydraulic Pump

The main hydraulic pump for each hydraulicsystem

is a variable displacement type. Each operates at

approximately 3,900 rpm when driven by the

corresponding APU.

Each main hydraulic pump has an

electrically operated depressurization valve. The
depressurization valve for each pump is controlled

by its corresponding HYD MAIN PUMP PRESS 1,

2, or 3 switch on panel R2. When the switch is

positioned to LOW, the depressurization valve is

energized to reduce the main hydraulic pump

discharge pressure from its nominal range of 2,900

to 3,100 psi output to a nominal range of 500 to

1,000 psi to reduce the APU torque requirements
during the start of the APU. “APU Press Low” is

one of the inputs required to get a gray READY TO

START talkback.

NOTE

An APU cannot be successfully started

with HYD MAIN PUMP PRESS positioned
to NORM.

After an APU has been started, the corresponding
HYD MAIN PUMP PRESS switch is positioned from

LOW to NORM. This de-energizes the respective
depressurization valve, allowing that hydraulic
pump to increase its outlet pressure from 500 to

1,000 psi to 2,900 to 3,100 psi. Each hydraulic pump
isa variable displacement type that provides0 to 63

gallons per minute at 3,000 psi nominal with the

APU at normal speed and 69.6 gallons per minute

at 3,000 psi nominal with the APU at high speed.

Main pump outlet pressure (HYD PRESS) can be

seen by the crew on the BFS SM SYS SUMM 2 or

PASS DISP86APU/HYD displays.A high-pressure
relief valve in the filter module for each hydraulic
system also relieves the hydraulic pump supply
line pressure into the return line in the event the

supply line pressure exceeds 3,850 psid.

A separate pressure sensor (sensor A) in the filter

module for each hydraulic system monitors the

hydraulic system source pressure and displays the

pressure on the HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 1, 2, and

3 meters on panel F8. This hydraulic pressure sensor

also provides an input to the yellow HYD PRESS

caution and warning light on panel F7 if the

hydraulic pressure of system 1, 2, or 3 is below

2,800 psi.
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lator maintains a pressure ofSree P
BFS SM SYS SUMM 2 Displayapproximately 2,500 psi. The 2,500 psi on

the high side results in a main pump inlet
(low side) pressure of approximately 62

psia. The minimum inlet pressure to assure a reliable
main pump start is 20 psia (which corresponds to a

high-pressure side of 800 psi). This prevents the
main pump from cavitating (not drawing hydraulic
fluid), which could damage the pump.

The quantity in each reservoir is 8 gallons. The
hydraulic fluid specification is MIL-H-83282, which
is a synthetic hydrocarbon (to reduce fire hazards).
The reservoir provides for volumetric expansion and
contraction. The quantity of each reservoir is
monitored in percent on the HYDRAULIC
QUANTITY meters on panel F8. A pressure relief
valve in each reservoir protects the reservoir from
Overpressurization and relieves at 120 psid.

Hydraulic Accumulator

The accumulator is a piston type precharged with
§aseous nitrogen at 1,650 to 1,750 psi. The gaseousnitrogen capacity of each accumulator is 96 cubic
inches, and the hydraulic volume is 51 cubic inches.

Circulation Pump and Heat Exchanger
The circulation pump is actually two fixed-

displacement§ear-type pumps in tandem, driven
by a single motor. One is a high pressure, low-
volume pump (2,500 Psig), which is used to maintain
accumulatorpressure while the hydraulic system is
inactive in orbit. The other is a low Pressure, high-volume pump (350 Psig), which is used to circulate

(Hydraulic System Values)

hydraulic fluid through the orbiter hydraulic lines
while the hydraulic system is inactive in orbit in
order to warm up cold spots. The hydraulic fluid is
circulated through a Freon/hydraulic fluid heat

exchanger to pick up heat from the orbiter Freon
coolant loops. A temperature-controlled bypass
valve directs the hydraulic fluid through the heat

exchanger if the temperature at the heat exchanger
inlet is less than 105° F. The bypass valve bypassesthe fluid around the heat exchanger if the

temperature is greater than 115° F.

An unloader valve at the circulation pump outlet
directs the high pressure output from the circulation
pump into the accumulator until the accumulator
Pressure is greater than 2,563 psia, then redirects
the high pressure output to combine with the low
pressure output to the hydraulic lines.

Each circulation pump can be manually turned on
or off with the corresponding HYD CIRC PUMP
switch on panel R2. If the switch is placed in GPC,
the pump will be activated and deactivated by the
SM GPC according to a control software programbased on certain hydraulic line temperatures and/
or accumulator pressure. This Program activates
the appropriate circulation pump when any of the
control temperatures drop below either 0° F, or -10°
FE,dependingon their locations, and deactivates the
circulation pump when all of the control
temperatures for that system are greater than 20° F,
or after 15 minutes for system 1 and 10 minutes for
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systems 2 and 3. The activation/deactivationlimits
for these control temperatures can be changed
during the flight by crew or Mission Control.

The program also includes a timer to limit the
maximum time a circulation pump will run, and a

Priority system to assure that only one circulation

pump is on at a time (because of excessive power
usage if more than one circulation pump is on).
Each circulation pump uses 2 kW of electrical

power. This software will also automatically
provide for the repressurization of the hydraulic
accumulator when the pressure lowers to a value
of 1,960 psi. In this contingency, the circulation

pump will first receive the highest priority to

operate and will be turned ON while other
circulation pumps are operating in thermal mode

(this means that two pumps can be operating
simultaneously). After the pump has been

repressurized, the accumulator above 1,960 psi, or

a period of 2 minutes (this value can be changed by
Mission Control Center uplink) has elapsed, the

circulation pump will be commanded to OFF. It is

possible to run all three circulation pumps at the

same time to repressurize accumulators.

The circulation pump is automatically deactivated

when its corresponding APU command is issued.

Each circulation pump can be powered by one of

HYD CIRC PUMP Switches on Panel R2

two orbiter main electrical buses, selectable by the
HYD CIRC PUMP POWER switches on panel A12.

The crew can see circulation pump outlet pressure
as well as the hydraulic line and component
temperatures on the PASS SM HYD THERMAL

display, DISP 87.

The SM APU/HYD display (DISP 86) shows the

hydraulic system pressure, reservoir temperature,
reservoir quantity (in percent), and hydraulic
accumulator pressure.
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Hydraulic SystemControls on Panel A12

Hydraulic Heaters psi on the gauges. All three hydraulic main pump

Areas of the hydraulic lines that cannot be warmed

by fluid circulation while the system is inactive on-

orbit are warmed by heaters. These heaters are

automatically controlled by thermostats to maintain

the hydraulic line temperatures ina specified range.
Each heated area has redundant heaters (A and B),
which are controlled by the HYDRAULIC HEATER

switches on panel A12.

Operations

The WSB controllers are powered up at launch
minus 8 hours, and the boiler water tanks are

pressurized in preparation for APU activation. The
controllers activate heaters on the water tank,boiler,
and steam vent to assure that the water sprayboiler
is ready to operate for launch.

APU start is delayed as long as possible to save
fuel. At T minus 6 minutes, the pilot begins the
prestart sequence. The pilot confirms that the WSB
is activated, then activates the APU controllers and
depressurizes the main hydraulic pump.
Depressurizingthe main pump reduces the starting
torque on the APU. The pilot then opens the fuel
tank valves and looks for three APU Teady-to-startindications (gray talkbacks). At T minus5 minutes,the pilot starts the three units by setting the APU
OPERATE switches to START/RUN and checks the
hydraulic pressure Gauges for an indication of
approximately 800 psi. Then the pilot pressurizesthe main pump and looks for approximately 3,000

pressures must be greater than 2,800 psi by T minus

4 minutes, or the automatic launch sequencer will

abort the launch.

The APUs operate during the ascent phase and

continue to operate through the first OMS burn. At

the conclusion of the main engine purge, dump,
and stow sequence, the APUs and WSBs are shut

down. The same sequence applies for a delayed
OMS-1 burn. If an abort once around is declared,
the APUs are left running, but the hydraulic pumps
are depressurized to reduce fuel consumption. The

units are left running to avoid having to restart hot
APUs for deorbit and re-entry.

Six hours after liftoff, or as soonas they are required,
depending on the environment, the gas generator/
fuel pump heaters are activated and are in operation
for the remainder of the orbital mission. The fuel
and water line heaters are activated about 1 hour
after lift-off to prevent the lines from freezing as the
APUs cool down.

Two hours after liftoff, the landing gear isolation
valves on hydraulic systems 2 and 3 are opened so

that the pumps can circulate hydraulic fluid through
these lines. The valves will not open or close unless
the pressure in the line is at least 100 psi, which

Tequires the main hydraulic pump or hydraulic
circulation pump to be active. The hydraulic system
1 landing gear isolation valve is left closed because
of the danger of inadvertently lowering the landing
gear while the vehicle is in orbit.
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Two hours after liftoff, the steam vent heaters of the
WSBs are turned on and left on for about 1.5 hours
to eliminate all ice from the steam vents.

While the vehicle is in orbit, the hydraulic circulation
Pumps are in the GPC mode—automatically
activated when hydraulic line temperatures become
too low and automatically deactivated when the
lines warm up sufficiently.
On the day before deorbit, one APU is started to

supply hydraulic pressure for flight control system
checkout. (Hydraulic pressure is needed to move

the orbiter aerosurfaces as part of this checkout.)
The associated WSB controller is activated, landing
gear isolation valves 2 and 3 are closed, and one

APU (selected by the Mission Control Center) is
started. The hydraulic main pump is set to normal

pressure (approximately 3,000 psi), and aerosurface
drive checks are made. After about 5 minutes, the
checks are complete, and the APU is shut down.

Normally, the unit does not run long enough to

require WSB operation. The landing gear isolation
valves on hydraulic systems 2 and 3 are reopened
after the APU is shut down.

At 2.5 hours before the deorbit burn, the boilers’

steam vent heaters are activated to prepare the

system for operation during atmospheric entry. At

about the same time, the landing gear isolation

valves on hydraulic systems 2 and 3 are closed, and

the circulation pumps are turned off.

At 45 minutes before deorbit, the WSB water tanks

are pressurized, the APU controllers are activated,
and the main hydraulic pumps are set to low

2. SYSTEMS
2.1 Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulics

pressure. The pilot opens the fuel tank valves and
looks for three gray APU/HYD READY TO START
talkbacks. The pilot then closes the fuel tank valves.
This procedure takes place while the crew is in
contact with the ground so that flight controllers
can observe APU status. Five minutes before the
deorbit burn, one APU (selected by Mission Control)
is started to ensure that at least one unit will be

operating for entry. The hydraulic pump is left in

low-pressure operation. The APU operates throu igh
the deorbit burn. At 13 minutes before entry
interface (400,000-foot altitude), while the orbiter is
still in free fall, the other two APUsare started, and
all three hydraulic pumps are pressurized to

normal. Two main engine hydraulic isolation
valves are cycled open and then closed to ensure

that the engines are stowed for entry. Two
minutes later, if required, the aerosurfaces are put
through an automatic cycle sequence to make

sure warm hydraulic fluid is available in the

aerosurface drive units.

After touchdown, a hydraulic load test may be done

to test the response of the auxiliary power units

and hydraulic pumps under high load (i.e., high
flow demand) conditions. This test cycles the orbiter

aerosurfaces with one hydraulic system ata time in

depressed mode (the remaining two APUs and

hydraulic pumps have to drive all the aerosurfaces).

This is typically done on the first flight of a new

vehicle. Then the main engine hydraulic isolation

valves are opened again, and the engines are set to

the transport position. At this point, the hydraulic
systems are no longer needed; the APUs and WSBs

are shut down.
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APU/HYD Caution and Waring Summary

* The yellow APU TEMP caution and warning

lighton panelF7is illuminated if the APU 1, 2,

or 3 lube oil temperature is above 290° F.

¢ The yellow APU OVERSPEED light is

illuminated if APU 1, 2, or 3 turbine speed is

more than 92,880 rpm (129%). If the APU

AUTO SHUT DOWN switch on panel R2 is in

ENABLE, an automatic shutdown of that APU

will occur.
* The yellow APU UNDERSPEED light is

illuminated if APU 1, 2, or 3 turbine speed is

less than 57,600 rpm (80%). If the APU AUTO

SHUT DOWN switch for that APU is in

ENABLE, an automatic shutdown will occur.

Placing the APU AUTOSHUTDOWNswitch
in INHIBIT only inhibits the automatic

shutdown of that APU if its turbine speed is

less than 80% or more than 129%. The APU

UNDERSPEED or APU OVERSPEED light
will always illuminate, and a tone will be

generated.

The yellow HYD PRESS light illuminates for

overspeed or underspeed shutdown, or when

hydraulic system 1, 2, or 3 drops below 2,800
psi.

The blue SM ALERT illuminates, and the

C/W tone is sounded if turbine speed falls

below 80% or rises above 129%.

The red BACKUP C/W ALARMilluminates if

hydraulic pressure of system 1, 2, or 3 drops
below 2,800 psi.

@ ®
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APU/HYD Summary Data

° The APUisa hydrazine-fueled, turbine-driven
Power unit that generates mechanical shaft
power to drive a hydraulic pump that

produces pressure for the orbiter’s hydraulic
system.

The three orbiter hydraulic systems provide
pressure to position hydraulic actuators for:

gimbaling SSMEs, actuating SSME control
valves, moving orbiter aerosurfaces, retracting
ET disconnect umbilicals, deploying landing
gear, and providing brake power, anti-skid,
and nose wheel steering.

¢ The APUsare located in the aft fuselage of the
orbiter.

¢ Each APU/HYD system has an independent
water spray boiler for APU lube oil and

hydraulic fluid cooling. Water is used for

spray cooling of the gas generator valve
module after APU shutdown and for injector
cooling if a hot restart is required. Each APU

has a separate supply for valve module cooling
and shares a central supply tank for injector
cooling.

The three APUs are started 5 minutes before
lift-off. They continue to operate throughout
the launch phase, and are shut down after the
Main engine propellant dump and stow are

completed (post OMS-1). The APUs are

restarted for entry: one APU prior to the
deorbit burn, and the other two prior toentry
interface.

Each APU fuel tank load is approximately 325

pounds of hydrazine.

APU/HYD controls are located on Panel R2;
heater controls are on panel A12.

CRTs that display APU/HYD information
include the PASS and BFS SM SYS SUMM 2

display (DISP 79), APU/HYD display (DISP
86), HYD THERMAL (DISP 87), and APU/
ENVIRON THERM (DISP 88).

Several meters for monitoring APU/HYD

parameters are located on panel F8.

APUs can be manually shut down and

restarted after completion of a full injector
water cooling cycle (3.5 minutes), or after

approximately 4.5 hours of passive cooling on

orbit.

APU/HYD Rules of Thumb
e APU fuel usage rates vary with loading, but

average 1% per minute (3 to 3.5 lbs/minute).

Usage rates are reduced by about half if the

hydraulic main pump is taken to low

pressure (HYD MAIN PUMP PRESS switch

on panel R2 set to LOW), as is done during
the abort once around deorbit coast period.

* The APU injector cooling tank shared by all

three APUs contains enough water for 21

minutes of continuous flow. This is enough
for six complete 3.5-minute hot restart

injector cooling cycles.
¢ Ifall water spray boiler cooling is lost to the

lube oil after an APU reaches full operating
temperatures, only 4 to 5 minutesof

operating time are available before bearing

Seizure occurs.
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2.2 CAUTION AND WARNING

SYSTEM (C/W)
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Description

The caution and warning system warns the crew of

conditions that may create a hazard to orbiter

operation and/or crew. Under certain

circumstances, the system also alerts the crew to

situations that require time-critical (under 5

minutes) procedures to correct them. The system
uses data such as temperature, pressure, flow rates,

and switch positions to determine whether an alarm

situation exists.

2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

The system consists of software and electronics that

provide the crew with visual and aural cues whena

system exceeds predefined operating limits. Visual
cues consist of four red MASTER ALARM lights, a

40-light array on panel F7, a 120-lightarray on panel
R13U, and CRT messages. The aural cue is sent to

the communications system for distribution to flight
crew headsets or speaker boxes.

The crew interfaces with the C/W system through
panel R13U, panel C3, CRT displays, panel F7, panel
L1, and the four red MASTER ALARM push button

indicators on panels F2, F4, A7,and MO52J.

The C/Wsystem interfaces with the auxiliary power
units, data processing system, environmental

control and life support system, electrical power

system, flight control system, guidance and

navigation, hydraulics, main propulsion system,
reaction control system, orbital maneuvering
system, and payloads.

Inputs enter the software C/W logic circuitry from

the onboard computers through multiplexers/
demultiplexers (MDMs) to activate alarm tones and

the BACKUP C/W ALARM.Some of these are used

to turn on the BACKUP C/W ALARM light on panel
F7 while crew input resets the MASTER ALARM

lights and tones.

ALARM ANNUNCIATION

EMERGENCY CAUTION & WARNING ALERT

CLASS 1 CLASS 2 CLASS 3
SOFTWARE

Alert tone

| SM light
Fault mg

FIRE PRIMARYBACKUP

SMOKE
sory, caw caw

LIMIT SENSING

HARDWAREONLY HARDWA SOFTWARE TSE

C&W tone

Siren Klaxon C&W tone

MA lights MAlights MA lights MA lights an

Smoke F7lights F7 BUlight
Detection RIZ lights Fault mg Status parameters

lights

Caution and Warning Diagram
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

Alarms

Four alarm classes constitute the C/W system.

Class 1- Emergency

There are two alarms in this class: (1) smoke

detection/fire suppression and (2) rapid cabin

depressurization. (These systems are discussed in

more detail later in this section.) Class 1 is a

hardware system only; its input is not processedby
any MDMsor software. The system uses hardware,
such as hard-wired sensors, to monitor parameters
and to issue alarms. Because of the nature of the

class 1 alarms, they always receive the highest

priority for resolution.

The emergency (class 1) aural alarms consist of a

siren (activated by the smoke detection system) and

a klaxon (activated by the deltapressure/deltatime

sensor that recognizes a rapid loss of cabin pressure),
and they are annunciated by hardware. The siren’s

frequency varies from 666 to 1,470 hertz and returns

ata five-second-per-cycle rate. The klaxon isa 2,500-

hertz signal with an on/off cycle of 2.1 milliseconds

onand 1.6 milliseconds off, mixed with a 270-hertz

signal with a cycle of 215 milliseconds on and 70
milliseconds off.

The emergency alarm visual cues consist of

illumination of the four MASTER ALARM

pushbutton indicators on panels F2, F4, A7, and

MO52J. The smoke detection system also

illuminates SMOKE DETECTION lights on panel
L1, displays information on the SM SYS SUMM 1

display (SMOKE), and issues a backup C/W “smoke

alarm” message. Similarly, cabin pressure
information can be seen on the SM SYS SUMM 1

display (CABIN).

Class 2- C/W

This class also consists of two subclasses: primary
C/W, which is a hardware system, and backup
(B/U) C/W, which is a software system.

Panel
Panel R13

B3

aa i ar,
omy

rates rf Fit tes ete.

fneriow lite

Ta oe, Py

Panel C3
9 e

eee Caution/Warning
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{ ' ‘auoatRAM] ;

Limit | 1

System Select! i

Transducer 1

i
vilodielSeries cosa

(|

1

: Comparator el i
20 ia

aun

WATE

ee]
Muhtiplexer

F Master Alarm and TG* A
Master Alarm A

Power

=,

‘
Power

Master Alarm B

Master Alarm and 16° B—7——_|

Caution|WarningBackup_| ToneVol
Electronics Unit ciw oo

|| Mi Supply Panel CS
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B Caution/Warning
ESSIBC Computers Panel :
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c/WA ot FT a Panels F2, F4, falESS2CA PATAMOS24.[ten]
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The primary C/W system has the capacity to
monitor 120 inputs, which are received from
transducers through either signal conditioners or

flight forward MDMs. Baselined limit values are

stored in the C/W electronics unit located in avionics
bay 3. These values can be changed by the crew,
after the parameters’ engineering units are

converted to a standard voltage value, throughSwitches on panel R13U; however, if power is lost,
the limits will return to their original values. The
majority of the original stored values are identical
to the backup C/W (software) values. Thirty-nine
lights on the panel F7 annunciator matrix are

dedicated to the primary C/W; the exception is the
BACKUP C/W ALARM.
When a primary C/W alarm is issued, the

appropriate lamp on the panel F7 annunciator
matrix is illuminated, all four MASTER ALARM

indicators are illuminated, the C/W tone sounds,
and the appropriate lamp on the panel R13U

parameter status light matrix is illuminated. No
CRT fault message is generated by the primary
C/W.

The primary C/W system receives power from

power supply A from the C/WA circuit breaker

powered by ESS 1BC on panel O13, and power

supply B from C/WBcircuit breaker powered by
ESS 2CA on panel O13.

A loss of power supply A will cause all panel F7

lights except BACKUP C/W ALARM to illuminate.

It will also cause a loss of panel R13U status lights
and function, smoke detection via circuit test A, the

CAUTION/WARNING MEMORY READ switch,

lower bulbs of the MASTER ALARM light (except
for lamp test), primaryC/Wlimit sensing, and tones

to the middeck.

A loss of power supply B causes the BACKUP C/W
ALARM light to come on in addition to the primary
C/W light, a loss of smoke detection viacircuittest

B, upper bulbs of the MASTERALARMlights
(except during a lamp test), and sleep station headset

tones.

The backup C/W (class 2) system is part of the

systems management fault detection and
annunciation (FDA), GNC, and backup flight system
software programs. Only the 69 backup C/W

alarms that are produced by FDA (software that

2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

PRESS: FUEL CEL FUEL CELL FUELCELLge bird REAC
| STACKTEMPPUMP

CABIN ATM 2 HEATER MAIN BUS: Ac

TEMP UNDERVOLT| VOLTAGE | OVERLOAD
tCo)

FREON AV BAY!
LOOP CABIN AIR,

a FWD RCS. RCS JET

he a RGNACCELAIR DATA LEFT Acs: RIGHT RCS.

LEFT RHC ne m|
UeFTOMs | Arce om

wae [oe aati] omer” | ane

®)
PAYLOAD | PRIMARY CAY Ps.

FCs

CHANNEL ®

HYD PRESSAPU APU
OVERSPEED | UNDERSPEED

9

Caution and Warning Annunciator Matrix on Panel F7

(The 39 lights shown unshaded are dedicated to the

primary C/W system.The BACKUP C/W ALARMlight
is dedicated to the entire backupC/W system. (R) signifies
a red warning light. Red lights take precedence over yellow.)

©

Use =e
U

aid

|
+

C/WCircuit Breakers on Panel O13

monitors parameters and initiates alarms) have

limits that can be changed and displayed in

engineering units accessed through the SM TABLE
MAINTENANCE specialist function display (SPEC
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

PARAMETER TW] PARAMETER | CW PARAMETERCW PARAMETERcw PARAMETER
BY NAME

E
CH NAME CH NAME CH NAME CH NAME

0] CRYO C2P TK 25] GPC3 50] CRYOH2PTKI “75 100] L RHC

1] CRYOG2HTAITK 26] RCS LEAK/TKP-F 51] CRYOO2HTR2 TK3 76} RCS TKPFUR 101] FCS SATURATION

2] FC1 REAC 02 27] OMS ENG -L 52] FC3 REAC H2 7 102] FC2 COOL PUMP

3] OC VOLT MAIN A 28] APU 3 EGT 53 | AC3 VOLT (¢A, B, C) 78 | APU 2 OVERSPEED 103} IMU

4] CABPRESS 29] MPS HETKP-R §4| CAB N2FLOW 1 79] MPSMANFPLH2 104] AV BAY 3TEMP

5|GPC1 90] CRYO 02PTK45 "55 80] CRYO H2PTK45 105] H2OLOOP1 PUMPOUTP-
6] RCS TKPOX -F 91 | CRYO 02HTR2TK2 56 | RCS LEAK/TK P-L “61 106 | FREON LOOP 1 FREON FLOW

7] OMS TK POX-L 32] FC2 REAC He 57] OMS ENG -R 62] FC3 STACK T 107] FREON LOOP 1 EVAP OUT T
8] APU1 EGT 33] AC1 VOLT (¢A, B,C) 58] APU3 OIL T 83] AC3 OVLD 108] APU 2 UNDERSPEED

9] MPS HE TKP-C 34] CAB PPO2ZA 59] MPS HE REGP-R 84] AV BAY1 TEMP 109] HYD 2P

10] CRYO O2P TK2 35) GPC4 60] CRYO H2PTK2 “65 «

110] FVAFTRHC
11] CRYO O2HTR2 TKI 96] ACS TKPOX-L 61| CRYO O2HTR1TK4 86 | RCS LEAK/TKP-R 111] FCS CHBYPASS

12] FC1 REAC H2 37] OMS TK P OX-R 62] FC1 STACK T "87 112] FC3 COOL PUMP

13] OC VOLT MAIN B 38] APU 1 OILT 63] AC1 OVLD 68] APU3 OVERSPEED | °113

14] CAB 02FLOW 1 39] MPSHE REG P-C 64] CAB N2FLOW2 “69 114] CAB HXOUT T
15] GPC2 “40 “65 “90 115] H20LOOP2 PUMPOUTP
16] RCS TKP FU-F 41] CRYO O2HTR 1 TK3 66] ACS TKPOX-R 91] AOTA 116] FREON LOOP 2 FREON FLOW

17] OMS TKP FU-L 42| FC3 REAC 02 67] OMSTVC 92] FC1 COOL PUMP 117] FREON LOOP2 EVAPOUTT

18] APU 2 EGT 43] AC2 VOLT (4A, B, C) 68] APU 1 OVERSPEED 93] RGA/AA 118] APU 3 UNDERSPEED

19] MPS HE TKP-L 44] CAB PPO2B 69] MPSMANFPL02 94] AV BAY 2 TEMP 119] HYD 3P

20] CRYO 02 P TK3 45|GPC5 70} CRYO H2 P TK3 95 | PL WARNING

21 | CRYO O2HTR1 TK2 46} RCS TKPFU-L 71] CRYO O02HTR2TK4 96 | RCS JET
22] FC2 REAC 02 47] OMS TK P FU-R 72] FC2 STACK T 97 | PL CAUTION

23] OC VO MAINC 48) APU2 OILT 73] AC2 OVLD 98 | APU 1 UNDERSPEED

24] CAB O2 FLOW2 49 | MPS HE REG P-L 74| CAB FANAP 99] HYD 1P

*

Channel not used

Hardware Caution and Warning Table

60). The remaining backup C/W alarms that are

produced by the guidanceandnavigation program
are accessed through general-purpose computer
read/write procedures. A backup C/W out-of-

tolerance condition will trigger illumination of the

four MASTER ALARM lights, illuminate the red
BACKUP C/WALARMlight on panel F7, and display

a message on the fault message line and fault

summary page.

The class 2 (C/W) aural master alarm is activated

by the primary (hardware) system, the backup
(software) system, or both. The C/W tone is an

alternating 375 hertz and 1,000 hertz at a 2.5 hertz

rate. The alternating C/W alarm tone is generated
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when the hardware system detects an out-of-limit
condition on any of the 120 parameters it monitors
or when the software (backup) system detects a

parameter that is out of limits.

Class 2 primary and backup C/W visual cues

include a 40-light annunciator matrix on panel F7.
This matrix annunciates various system or

functional failures. Each light is driven by one or

more parameters. With the exception of the
BACKUP C/W ALARM light, once a lamp has been

illuminated, it will not be extinguished until all

parameters driving that light are back within limits.
THE BACKUP C/W ALARM light is extinguished
once a MSG RESET key is pushed.

Panel R13U is the crew’s interface with the primary
C/W system. It includes a parameter status light
matrix that is used to check the status of a parameter
and also to check parameter limits. When used to

check the status of parameters, the numbers on the
left side of the matrix are read first to obtain the

first two numbers of the parameter (row), then the

number on the top is read to obtain the third number

of the parameter. The matrix can display all 120

parameters (numbered from 000 to 119) of the

primary C/W system.

Class 3 — Alert

This class is a software system operated by the SM

software. It would generally receive lower priority
thana class 1 or2 alarm. Class 3 alert is designed to

inform the flight crew ofa situation leading up toa

class 2 alarm or one that may require a long
procedure (over 5 minutes) in order to rectify
the problem. Whenan alert parameter exceeds

its limits, the blue SM ALERTlight on panel F7

is illuminated, a discrete is sent to the primary
C/W system to turn on the alert tone, and the

software displays a fault message on the fault

message line and fault summary page.

Both guidance, navigation, and control (GNC)

and systems management (SM) software sense

out-of-limit conditions. These software
Zs

s
Avionics Bay arsystems also serve some less critical parameters

and annunciate the systems management alert

tone. The SM alert tone is a steady tone of 512

hertz of predefined duration generated in the

C/Welectronics when activated by inputs from

the onboard computers.

2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and Warning System

Class 0 - Limit Sensing

Class 0 is a software system consisting of up and
down arrows on the CRT displays next to a

parameter. It provides no aural annunciation.

A down arrow displayed next to a parameter would
indicate that the low limit for that parameter had
been met or violated. In addition, the down arrow

is used to indicate a state that does not agree with
the nominal state; for example, a fan that is

nominally on (e.g., HUM SEP fan) is off.

An up arrow displayed next to a parameter would
indicate that the upper limit for that parameter has
been exceeded.

Smoke Detection

and Fire Suppression

This emergency class 1 alarm is hardware driven.

The crew is alerted to emergency situations by use

of visual and audio alarms.

Smoke detection and fire suppression capabilities
are provided in the crew cabin avionics bays, the

crew cabin, and the Spacelab pressurized module.

Ionization detection elements, which sense levels

of smoke concentrations or rate of concentration

change, trigger alarms and provide information on

smoke concentration levels to the performance-
monitoring CRT system and an array of red SMOKE

DETECTION lights on panel L1.

Avionics Bay 3A

Smoke Detectors

Portable Fire

ExtinguisherSmoke
2

we
Np fe

<rined Fue 7,
Middeck

Extinguisher.|
Portable Fire

Extinguisher
Fixed Fire}| A it
Extinguishers—'g

smoke Detectors

Avionics Bay 1

Smoke Detection and Fire SuppressionSystem
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

The ionization detection system is divided into two

groups: group A and group B. GroupAionization

detection elements are located in the environmental

control and life support system cabin fan plenum
outlet beneath the crew cabin middeck floor and in

the left return air duct on the crew cabin flight deck,
and one element is located in each of the three

forward avionics bays (1, 2, and 3A). Group B

ionization detection elements are located in the right
return air duct on the crew cabin flight deck and in

avionics bays 1, 2, and 3A. On Spacelab missiens,

ionization detection elements are located in the

Spacelab module.

If an ionization detection element senses a smoke

particle concentration of 2,000 (+ 200) micrograms
per cubic meter for at least 5 seconds and/or a rate

of smoke increase of 22 micrograms per cubic meter

per second for eight consecutive counts in 20

seconds, a trip signal illuminates the applicable red

SMOKE DETECTION light on panel L1, illuminates

the four red MASTER ALARM lights on panels F2,
F4, A7, and MO52J, and sounds the siren in the

crew cabin. The normal reading on the SM SYS

SUMM 1 display for the smoke detection elements

is 0.3 to 0.4 milligram per cubic meter. A reading
on the CRT of 2.0, plus or minus 0.2, corresponds to

2,000 (+ 200) micrograms per cubic meter.

After an alarm and areset of the detector, the

following conditions may be observed:

* If the alarm returns in 5 seconds, it is due to

the concentration exceeding 2,000 + 200

micrograms per cubic meter for 5 seconds.

* If the alarm retums in 20 seconds, it is due to

the concentration increasing at a rate greater
than or equal to 22 micrograms per cubic
meter per second for eight consecutive counts
in 20 seconds.

¢ Ifthe alarm returns immediately, the detector
would be suspect, and a self test should be

performed. If available, the concentration
readout should be observed on SM SYS
SUMM 1.

* Ifthe alarm does not return, perform self test.
If available, check concentration on SM SYS
SUMM 1.

XOONOOKO78SM SYS SUMM 1 XX X DDD/HH:MM:SS

BFSDDO/HH:MM:SS
VA 28

Dc VOLTSVA 2B

FC XX.XS XX.XS XX.XS

MAIN XXXS XX.XS XX.XS

CNTL AB XXXS XX.XS_ XX.XS

BO XX.XS XXXS_ XX.XS

CA XXXS XX.XS_XX.XS

ESS XX.XS XX.XS XX.XS

+.Xxs] AC

VOLT @A = XXxS_-XXXS__XXXS.
@B  XXXS XXXS XXXS

@C  XXXS XXXS XXXS

AMPS @A =XX.XS_ XX.XS_ XX.XS

@B  XXXS XX.XS XX.XS

@C XXXS XX.XS XX.XS

FUEL CELL PH XXS XXS_XXS

av FCI FC2 AMPS XXXS__XXXS__XXXS
SS1 XXXS_XXXS XXXS REAC VLV XXS —-XXS

SS2_ XXXS XXXS XXXS

SS3 XXXS_XXXS XXXS

TOTAL AMPS XXXXS

KW Xxs

EXIT T XXXS_ XXXS

COOL P XXXS  XXXS

PUMP: XxS XxS

SM SYS SUMM 1 (DISP 78)

STACK T + XXXS+XXXS +XXXS
XXXS

XXXS

XxXS

(XX)

@ 9° FIRE SUPPRESSION ——
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Portable

extinguisher

2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

Portable fire extinguisher

Re Sidehatchportable fire

extinguisher

Fire Extinguisher Locations

Fire suppression in the crew cabin avionics bays is

provided by three Halon extinguisher bottles

permanently mounted in avionics bays 1, 2, and

3A. Each bottle contains3.74to 3.8 pounds of Halon

in a pressure vessel that is 8 inches long and 4.25

inches in diameter. To activate the applicable bottle

in an avionics bay, the corresponding FIRE

SUPPRESSION switch on panel L1 is positioned to

ARM, and the corresponding AGENT DISCH push
button indicator on panel L1 is depressed for at

least 2 seconds. The AGENT DISCH push button

indicator activates the corresponding pyro initiator

controller, which initiates a pyrotechnic valve on

the bottle to discharge the Halon into the avionics

bay. The discharge of Halon will produce a noise

of approximately 130 decibels in the avionics bay.
The discharge will give a Halon concentration in

the avionics bay of 7.5 to 9.5 percent. A 4 to 5

percent concentration is required to suppress a fire.
This concentration will provide protection for

approximately 72 hours. When the bottle is fully

discharged, the push button indicator white light
will be illuminated. The white light will be

illuminated if the pressure in an avionicsbottlefalls

below 60+ 10 psig.

Red SMOKE DETECTION lights on panel L1 are

illuminated by the following: the CABIN light is

illuminated bya smoke detection ionization element

in the ECLSS cabin fan plenum, the L FLT DECK

light is illuminated by the crew cabin left flight
deck return air duct smoke ionization element, the

R FLT DECK light is illuminated by the crew cabin

right flight deck return air duct smoke ionization

element, and the PAYLOAD light is illuminated by
the smoke detection ionization elements in the

Spacelab pressurized module. The applicable smoke

detection ionization element illuminates the

applicable red AV BAY light on panel L1, activates

the C/W MASTER ALARM red light, and sounds

the siren in the crew cabin.
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The circuit breakers that control the

fire and smoke subsystem are located

on panels O14, O15, and O16. Panel

014 contains the MN A SMOKE

DETN L/R FLT DK and BAY 2A/3B,
FIRE SUPPR BAY 3, and ANNUN

FWD ACA1 circuit breakers. Panel

O15 contains MN B SMOKE DETN

BAY 1B/3A, FIRE SUPPR BAY 1, and

ANNUNCIATOR FWD ACA 1 and

al®
Y

|| FY
S ACA 2/3 and AFT ACA 4/5 circuit

: <i =
‘

breakers. Panel 016 contains MN C

fe
;

SMOKE DETN CABIN and BAY 14/

SS

ee ln ilmenite
2B, FIRE SUPPR BAY 2, and

©! @!|@!@O/|O!|O!|O!l@O! OHO ANNUNCIATOR FWD ACA 2/3 and

AFTACA 4/5.
Three hand-held fire extinguishers
are available in the crew cabin.

Two are located in the crew cabin

middeck, and one is on the flight
deck. Each fire extinguisher
nozzle is tapered to fit fire hole

ports located in several display
and control panels. The holes are

of two types: a 1/-inch diameter

hole covered with a marked label,
and an unmarked 1/)- to 14-inch
diameter tapered hole. These

holes give access to the

volume immediately behind the

individual panel. To suppress a

fire behind a panel or within an

avionics bay, the extinguisher
nozzle should be inserted into the

fire hole and the actuating
mechanism depressed for 15 seconds.

This will ensure a complete discharge.
The extinguishing agent is Halon-1301

(monobromotrifluoromethane).

Halon-1301 minimizes the major
hazards of a conflagration: smoke,
heat, oxygen depletion, and formation

of pyrolysis products such as carbon

monoxide. The fire extinguishers are

a

avionics bays. Consideration should
711 O il ©! be given to the reactive force on the

crewmember when discharging the

extinguishers on orbit.

6)| | i i 13 inches long. The portable fire

ae | i extinguishers can also be used as a

coxa | z ‘. 7

L a | backup for extinguishers in the

Fire and Smoke SubsystemControl Circuit Breakers on Panel O16
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Halon 1301

Halon 1301 is used as the extinguishing agent for
all fire suppression devices. It is colorless and

odorless. Discharge of the agent may create a

light mist in the vicinity of the discharge nozzle.

Therefore, visibility isnot adversely affected. Once
the Halon is discharged into an enclosure, it is

difficult to detect its presence through normal
human senses.

Exposure to Halon in the 5 to 7 percent range
produces little, if any, noticeable effect. At levels

between 7 and 10 percent, mild central nervous

system effects such as dizziness and tingling in

the extremities have been reported. Above 10

percent, some subjects report a feeling of

impending unconsciousness after a few minutes,

although test subjects exposed to up to 14 percent
for 5 minutes have not actually lost consciousness.

These types of effects were completely reversible

upon removal from exposure.

It is considered good practice to avoid all

unnecessary exposure to Halon 1301 and to limit

exposures to the following times:

* 7 percent and below: 15 minutes

© 7to 10 percent: 1 minute

* 10 to 15 percent: 30 seconds

* Above 15 percent: prevent exposure.

Anyone suffering from toxic effects of Halon 1301

should immediately move or be moved to fresh

air. In treating persons suffering toxic effects, the

use of epinephrine (adrenaline) and similar drugs
must be avoided. These drugs may produce
cardiac arrhythmias, including ventricular

fibrillation.

Although Halon 1301 has a low toxicity,
its decomposition can be hazardous. These

products have a characteristically sharp
acrid odor, even in minute concentrations

of only a few parts per million.

Avionics Bay 1

Avionics Bay 2

Note

© Fire Ports Provide

Access to Avionics Bays.
© Fice Ports Sized to Fit

Portable Fire Extinguisher
Nozzle.

Avionics Bays | and 2

{LookingForward)

Avionics Bay3B

Avionics Bays 3A end 3B

(LookingAtt)
Fire Port Locations

Avionics Bays 3A end 3B,
Ailocks end Waste CoBector

This smell provides a warning
system but at the same time

creates a noxious, irritating
atmosphere.

The accepted theory is that Halon

must decompose before it is

effective in suppressing fire. The

decomposition takes place on

exposure to a flame or to a hot

surface of approximately 900° F.

Fire Port(Guide

(Typical)

Depending on the severity of the

fire, length of time Halon is

exposed to flame, and

concentration of Halon, the

decomposition products may be

extensive or minimal.

The SMOKE DETECTION CIRCUIT

TEST switch on panel L1 tests the

smokedetectionsystem, lights, and

alarm circuitry. When the switchis
positioned to A or B, electrical
power is applied to the ACA

channels controlling the AGENT

DISCH lights, and the white lights
are illuminated. Two tests are
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completed for both the A and the Bcircuits to test

the complete logic circuitry of the smoke detection

system. In the first test, after approximately a 20-

second delay, the SMOKE DETECTION Aor B lights
are illuminated, and the siren is triggered. In the

second test, the SMOKE DETECTION CIRCUIT

TEST switch is turned off in 5 to 10 seconds,

bypassing the 20-second time delay and

immediately annunciating a siren and a SMOKE

DETECTION light (A or B).

Once the alarm system has been triggered, it remains

latched until the SMOKE DETECTION SENSOR

switch on panel L1 is positioned to RESET. When

the system is latched, the emergency alarm system
will not activate an alarm in case of another fire in

Cabin Pressure

The cabin pressurization rate, dP/dT, senses the

rate at which atmospheric pressure is changing in

the orbiter (in psi/min). There will be an alarm

issued only for a rapid cabin depressurization. If a

dP/dT alarm were issued, it would indicate that air

was leaking at a rate much higher than normal.

The system alerts the crew to a rapid pressure

change with respect to time by annunciation of the

four MASTER ALARM push button indicators and

sounding of the klaxon (class 1 alarm). A class 2

alarm system is triggered when cabin pressure
reaches a specific value. In addition, a class 3 alarm

will annunciate (when the backup flight system is

in use) for a change in pressure greater than or

the same or any other avionics bay. equal to 0.12 psia/min.

Various parameters of the smoke detection system
and remote fire extinguishing agent system are

provided to telemetry.

Cabin pressure parameters can be monitored at

several locations. Oxygen and nitrogen systems
flows are monitored and sent to the rotary switch

on panel O1. The rotary switch permits system 1

oxygen or nitrogen or system 2 oxygen or nitrogen
flow to be monitored on the

O2/Nz FLOW meter on panel
O1 in pounds per hour.

OQ
| PPO}sensorsA and B monitor

giehsa
ae

ae the oxygen partial pressure
Tur press Press Pro, lo and transmit the signal to the

e®5—5@ et
| SENSOR switch on panel O1.

(7) =

i (Thereisalsoa sensor C,which

|
Ik | “4 |

ela
i only Mission Control can see.)

|| 3} di} | I When the switch is positioned
| Es}4)

iI}

|

dee) I to SENSOR A, oxygen partial
IE“! ds ales i pressure from sensor A is

WWE:J ‘] i
monitored on the PPO2meter

E+ 4 sd i
on panel O1 in psia. If the

[Fela | Fit
switch is set on SENSOR B,
oxygen partial pressure from

ee 9 ele care eae tessBisinyenitoradThe
SSS i cabin pressure sensor

i transmits directly to the
ras

pect
Sl CABIN PRESS meter on

i panel O1 and is monitored
Natt & | a) |Ip in psia. Whenacabinleak is

Sos = i present,Op or No flow will

7 ere

i
increase to accommodate the

A
Ben a

Cabin Pressure Meters and Switches on Panel O1
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BGT £-XXS CABIN P XX.XS/TEMP  XXXXSXXXKS XXX:Poe AIRUK P XXcXS|EAN 02 COKE XOKKS_ame :

A X.XxXS FAN ap X.XxXSUI YH

2 X-XXSAX OUT
T

XXXS/OTY A XxXS PRESS XXxS

Pecos RuaneCABIN T XxxS & XxXxS OMP LN T XXxS
=x3 C XXxXS NOZ T A XxxS

D_XxxS. B XXxXS

|

|

| 02 FLOW X.xXS X.XxS| WASTE

ss
P XXXS XXXS|QTY 1 xxxS PRESS XXXS|

REG P
HS Nixe| Roz “Ya xaxe

e T

Ce/Ne CNTL VLV XxS —xxS
noe

3 eos |R VAC_VT_N Ti

NENG cae
XXXS  XxxS] NT TS ex

=MER 02 QTY XXxS FILTER oF X.XXS |
REG PXXxxS Pecoe XX.x5 |

| |
|

=20 TK Ne P XXXS  XXxxS

aP_|BED A PRESS = XX.XS_XK.XSa 8 C

Mu. FAN XS xS x! : {

STO enoa RS BPRESS = XX.XS_Xx.xS

AXXX/XXX/O66 ENVIRONMENTxX =X DOD/HHIMMISS 2 Y ©)
||

i CABIN AV BAY DOD/HHEMESS ku zum wus A
woe =

em Fame UTRTY——FL099— ae ato,
uy meron oT

on a
sya aa tryros39 ows cm pers aca vs

z

—S=

[gielei=(eielel= =oP X.XXS X.XXS
)

|vac PRESS X.xS

| y

ENVIRONMENT Display(DISP 66)

loss of pressure. If the leak is large enough, a class 2

alarm will annunciate for high O> or No flow.

Values for dP/dT can be monitored on the SM SYS

SUMM 1 (dP/dT-EQ) and SM ENVIRONMENT

DISP 66 (dP/dT) displays.

The red CABIN ATM caution and warning light on

panel F7 is illuminated for any of the following
monitored parameters:

e Cabin pressure below 13.8 psia or

MN B PPO,C CABIN DP/DT Circuit Breaker

on Panel O15

Operations

Primary C/W System

The primary C/W system has three modes of

operation: ascent, normal, and acknowledge. These

modes are controlled by the CAUTION/ WARNING

MODE switch on panel C3. The switch has three

settings: ASCENT, NORM, and ACK. The normal

mode is discussed first.

above 15.2 psia.
¢ PPO? below 2.7 psia or above 3.6 psia.
° Oxygen flow rate above 4.9 pounds per

hour.

* Nitrogen flow rate above 4.9 pounds
per hour. xo00re

ovo

A klaxon will sound in the crew cabin, and

the MASTER ALARM push button indicators

will be illuminated if the change in pressure
versus change in time decreases at a rate of

0.05 psi per minute or greater. The normal

cabin dP/dT is zero psi per minute, plus or

minus 0.01 psi, for all normal operations.

The rapid dP/dT detector is powered by
the MN B PPO) C CABIN DP/DT circuit

breaker on panel O15.

CAUTION/WARNING MEMORY and MODE

Switches on Panel C3
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The primary C/W system receives 120 inputs

directly from transducers through signal
conditioners, or from the flight forward

multiplexer/demultiplexers,and are fed into a

multiplexing system. Of these 120 inputs, 95 come

directly from transducers, five are from input/
output processors, 18 are provided through

multiplexer/demultiplexersoftware, and two are

spares. These inputs can be either analog or bilevel.

The analog signalsare zero to 5 volts de; thediscretes

are either zero, 5, or 28 volts de. All of these inputs
are designed to provide upper or lower limit

detection. If the parameter has exceeded its limits,

it will turn on the C/W tone, light the appropriate
light on panel F7, illuminate the four redMASTER
ALARM push button indicators, and store the

parameter in memory.

The C/W tone can be silenced and the MASTER

ALARM red light extinguished by depressing any

one of the MASTER ALARM push button indicators;

however, the C/W light on panel F7 will remain

illuminated until the out-of-tolerance condition is

corrected. Any one of the MASTER ALARM push
button indicators will reset all tones, including the

systems management tone.

The C/W ascent mode is the same as the normal

mode, except that the commander’s red MASTER

ALARM push button indicator will not be

illuminated.

The C/W acknowledge mode is also the same as

the normal mode, except that the 40 annunciator

lights on panel F7 will not be illuminated unless

one of the red MASTER ALARM push button

indicators (on panel F2 for the commander or panel
F4 for the pilot) is depressed.

Panel R13U

Each of the 120 statusC/W red parameter lights on

panel R13U receives an input from a specific
parameter. A primary C/W parameter matrix cue

[eee sess[sos[nee]nfs]

© ——CAUTIONWARNING.
Sed

Ta eae ean alec coe

0
r—,Toeowe —

|O
Panel R13U

©

vars
£

Rene xox

| 6 6@@®h@
PARAM ue

sTaTUs MEMORY «TEST

TRPPEDY «=READY LEFTY.

P

‘ © |O
R

A
WHOTTEDA ©CLEARA RIGHT A

E

T

E

Ae PARAMETERSELECT

LIMITSET-© va @

per
ar FUNC PARAM
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eo "
ESET Teese

®
AHS || © (©.

canny

ne
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card identifies the 120 input channels and correlates
them to the panel F7 C/W annunciator light matrix.
If an out-of-limit condition exists on a specific
parameter that is set on panel R13U, it illuminates
the corresponding light on panel F7. If the

CAUTION/WARNING PARAM STATUS switch on

panel R13U is held in the TRIPPED position when
an out-of-limit parameter light on panel F7 is

illuminated, the corresponding light on panel R13U
will also be illuminated.

Some limits, and the list of parameters monitored,
change with flight phase. The crew uses the PARAM

ENABLE/INHIBIT and LIMIT switches on panel
R13U to tailor the C/W system for their current

configuration.

The three CAUTION/WARNING PARAMETER

SELECT thumbwheels on panel R13U provide
signals to the C/W electronics unit and define the

specific parameter for enabling and inhibiting the

parameter and setting and reading the parameter’s
limits.

The CAUTION/WARNING LIMIT SET switch

grouping on panel R13U is used to change limits or

to read a parameter’s limits. The three VALUE

thumbwheels provide the signals to the C/W unit,

defining the voltage value setting of a parameter’s
upper or lower limit, X.XX.

The UPPER setting of the CAUTION/WARNING
LIMIT SET LIMIT switch on panel R13U provides a

signal to the C/W electronics unit, which modes

the electronics to set or read the upper limit of a

parameter specified by the settings on the

PARAMETER SELECT thumbwheels for that

parameter. The CAUTION/WARNING LIMIT SET

FUNC switch is cycled to set or read the upper limit

of that parameter.The LOWER setting functions in
the same manner, except for the lower limit for a

parameter.

The CAUTION/WARNING LIMIT SET FUNC SET

switch position on panel R13U provides a signal to

the C/W electronics unit, which sets the value

specified by the LIMIT SET VALUE thumbwheels
into the parameter as specified by the PARAMETER

SELECT thumbwheels andLIMITSETLIMIT switch.

The LIMIT SET FUNC READ switch position on

panel R13U provides a signal to the C/W electronics

unit, which illuminates the lights under the STATUS

2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and Warning System

LIMIT VOLTS X.XX columns on panel R13U that

correspond to the voltage parameter limit specified
by the PARAMETER SELECT thumbwheels and the
LIMIT SET LIMIT switch. The value read

corresponds to the parameters full-scale range on

a scale of zero to 5 volts dc. The LIMIT SET FUNC
switch center position disables the set and read

functions.

The ENABLE position of the CAUTION/ WARNING
PARAM switch on panel R13U provides a signal to

the C/W electronics unit to enable the parameter
indicated on the PARAMETER SELECT

thumbwheels, which allows the parameter to trigger
the primary C/W alarm when out of limits. The

INHIBIT position operates the same as ENABLE,

except it inhibits the parameter from triggering the

primary C/W alarm. The center position of the

switch disables the enable and inhibit functions.

The TRIPPED position of the CAUTION/WARNING
PARAM STATUS switch on panel R13U provides a

signal to the C/Welectronics unit, which illuminates

the C/W status lights that correspond to the

parameters that are presently out of limits, including
those that are inhibited. The INHIBITED position
illuminates those C/W lights on panel R13U that

have been inhibited. The center position disables

the tripped and inhibited functions.

The CAUTION/WARNING MEMORYREADswitch

position on panel R13U provides a signal to the

C/W electronics unit, which illuminates the C/W

status lights on panel R13U that correspond to the

parameters that are currently out of limits and that

have been out of limits since the last positioning of

this switch or the CAUTION/ WARNING MEMORY

switch on panel C3 to CLEAR. The CLEAR position
on panel R13U or panel C3 provides a signal to the

C/W electronics unit that clears from the memory

any parameters that are presently within limits, but

any parameters that are out of limits during this

action remain in memory. The center position of

the switch on panel R13U or panel C3 disables the

clear and read functions.

The CAUTION/WARNINGTONE VOLUME A knob

on panel R13U, when adjusted clockwise, increases

the system A siren, klaxon, C/W, and SM tone

generator output signals to theaudiocentral control

unit. The B switch functions the same as the A

switch for system B tone generators.
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The CAUTION/WARNINGLAMP TEST switch on Fault messages for some parametersareissuedevery

panel R13U, when positioned to LEFT, providesa _ time the softwarecompletesthe required number
signal to the C/Welectronics unit, whichilluminates of data counts with the parameter out of limits.

the left five columns of the C/W status matrix lights This can result in a steady stream of fault messages

on panel R13U. The RIGHT position functions the ©and MASTER ALARMS that mayobscureother
same as the LEFT, except for the right five columns —_important fault messages. If this situation is
of lights. This allows the verification of all 120 encountered, thecreworMission Controlcaninhibit
lights, making sure that none have burned out. the affected parameter to prevent nuisance messages

and alarms in OPS 2 or OPS4. In OPS 1, 6, or 3, the

crew generally has to tolerate the extra alarms/

fault messages and pay extra close attention to the

When the software caution and warning system _ fault summary display.
detects an out of limits condition, it sounds an aural

tone or master alarm, lights the MASTER ALARM _In order to clear messages from the fault summary

or SM ALERT light, and issues a fault message that page, the crew enters a SPEC 99 PRO on the

is displayed flashing on the CRT fault message line. keyboard. If the fault summary (DISP 99) is called

The master alarm light and tones are reset by up using a SPEC 99 PRO instead of the FAULT

depressing a MASTER ALARM light push button. | SUMM key, the fault summary page will appear,

The fault message will flash until acknowledged by _ and then immediately clear itself.

a depression of the ACK key or until the MSG RESET

key is depressed to erase the message. The MSG Software caution and warning limits for some

RESET key will also extinguish the SM ALERTlight. parameters change depending on the phase of flight.
These changes can be entered by the crew via the

The displayed fault message is used to diagnose ©SPEC 60 TABLE MAINTENANCE display or

system failures and frequently is used as the titleof  uplinked from the ground. The ground uplink for

the flight data file procedure to be worked by the _ limits changes is called a Table Maintenance Block

crew in response to the failure. The text of the fault | Uplink (TMBU).

message identifies the system where limitsare being
exceeded. A list of individual fault messages is | SPEC 60,SM Table Maintenance
presented in the summary at the end of this section.

Software (Backup) Caution and Warning

The primary avionics software system (PASS)
For some general classes of fault messages, the first aie meldtypes of RP aan ertiescalled
part of the text containsthe SPEC number to be major functions. The first, systems management
consultedtodeterminethe specificparameter that (SM), is the function that is active on orbit. The
is out of limits. The GPCs declaring the fault are second, guidance, navigation, and control (GNC)

ae ae “ messageioe
In parentheses _isactiveduringall flight phases. The third, payload

ores MPa ae
software willdisplay software, provides operations support to payloads.

aultmessages generated while The backup flight system (BFS), normally used onlythe current message was being displayed. To view i

: duri
i

thesemessagesand the time at which they were exclepee a eect neo ane

annunciated, the crew must look at the fault
:

summa ;ry page: Modules within both SM and GNC software

P
monitor parameti diniti .

enof o eee fault message, the the usreeduiaceneees ua
ine will be blank until another new BFSSM

i 4

Teen 5 parameters, thecrewwould have to perform
Be is generated by the software. To avoid 4 GPC memory read/write Eee (This

missing messages in a multi-failure scenario, crews is

descri
i

should occasionally review all messages on the fault poe )

eae RUNES BPLLEN Ase?

summary page and try to reset messages on the
fault line as quickly as possible after reviewing them.
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XXXX/060/
SM COM BUFF Xxx

PARAM
1 1D XXXXXXX

VALUE = [+] XXXXXXXXS.

ALERT

LOW HI
2 [4] XXXXXXXX 3 [+] XXXXX.XX
4 |] XXXXXXXX 5 [+]XXXXXXX
6 [t] XXXXXXXX 7[+]XXXXX_XX

8 FILTER Xx

ENA 9X

INH 10X
CONSTANT

16 ID XXXXXXX

CHECKPT XXX/XX:XX:XX
INITIATE 18

STATUS XXXX XXXX

SM TABLE MAINT

LIMITS

11 [+] XXXXXXXX

17 VALUE = [+] XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

FDA

ENA 19X

INH 20X

XX X DDD/HH:MM:SS
ODD/HH:MM:SS

BACKUP C&W

LOW HI
12 [] XXXXX.XX

13 FILTER XxX

ENA 14X
INH =15X

(XX)

SM TABLE MAINT CRT (SPEC 60)

However, PASS SM parameters can be accessed

directly by the crew. Within PASS SM is a module
called fault detection and annunciation. This

module monitors the backup C/W and alert

parameters and initiates alarms.

SPEC 60 SM TABLE MAINT is the crew interface

with the PASS SM parameters. Using SPEC 60, the

crew can read and change the following for each

PASS SM backup C/W or alert parameters: (1)
lower and upper limits, (2) noise filter value, and

(3) enable/inhibit status. Additionally, the crew

can read and change SM program constants, initiate

a checkpoint, and enable or inhibit the entire fault

detection and annunciation software module.

SPEC 60, which is a PASS SM SPEC, is available

during SM OPS 2 and SM OPS 4. When the SM

TABLE MAINT display is called up by its SPEC

number (SPEC 60 PRO), each field will be blank

except CHECKPT time and FDA ENA. WhenSPEC

60 is called by pressing RESUME, the fields that

were previously in use will retain their data. When

a legal item entry is made, the new data will be

displayed in the appropriate field and will overwrite

any previous data.

Any backup C/W parameter may be accessed by
entering its software ID number (see page 2.2-4) in

item 1 of the SM TABLE MAINTdisplay. The limits,

noise filter value, and enable/inhibit status of alert

parameters may be changed with items 2 through
10. The same characteristics of backup C/W

parameters are available through items 11 through
15. These CRT parameters are discussed in more

detail below.

PARAM ID (Item 1) and PARAM Value

The software ID number for the desired fault

detection and annunciation (FDA) parameters is

entered in item 1. The software IDs are located in

the C/W and FDF TABLE of the Flight Data File

Reference Data Book.

When a valid ID is entered, the ID number will be

displayed in the PARAM ID space, and the current

value of the parameter will be displayed in the

PARAM VALUE field. The status of the parameter
is indicated by the presence or absence of an up or

down arrow. The appropriate ALERT or BACKUP

C/W data will appear in the LIMITS portion (items

2 through 10 or items 11 through 15 respectively).
If the parameter is monitored by both the Alert and

B/U C/Wsystems, then both sections will contain

the proper data. Otherwise, one of the LIMITS

sections will be blank.

If the PARAM ID is not valid, all associated data

fields will be blank, and an ILLEGAL ENTRY

message will be displayed.
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Limits Alert Low and Hi (Items 2 through 7)

These fields contain the upper and lower alert limits

of the FDA parameter identified in item 1. The

limit values are displayed in engineering units and

can be changed by entering the desired data in the

appropriate items.

Alert parameters that are preconditionedmay have

two or three limits sets. All other alert parameters
have only one limit set. The SM software selects

which set of limits is currently active and places an

asterisk next to that set (before item 2, 4, or 6). (There

is no item entry that allows the crew to move the

asterisk to directly select which set of limits is active.

This is done exclusively by software.) If only one

set of limits exists for the parameter, this set will be

displayed in the first limit set location, and the

asterisk will be placed by item 2. Ifa value is entered

in a limit set that does not exist for the selected

parameter, an illegal entry message will be

displayed.

Limits Backup C/W Low and Hi (Items 11 and 12)

The backup C/W system limits for the FDA

parameter identified in item 1 are displayed in these

fields. The limit values, which are in engineering
units, can be changed by entering the new data in

the desired item.

Backup C/W parameters have one set of limits. An

asterisk next to item 11 indicates that there exists a

backup C/W limit set for the parameter.

Limits Alert Filter (Item 8)

The Alert parameter noise filter value can be read
or changed through item 8. It is the number of
consecutive times the parameter has to be sensed
out of limits before an alarm annunciates. The
Teverse is true for returning back into limits. The

range of valid values is 1 through 15.

Limits Backup C/W Filter (Item 13)

The backup C/W filter functions similarly to the
Alert filter (item 8).

Limits Alert ENA or INH (Items 9 and 10)

The annunciation of an out-of-limits Alert parameter

may be either enabled or inhibited by executing the

respective item. The items are mutually exclusive,

and an asterisk indicates the current annunciation

status by appearing after the more recently selected

item.

The class 0 status indicators (up and down arrows)

and transducer data symbols (H, L, M, ?) are not

affected by this item.

Limits Backup C/W ENA or INH

(Items 14 and 15)

These backup C/W items operate similarly to the

Alert items 9 and 10.

FDA ENA or INH (Items 19 and 20)

The PASS FDA software can be either inhibited or

enabled by executing the respective item. The items

are mutually exclusive, and an asterisk denotes the

current state. The display is initialized with FDA

enabled.

When FDA is inhibited, the following FDA functions

are disabled:

e FDA alarm annunciation. This includes

backup C/W (class 2), Alert (class 3), and limit

sensing up or down arrows (class 0).

* Limit sensing (class 0). The last value of each

out-of-limits parameters status indicator is

displayed.
¢ Precondition steering.
* False alarm avoidance noise filters.

Other parameter status indicators (H, L, M, ?) are

not affected because they are not generated by the
FDA software.

Constants

SM constants may be accessed through items 16
and 17. These constants are primarily involved in
SM special processes such as water loop pump
cycling, alert preconditioning, and payload
deployment.
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Constant ID (Item 16)

When a constant ID number is entered in item 16,
boththe CONSTANT ID and VALUE fields are

filled. If the ID was illegal, both data fields are

blanked.

The constant IDs and values are not typically carried
onboard the orbiter, although various malfunction

procedures contain occasional constants. If a

constant must be changed, Mission Control will
either provide the crew with the data or directly
change the constant through a TMB Uplink. (See
TMBU description in this section.)

Constant Value (Item 17)

This field contains the current value of the constant
identified in item 16. The constant value can be

changed by entering the new data in item 17.

TMBU

TMBU is the type of uplink that Mission Control

uses to change the following data:

e Parameter limit values

e Parameter noise filter values

e Parameter annunciation enable/inhibit status

¢ SM constant values.

The use of TMBUs decreases the crew’s workload

because the changes that are uplinked do not have

to be entered on SPEC 60.

SPEC 60 operations and TMBUsare interlocked such

that TMBU loads are rejected if SPEC 60 is active. If

a TMBU is in progress when SPEC 60 is called, the

flashing words UPLINK and UL will be displayed
on the display, and all item entries will be prohibited
by an ILLEGAL ENTRY message.

Uplink

The flashing word UPLINK is displayed in the top
center of SPEC 60 to indicate that a TMBU is in

progress.

2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

UL

When any two-stage command (including a TMBU)
is uplinked, a flashing UL is displayed in the upper
right corner of all CRTs associated with the GPC(s)
that are being commanded.

Checkpoints

When a checkpoint is performed, the following
information is saved in a mass memory unit:

e Parameter limit values

¢ Parameter noise filter values

¢ Parameter annunciation enable/inhibit status

¢ SM constant values

¢ Checkpoint timetags.

The checkpoint capability is valuable because

changes made through item entries on SPEC 60

affect only the SM GPC software and not the mass

memory unit software. If these changes are not

saved in a mass memory unit, and the SM GPC

fails, flight software will lose the changes that have

been made. The changes would then have to be

reentered.

When checkpoint retrieval is enabled, the software

loaded into an SM GPC from a mass memory unit

will contain the most recent version of changes saved

during checkpoint.

Checkpoint Initiate (Item 18),

Checkpoint Status, and Time

When item 18 is executed, the STATUS field will go
blank. While the checkpoint is being performed, a

flashing BSY will be displayed next to SM COMM

BUFF at the top left of SPEC 60. This indicates that

the SM communications buffer is in use. When the

checkpoint is completed, the CHECK PT STATUS

field will contain GOOD. If the SM common buffer

was notavailable, CHECK PTSTATUS will be FAIL,

and item 18 should be executed again.

The mission elapsed time (MET) of the most recent

successful checkpoint will be displayed as

DD/HH:MM5&sS, in the checkpoint time field.
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2.2 Caution and Warning System

SM COMM BUFF - BSY, or RDY

Fither a flashing BSY or a status RDY isdisplayed
after SM COMM BUFF to indicate the status of the

SM Common Buffer. BSY (busy) indicates that the

SM COMM BUFF is being used; RDY (ready) means

the buffer is available.

Keypad entries are rejected if BSY is flashing.

CKPT RETRV ENA (SPEC 1, Item 12)

Executing this item will alternately select or deselect
CKPT RETRV ENA. An asterisk appears next to

item 12 when checkpoint retrieval is enabled.

MMU Assignment
(DPS Utility — SPEC 1, Items 3 and 4)

A checkpoint saves the changesin the mass memory

unit assigned to the SM software by item 3 or 4. In

order to save the checkpoint in both, two

checkpoints must be performed.
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C/W Summary Data

*° TheC/W system consists of four alarm classes:

emergency (class 1), C/W (class 2), alert (class
3), and limit sensing (class 0).

¢ Emergency alarms cover two situations:
smoke detection/fire suppression and cabin

pressure.

¢ Smoke detection and fire suppression
capabilities are provided in the crew cabin
avionics bays, the crew cabin, and the Spacelab
pressurized module.

¢ Increased smoke particle concentration will

illuminate SMOKE DETECTION lights on

panel L1, illuminate four red MASTER

ALARM lights on panels F2, F4, A7, and

MOS2J, and sound the siren in the crew cabin.

e Fire suppression in the crew cabin avionics

bay is provided by one permanent Halon

extinguisher bottle in avionics bays 1, 2, and

3A. The bottle is operated by switches on

panel L1.

¢ Three portable hand-held extinguishers in the

crew cabin are operated by inserting them into

fire holes located in several display and control

panels.
e A class 1 alarm (four MASTER ALARM

pushbutton indicators and the sounding of

the klaxon) is triggered when there is a rapid
change in cabin pressure with respect to time.

* Class 2 alarms include primary (hardware)
and backup (software) systems. The crew

interfaces with the system primarily through
the 40-light annunciator matrix on panel F7

and a 120-parameter monitor on panel R13U.

¢ Class 3 alerts warn the crew ofasituation

leading up toa class 2 alarm or of one that

may require a long procedure.
* Class 0, a software system, consists of up and

down arrows displayed on the CRT displays
next to a parameter.

¢ The SPEC 60 TABLE MAINT display allows
the crew to change limits, noise filter values,
and status of backup C/W or alert system

parameters.
¢ C/W information can be seen on the SM SYS

SUMM 1 (DISP 78), and ENVIRONMENT

(DISP 66) displays.
¢ Pressing the MASTER ALARM light will

silence the alarm and reset the light.
e Pressing the ACK key will stop the fault

messages from flashing.
¢ Pressing the MSG RESET key will erase fault

messages and extinguish the SM ALERT light.

C/WRules of Thumb

e The SENSOR RESET switch on panel L1

should be pressed when smoke

concentration goes below 1.8. This prevents

masking of alarms.

¢ When panel R13U is not in use, the

PARAMETER SELECT thumbwheels should

be set to a value greater than 119.

¢ Crewmembers should reset fault messages

as quickly as possible after review to avoid

covering other messages.

e The fault summary should be reviewed

regularly to avoid missed fault messages.
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F7 Light Summary

NOTE

A Class 2 audible tone and MASTER

ALARM lights accompany the appropriate
C/W light. Most lights are hardware-

driven, but many parameters are also

software-sensed by the PASS or BFS GPCs.

The software provides a CRT message and

illuminates the BACKUP C/W ALARM

light. The hardware channels listed below
are the same as the channels on the C/W

STATUS light matrix on panel R13U. The

color of each light is indicated by (R) for

red and (Y) for yellow.

O> PRESS (¥): Indicates an O2 tank 1, 2, 3, or 4

pressure or the O2 kit (Tank 5) pressure out of

limits. The hardware channels are 0, 10, 20, 30,

and 40 for Tanks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Hp PRESS (Y¥): Indicates either an H2 Tank 1, 2,3,

or 4 pressure or the H2 kit (Tank 5) pressure out

of limits. The hardware channels are 50, 60, 70,

80, and 90 for Tanks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

FUEL CELL REAC (R): Indicates an O2 or H2

Fuel Cell 1, 2, or 3 reactant valve is closed. The

hardware channels are 2, 22, 32, 42, and 52 for FC

1, 2, and 3 O2 and H? respectively.

FUEL CELL STACK TEMP (Y): Indicates a Fuel

Cell 1, 2, or 3 stack temperature out of limits. The

hardware channels are 62, 72, and 82 for FC 1, 2,

and 3, respectively.

FUEL CELL PUMP (¥): Indicates a Fuel Cell 1, 2,

or3 pump APoutof limits. The hardware channels

are 92, 102, and 112 for FC 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

CABIN ATM (R): Indicates either cabin pressure,
PPO2, O2 flow rate, or N2 flow rate out of limits.

The hardware channels are 4, 14, 24, 34, 44, 54,

and 64 for cabin press, O2 SYS 1 and 2 flow rate,

PPO2 A and B, and N2 SYS 1 and 2 flow rate

respectively.

O2 HEATER TEMP (¥): Indicates an O2 Tank 1,

2, 3, or 4 heater temp or O2 kit (Tank 5) heater

temp out of limits. The hardware channels are 1,

11,21, 31, 41,51, 61, 71,and 81 for O2 Tank 1 HTR

1 and 2, Tank 2 HTR 1 and 2, Tank 3 HTR 1 and 2,
Tank 4 HTR 1 and 2,and Tank 5 respectively.

@ @

oe paoee FUELCELL | FUELCELL | FUELCELL

C2 He REAC
|

STACK TEMP PUMP

caBINATm | O2HEATER|  MAINBUS ACG AC

eo
TEMP

UNDERVOLT| VOLTAGE | OVERLOAD
(R)

FREON AV BAY/
:

coe eal renee
IMU FWD RCS RCS JET

®)

H20Loop | RGAACCEL |  AIRDATA LEFTRCS | RIGHTRCS

(A) (R) (R)

LEFT RHC Rieerd LEFT OMS RIGHT OMS

(A) (F) (F) (A)
PAYLOAD GPc Fes (A)

OMS KIT

WARNING| SATURATION ee

PAYLOAD
e

PRIMARY Fes

CAUTION CM

| CHANNEL
eS

i

BACKUP CW APU APU APU
ALARM

(| TEMP OVERSPEED | uNDERSPEED|
[YO PRESS

© ®

Caution and Warning Light Matrix on Panel F7
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F7 Light Summary (continued)

MAIN BUS UNDERVOLT (R): Indicates main
bus A, B, or Cvoltagelow. The hardware channels
are 3, 13, and 23 for main bus A, B, and C

Tespectively.

AC VOLTAGE (Y): Indicates AC bus 1, 2, or 3

phase A, B, or C out of limits. The hardware
channels are 33, 43, and 53 for AC bus 1, 2, and 3

Tespectively.

AC OVERLOAD (¥): Indicates an inverter 1, 2, or

3 phase A, B, or C output of 225 percent overload
for 20 sec or 300 percent for 4 to 6 sec. The
hardware channels are 63, 73, and 83 for inverter
1, 2, and 3 respectively.

FREON LOOP (R): Indicates a low Freon loop 1

or 2 flow rate or a temperature out of limits. The

hardware channels are 106, 116, 107, and 117 for

loop 1 and 2 flow rate, and loop 1 and 2 temp
respectively.

AV BAY/CABIN AIR (Y): Indicates out of limits

condition on cabin fan AP, AV Bay 1, 2, or 3 air

out temp, or cabin heat exchanger air temp. The

hardware channels are 74, 84, 94, 104, and 114 for

cabin fan AP, AV Bay 1, 2, or 3 Temp, and CAB

HX temp respectively.

IMU (Y): Indicates detection of an inertial

measurement unit (IMU) failure or dilemma. The

hardware channel is 103 and is a discrete driven

from the GNC software.

FWD RCS (R): Indicates detection of an out of

limits condition on a forward RCS oxidizer tank

ullage pressure, fuel tank ullage pressure, or

forward oxidizer or fuel leak. The hardware

channels are 6, 16, and 26 for oxidizer tank press,
fuel tank press, and leak respectively.

RCS JET (¥): Indicates detection of an RCS jet
failed on, failed off, or leaking. The hardware

channel is 96 and is a discrete driven from the

GNC software.

H20 LOOP (Y): Indicates an out of limits
condition on H2O loop 1 or 2 pump out pressure.
The hardware channels are 105 and 115 for loop 1
and 2 respectively.

RGA/ACCEL (Y): Indicates detection of a rate

8yro assembly (RGA) 1, 2, 3, or 4 failure, or an

accelerometer 1, 2, 3, or 4 failure. The hardware
channel is 93 and is a discrete driven from the
GNC software.

AIR DATA (R): Indicates detection of an air data
transducer assembly (ADTA) dilemma. The
hardware channel is 91 and is a discrete driven
from the GNC software.

LEFT RCS (R): Indicates detection of a left RCS

oxidizer, fuel tank ullage pressure out of limits,
or left oxidizer or fuel leak. The hardware channels
are 36, 46, and 56 for oxidizer tank press, fuel tank

press, and leak respectively.

RIGHT RCS (R): Indicates detection of a right
RCS oxidizer, fuel tank ullage pressure out of

limits, or right oxidizer or fuel tank leak. The

hardware channels are 66, 76, and 86 for oxidizer

tank press, fuel tank press, and leak respectively.

SPARE: Available for future warning parameter
growth.

LEFT RHC (R): Indicates detection of a left

rotational hand controller (RHC) pitch, roll, and

yaw disagree. The hardware channel is 100 and

is a discrete driven from the GNC software.

RIGHT/AFT RHC (R): Indicates detection of a

right or aft RHC pitch, roll, or yaw disagree. The

hardware channel is 110 and is a discrete driven

from the GNC software.

LEFT OMS (R): Indicates detection of a left OMS

pod oxidizer, fuel tank ullage pressure out of

limits, or an engine abnormal (OMS engine fail to

cutoff, fail to ignite, or early shutdown) condition.

The hardware channels are 37, 47, and 57 for the

oxidizer, fuel tank press, and engine abnormal

respectively. The hardware channels are 7, 17,

and 27 for the oxidizer, fuel tank press, and engine
abnormal respectively.
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F7 Light Summary (continued)

RIGHT OMS (R): Indicates detection of a right
OMS pod fuel tank ullage pressure out of limits,
or anengine abnormal (OMS engine fail to ignite,
or early shutdown) condition.

PAYLOAD WARNING (R): Indicates detection

of up to five payload parameter inputs out of

limits. The hardware channels are 55, 65, 75, 85,

and 95.

GPC (¥): Indicates GPC 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 has

determined itself failed and issued a self-fail

discrete. The hardware channels are 5, 15, 25, 35,
and 45 for GPC 1, 2,3, 4, and 5 respectively.

FCS SATURATION (Y): Indicates detection of

elevon position or hinge moment saturation. The

channel is 101 and is a discrete driven from the

GNC software.

OMS KIT (Y): Indicates detection of an OMS kit

oxidizer or fuel tank ullage pressure out of limits.
The hardware channels are 77 and 87 for oxidizer

and fuel respectively.

OMS TVC (R): Indicates detection of an OMS

pitch or yaw gimbal failure. The hardware channel
is 67. An OMS TVC failure may also result in a

LEFTor RIGHT OMSlight.

PAYLOAD CAUTION (¥): Indicates detection of
a payload parameter input out of limits. The
hardware channel is 97 and is not presently
implemented.

PRIMARYC/W(¥): Indicates detection of aC/W
system self-test failure internal to the C/W EU.
The failures include the loss of power supply A or

B, loss of A or B timing, or the inability of aC/W
self-test parameter to pass limit check. No channel
number. The parameter is internal to the C/W
unit hardware itself. The light also illuminates
each time the ESS 1BC C/W Acircuit breaker is
closed after being opened and extinguishes when
the MASTER ALARM push button indicator is
depressed.

FCS CHANNEL (Y): Indicates detection of an

elevon, rudder, or speedbrake actuator failure,

SRB rock or tilt actuator failure, or MPS engine
pitch and yaw actuator failure. The hardware

channel is 111 and is a discrete driven from the

GNC software.

MPS (R): Indicates detection of an MPS engine
He tank press, He regulator out press, LO2

manifold press, or LH2 manifold press out of

limits. The hardware channels are 9, 19, 29, 39,

49,59, 69, and 79 for Engine 1, 2,and 3 He TK, He

reg, and LO2 and LH2 pressure respectively.

SPARE (R): Available for future warning
parameter growth.

BACKUP C/W ALARM (R): Indicates detection

of a C/W alarm via SM, GNC, or BFS software

monitoring. In OPS 2SM parameter limits can be

accessed, changed, enabled, and inhibited through
the Table Maintenance display.

APU TEMP (Y): Indicates anAPU 1,2, or 3 exhaust

gas temp or lube oil temp out of limits. The

hardware channels are 8, 18, 28, 38, 48, and 58 for

APU 1, 2, and 3 EGT and lube oil temp
respectively.

APU OVERSPEED (Y): Indicates an APU 1, 2, or

3 speed greater than aspecified percentage of the

designed speed. The hardware channels are 68,
78, and 88 for APU 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

APU UNDERSPEED (Y): Indicates an APU 1, 2,
or 3 speed less than a specified percentage of the

designed speed. The hardware channels are 98,
108, and 118 for APU 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
HYD PRESS (Y): Indicates a hydraulics system 1,
2, or 3 supply pressure out of limits. The hardware
channels are 99, 109, and 119 for APU 1, 2, and 3

Tespectively.
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Fault Message Summary

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
Pass [BFS

$67 ACOVLD 1(2,3) ]$2.4 © ACOVLDY
SM1 AC OVLD SM

$67 AC VOLTS 1(2,3) 152.4 © ACVOLTS ++ © ANY PHASE
SM1 AC VOLTS SM

AERO DRIVE GB © SURFACE CMD/POS MISCOMPARE (I LOAD) e° NOMAL
@ THRESHOLDS: ELEV = 58°

RUD = 5.5°
SB = 109°

ANTENNA $2.4 © QUADANTFAIL + © MSG ONLY DURING AOS - CORRECTIVE
ACTION BY MCC

SM2 APU1(2,3) SM @ FUQTY ¥APUOILLOUTTt¥
@ PUMP LK PRESS # @ NOMAL

$86 APU/HYD APU {52.4 © FUQTY FFUTKP TY
© GGBEDT YF
© GBXPY
© olwouTTt+
e owouTe ty
© FUPMPBDYT
© FUVLVT +
© GBxBRGT +

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

$86 APU/HYD HYD |52.4 e RsvRT tt
© RSVRPY
e@ RSVRQTY t¥
@ ACCUMP ¥

wie {$2.4 e@ REGP TY
e N2P+
e@ H20QTY+
e m1KTY
e BRT tT

SM2APUSPDH! —1(2.3) SM © TURBINE OVERSPEED e@ NOMAL

SM2APUSPDLO — 1(2,3) SM @ TURBINE UNDERSPEED @ NOMAL

6 APU TEMP 1(2,3) | $2.4 SM © BACKUPEGTtee APU TEMP © OLTEMP t¥

$66 AV BAY FAN [$2.4 SM © AVBAY FAN APTY

SM2 AV BAY TEMP [52.4 [SM @ AV BAYFAN AIROUTTF
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MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

pass | BFS 2

Mor MDM CARD FAIL
£ BYP on 152.4 @ Al, OA2, orOA3MDISee

ora [52.4 OF} or OF2 MOM or MDM CARDFAIL
ore [s2.4 © _OF3 or OF4 MOM or MDM CARDFAIL

poi |S2.4 @ PDIINTERFACE to SM GPC FAIL @ MSG OCCURS at SMOPSTRANSITION if
:

PDI POWEROFF
pe [saa @ PDISSC or EXC INTERFACE to PCMMU FAIL ‘@ MSG OCCURSat SM OPSTRANSITION if:

PDI POWEROFFor if SPACELAB and

SSC or EXC POWER OFF

psp 1(2) [524 @ PSP1(2)to PL 1(2) MDM SERIALI/OFAIL

BCE BYP FLEX $2.4 © BCE BYPASSONFLEX/FLEX PAIR

2.4 @ =PL1KU COMM/RADAR S10FAIL @ RADAR: GPC MODE NOT VALIDes
UNLESS TRACKING, AUTO

TRACK MODE 1s VALID
© NOMAL

BCE BYP PL1(2) $2.4 © BCE BYPASS on PL BUSES

BCE BYPSCA $2.4 © BCE BYPASS on SCA

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
PASS | BFS

BCE STRG1 A |G1,2,3, ]G0,1.2, | © ALL GPCs DETECTED PROBLEM RECEIVING© BFS PRE-ENGAGE MUST BE IN SYNC

6.8 3.6 DATA FROM INDICATED BCEELEMENTOF WITH(TRACKING) PASSTO ANNUNCI-
ADTA [G1.36, |G0.1. STRING 1 AND HAVE BYPASSED THAT ATE

8 3.6 ELEMENT

B [61.2.3, [G0.1,
68 3.6

c [61.2.3. 760.1,
68 3.6

oD [61.2.3, 160.1,
68 36

imu [G1.23, [60.1
68 3.6

mis [6136

8

miu [G1.2.3, ]G0.1

680 | 3.6

NSP 1G1.2.3.]GO0.1
680 | 3.6

stkr [62.3.8

TAC 613.6, /G0.1, | ALLGPCs DETECTED PROBLEM RECEIVING © BFS PRE-ENGAGE MUST BE INSYNC8 36 DATA FROMINDICATEDBCE ELEMENT OF WITH(TRACKING) PASSTO
STRING 1 AND HAVE BYPASSED THAT ANNUNCIATE
ELEMENT @ RADAR ALTIMETER DATA ALSO LOSTPASS G01, |© BFSFAILTO TRACK STRING 1 ° NOMAL

3.6 © 1/0 RESET MAY RESTORE PASS/BFS
COMM.
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MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTSPASS BFS

BCE STRG2 A 161.23, 60.1, | ALL GPCsDETECTED PROBLEMRECEIVING © BFSPRE-ENGAGEMUSTBEINSYNC68 36 DATA FROM INDICATED BCE ELEMENT OF WITH (TRACKING) PASS TO ANNUNCI-ADTA 161,36, [G0.1, STRING 2 AND HAVEBYPASSEDTHAT ATE8 3.6 ELEMENT
8 [G1,23, [G0,1,

6.8 3.6

C [G1,2,3, |G0.1,
68 3.6

D |G1,2,3, [G0.1,
6.8 3.6

IMU {G1.2,3, |G0.1,
68 36

MLS |G1,3,6,
8

mtu [G1.2,3, [G0.1,

6.8.0 3.6

TAC |G1.3,6, }G0.1, [© ALL GPCsDETECTED PROBLEMRECEIVING © BFSPRE-ENGAGE MUSTBE IN SYNC8 3.6 DATA FROM INDICATEDBCEELEMENT OF WITH (TRACKING) PASS TO
STRING 2 AND HAVE BYPASSED THAT ANNUNCIATE

ELEMENT © RADARALTIMETERDATAALSOLOSTPASS G0.1, [© BFSFAILTOTRACKSTRING2 @ NOMAL
3.6 © 0 RESET MAY RESTORE PASS/BFS

COMM

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
Pass | BFS

BCESTRG3 A 1G1.23,|G0,1, | @ ALLGPCs DETECTED PROBLEMRECEIVING © BFSPRE-ENGAGE MUSTBEINSYNC68 3.6 DATA FROM INDICATED BCE ELEMENT OF WITH (TRACKING) PASS TO ANNUNCI
ADTA 161,36, [G0.1, STRING 3 AND HAVEBYPASSEDTHAT ATE

8 3.6 ELEMENT

8 1G61.2,3, 160.1,
68 3.6

¢ (61.23, [G0.1.

68 3.6

D |G1.2,3, |G0,1,

6.8 3.6

IMU | G1.2,3, | G01,

6.8 3.6

Mts |[G1.3.6.
8

mtu [G1.2.3, [G01

6.8.0 3.6

nse [G1.2,3, [G0,1

6.8.0 3

STKR |G2,3,8

tac [G1,3.6, [G0,1,

2 it

NO MAL°PASS eon
@ BFSFAILTO TRACKSTRING 3 NCA aor seRTe:

COMM.
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COMMENTSCAUSE

MESSAGE eSPA’

BFSPRE-ENGAGEDMUSTBEINSYNC@ ALLGPCsDETECTED PROBLEMRECEIVING °

kJS hs.) a

aa ae DATA FROM INDICATED BCE ELEMENT OF WITH (TRACKING) PASS TO ANNUNC!

ta [e136 60.1 STRING 4 AND HAVE BYPASSED THAT ATEAOE
eer |eaie: ELEMENT

8 [61.23 [60.1

6.8 3.6

c (61.23, 160.1.

68 3.6

o [G1.23, [G0.1.

s8 is

BFSFAIL TO TRACK STRING4 © NOMAL

PASS o ®, © W/ORESET MAYRESTORE PASS/BFS
3)

comm

WDISAGREE e@ NOMAL
BDYFLPSW —LIR) 163.6 So eo

eee ® DEFAULT TONOOUTPUT

BODYFLAP CYCL |G1,3.6 @ BODYFLAPLIMITCYCLING BUT USABLE @ NO MAL
FAIL [G1.3.6 @ BODYFLAPSTALLED ORRUNAWAY

Hoo [613.6 @ BODYFLAP ONECHFAILEDBUTUSABLE

ei G0,1, |e PRESSURE>180PSIIN BRAKESDRIVENBY
SMO BEARS

3.6 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 1/3
"RAKEP 233 GO.1, | © PRESSURE> 180PSIINBRAKESDRIVENBY

yates

3.6 HYDRAULICSYSTEM2/3

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

$66 CABIN $2.4 © EMERO2QTY © EMERO2MSG ONLYWHENEMERO2° REGP TK MANIFESTED
© H2OTKN2PY
© O2REGP
© N2REGPTY
© casTt
© HUMIDSEP +(SPEED)
°

N2SELYOTY@ AIRLOCKP t+ @ GP AIRLOCK TO AMB(PL)566CABINor
SM1 CABIN 02 |s2.4__|sm @ o2FLOW t © AE PKTC/L-CABPLK

Pco2 [$2.4 © pco2F @ NOMAL
Pres [$2.4 [SM © CaBPyt

Ppo2 [52.4 [SM eo ppo2¥t
n2 [52.4 [5M © N2FLOW F © AEPKTCL-CABPLK

FAN [$2.4 SM @ FAN APYT
HXT [$2.4 @ CABHXOUTT @ NO MAL- LIMITS OSL ANDOSH
mu [S24 [SM © CABIMUYF © IMU FANAP(PASSONLY)/SPEED (PASS

ANDBFS)
o2conc [$2.4 © O2CONCF
aPdtEQ [52.4 © CABINPRESS RATE OF CHANGE ¥ © O.EPKT - 02(N2)FLOW HIGH/CAB

FLOW/dP/dT
S60 CHECKPTFAIL 52,4 © SM CHECKPOINTFAILEDONWRITEORRE- © ATTEMPTRECOVERYUSING MMU

STORE DUE TO ANI/O FAILURE BETWEEN THE MALS
GPC AND MMU,OR MMUWASOFF/BUSY

CIRC PUMP $2.4 © CIRCPUMPFAILSTOTURNOFF © INHIBITSCONTINUATIONOFPUMP

CYCLINGSEQ
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL

PASS | BFS Cause COMMENTS

Rey 52.4 © DCVOLTCNTL +
SM © OCVOLTESS ¥

BZe CONN $2.4 © GCILCONFIG-PNL +

CAMERAOVERTEMP- YES

:

© KUGMBLTEMPA +
° 8
e GYRO TEMP

CRT BITE 1(2,3,4) J ALL ALL © ABITE ERROR DETECTED IN INDICATEDDEU

$68 CRYO H2 $2.4 © TKPtt
e  oHTRT+
© MANFPY
° VLV = CL

S6B CYRO H2 or

SM2 CRYO H2 PRES |52.4 |sm © TKHTRCNTLP ++

$68 CRYO O2 $2.4 e KPFT
MANFP +

° VLV = CL
© HTRCURSNSR = TRIP

$68 CRYO O2 or

SM2 CRYO 02 HTR |$2.4__|SM © TKHTRT+
Pres [52.4 SM @ TKHTRCNTILP FY

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

DAP RECONF 628 © DESELECTION OF ONE OR MORE © IF USING PRIRCS, MSG INDICATES

DOWNFIRING VERNIERJETS FAILURE OF DOWNFIRING VERN JET

W/O DOWNMODING
© IF USING VERN RCS, OR UPON TRANS

5 FROMPRITOVERNRCS,DAP WILL

DOWNMODE TO FREE DRIFT

SM1DCVOLTFC —1(2,3) SM e FCVOLT ++

>3DEU ALL @ TOO MANY DEUs IN COMMON SET @ NOMAL

DISPLAY SW A 1628 @ AFT ADIERROR/RATE SW © NOMAL

e ATT SELSW @ MAY BE TRIGGERED BY COMM FAULT

OR VO RESET

t [Gnas @ =LHADI ERROR/RATE SW @ MOVE APPROPRIATE SW TO GREEN

68 e ATT SEL SW DOT DEFAULT POS

e@ = AIRDATASW @ AIR DATA/RADAR ALTSW NOTREAD

© HSI MODE/SOURCE/TRAN SW IN OPS 1,2 ORB FOR PASS

e RADAR ALT SW.

Rr [G1.2,3, @ RH ADIERROR/RATE SW

68 ° ATT SELSW
© ~—AIRDATASW
© HSI MODE/SOURCE/TRAN SW
@ =~—-RADAR ALT SW
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

[= iaeseRe ‘OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS:

PASS BFS

‘AB LEAK @ S/WCABINPRESSURE RATE-OF-
SMIEMERP/dT BU sM ak

CHANGE COMP
@ NOMAL
@ NOTIN PRELAUNCH OPSO

ETSEPMODESW FAIL @ NO MAL
ETSEP AUTO |G6 s

@ SWDEFAULTS TO AUTO ING6

Gi6 [G16 ‘AUTO SEP INH @ NO MALINH

Gi = BODY RATES & FDLN DISC VLVS © USE CUE CARDS FOR DISC VLVS

G6 = BODY RATES, aand B
man [Gi ETSEP SW FAIL (RM) @ NO MAL

© USE SPEC 51 OVERRIDE

S77EVA-MMUT PORT |S2,4 MMU/FSS TEMP OUTOFLIMITS

S$TBD

$88 EVAPOUTT 1(2) |52.4 [SM ouTT t+
SM2 EVAPOUTT

G23EXCESSFU APS G2 EXCESSIVE FUEL AAPSJET FIRING

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL

CAUSE COMMENTS
pass | BFS

SM1 FC AMPS 1(2,3) SM FCAMPSt +

SM1 FC COOLP 1(2,3) SM FCCOOLP t++

SMIFCDELTAV —1(2,3) SM FC SUBSTACKAV> 1SOMV

S6SFCENDHTR —1(2,3) |52.4 FCEND CELLHTR FAI
SMO FCENDHTR SM

oe

SM1 FCEXITT 1(2,3) SM FCEXITT #4

SM1FCPH 1(2,3) SM FCPHHIGH
569 FC PUMP. 1(2,3) 182.4 FiSMIRBieE be ‘CCOOL PUMP AP +

FC PUR‘C PURGE 12.3) $2.4

Eiherae eeeAT PURGES AT END OF @ USE MAN FC PURGE PROC

SE Q [s2.4 LOSS OF PWR TO PURGE LNHTRS AFTER © USE MAN FC PURGE PROC

FUNER
INIT OR LOSS OF SWITCH @ SEQ FAIL FLAG TERMINATES AUTO

PURGE SEQtemp [52.4

PCEnBCENETEMP TOO LOWTO PERFORM | TERMINATES AUTO PURGE
U

© USE MAN FC PURGE PROC
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTSPass | BFS

S69 FC REAC 12,3) [52.4 © FCREACY F :SMIFC REAC a
@ FCREAC VLV-CL

FCSCH 1(2,3.4) 1G G © SRBCHANNELBYPASS ® NOMAL
© ROCK & TILT ACT A(B.C.D) CH FAILGI G16 [@ MPS CHANNEL BYPASS © NOMAL
© MPS ENG PITCH (YAW)CH FAILG1,3.6 [G1.3.6 [@ AERO CHANNELBYPASS © NO MAL
@ ELEV(RUD,S/B) ACT CH FAIL

FCS SAT POS |G3.6 |G3,6 |© URIB/OBELEVON POSITION SATURATION © NOMAL
© ELEVONSAT(> + 120R <-15 DEG)

SEE ENT Ci, ENT MON NOTESMOM [G36 [G3.6 [¢@ URIB/OBPRIDELTA PRESS @ NOMAL
© INRTLS EXPECT HINGE MOM > 2400

Psi (80% SYS MAX). SEE ENT C/L. ENT
MON NOTES

S69 FCSTACK T 1(2.3) [$2.4 © FCSTACKT t+
SM1 FC STACK T SM

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL
CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | Fs

FRCS JET G1.3.6 |e _FJETMANF 1(2,3.4) FAIL ON/OFF @ NO FAIL LK DETECTION IN BFS
overt [G1.23, © F DOWN JET1(2.3,4)FAIL ON/OFFILK ° NOMAL

6.8

FIET [G1.2.3, © F FWD JET1(2,3)FAIL ON/OFFILK © FAILOFF DETECTION NOT PERFORMED.
6.8 IN MM101& 102 FOR PASSWET |G1.2,3, @ FLEFT JET 1(3,5) FAIL ON/OFF/LK
68

RueT [G1.2,3, © FRIGHT JET 2(4,5) FAIL ON/OFF/LK
6.8

wet [61,2.3, © ~FUPJET 1(2,3) FAIL ON/OFFILK
68

HeP [G28 [G13.6 |e FHe(FUOROX)TKP2LOW © PKTOL-RCS LEAK ISOL
leak [62.3.8 [G1,3,6 [e PROP/HeLEAK © OXFUAQTY> 12.6%

Pvt [62.3.8 @ LOSS OF PORT DATA FOR RCS QTY CALC © NO MAUQTY CALCSUSPENDEDTKP 162.8 G1,3.6 | © FWORCS(FUOROX) TK ULL PRESS HI/LOW © QTY CALC SUSPENDED

S8BFREONFLOW  1(2) |S2.4 {SM e FLowY © FCLICH FLOW
SM2 FREON FLOW
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

MESSAGE ‘OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
pass | BFS

$69FUELCELL $2.4 e FcvoitT t+
e AMPS.

eo exiTTt+
coor t+

e@ —02(H2)FLOW +
e =H2OLNTt+
° pH - pH

@ pH >9 BILEVEL

© HowvTtt
RLFLNT

@ = O2PURGELNT +
@ = H2 PURGELNT1(2)+
@ —SUBSTACK AV > 150 MV

@ H2OLINE pH+
@ pH >9 BILEVEL

@ FCH2PUMP STATUS+¥
© —H2ORLFHEATER STATUS +

© READY +
@ _ALTH2ORLFTEMP t+

H20 [52.4 @ FCH20RLFNOZTA(B) FF
$86 FU TK VLV APU $2.4 @ APU FUEL TANK VLV TEMP + +

SM2 FU TK VLV APU SM @ APU FUELTANKVLV TEMP ty

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE

PASS | BFS

GEG Bite TAU ALL [© SWFORCEDCLOSEDPROCESSDUETOGPC |e INPASS

HW (S/W)FAULT
© BFS RESTARTINDICATION © INBES

CONF | ALL © NBAT TGTGPCsNOTIN RUN OR NOT © NO MAL

SPECIFIED © PROCEDURAL EPROP G?2Svy “C-

ERROR
sum Alt__[e BFSGPCFAIL,CHECKSUM

1 TALL

2 Tau

3 [ait © INDICATED GPCHASFAILED
!

4 Tau

|

5 Ja
|

GPC PWR

‘

ALL @ PWR TRANSITIONS TO BFS GPC @ BFS WILL OISENGACE al
© SWODOES AUTORES”A5~

|

i

|
|
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and Warning System

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL
CAUSE COMMENTSPASS | BFS

$66 H20 $2.4 © SPLY QTY TK A(B.C.D) ¥. C(D) F
© SPLY (WASTE)DUMPLNT #4
© wasTep t+
© SPLY (WASTE) NOZ T A(B) +
@ VAC VENTNOZT @ NOMAL- LIMITSOSL ANDOSH
© WASTEQTY1¥4 © NOMALFORQTY HIGH

PRES [52.4 © SUPPLY H2O INP ¥4

$88H20 PUMPP 1(2) [52.4 [sm © Pi(2) FF
SM2 H20 PUMP P

HIGH G G3.6 @ HIGHG @ NOMAL
SM2 HYD ACUMP_1(2,3) SM © ACCUMPY
586 HYDPRESS 1(2,3) |52.4 [sm HYD SyssPLyP t+ © NOMAL
SM2 HYD PRESS

SM2 HYD QTY 1(2,3) SM @ RSVRQTY t¥ @ NOMAL

SM2HYDRSVRT —1(2,3) SM @ RSVRT +t

ILLEGAL ENTRY ALL ALL @ ILLEGAL KYBD ENTRYWITH RESPECT TOOPS @ NOMAL
SELECT/TRANSITION, DATALOAD. INITIAL- ©@ IF APPROPRIATE. KYBD INPUT SHOULD
IZATION, MEM RECONFIG, GPC ASSIGN, KYBD BE REENTERED
SYNTAX, FREEZE DRY LOAD, ETC

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

PASS BFS

1/0 ERROR crt) Att ALL © ERRORIN DEU1(2,3.4) MSG(V0OR
CRT2 JALL ALL CHECKSUM)
CRT3 |}ALL ALL

CRT4 | ALL ALL

DL FALL @ W/O ERROR ON DOWNLIST INTERFACE WITH

PCMMU

FAI |[G1,2.3, |G0.1. @ INPUT/OUTPUT ERROR ONINDICATED UNIT @ BFS PRE-ENGAGE MUST BE IN SYNC
68 3.6 HAS BEEN DETECTED WITH(TRACKING) PASSTO ANNUNCI-

FA2 |G1.2,3, |G0.1, ATE

6.8 3.6

FA3 |G1,2,3 |GO0.1

6.8 3.6

Faa |G1,2,3, |G0.1

6.8 3.6
FFY 161.23, [G01

6.8 3.6

FF2 1G1,2.3, |G0,1

68 3.6

FF3 161,23, |G0.1,

6.8 3.6

FF4 |G1,2,3, |G0.1,

68 3,6

FLEX [52.4 @ I/OERROR FLEX/FLEX PAIR
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and Warning System

CAUSE COMMENTS

CHECKSUM ERROR OR 1/0 ERROR ON MMU

TRANSACTION, OR GPC-GPC OL FAILURE

TFL FORMAT NOT FOUND IN BUFFER

FOLLOWING RETRIEVAL FROM MMU

vO ERROR DURING DEU 1(2,3.4) LOAD

May OCCUR WHILE EXPANDING RE-

DUNDANT SET AS NEW GPCTAKES

COMMAND OF MMU

VO ERROR ON PCMMU

1/0 ERROR ON PL BUS 1/2

MESSAGE
OPS AVAIL

PASS BFS

VOERROR MMU 1/2) JALL

PCM = |52.4 SM

PLY 182.4 SM

PL2 |S2.4 SM

IMU BITE/T 1(2,3) 1G1.2.3,
68

IMU 1,2,3 PLATFORM TEMP SAFE,CAPRI
TEMP SAFE, OR IMU BITE

BITE PARAMETERS CAN BE MASKED

VIA CREW RAW

BFS ONLY USES H/WBITE
DAP DOWNMODES TO MAN PULSE

FOR BITE IN SINGLE IMU CASE

(OPS 28 BONLY)

ITEM RICTPSP $2.4 @ PCPCCCMD REJECTED DUETO PSP CMD @ NOMAL

DATA TRANSMISSION INPROGRESS

toms GmBt {G1,2.3 ]G1.3 [© PITCH (YAW) CMD/FEEDBACK 42° FOR 3.8 @ NOMAL

SEC

pc [G1,2.3, |G1.3.6 [@ ENG CHAMBERPRESSLOW

68

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

Loms Qty }G1,2,3, © ENG FUOROX TKLEVEL LOW
68

TEME G13 @ ENGFUINSTHI @ NOMAL
TKP [G28 [G1,3__|e FUOROXx TK ULLAGEPHILOW

G1,3,6 [|e HeORN2 TKPLOW
@ N2REGPHIAOW

viv" {G2 @ He P/VAPISOLVLV MISMATCH @ NOMAL

$89 L OMSTEMP $2.4 © ENGFUIN)THIMOW © NOMAL

URCS JET G1.3.6 |e LEFTJETMANF1(2,3.4)FAILON/OFF © NOFAILLK DETECTION INBFSAJETeiZ
© LAFTJET 1(3)FAIL ON/OFF/LK © FAILOFF DETECTION NOTPERFORMED.

if IN MM101 & 102 FOR PASS

DIETcia © ~LDOWNJET 2(3,4,5) FAILON/OFF/ALK

UeT

Pe
© CLEFTJET1(2,3,4,5) FAILON/OFFILK

wet [G123, © CUPJET 1(2.4)FAILON/OFF/LK

HeP [62.8 URCS AFT He (FU OR OX)TK PRESS-2 LOW. PKT C/L- RCS LEAK ISOL
LEAK 1623.8 PROP/He LEAK OX/FU AQTY > 12.6%

PYT 1623.8 LOSS OF PORT DATA FOR RCSQTY CALC NO MAL/QTY CALC SUSPENDED
Ke [G28 LRCS AFT (FU OR OX) TK ULL PRESS HILOW
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and Warning System

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
pass | BFS

S67 MAINBUSV  A(B.C) a
SM1 MAINBUSV

Bas

[Eee

ony

MDMOUTPUT FFY_ [ALL © MDM RETURN WORDFAILURE (ON MOM
2 OuTPUT)
3

—
FAl

2

3

a4
PL

2

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
Pass | BFS

MESHONSW = C(L.R) 161.6 © SWCONTACTDISAGREE @ SHUTDOWNFUNCTIONOF SWITCHNO

LONGER WORKS
MPSCMD. C(L.R) G16 |G1,6 |e MPSC(L.R) CMDPATHFAIL © REFAESP CUECARDS

© BFSDOESNOT SUPPORT CMDPATH
FAIL ANNUNCIATIONPRE-ENGAGED

MPSDATA CLR) [61.6 [61.6 |e DATAPATH FAIL @ REFAESP CUECARDS

MPSELEC CLLR) [G16 |G1,6 | ELECTRONIC LOCKUPMODEFAIL © REFAESP CUECARDS

MPSHYD C(LLR) ]G1.6 [G16 |e HYDLOCKUP MODEFAIL © REFAESP CUECARDS

MPSHeP C(L.R) G16 |e MPSHeTKPHILOW
@ INDICATED REGPHI/LOW
@ HILEAK RATE dP/dT

MPSLH2/02 MANF G16 | © MPSLH2ENG MANFPHI

e LOX ENG MANF P Hi

ULL G16 fe ETULLPHMO

MPSPNEU ACUM G1,6__| @ MPSPNEU ACUM PRESS LOW @ REFAESP CUECARDS

REG Gi.6__| © MPSPNEUREG PRESSHILOW © _REFAESP CUECARDS

1k G1,6_| © MPSPNEU TANKPRESS LOW @ REFAESPCUECARDS
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2. SYSTEMS
;

2.2 Caution and Warning System

AUSE
COMMENTS

[MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAU!

PASS | BFS

@ _RNDZNAVEDIT
Nav EO =

Gie] © DRAGH, ADTA, OR TACAN NAV EDIT BFS DOES NOT SUPPORT MLS

aut [Gre

_

@ ADTA ALTDATA NOT PROCESSING < M2. MLS NAV EDIT MESSAGE (MLSNV)
i

@ DRAGHDATANOT PROCESSING 85 2k FT SEEN ONLY ON HUD.

<H< 140k FT

TAC [G36 TACAN DATA NOT PROCESSING < 140k FT

G23 NEED JETS AAPS G2 @ NEED MORE JETS TO SATISFY COMMAND

; Al @ AN MMU TRANSACTION IS REQUESTED
OFF/BUSY MMU 1(2) LL

WHENTHE MMU ISOFF/BUSY, FAILED OFF,

OR SELECTED FORIPL

G23 OMSIRCSQty |c2 @ L(R)OMSTO RCS PROP TRANSFER EXCEEDS NO MAL

UuIMIT

@ INDICATED EW LVLLESSTHAN LVL REQD NO MAL
Ce bee

FOR OVHDAPPROACH MSG TERMINATES < 45 NM FROM

LDG OR EW LVL AGAIN MATCHES

PROFILE

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

PBDCONFIG $2.4 © PLBD OUT-OF-SEQUENCE CONFIG CAUSES TERMINATION OFAUTO

563 PBD CONFIG SM SEQUENCE

PBDSEQ FAIL $2.4 © PLBD AUTO SEQ FAIL CAUSES TERMINATION OF AUTO

S63 PBD SEQFAIL sm SEQUENCE

562 PO! DECOM FAIL $2.4 © DECOM1FMT + MSG OCCURSIF DECOM FDAENAAND.
. 2FMT + PL TLM FAIL OR PDI DECOM FAILS

° 3 FMT + MSG ALSOOCCURSIF PL DEPLOYED, PI
° 4rut t FAIL ORPSPFAIL

S9EPORSABE COMM [52.4 © _ABE/MCIU MISCOMPARE

speci [$2.4 © SHOULDER JPC FAIL

yec2 [$2.4 © WRIST JPC FAIL

sy [324 ‘© SPA PWR (COMMUTATOR, MDA)FAIL AUTO BRAKES APPLIED
SP © TACH/PHASE LOCK LOOPFAIL
EP

we

wy

wR
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

S96PORS CKCRT D [s2.4 © D&CCOMM FAIL © AUTOBREAKSAPPLIED
sy [s2.4 © =TACH/ENCODER DATAFAIL © =DNMODE TOIDLE IFIN AUTO MODE
- © JOINT ENCODERFAIL

we

wy

wR

Ee [52.4 @ EECMDS+, EEFLAG+, EEEUFAIL +
TCK [52.4 © _MCIUTEMP MONITOR CIRCUITFAIL

Fs [52.4 © =MCIUEXTERNAL FRAMESYNCBITEORBITE
VERIFICATION FAILURE

HC [52.4 @ RHC (THC)HARDOVER(ANYAXIS) © SMWDOWNMODE TOIDLE IFIN
© MCIUHC+ (MULTIPLEXERMISMATCH) MANUAL(TEST)

PORSTEST BRK |$2.4 MCIUBITEVERIFICATION TESTFAILURE

cw

NMI

FS

Loss

PORSCNTL SY |S2.4 @ CONSISTENCY CK- JOINTRUNAWAY @ AUTOBRAKESAPPLIED
SP @ TACH DATAFAIL

—P

we

wy

wR

PDRS DERIG $2.4 © UNCOMMANDEDDERIGIDIZE © POSSIBLE EE STRUCTFAIL

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

PASS BFS

$94 PDRSGPC $2.4 @ =MCIU-DETECTED GPCCOMMFAIL @ MCIUSAFING COMMANDED
© SW DNMODETO ‘SUSPEND

BCE BYPMCIU $2.4 © GPC DETECTED 1/0LOSSWITHMCIU
S96PDRSMCIU MADOC {$2.4 @ _MADCREFVOLTTESTFAIL @ AUTOBRAKESAPPLIED

mcec [$2.4 © _MCPCREFVOLTTESTFAIL @ AUTOBRAKESAPPLIED
icr [52.4 © ICFFAIL @ AUTOBRAKESAPPLIED(MAYNOTBE

IND)

PDRSRCH sy |s2.4 © JOINTEXCEEDSPOSOR NEGRCHLIMIT © APPROX 2°PRIORTOS/WSTOP
SP

4° PRIOR TOHARDSTOP

EP

we

wy

wr

PORSREL $2.4 © UNCOMMANDED P/LRELEASE © POSSIBLE EESTRUCT FAIL
PDRSSING sy |s2.4 @ SY/MWYWITHIN 3 FT OF COALIGNMENT @ LOSE + Y DEG OF FREEDOM AT

SINGULARITY

ep [52.4 © EP >76 @ LOSE-X DEG OF FREEDOM AT
SINGULARITY

wy [52.4 @ WY WITHIN ¢15°OF £90"SING @ LOSE ROLLDEG OF FREEDOM AT
SINGULARITY
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2. SYSTEMS

2.2 Caution and Warning System

COMMENTS
CAUSE

MESSAGE es

TE Be]

PASS 5° PERESONAND | © SLIPPAGE GREATER THANO
4 @ JOINT SLIPPAGE WITH THE BRAK! FORALL JOINTS$96 PORSSLIP ah

s2 NOTINDIRECT MODE JOINT OR SUMOF2 0” FOR AL

EP

we

wy

wr

ALL

PORSTEMP PORT |52.4 @ JOINT/EE TEMP OUTOF LIMITS

STBD

SOAPDREWRR $2.4 @ PORS WRIST ROLLRANGECHECKFAILURE

NO MAL
3 @ GENERAL ANNUNCIATION BY GNC OF e

PLQUERT o
SPECIFIC SM PAYLOADALERT

© SEEASCENT/ENTRYSYSTEMS206PLCL2 aM

aieAVIANSEEN + PROCEDURES(SPACELAB MODULE

CONFIGURATION ONLY )
EMS

SM @ AUXBUS ABU+ @ SEE ASCENT/ENTRYSYST.
PLCL3

© SSINVINAMPS PROCEDURES

e Teme +
@ EXPINVIN AMPS+
° Temp +
© SSAC pA(B,.C)V t+
@ MAIN BUS V

PLOW 623 © GENERAL ANNUNCIATION BY GNC OF © SPECIFIC MESSAGE AVAILABLE ON SM

SPECIFIC SM PAYLOAD C/W FAULT DISPLAY

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

pass | BFS

PL MSG 623 © GENERAL ANNUNCIATION BY GNC OF

SPECIFIC SM PAYLOAD CLASS 4 (MESSAGE
ONLY) ANNUNCIATION

PNL TRIM UR) 163.6 LH(RH) + /- P/R/Y TRIM SW DISAGREE @ NOMAL

PROBES G36 @ EITHER ADTA PROBENOTDEPLOYED. @ NOMAL
DURING 1 <M<2.5

SB9PRPLTTHRM OMS |S2.4 @ OX(FU) LN STRUCT THILOW.

Pop [s2.4 © PROP AND STRUCT T HI/LOW.

rcs [$2.4 @ FWD AND URRCS STRUCT T HI/LOW

G23RCSSYSTEM F(R) 162.8 © _F(LLR)RCS FU OR OX TK TEMP.

G28 © F(R) RCS FUOROXTK OUTPRESS

RCS PWR FAI 1G1,2,3 @ LOSSOF VLV LOGIC PWRTO MANFISOLVLVS | @/RCSVLV tb If bp VLV PWR FAIL,VLV
68 POS CANNOT BE CHANGED.

RHC a lc28 © CHANNEL FAIL @ FAIL = SM ALERT
@ R(P_Y) DISAGREE @ RHC LOST FOR DISAGREE

U [62.3.8 © CHANNEL FAIL
@ R(P.Y) DISAGREE

R [e236 © CHANNEL FAIL
© _R(P,Y)DISAGREE

G51 RL MODE SW G36 © ENTRY ROLL MODE SW FAIL © NOMAL
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

MESSAGE— CAUSE COMMENTS

RM DLMA ADIA |G3.6 @ DELAYED ADTADILEMMA FLAG ® NOMAL
© DES/SELAVAILABLE
© CONDITION NOTRESET UNTIL DATA

i GOODFLAG RETURNSTOVALIDU

ize:
@ DILEMMA © DES/SELAVAILABLE

MLS [G3 © EL.RNG ORAZDISAGREE © NOMAL
© DES/SELAVAILABLEOPS8ONLY
© =PWR-OFF/CHANGECHANNEL
© NOCRTDATAOPS 3 HSIMAY

IDENTIFY BAD UNITTAC [63.6 © DILEMMA © NOMAL
© DES/SELAVAILABLEPRL [61.3.6 @ HYDSYS1(2,3)DISAGREE @ NOMAL
@ APCL. EPCL-HYD PLOW
@ OPCL- HYD ACCUM (RSVR)P LOW.wow [G36 © AUNGATELATCHEDTO NULL @ NOMAL
© BOTHWOWAT TRANSACTION OR
WOWSDISAGREEMANF 161,23 @ RCS MANFDILEMMAFLAG MANFVLV

6.8 STATUSSET‘CLOSE’

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

PASS BFS

RMFAIL Acc 1G1,3.6 © FAIL ®@ NOMAL

@ _DES/SEL AVAILABLE OPS 3.8ONLY
ADTA {G36 [636 [e Fal @ NOMAL

© DES/SELAVAILABLE
IMU 161,23, [61.3.6 [e FAIL © ~DES/SELAVAILABLE

68 © COMMFAULTCAUSESBFS RMFAIL
MLS | G3 @ FAIL @ NOMAL

i

DES/SEL AVAILABLE OPS 8 ONLY
@ NOCRTDATAOPS3

RGA [61.3.6 © FAIL @ NOMAL
@ DES/SEL AVAILABLE OPS 3.8 ONLY

TAC |G3.6 @ FAIL @ NOMAL
o@ DES/SELAVAILABLE

XFER G1,3,6 | BFSNOTRECEIVE STATEVECTOROR © NOMAL

REFSMAT

G33 RNDZ RADAR G2 © KU-BANDBREAKSTRACK WITH RADAR @ NOMAL

TARGET (GPC ANT STEERING MODE ONLY)

ROLLREF G3 G3 @ REFROLLSTATUSFAIL e@ NOMAL
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2.2 Caution and Warning System

COMMENTSMESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE

pass | _8FS

ROMS GMBL 1G1,2.3 ]G1,3_ | © PITCH(YAW)CMD/FEEDBACK42°FOR3.8 e@ NOMAL

SEC

pc [G12,3,]G1,3.6 | © ENG CHAMBERPRESSLOW

6

ary [61.23. @ FUOROX TKLEVELLOW

68

TEMP Gi3__|e ENGFUINITHI

1kP {G28 [G13 |e FUOROX TK ULLAGE PHILOW

G1,3,6 | HeORN2TKPLOW
© _N2REGPHILOW

viv [G2 @ OMS RPOD He/P VAP ISOL VLV MISMATCH @ NOMAL

589 ROMS TEMP $2.4 @ ENG FUIN)THI/LOW e@ NOMAL

RRCS JET G1,3,6 |e RIGHTJET MANF 1(2,3,4)FAILON/OFF @ NO FAILLK DETECTION IN BFS

AJET [61.2.3 @ RAFTJET1(3)FAIL ON/OFF/LK © FAILEDOFF DETECTION NOT PER-

68 FORMEDIN MM101 & 102 FOR PASS

DIET |G1,2,3. @ RDOWNJET 2(3.4,5)FAIL ON/OFF/ALK

68

RJET |G1,2.3, @ RRIGHT JET 1(2,3,4,5) FAIL ON/OFF/LK

68

uset [61.2.3 @ RUPJET 1(2,4) FAIL ON/OFF/LK

68

HeP [G28 |G1.3.6 |e RRCSAFT He(FU OR OX)TK PRESS -2LOW @ PRT C/L-RCSLEAK ISOL

LEAK [G2.3.8 |G13.6 |e PROP/HeLEAK @ OX/FUAQTY > 12.6%

pvt [62.38 © LOSSOF PORT DATAFORRCSQTYCALC @ NO MAL/QTY CALC SUSPENDED

TkP |[G2.8 |G1,3.6 |@ RRCSAFI (FU OROX)TK ULL PRESS HI/LOW

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
pass | BFS

SBTCTHC A 1G28 @ AFT THC POS/NEG X/¥/Z OUTPUT A/B/CFAIL
@ AFT THC POS/NEG X/¥/Z OUTPUT DISAGREE

L [63 © LSBTCCMD A(B,C) FAIL
© DISAGREE

i [e238 © FWD THC POSINEG X/V/Z OUTPUT A/B/C FAIL
@ FWD THCPOS/NEG X/¥/Z OUTPUT DISAGREE

R [G3 ‘© ~RSBTCCMD A(B.C) FAIL
° DISAGREE

SEL AUTO G2 @ UNIV PTG MNVRT-30 & NOT AUTO © NOMAL

SENSE SW G2 © AFT SENSE SW DEFAULT © NOMAL

© DEFAULT POSS ‘-2'
212 SL LINK ERR 52.4 ANY OF THE FOLLOWING MDM SERIAL I/O LINK |e SiMAL, CDMS, MDM/MTU/PCMMU

ERRORCONDITIONS OCCURRED FOR SSC OR aesXC:

NO SL RESP +
GPC NO MATCH +
SLLENGTH +
AR NO MATCH +
SRNO MATCH +
MSG REJECT (ITEMORGNC) +

LINK BUSY +
set +
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2. SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and WarningSystem

SINGULARITY POINT
@ PARABOLIC TRANSFER
@ MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
PASS | BFS

212 SLLINK TERM. $2.4 MDM SERIAL /O LINK TO SPACELAB © SLMAL, COMS. MOM/MTU/PCMMU
TERMINATED CAUSED BY ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING FOR SSC OR EXC

- NOP IND

COMM +
LINK INTRPT +

SM1SMOKE ALARM $2.4 |SM © ANY SMOKE SENSOR CONCEN *

SPD BRK G36 © SPEED BRAKE POSITION > 20% FROM AUTO
SCHEDULE DURING 0.95 <M<98

SSME FAIL C(L.R) G16 G16 @ PREMATURE ME SHUTDOWN © INMM101, MSGANNUNCIATED BY

BFS ONLY

SUMWORD ICC ALL © SUMWORD MISCOMPARE IN DATA FROM

1(2,3,4,5) INDICATEDGPC

SW TOMEP G36 |G3 © MEPALERT ° NOMAL

MESSAGE OPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

TFLLOAD FAIL $2.4 ALL @ READ COMPAREERROR @ NOMAL
@ UNSUCCESSFUL LOAD @ MAY BE RESULT OF GROUND UPLINK

TGT AT G2 @ REQUESTED TRANSFER TIME CAUSED

SINGULARITY IN TARGETING ALGORITHM

TGT ELANG G2 @ EXCEEDED MAXNUMBEROF ITERATIONS ON| @ NO MAL

TPI TIG FOR GIVEN ELEVATION ANGLE

TGTITER G2 © LAMBERT TGT TRANSFERANGLENEAR

2.2-39
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2, SYSTEMS
2.2 Caution and Warning System

MHEEEAGEOPS AVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS
pass | BFS

RFT, (TK HIRT. TEST UN TY, T2.
SOOTHER i cone

NTDUNIPLNTOUT), PUMP DRN LN

11, 12, PUMP BYP LNT, H20 LNPRI(SEC)T.

H20 LNINJ T)+4

evap [52.4 @ FESNOZ,DUCT ORFOLNTF¥
FRN 152.4 @ PLHX FLOW+

© AFTCPFLOW +
© ACCUMQTY +
@ CNTLOUTT1(2)+

H20 [52.4 © AccuMQTY t¥
e PumPpouTT t¥
© CABHXINT +
e IcHOUTT +
e FLOW + @ ACTIVE LOOP ONLY

e pump ap t+ @ APHIGH ONLY FORINACTIVELOOP

© APHIGH OR LOW ACTIVE LOOPONLY
$87 THERMAL CNTL 152.4 @ LNTELEVRD/SPBK/BDYFLP + ¥ ®@ HYD CIRCPUMPNOTMAINTAINING

e BRKNLG.L(R) MGT t+ HYD THERMALENVIR
HyO [$2.4 © CIRCPUMPPY

° +
@ HXOUTTY

MESSAGE OPSAVAIL CAUSE COMMENTS

Pass | BFS

SMO THRM APU SM © GGBED +, APUINIT + © NOMAL
@ APCLEPCL -THERMHTR

APU SM © APUFUFEEOLNT F¥, PUMPINTF¥, @ NOMAL

PUMP OUTT 44, FUTESTLNT 4¥,
PUMP ORNLNT 4+, PUMP BYPLNT + ¥

EVAP © FESNOZ,DUCTORFOLNTF¥ @ ONLY SELECTEDDUCTSAND FDLNT's

M104 ARE SENSED FOR STATUS.
FRN 10 106..@ ACCUMQTY + © ~=NOASC/ENT PKT CL

ORB |e RADINTt
H20 OPSO. Te H20SPLYINP F¥

M301

HYD 10 303
Te H2OBLRT FY 7° NOMAL

© APCL,EPCL-THERMHTR

SMO THRM PRPLT MM104] @ OMS FU/OX BLD/DRAIN LNT
T0106.) POD RCS HOUSING
ors je RCS STRUCT T

0PS0, |® OXENGINORENGFUFDLNT
M301

TO 303

TIME apieALL @ AUTOMATIC TIME SOURCE CHANGE

ALL ‘©TIME MGT TIME TONE © NOMAL

SMO TIRE PRESS G36 _| © NOSE GEAR/MLGTIRE PRESS 4

SM2 WB QTY 1(2,3) SM © HYDSYSH20BOILERFLUIDQTY 40%
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2.3 CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION

(CCTV)

CONTENTS

Descriptiontersecereseseesnscsaeeesecteescsetoottecsoe 23-1

Video Control Unit (VCU) ....sssssssessee 2.3-1

GAMO AFess sacsassetscotsotoss tere ateeosTits2.3-4

LENSES 2s Tl oeea caseatstaseee 23-9

IMOMIEOFSentscsostscteesterestesie-assmcssoteeneeecitet er2.3-10

Video Tape Recorder (VTR) -2.3-11

Accessories... -2.3-13

Operations ... -2.3-14

Description

The closed circuit television (CCTV) system is used

on orbit to support orbiter and payload activities

with real time and recorded video that can be

transmitted (downlinked) to the ground.

The system includes TV cameras, lenses, pan and

tilt units (PTUs), video tape recorder (VTR), TV

monitors, video processing components, and

accessories. All the camera functions of the CCTV

system can be controlled by the crew or, via uplink
commands, by the Instrumentation and

Communications Officer (INCO) in Mission Control.
*

Viewlinder

_Datarihale | ont (2)[aggSe

Recordedvideo {vrr}

2. SYSTEMS
23 Closed Circuit Television

With the rapid growth in “user-friendly” high
quality consumer video components, 8 mm

camcorders (camera and recorder in one unit) and
VHS tape recorders are being used on Shuttle
missions to augment the CCTV system or as part of

detailed test objectives (DTOs).

All integral CCTV components operate on 28 V de

orbiter power (MNA or MN B, with exceptions
noted in the equipment descriptions). All CCTV

component circuit breakers are located on panel
R15, except for the video tape recorder circuit

breaker, which is located on the recorder. CCTV

panel A7U push button lights are tested and

controlled by the ANNUNCIATOR light switches

on panel A6U.

Video Control Unit (VCU)

The VCU is the central processor/controller for the

CCTV system. It consists of two 39-Ib line-

replaceable units: the video switching unit (VSU),
and the remote control unit (RCU). Both units are

located behind panels R17 and R18 on the aft flight
deck. The units are cooled by forced air from cabin

fans; however, neither component contains

temperature sensors. The VSU contains a

microprocessor that can accommodate up to 12

video sources and eight video outputs in accordance

with push button commands from the A7U panel
or from Mission Control. An input may be

connected to a single output or multiple outputs
(with the exception of multiplex (MUX)), but each

Downlink

Parel

Video/dataout(VTR)

monitor : Cabin TV ies ‘Video/daia out (monitor)

an = connectors control zie vTrplaybackCe a panels O19 unk (downlink)
and MOS8F ‘Camrcmos,sync (eu) Videa/data/auidioout) —

4 ‘couAandB frccu|
Pavoneoy [Tare]Caer lg—__941_for]Fe ‘Status (GPC, downlink) >

(CAMR CONFIG and PWR CMDS (uplink)

_ ‘Contr unkPWR CMO(uplink)(GCiL)

payoas [Tos]Carer| ren
Controls

eee

CCTV System Overview
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2.3 Closed Circuit Television

)| 43+ 43+| wn
:

cess204

om oe tt Oe
T@V@l@lell a o

aia a o& G
+ ¢/@|@/@/@)> + |e ¢ + 2 ¢

° Oo. RIS ° —)

CCTV Circuit Breakers on Panel R15

output can accommodate only a single
input. When the CCTV system is ,powered down, all video configurations saws As

(output/inputassignments)are lost. a OFa — ser eer

@|

rts sss eee
Because of the number of video sources yooRUT, —8E0oureur—,
that are desired at the same time, the
VSU incorporates the capability to

simultaneously display two video inputs
(MUX) on a single monitor. This

capability is also known as split screen.

Split screen video can also be recorded or

downlinked. The VSU takes the middle
50 percent of both video input sources

for side-by-side display as assigned by
the crew using the VIDEO INPUT push
buttons on panel A7U. Four video sources

can thus be displayed on the two orbiter
monitors using MUX 1 and MUX 2. For
downlink, the MUX must have an active
video source assigned to both halves (left
and right), or sync will be lost, and the

image will be scrambled.

The VSU also provides alphanumeric
characters for display on the orbiter
monitors. The characters provide

SEQ
een
am

VIDEO INPUT and OUTPUT Push Buttons on Panel at

SCOM 1.0
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crewmembers with camera identification, PTU
angles, and camera temperature. (The temperatureis only of the camera displayed and is onlydisplayedwhen any powered camera’s temperature exceeds
45° C.) Camera configuration and temperature are

interleaved into the video signal. The VSU stripsthis information and displays it on the monitor if
camera data is selected. The overtemp signal is also
routed to Mission Control. The data stripping
function can be inhibited by selection of the

asynchronous mode on the INCO’s console.

The VSU can also digitize voice from the orbiter
audio system and interleave it with downlinked
video for “lip sync.” (The audio functions will be
disabled if the PL BAY OUTLETS
ICOM A/B switches on panel

2. SYSTEMS
2.3 Closed Circuit Television

test pattern, is used by the crew to adjust the

brightness and contrast of the onboard monitors.
The FFTS is also often selected for downlink prior
to or after video downlinks.

Within the RCU area large number of latching relays
that provide 28 V dc discrete outputs to the various

panel A7U lights and flags, camera cue lights,
payload bay cameras (as power logic), and the pulse
code modulation master unit (PCMMU), via OF4

multiplexer /demultiplexer (MDM).

AIR are both OFF.) Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT), provided by

l
z

=

the orbiter’s master timing unit,
is also inserted into unused

video lines by the VSU for aid in

t

OeTONE PAGE aa NA

EAB

= Sy SY OY
a ©

ON:

locating specific segments of

mission video.

The remote control unit (RCU)

generates the common time

base (sync) to which all the

CCTV components are slaved.

Exceptions are the orbiter

interim VTR, camcorders, and

DTO VTRs. _ Slaving the

©||@|e OO ele
aw aera Taal

Gama a ee

components to the RCU sync
eliminates momentary loss of

usable imagery when switching

PL BAY OUTLETS ICOM Switches on Panel AIR

between video sources. The sync is

generated by redundant selectable

oscillators. Selection of an oscillator is a

function of which bus (MN Aor MN B) is

powering the VCU and the position of the

TV SYNC switch (NORMAL or REVERSE)

on panel A7U. The RCU also decodes and

reformats incoming commands and routes

them to the respective cameras and pan-

tilt units. Camera addresses area function

of where the cameras receive their power.

Vertical interval test signals (VITS) and

full field test signals (FFTS) are also
generated by the RCU. The VITS (which
is transparent to the crew) is used only by

ground technicians, whereas the FFTS, or TV SYNC Switch on Panel A7U .
N

2.3-3
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2.3 Closed Circuit Television

Camera

The CCTV camera is the rear half of the
camera assembly (made up of the camera

and lens). It is a monochrome (black and

white), silicon intensified target, vidicon
(tube) camera. (Color capability is addréssed
under the Lenses heading.) The various
automatic and manual light controls combine
to provide an excellent dynamic light Tange
capabilityof about 5 million to one, or about
1/200 that of the human eye. The low light
capability of the camera is also impressive,
yielding a rating of about 1/100 lux

(monochrome), 1/10 lux (color), and 1/2 lux
(wide angle color). The standard camera
(508 designation) has full manual capability.There are a limited number of special use

cameras (-506) that do not have full manual

capability. Full manual capability is
discussed in the Operations section.

A photocathode receives the image focused
by the camera lens and converts the visual
image into an electron image, which is then

SCOM 1.0

November 1991

CCTV Camera

ALC and GAMMA Push Buttons on Panel A7U
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focused on the silicon target. When an electron
beam scans the rear of the target, variations in the
instantaneous current experienced by the target are

fed as “raw video” to a video processor, which

provides amplification, sync insertion, and wave

shaping. An automatic gain control (AGC) circuit

adjusts the video amplifier gain in an attempt to

Maintain a constant peak signal level.

The camera also incorporates automatic light control
(ALC) circuitry that controls the silicon intensified

target high voltage supply, further optimizing target
voltage response. Crewmember inputs using the
ALC push buttons on panel A7U (or on the rear of

the camera) can shift the camera’s dynamic range
from neutral (NORM push button), toward the black

2. SYSTEMS
2.3 Closed Circuit Television

CCTV cameras operate on 28 V dc (MN A, MN B, or

MN C) but require both a power “ON” command
and +28 V power input for powerup. Cabin camera

power is located adjacent to the CCTV power
connectors on panels O19 and MO58F. Payload
bay/RMS cameras are powered from the CAMERA
POWER switches on panel A7U. All cameras,

except the two RMS cameras, may be operated
simultaneously. Selecting the wrist (end effector)
camera powers off the elbow camera and vice versa.

Currently five to seven CCTV cameras are flown:

one in the crew cabin, four in the payload bay
corners, and two on the RMS. Up to three additional

cameras can be mounted (no pan-tilt unit) along

e e

ee ae‘all @) |‘2un | )

® 0198

®

yomn @

Cabin Camera Power Connectors/Controls on Panel O19

spectrum (AVG push button), or toward the white

spectrum (PEAK push button). ALC also controls

the lens iris in automatic operation for scene

brightness.

There are also several automatic corrective circuits

within the camera. One of these, gamma, can be

manipulated if required. Crewmember command

inputs using the GAMMA push buttons on panel
A7U (or on the rear of the camera) enable

optimization of gray-scale response in the upper
and lower brightness regions of a given scene. By
selecting the BLACK STRCH or WHITE STRCH push
buttons on panel A7U, the crew is able to stretch
(improve) the camera’s response in one Tegion,
which results in compression (loss) of detail in the

other region. The NORM position (nominal) selects

a neutral environment. Either of the two STRCH

push buttons can also be used to disable ALC for

manual operations (see Operations).
Cabin Camera Power Connectors/ N
Controls on Panel MO58F

2.3-5
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2.3 Closed Circuit Television

the orbiter’s keel to aid in payload deployment and

reberthing, although onealone has proven sufficient.

Keel camera video is accessed via the VIDEO INPUT

PL (payload) push buttons on panel A7U. Keel

cameras are powered froma standard switch panel.

All CCTV cameras are identical (excluding thermal

cover and upper surface radiator). On STS 41B, the

EVA crew retrieved a faulty payload bay camera

(including the lens and pan-tilt unit). They
exchanged it with a functioning cabin camera and,
on a subsequent EVA, reinstalled the assembly.

Payload bay /RMS cameras use two internal 13 watt

foil heaters to keep the cameras above 0° C (32° F)

when the cameras are not in operation. Power to

the heaters comes from MN A, MN B, or MN C

circuit breakers on panel R15.

CAUTION

Never leave a payload bay camera in a

manual mode (either semi- or full) while

in direct sunlight or any bright light.
Damage to the camera will result.

Spacelab

The Spacelab module has provisions for

up to three standard CCTV cameras (two
are nominal). Spacelab video is routed

through the video analog switch, which
is roughly equivalent to the orbiter video
control unit. MUX is not available in

Spacelab; however, the video can be
routed by the video analog switch to

the orbiter where the crew can MUX
two views and send them back to the

Spacelab or another orbiter video

Output. Because of hardware

CAMERA POWER Switches and Talkbacks on PanelA7U

Cantera 4

X- 543.0
Ye -11,5
de 40g

in the module are not interchangeable

differences, the TV power cables used

with their orbiter counterparts.

ELC CAMEKA mOUNTS

PayloadBayCCTV Camera Location

2.3-6
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2. SYSTEMS
2.3 Closed Circuit Television

EMUTV lens assembly is installed). The pan and tilt
movements are initiated with the PAN and TILTThe EMU TV isa solid state miniature color camera _—switches on panel A7U. A camera May be panned‘mounted in a housing that can be attached to the and tilted at the same time. The rate of pan/tilt isEMU helmet. The camera Providesreal-timescenes _ controlled by the PANJTILT switch, which providesof the approximate Perspective of the EVA HIGH RATE (12 degrees/sec) or LOW RATE (1.2crewmember. A dual lens assembly (normal and degrees/sec) operation. Drive force is provided bycloseup) is available to the crewmember via a switch two identical stepper motors (pan and tilt) connectedon the helmet. The camera operates on eight

lithium batteries that give it about 6 hours of
operation. The camera transmits its image to
the orbiter S-band FM antennas, which route
the image to the EMU TV receiver mounted
in the middeck. This component processes
the signal for compatibility with the orbiter
CCTV system and feeds it to the VCU via a bTV video cable connected to the middeck TV

Power connector (panel MO58F). a=

(2)

a

geo

coPan &Tilt Unit :

o

ee@
|:

© Oo9)
3 2 ©

§

Remote pointing of each of the four payload
bay cameras and the elbow RMS camera is

accomplished by PTUs. The travel limit in

pan and tilt is+170degrees. (Tilt is limited to �a maximum of 300 degrees when awideangle CAMERA COMMAND Controls on Panel A7U

* Pan/Tilt Unit with Camera and Thermal Blankets

2.3-7
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2.3 Closed Circuit Television

through an 18:1 reduction gear head and a friction

clutch to the pan/tilt mechanism. The PTUs are

thermally protected by a blanket and dual heaters.

The PTU is also thermally coupled to the camera.

The crew can point the cameras with considerable

accuracy by using the alphanumeric pan/tilt
readouts available on the CCTV monitors and

known X, Y, or Z orbiter coordinates for targets.
Pan/tilt readouts of any camera can be reset at any

time. The four payload bay corner cameras share a

common Z axis position. The two forward and rear

cameras are mounted at identical X axis locations.

Each of the aft cameras is mounted about 17 inches

farther outboard than the forward cameras.

Camcorder

High-quality consumer camcorders began flying on

STS-30 in 1989 as a DTO. Five flight tests were

scheduled, using a variety of brands and formats.

The test was terminated after three missions after

clearly demonstrating that the camcorder was a

valuable asset. The Canon Al 8 mm camcorder

was selected for operational use in 1990. Presently,
the Mark II version is being flown. As camcorders

evolve and mature, new models will be evaluated

for flight. In 1991, a decision was made to delete

one CCTV camera from the nominal flight stowage
and replace it with the 8 mm camcorder (augmented
with a wide angle conversion lens).

The Al Mark II is a 3.3 Ib Hi-Band National

Television Standards Committee (NTSC) color 8 mm

camcorder operating ona 6 V dc battery or through
the video interface unit-C (VIU-C) from orbiter 28

V dc power (MN C). Recording time ona battery is

20 to 40 minutes (depending on the use of autofocus

and power zoom). The camera has automatic

through-the-lens focus, exposure, and color balance.

Date and/or time can be recorded in the image, if

desired, and shutter speeds up to 1/10,000 of a

second can be selected (1/60 sec nominal).

The 8 to 80 mm f/1.4 macro zoom lens projects the

image onto a 1/2 inch CCD chip. The camera’s

minimum light level for a usable image is 4 lux.

The 8 mm cassette (slightly larger than a standard

audio cassette) offers 2 hours of recorded video

with stereo sound. The camera, or recorder video,
can be downlinked through the VIU-C like a CCTV
camera. Audio downlink is not yet available.

Canon Al MarkII Hi-Band 8 mm Camcorder

SCOM 1.0
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Standard air-to-ground is normally used for audio
with camcorder operations, or audio is dubbed over

recorded video using orbiter audio. With a 0.5
diopter wide angle conversion lens, the camcorder
Provides a field-of-view very near that of the wide-

angle lens cabin camera it has replaced. Since the
camera is not integral to the CCTV system, only the
crew can operate the camcorder.

New Cameras

General Electric has designed a new three chip color
camera and a black and white model for the Space
Shuttle. Some development problems and tight
budgets have slowed the introduction of the new

cameras originally slated for flight in 1992.

Lenses

The orbiter CCTV camera can be fitted with three

possible lens assemblies: (1) monochrome (B&W)
lens assembly (MLA), (2) color lens assembly (CLA),
(3) wide angle color lens assembly (WLA). Each
lens has remote zoom, focus, and iris control from

the A7U panel and on the lens itself. The color and

wide-angle lens assemblies also incorporate a small

2. SYSTEMS
23 Closed Circuit Television

ted cue light on the front of the lens housing that
illuminates when that camera's video is selected
for downlink. Lens selection for a Particular mission
is determined 9 months to 1 year prior to flight, but
can be changed if mission training points out sucha
need. (Changes to the forward cameras after major
payloads are installed in the payload bay will likely
Tequire “mission success” rationale before

approval.)

The color lens assembly is essentially a monochrome
lens assembly with the addition of a six segmentcolor wheel on the rear of the assembly, wheel drive

mechanism, and synchronization circuitry. The

wide-angle lens assembly has the same color
mechanisms but substantially different optics.

Color capability comes from the 600 rpm rotating
color wheel that provides field-sequential color.
This method of producing color video lost the

competition in 1953 to become the U. S. standard

(NTSC) but was selected for use in Apollo and the

Shuttle due to size, weight, and power consumption
savings over conventional three color gun cameras.

Drawbacks to the system are the noise of the rotating

CCTV Lens (Color/Monochrome Lens AssemblyModel)

2.3-9
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Focallength| Zoom} Focus F-stop
Lens (zoom) ratio | distance (iris)

25tto =| 11.6to f6
Monochrome | 18mm to 108mm] 6:1

Color 18mm to108mm] 6:1 [2.5fto =| 11.610116

2htto =» | 13.5to{22WideAngle| 8.2mm to25mm | 3:1

FOV (horizontal)

| Zoom| Focus TA &CLAT WLA

| ou | Far 40.9° 83.3°

in | Far 66° 295° |

jae He

CCTV Lens Data

wheel, degraded target motion rendition, reduction

in low light capability, and the requirement for

ground processing to produce a color image.

The lens zoom and focus controls require about 8

seconds to drive from one extreme to the other. (As

with any zoom lens, the operator should zoom in

on the subject before attempting to adjust the focus.)

Continued activation of the zoom or focus after a

limit is reached will not harm the mechanism. (A

icking sound is not unusual.)

Monitors

Beginning with STS-44, new color monitors have
been added to the CCTV system for all subsequent

flights (with the exception of STS 42). Information

about the old B&W monitors may be found in the

July 1988 CCTV Workbook or the Shuttle Flight

Operations Manual Vol 4D(outofprint). The orbiter

also has a small B&W viewfinder monitor to aid the

crew when the camera is used on the middeck.

Color Monitors

Two color 10-inch diagonal monitors are mounted

on the right side of the aft flight deck panel. They
allow the crew to verify video scene requirements,
picture quality, payload and RMS operations,
rendezvous operations, and VTR playback. The

monitors (#1-top, #2—bottom) can accommodate

FSC, NTSC, or monochrome video inputs. The only
crew action normally required is to turn the

monitors on and ensure the controls (BRIGHTNESS,

CONTRAST, COLOR, TINT) are in their detents.

With all the controls in their detents, both monitors

will have the identical response to the same input

CCTV Color Monitor

SCOM 1.0
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CCTV ViewfinderMonitor Mounted on Camera

Each monitor has a menu of functions (e.g.,
alphanumeric camera data, internal or external sync,
crosshair, FSC/NTSC/MONO) that will be

displayed for about 10 seconds when the monitor is

powered on. A push button redisplays the menu,

as required, and a toggle switch enables selections

within the menu. Two BNC connectors provide
additional (balanced) video inputs to each of the

monitors.

Viewfinder Monitor

The viewfinder monitor is a 3.8 inch diagonal B &

W miniature portable TV monitor that can be

connected via a power cable to the cabin CCTV

camera. The monitor can be mounted on the top or

side of the camera facing forward or aft. It may also

be used up to 9 feet (cable length) away from the

camera. The monitor has brightness and contrast

controls along with a PEAK switch that alters the

high frequency response of the video amplifier.

Video Tape Recorder (VTR)

The Shuttle VTR is a modified commercial 3/4 inch

(U-Matic) tape recorder that uses 30-minute

cassettes. It is usually located on panel R11 but can

be installed on the left station as well. The VTR

(also known as the interim or IVTR) provides the

capability to record video from any of the selectable

input sources and can play back video to the

onboard monitors and/or downlink to Mission

Control. Downlink is enabled or inhibited by the

TV DOWNLINK switch on panel A7U. Audio may

also be recorded simultaneously with the video

signal, or itcan be dubbed onto the tape. Audio can

be inserted into the VTR crew communication

umbilical (CCU) via crew audio equipment (hand

held microphone or very lightweight headset with

a headset interface unit), or it may be fed from a

vehicle CCU throughthe audiodistribution system
video tape recorder (ADS/VTR) cable.

ape
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:
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Orhiter Video Tape Recorder (VTR)

The VTR can only be operated by the

crew. Since the VTR was not originally
a part of the CCTV system, its signal is
not synchronized by the VCU.

Consequently, any time the VTR is

played into the CCTV system, the VCU
will incorrectly interpret noise in the
video line reserved for camera

temperature as an actual camera

Overtemp with a corresponding C&W
alert. VTR operation will also cause

ALC and GAMMA push button lights
on panel A7U to flash on and off. The

| VEONPUT
SS

TV DOWNLINK Switch on Panel A7U

Up to four VTRs have been flown when required.When more than one VTR is flown, a variant of the
standard VTR (OAST VTR) supplements the
nominal unit. Also, when multiple VTRs are flown
or when the VTR is located on the left station, A7U
panel VTR functions will be altered.

_@|90 camera overtemp Cé&W alert can be
inhibited during VTR operations
with a data processing entry listed
on the VTR cue card. Inhibiting the

overtemp detection system requires
periodic checks on each operating camera to ensure
that they are within limits.

The VTR has no active cooling, though there is some

conductive cooling. The crew has no way of

monitoring the VTR’s temperature, nor is there an

2.3-12
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overtemp warning. After 4 hours continuous use,
the VTR may reach its maximum allowable internal
temperature of 120° F. If the VIR reaches 120° F, it
will take approximately 4 hours to cool down to
ambient cabin temperature. The VTR has been used
for periods of 6 continuous hours with no heat-
related malfunctions.

The VTR offers basic tape recorder functions. Both
~

the RCD (record) and PLAY push buttons must be

simultaneously depressed to initiate recording, and
no fast search modes are available. The eject
function is mechanical (i.e, works without VTR

power). While the VTR is ON, crewmembers should
allow up to 10 seconds for the tape to be unwound
from the VTR head before ejecting the cassette. The
VTR incorporates two lights that inform the crew

when the video tape has reached the end, and when
the VTR has been selected as the output destination,
but no input video is present.

Beginning with STS-37, VTR DTOs are being
conducted to determine the feasibility of using high
quality, consumer/commercial S-VHS and Hi-Band
8mm VTRs.

Accessories

CCTV system accessories include the airborne

digitizing unit (ADU), power cables, photo flood,
multiuse mounts, arms, clamps, baseplate adapter,
and light shades.

ADU

The ADU is a mission-specific video digitizer/
encryptor used on DOD missions or whenever a

secure television image is required. The unit

essentially takes a snapshot of an incoming video

signal, converts it from analog to digital, and stores

it in a memory buffer. The output of the buffer can

be encrypted before beingdownlinkedvia Ku-band

(high/low) or S-band (FM/PM). The encrypted
signal is routed to Mission Control, where it is

processed in a secure facility and routed to

designated video monitors. The Ku-band high data

rate (which is not yet available) completes about

ten frames per second. The Ku-band low and S-

band FM modes require 2.5 seconds per frame. The

S-band PM mode requires about 3 minutes per

frame. The unit is mounted on panel R11 adjacent
to the VTR.

2. SYSTEMS
23 Closed Circuit Television

Power Cables

The cabin CCTV camera uses a 20 ft power cable
that permits use of the camera on either cabin deck
without switching power sources. A 10 ft cable can

be manifested that is more practical for a limited
number of situations. The viewfinder monitor cable
is 9 ft long. Camcorders and DTO VTRs Tequire
specific cables to route video to and from the video
control unit. The camcorder also requires a TV

power cable if using orbiter power or routing video
into the CCTV system.

Photoflood

Whenever in-cabin video is done, light
augmentation is recommended. The Shuttle

Photoflood (though not a true flood light) is an

anodized aluminum housing containing two 14 watt

daylight balanced fluorescent tubes operating on

115 V ac 400 Hz orbiter power. A switch on the

light allows selection of one or both tubes. Both
tubes are required for virtually all in-cabin scenes.

A new photoflood is projected to fly on STS~48.
The battery operated 35 watt light will operate for

about 10 minutes on one Canon camcorder 6 V

battery.

Multiuse Mounts/Arms/Clamps
and Baseplate Adapter

See PhotographicEquipment subsection of Section 2.5.

Light Shades

Cloth light shades are provided to prevent aft and

left or right station lights from degrading video

taken on the aft flight deck. Rigid light shades are

also stowed for the aft and overhead windows.

Forward windows have built-in accordion-type
cloth shades that are highly recommended for most

forward flight deck scenes.

Closeup Lens

Also included in the orbiter CCTV accessories is a

closeup lens set with three ganged closeup lenses

for the wide-angle lens assembly. The three lenses

(+1, +2, and +3 diopters) may be used individually
or asa set (+6 diopters) for closeup work.

2.3-13
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Operations

After basic CCTV operations have been learned and

practicedduring crew training, operating the CCTV

system utilizing the TV and VTR cue cards is quite

straightforward. This section includes amplifying
information along with the cue cards and checklist

procedures. Camcorder operations are addressed
in the Photo/TV Checklist. ADU operations are

represented by the cue card only. Small but

important differences exist between the Shuttle

CCTV system and the various simulators and

trainers. The cue card procedures will work for

both the trainers and the flight vehicles.

Monitors

The CCTV color monitors require a short warmup

time before the menu appears for about 10 seconds.

Pressing the SELECT push button will redisplay

the menu for an additional 10 seconds. Normally,
no changes are required since the monitor functions

default to nominal ones each time the monitor is

powered up. If a change is desired in aparticular
function, while the menu is displayed, the

crewmember toggles to the desired function with

the FUNCTION switch and chooses items within

that function with the SELECT push button.

Power Control

The TV POWER CONTROL switch on panel A7U

mustbe in PANEL for the TV POWER CONTR UNIT

switch to respond to the selection of MN A or MN

B. After the power source is selected, the TV POWER

CONTROL switch should normally be placed in

CMD to allow Mission Control to control the

cameras as coordinated with the crew or directed

in the Photo/TV Checklist. CCTV cameras may
now be powered.

=

TV

ACTIVATIONTV DNLK ~ INH (DOD); ENA (NASA)
MON 1(2) PWR - ON

TV PWR - PNL, MNA, CMD C(MLA) B(MLA)
TV CAMR PWR - ON

|

Sel Test Pattern and adjust monitor(s) x 2?
| OPERATIONMON 1(2) - Sel Camr wa

Auto mode ALC — NORM; GAMMA - NORM.
:

|

‘Semi Manual Mode IRIS - OP/CL (¥Two ALC Its-on) E
Full Manual Mode (n/a -506 Camr) IRIS - OP/CL Keel

GAMMA ~ WHITE STRCH/BLACK STRCH M
Be

Manual Modes off Any ALC pb — push
ie

cr)

Do not leave Camrs unattended in Manual
mode. Direct sunlight may damage Camr

Split Screen MON 1(2) — MUX 1(2)
MUX 1L(2L) - Sel Camr; ALC - NORM; GAMMA - NORM
MUX 1R(2R) — Sel Camr; ALC - NORM; GAMMA - NORM

Pe) pila)

Dnik not secure All Camrs -508 unless

TV DNLK CoonanateComores otherwise designated

Config A/G Audio (if reqd)
On MCC go: DNLK - Sel Camr, MUX, or VIR an

DEACTIVATION

Cabin CAMR IRIS - CL (8 sec)
TV CAMR PWR - OFF
TV PWR - PNL, OFF, CMD
MON PWR (two) - OFF

TV Cue Card from Photo/TV Checklist

2.3-14
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When a payload bay/RMS camera is powered on,
the iris is completely closed. It remains closed until

any ALC push button is activated (NORM is
nominal) or until the iris is manually opened (off-
nominal method). After the iris is opened with the

2. SYSTEMS
2.3 Closed Circuit Television

ALC NORM push button, the iris, ALC, and AGC
circuits will automatically adjust the light entering
the lens. To send video to the monitors (or any
other output) the output source must be selected
first and then the input.

PTU

If PTU information is required, camera

data are selected on the monitors, and
the cameras are calibrated. The
calibration consists of pointing a

camera at a target (usually another

camera) along the X or Y axis and

activating the PAN/TILT RESET switch

(momentary) on panel A7U. The
camera’s PTU numbers go to 0,

creating a known reference point that

is valid until the camera is turned off.

Periodic recalibration is required to

maintain accuracy.

TV POWER Controls on Panel A7U

Panel CameraATU
=,

input
command I!

Com S-band | Tv S-bandUplink Command PF2 Control si ee FM signal | signal FMcommand GPC processing MDM unit
2

processor
|] transmitter

Kurband Ku-bandet)
transceiver|processor

Relay
Satellite

CCTV System Downlink Routing

2.3-15
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Split Screen

Split screen (MUX) is achieved by assigning a

monitor to MUX 1 or 2, then selecting the output,
MUX 1or MUX2 Lor R, and the video inputdesired
on that side of the screen (e.g., camera A, flight
deck camera, etc.). The process is then repeated for

the other half of the screen. The MUX itself may be

sent to the VTR or downlinked. Recall that during
a MUX, if camera data are selected, only the camera

ID willbe displayed. The MUX camera assignments
will not change until a crewmember (or Mission

Control) changes them, or the CCTV system power
is secured.

Camera Modes

The semi-manual mode is entered when the iris is

manually closed or opened. Depth of field may be

altered, but ALC and AGC will readjust the picture
to what it was in automatic (up to their limits). Full

manual operation is possible from the semi-manual

mode by depressing either the GAMMA BLACK

STRCH or WHITE STRCH push button. Now the

voltage gain is fixed. Although the full manual

mode offers precise video control and limits “camera

blooming,” it also leaves the camera silicon

intensified target open to damage from the Sun or

other bright light sources. The lens will remain ina

manual mode until it is turned off, or any ALC push
button is depressed. To return the camera to an

ORBITER VTR

ACTIVATION

Ri PL. CAB - MNA(B)
VIR PWR-ON

A? Activate TV Sys (Cue Card,1)
OPERATION

Record Video With Audio

VTR Tape installed viIR AUD MODE - HOT MIKE

Tape Counter - Reset, as reqd ADSVTR Cable
A7 VID OUT - VTR RCD ORB - COMM CCU

VID IN—as reqd VTR - VTR CCU

VTR YNO VIDEO It - off Cable sw - RCD
|

PLAY/RCD —Press (simo) ATU AUD PWR - AUD
VSTBY - RUN Desired loops - T/R or REC, tw-0

| Other loops ~ OFF

PLAYBACKNOTES
For extended onboard playback of VTR or other non-synchronized inputs,
S76 Comm alerts may be avoided by inhibitingCamr overtemp C&W
SPEC 60 ITEM 1 +0740847EXEC, 10 EXEC
After playback, completion, Camr overtemp detection must be enabled,
SPEC 60 ITEM 1 +0740847EXEC, 9EXEC

Playback Video [Dnik] — With Audio

VIR YTape installed ADS/NTR Cable
Reset Tape Position as reqd ORB - COMM CCU

A7 VIDOUT - MON: (2) VIR-VIR

| [VTVDNLK ~ ENA} Cable sw PLB:
| [VIDOUT - DNLK} ATU AUD PWR - AUD
|

m7 VID IN-VTR PLAY Desired loops — T/R
R -

oy : ee AUD XMIT/ICOM MODE - VOX/VOX
AUD VOX SENS - MAX

Audio Dub

Configure VTPVA7 for Playback; confi: igure audio for Ri d
vir PLAY/AUDIO DUB- Press (simo)

sa

YSTBY - RUN
DEACT

VTR STOP — Press, wait 10 sec
AT PWR ~ OFF

Deact TV Sys (CueCard,TY)as read

ORBITER VTR Cue Card from Photo/TV Checklist

4
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automatic mode, the crewmember actuates any ALC
push button. Nominal automatic mode is returned
by actuation of the ALC NORM push button.

Deactivation

The CCTV system is deactivated by reversing the
order of the activation procedures. An automatic

sequence closes the exterior cameras’ irises when
the camera is powered off. The cabin camera’s iris
should be manually closed. If a crewmember
decides to repower a camera during the iris closing
Process (within about 4 seconds after turning the
camera off), the camera electronics will lock up and
will not permit video until the camera has first been
turned off and allowed to complete the shutdown

sequence.

2. SYSTEMS
2.3 Closed Circuit Television

VTR

Use of the ORBITER VTR cue card also assumes

familiaritywith the equipment and its interface with
the CCTV system. Although the recorder functions
must be selected on the VTR, video assignments to
itor VTR downlinks are accomplished at panel A7U.
The bulk of the cue card procedures deal with

recording and downlinking audio from the VTR

utilizing the ADS/VTR cable.

ADU

Before ADU operations are to be initiated, the crew

must ensure that the panel A7U TV DOWNLINK
switch is in the INHIBIT position. The ADU cue

card was written for the unit's first flight and

presupposes that the crew has had limited exposure
to it. It is necessary to use the TV, and perhaps the
VTR cue card, in conjunction with ADU operations.

ADU

ACTIVATION OPERATION (Cont)

CAUTION KU-BANDLO(Approx 2.5 sec/frame)
Ensure A7 DNLK sw — INH for

secure ops Pertorm KU-BD DEPLOY & ACTIVATION

(ORB OPS)
Ris eb CCTV ADU-d AY YKU CNTL - CMD

BAND SIG PROC HDR - PL DIGITAL
RU VKG BYPASS ENA - KG ENA CNTL - PNL, CMD

ADU PWR - ON (wait -10 sec for ADU R11U —YDNLK ROUTING KU-BAND LO jot - on (mom)

self-test) YVIDEO SEL It-on (mom)
YSTATUS OK It - on A7 Video Input — as read
YMEMORY SEL A +B It- on SM 215 PSE DISP}

IONLK KU-BAND LO

'SELF-CHECK - PASS

YMEM SELECT - A+B S-BANDPM(Approx 3 min/trame)
VENCRYPTION - ON

Activate TV Sys, VTR Load PCMMU & PD] DECOM FORMAT

(Cue Cards TYYTB as reqd (ORB OPS FS or PL OPS)

oe R1U DNLK ROUTING S-BAND PM It - on (mom)

OPERATION WIDEO SEL It - on (mom)
A? Video Input —as reqd

S-BANDEM (Approx 2.5 sec/frame) P

Oy
YDNLK ROUTING S-BAND PM

Al VS-BAND FM CNTL - CMD Riu SNAPSHOT - on (mom), as reqd

PWR - 1(2)
ANT -—GPC DEACTIVATION

DATA SOURCE - PL DIGITAL

CNTL — PNL, CMD R11U —YVIDEO SELIt- on (mom)

R11U YDNLK ROUTING S-BAND FM It - on (mom) A7 Video Input - TEST

WVIDEO SEL It - on (mom) Ri1U

areai

put — d Ris cb -op

oY Deact TV Sys, VTR (Cue Cards IY
IDNLK ROUTING S-BAND FM YTB as reqd

ORBITER ADU Cue Card from Photo/TV Checklist
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Camcorder °
Camcorder operationsrequire no CCTV interfaces

unless the crew powers the camera from the VIU-C

or feeds the video into the CCTV system for

playback. Powering the camcorder with the VIU-
C requires a TV power cable and the camcorder

adapter cable. If the crew intends to route the

camcorder video to the CCTV system, the RCA

connector from the adapter cable must be inserted

into the VIDEO OUT jack on the camcorder. Several

minutes prior to initiating a camcorder downlink,

the crew should inform Mission Control so that

INCO and other technicians can condition the

reception devices for the asynchronous NTSC signal.
Otherwise, false overtemps will result, and GMT

i

data will beinserted into the video. This appears as |

two horizontal lines pulsing across the image. i
Additionally, since the NTSC color signal does not

i

require conversion, the “lip sync” delay factor must

be changed. |
q
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POWER/VIDEO CABLE
PWR

ORBITER eviu-c rageCAMCORDER

O19 TV PWR CABLE VIDEO CAMR

ens Lo
PWR AND VIDEO

RECORDING MODE W/DNLK CAMERA MODE LIVE DNLK WITHOUT RECORDING

SETUP/ACTIVATION SETUP/ACTIVATION

iy Connect VIU to Camcorder and orbiter my Connect VIU to Camcorder and orbiter

Activate TVsys per cue card Activate TV sys per cue card

Initiate dnik for appropriate Cabin Initiate dnik for appropriate Cabin
Camr (019 or MO58) via A7_ panel

Cameorder Install batt or charge coupler
Connect video cable to yellow jack

(for dntk)
PWR - ON

Slide EJECT sw

Tape slack removed

Insert tape
Close tape compartment

YCamr mode - A

Adjust eyepiece diopter

Handgrip - Depress red record button

DEACTIVATION

Cameorder Handgrip — Depress red record button

Note Tape Counter

PWR — OFF

PLAYBACKWITH/WITHOUTDNLK
SETUP/ACTIVATION

Iv Connect, VIU to Camcorder and orbiter

Activate TV Sys per cue card

Initiate dnik for appropriate Cabin

Camr via A7 panel

Cameorder Install batt or charge coupler
Connect video cable to yellow jack

(for dnik)
PWR - ON

Slide EJECT sw

Tape slack removed

Insert tape

Close tape compartment

STOP pb — Press (initiates VTR mode)
Position tape using FF, REW, STOP

PLAY pb - Press

Cameorder STOP pb - Press

PWR — OFF

Camr (019 or MO58) via A7_ panel

Cameorder Install batt or charge coupler
Connect video cable to yellow jack
PWR - ON

YCamr mode - A

Adjust eyepiece diopter
STOP PB - DEPRESS (initiates Came

mode)

DEACTIVATION

Cameorder PWR ~ OFF

CAMCORDER OPS (FULL AUTO)

SETUP/ACTIVATION

PWR - ON

EJECT SLIDE - Slide forward and load

cassette

Mode - A

Diopter - Adjust as reqd

Frame subject
Focus (at full zoom)

StanREC START/STOP pb — press

DEACTIVATION

StopREC START/STOP pb - Press

PLAYBACK(INCAMCORDER)

SETUP/ACTIVATION

PWR — ON

Load cassette

STOP pb - Press

REW FF pb — Press to locale playback

start point

PLAY pb - Press

DEACTIVATION

STOP pb — Press

To return to RCD mode

REC pb - Press

Camcorder Procedures from Photo/TV Checklist

2.3-19
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CCTV System Summary Data

* The CCTV system is used on orbit to support
activities with real time and recorded video

that can bedownlinked to the ground.
¢ The elements of the CCTV system are TV

cameras, lenses, pan and tilt units, video tape
recorder, TV monitors, video processing
components, and accessories.

* All camera functions of the CCTV can be

controlled either by the crew or Mission

Control.

* The video control unitis the central processor/
controller for the CCTV system. It includes a

video switching unit and a remote control unit.

¢ The CCTV camera is a monochrome, silicon

intensified target, vidicon camera.

¢ Five to seven CCTV cameras are flown: one

in the crew cabin, four in the payload bay,
and two on the RMS.

The orbiter CCTV camera can be fitted with

three possible lens assemblies: monochrome,

color, and wide-angle (color).

Two color 10-inch diagonal monitors mounted

on the right side of the aft flight deck allow the

crew to verify video scene requirements,
picture quality, payload and RMS operations,
rendezvous operations, and VTR playback.

The VTR provides the capability to record

video from several selectable input sources and

to play back video to the onboard monitors

and/or downlink to Mission Control.

CCTV accessories include the airborne

digitizing unit, power cables, photo flood,
multiuse mounts, arms, clamps, baseplate
adapter, and light shades.

All CCTV component circuit breakers are

located on panel R15.

CCTV controls are located on panel A7U.

SCOM 1.0
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CCTV System Rules of Thumb
* When the VCU is powered on, the crew

must wait 10 seconds before any CCTV

commands can be accepted. This time is

used to initialize the VCU.

e Always wait at least 4 seconds after

powering off a camera before powering it

back on. This gives the irisenoughtime to

fully close.

* Always wait at least 4 seconds after

switching from the RMS wrist camera to

the RMS elbow camera before switching
back to wrist, and vice versa. This gives
the iris enough time to fully close.

¢ When ejecting VTR tapes, always wait at

least 10 seconds after selecting STOP before

you attempt to eject the tape. Never

unpower the VTR while it is in a mode

other than STOP. Eitherof these will result

in tape breaking or fouling.
¢ Never leave a payload bay camera in a

manual mode (either semi- or full) while

in direct sunlight or any bright light.
Damage to the camera will result.

* Ifneither you nor Mission Control is using
a camera for extended periods, power it

off to conserve energy and to keep it cool.
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Description

The orbiter communication system transfers the

following types of information:

¢ Telemetry information to the ground
about orbiter operating conditions and

configurations, systems, and payloads
* Commands from the ground to the orbiter

systems to performa function or configuration
change

¢ Documentation from the ground that is

printed out on the orbiter’s teleprinter or text

and graphics system

¢ Voice communications among the flight crew

members and between the flight crew and

ground.

This information is transferred through hardline

and radio frequency (RF) links. Hardline refers to

wires that connect communicating devices, and RF

refers to radio signals. RF communication takes

place directly with the ground or through a tracking
and data relay satellite (TDRS).

Direct communication for NASA missions takes

place through space flight tracking and data network

(STDN) ground stations. For military missions, Air

Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) remote

tracking station sites, also known as space-ground

2. SYSTEMS
2.4 Communications

link system (SGLS) ground stations, are used. Direct

signals from the ground to the orbiter are referred
to as uplinks, and signals from the orbiter to the

ground are called downlinks.

TDRS communication takes place through the White
Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT). These indirect

signals from the TDRS to the orbiter are referred to

as forward links, and the signal from the orbiter to

the TDRS is called the return link. Communication
with a detached payload from the orbiter is also

Teferred to as forward link, and return link is the

signal from the payload to the orbiter.

The orbiter communication system is divided into

several smaller systems: S-band phase modulation

(PM), S-band frequency modulation (FM),

Ku-band, ultrahigh frequency (UHF), payload
communications, audio, and closed-circuit

television. (Closed-circuit television is discussed

separately in Section 2.3.)

The S-band FM, S-band PM, Ku-band, and UHF

systems are used to transfer information between

the orbiter and the ground. The payload
communication system is used to transfer

information between the orbiter and its payloads
either through hardline or RF links. The audio

systems transfer voice communications throughout
the orbiter, and the closed-circuit television system
is used for visually monitoring and recording
activities.

The ground command interface logic (GCIL), also

referred to as the ground command interface logic
controller, controls selected functions of the S-band

PM, S-band FM, Ku-band, payload communication,

and CCTV systems. Commands are sent to the

orbiter from the ground through S-band system

uplink or Ku-band system forward link. All

commands, whether sent on S-band or Ku-band,
are routed to the onboard GPC through the network

signal processor (NSP) and associated FF MDM.
The GCIL takes commands for these systems from

the GPCs for ground commands or from the

appropriate panel for crew control.

With the exception of audio and UHF, each of the

communications systems has an associated

CONTROL switch with the positions PANEL and

CMD. When the switch is set to PANEL, the system
can be accessed by the crew using panel switches.

2.4-1
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¢ Turnaround tone ranging
sh 102 re Sey wo o channel: used to determineslant

range from a known point to the

0 S-BANDFM ccry orbiter. Tones are transmitted

trac || hae | = 7 |= a from the ground to the orbiter
= ae = . .

where they are “turned around”

and transmitted back to ground

OCHA(8) from the orbiter on a coherent RF

carrier. Slant range can be

Yj Y' Y Y computed from net total two-way

PANEU PANEU PANEU PANE phase delay of the major tone for

a COMMAND‘COMMAND= ae the “round trip.”
Y : v v

* Two-way Doppler tracking: used

to aid in tracking the orbiter. An

Sabie wipes Ku-BANDS-BANDFM cory RF carrier, of precisely known

‘sere ‘ete teal
pe pe

frequency, is transmitted to the

Ground Command Interface Logic

When the switch is set to CMD, control is by ground
command via GCIL. The locations and operations
of these switches are provided in the individual

communications systems discussions that follow.

NOTE

Because of the large number of distinct

elements of the Communications system,
a separate Operations subsection is not

included. Rather, this information is

provided within the separate element

discussions.

S-Band Phase Modulation

The S-band PM system provides two-way
communication between the orbiter and the ground,
either directly or througharelay satellite. It provides
communication channels for five functions:

* Command channel: used to send commands
from ground to orbiter.

* Voice channel(s): used for one-way and two-

Way voice communications between ground
and orbiter. One of the two voice channels
can be used for teleprinter si ignalsfrom ground
to orbiter.

Telemetry channel: carries real-time orbiter
and payload operational telemetry data to

ground.

orbiter.

A characteristic of RF signals in the

S-band range is that “line-of-sight” must exist

between transmitting and receiving antennas to

permit communications. With the availability of

the east and west TDRS, potential total S-band PM

support time using direct and relay links will be as

much as 80 percent of mission time. (For some

missions, vehicle attitude constraints imposed by
experiment requirements may cause the loss of

portions of that potential support time because the

required orbiter attitudes may at times be

incompatible with orbiter S-band PM quad antenna

patterns.)

A fully operational TDRS system provides east and
west satellites that are bothsupported by the WSGT

facility. The east and west satellites are

approximately 130degreesapart in geosynchronous
orbits. In the S-band mode, the TDRS single access

antenna is gimballed but does not automatically
track the orbiter. It is sequentially commanded by
the ground to follow the orbiter position. There is a

set of zones of exclusion where the orbiter, operating
at normal altitudes, will not be in line-of-sight with
either satellite.

S-Band Forward Link

The S-band forward link operates through the STDN
or TDRS. It is phase modulated on a center carrier

frequency of either 2,106.4 MHz (primary) or 2,041.9
MHz (secondary) for NASA. The two frequencies
would prevent interference if two users were in
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operation at the same time and

place, since one user could
select the high frequency, and
the other could select the low

frequency.

The forward link originates
from Mission Control through
the NASA STDN ground
stations used for launch, lift-off,
ascent, or landing, or through
the WSGT via the TDRS system
to the orbiter. The high data

rate is 72 kilobits per second,

consisting of two air-to-ground
voice channels at 32 kbps each

and one command channel at 8

kbps, two-way Doppler, and

two-way tone ranging. The low

data rate is 32 kbps, consisting
of one air-to-ground voice

channel at 24 kbps and one

command channel of 8 kbps,
two-way Doppler, and two-way

ranging. The two-way ranging
does not operate through the

TDRS.

S-Band Return Link

The S-band return link operates
through the STDN or TDRS. It

is phase modulated on a center

carrier frequency of 2,287.5
MHz (primary) or 2,217.5
MHz (secondary) for NASA.

The two frequencies prevent
interference if two users are in

operation at the same time and

place.

The S-band PM return link can

originate from one of two S-

band PM transponders aboard

the orbiter, each of which can

use one frequency, but not both

at the same time. The link

transmits the data through the

NASA STDN ground stations

used for launch, lift-off, ascent,

aa ovatuit)
or landing, or through the TDRS

a and TDRS system via the WSGT

S-Band PM System Interfacesand Data Flow to Mission Control.

2.4-3
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The high data rate of 192 kbps consists of two air-
to-groundvoice channels at 32 kbps each and one

telemetry link of 128 kbps, two-way Doppler, and

two-way ranging. The two-way Dopplerandtwo-
way ranging are operative only when in viewof the

NASA STDN ground stations at launch, lift-off,
ascent, or landing. The two-way rangingdoes not

operate with the TDRS.

The S-band return link low data rate of 96 kbps
consists of one air-to-ground voice channel at 32

kbps and one telemetry link at 64 kbps, two-way
Doppler, and two-way ranging. In this mode,

incomingsignalsflow directly to the transponder,
and outgoing signals go directly to the S-band

antenna switch without amplification. As noted,

the two-way Doppler and two-way ranging are used

in the same manner as in the high-data-rate mode.

Department of Defense Links

The Department of Defense S-band forward link is

phase modulated on a center carrier frequency of

either 1,831.8 MHz (primary) or 1,775.5 MHz

(secondary) from the Air Force Satellite Control

Facility (AFSCF) through its own ground stations.

It does not operate through the TDRS because the

S-band power amplifiers are not powered in the

AFSCF mode.

The Department of Defense S-band return link is

phase modulated on a center carrier frequency of

2,287.5 MHz (primary) or 2,217.5 MHz (secondary)
through the Air Force ground stations to the AFSCF

and also does not operate through the TDRS. The

two S-band return link frequencies also would

prevent interference if two users were in operation
at the same time.

S-Band PM Power Modes

S-band PM power modes are selected using the S-

BAND PM MODE rotary switch on panel AIL.

Selectable modes are SGLS, STDN LO and HI, and

TDRS DATA and RNG. In high power modes (TDRS
and STDN HI) incoming (received) signals from a

quad-selected antenna are directed through a

preamplifier before reaching the transponder.
Outgoing (transmit) signals are routed through a

power amplifier and the preamplifier assembly
diplexer after leaving the transponder en route to

an antenna. In low power modes (STDN LO and

SGLS), incoming signals flow from the antenna

directly to the transponder, and outgoing signals
go directly from the transponder to the selected
antenna without amplification.

S-Band PM Antennas

Four quadrant S-band PM antennas covered with a

reusable thermal protection system are located

approximately 90 degrees apart on the forward

fuselage outer skin of the orbiter. On the flight
deck viewed through the forward windows, the

quadrant antennas are to the upper right, lower

right, lower left, and upper left. These antennas are

the radiating elements for transmitting the S-band

PM return link and for receiving the S-band PM

forward link. Each quad antenna is a dual-beam

unit that can “look” forward or aft for both

transmission and reception without any physical
movement, effectively creating eight antennas for

the S-band PM system.

The antenna is selected automatically under GPC

control, by real-time command from the ground, or

manually by the flight crew using the S-BAND PM

ANTENNA rotary switch on panel C3. When the

switch is set to GPC, antenna selection is automatic,

SCOM 1.0
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and the antenna switching commands are sent to

the switch assembly through the payload
multiplexers/demultiplexers. | Other positions
selectable by the switch are LL FWD (lower left

forward), LL AFT (lower left aft), UL FWD (upper
left forward), UL AFT (upper left aft), UR FWD

(upper right forward), UR AFT (upper right aft), LR

FWD (lower right forward), and LR AFT (lower

right aft). Antenna selection is based on the

computed line of sight to the NASA STDN ground
station, the AFSCF ground station, or the TDRS in

2. SYSTEMS

2.4 Communications

view, depending on the orbiter communication

mode. The current antenna selection is shown on

the OPS 201 ANTENNA display. Also on the

display are related items such as the S-band ground
station in view, TDRS in line of sight, and whether

GPC antenna selection is enabled or inhibited.

GPC control can be inhibited to permit ground
control to select an antenna other than the one

currently selected by the GPC. The ground sends a
command load to inhibit GPC control and areal-

SBandPM

(of Upper Lett Quadrans |
Upper Lett

Antenna

TuokingForward, LANNEN\
:

Ne

WSs
=

‘S Band PM

Lower Lett Quadrant ¢
S

SBand Pat ;
Lowes ight Quadrant a

Lower Right
Antenna

LookingAtt

S-Band PM Antenna Locations

SAB SEPARATION -— ET SEPARATION — @Sawa an @

esa

S-BAND PM System Switches on Panel C3
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ANTENNAXX X DDD/HHMM:SS

aUBAND DDD/MHMM:SS

SIG STR +x

ad

ul i UR -90

eu

RDR ANG LL 9 UL

AUTO Xe SIG STR
MIN 2x

Xx XxXs

ROR THOLD Rees

FXD ‘3x XXX

VAR 4x

ANT. oF ANT

EL CMO] + XX. X
QUAD

ACT| +XX.XS XXS XXXS

AZ CMO} + XXX. X HEMI

ACT| + XXX
| xxs

a
= XXXK!

SCAN WARN XX MODE
F

ENA 5X DRS TORS

OVRO 6X XXXX XXX XXXK XXX STDN GPC

AUT oX | AUT 12X = XXX ANT CMD

SELFTEST 7X Ww 10x | W13X AUT 15X_ ENA 17X

1/O RESET E 11x € 14x NEXTI6X INH 18X

KU BXX
OVAD 19x

(xX)

ANTENNA Display

time command (RTC) to select the desired

antenna. GPC control is restored by sending a

load to enable the GPC mode. The crew can

perform the same functions by selecting the

ANTENNA display, executing Item 18 (GPC

INH), and then selecting the desired antenna by
RTC via keyboard. Using GPC OVRD (item 19),

the crew can force the S-band antenna management
software to the TDRS mode. An asterisk will be

displayed by item 19 while GPC override is in effect.

To restore GPC control, item 17 (GPC ENA) is

executed.

((reexrmno7 COMM/RCOR XX X DDD/HH:MM:SS-

S-BAND PM DDD/HH:MM:SS

XPNOD XXXS KU-BAND

MODE XXXXKS PATEMP + XxXS

SPO SPEC XXXS GMBLTEMP A + XXXS.

RANGING xxxs B+Xxxs

PREAMP XXXS GYRO TEMP 2 xs
| FREQ XXS ‘SPD SPEC XxXS

PWR AMPL CCTV

OPER XxXS CNTL UNIT xxxXS

| STBY Xxxs CAM OVER-TEMP XXXS

|
GCIL CONFIG XXXS

NSP

| FRSYNC 1 XXXS RECORDERS
2 xxxs OPS1 OPS2 PL

| FAIL SAFE XXXS MODE XXXXKS XXXXS XXXXS

DATA XMIT XXS TRK xxXS XXS XxxS

RCV XxxS oR XXXS = XXXS _XXXS

UL DATA XXS TAPE XXXS XXXS = XXXS

CODING XMIT XXxS TAPE = XXXK —XXKK —KXKK

RCV XXXS TEMP HKS  KXKS _XXXS
RCOR INPUT =XXXXS BITE XXS _XXS-XXS

(XX)

COMM/RCDR Display (DISP 76)

S-BAND PM PRE AMPL, PWR AMPL,

and XPNDR Switches on Panel A1L

Preamplifiers

The dual S-band preamplifier is used in the TDRS

and STDN HI modes for amplification. In TDRS

mode, the preamplifier is required full-time for the

forward link radio frequency because of the much

greater distance and, consequently, lower strength
signal from the TDRS to the orbiter (minimum of
about 22,300 miles) than from the STDN to the

orbiter (typically, slant ranges are in the low

hundreds of miles). The preamplifier is not used in

the SGLS or STDN LO modes. One of the two units

is used at a time, and the output of either unit can

be cross-strapped to feed either transponder. The

preamplifier provides an RF gain of about 25

decibels.

The PRE AMPL control switches are on panel A1L;

this function is generally under ground control. If

the S-BAND PM CONTROL switch on panel C3 is

set to PANEL, preamp 1 or 2 is selected, depending
on the position of the S-BAND PM PRE AMPL

switch on panel AIL. The COMM/RCDR display
(DISP 76) under OPS 201 shows preamp status and

frequency configuration (PREAMP and FREQ).

2.4-6
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Power Amplifiers

The S-band power amplifiers provide selectable

amplification of transponder RF output for STDN

HI and TDRS operational modes. The nominal

power gain is about 17 decibels. There are two

power amplifiers; one is used at a time, and the

input of either canbe interconnected with the output
of either transponder.

The power amplifiers use a traveling wave tube,

which hasa filament that must be warmed up before

high voltage is applied to the tube. A 140-second

timer provides the delay when the OPERATE mode

is selected from a cold start. With the system in

STANDBY, the filament is kept heated, ready for

“instant on” operation.

The PWR AMPL STANDBY and OPERATE switches

are on panel AIL; these functions are generally
under ground control. If the S-BAND PM

CONTROL switch on panel C3 is set to PANEL, the

switches on panel A1L establish power amplifier
configuration.

NOTE

Both the PWR AMPL STANDBY and

OPERATE switches should be in the same

position to avoid a reset of the 140-second
timer when the standby system is selected.

The COMM/RCDR display, DISP 76, also shows

poweramplifier status (PWR AMPL OPER, STBY).

Transponders

Two identical S-band PM transponders function as

multipurpose,multimode transmitter/receivers.

The transponder can simultaneously transmit and

receive, transmit only, or receive only. Only one

transponder operates at one time; the other is a

redundant backup. The selected transponder
transfers the forward link commands and voice to

the network signal processor and receives the return

link telemetry and voice from the network signal

processor.

The transponders may be cross-strapped.

Transponder 1 or 2maybeusedwith network signal

processor 1 or 2. The radio frequency sections of

either transponder can be used with either

preamplifierand power amplifier 1 or 2.

2. SYSTEMS

2.4 Communications

The selected transponders also provide a coherent

turnaround of the PM forward link and PM return

two-way Doppler and two-way tone ranging signals.
The two-way Doppler and two-way ranging signals
are operative when the orbiter is in view of the NASA

STDN ground stations at launch, lift-off, ascent, or

landing, or when it is in view of the AFSCF ground
stations. The two-way Doppler operates through
the TDRS, but the two-way ranging does not.

Two-way Doppler is used by ground stations to

track the orbiter. The S-band PM forward and return

links are directly proportional to the forward link

frequency (two-way Doppler). The S-band

transponder provides a coherent turnaround of the

forward link carrier frequency necessary for the two-

way Doppler data. The transponder operates only
when in view of the NASA STDN ground stations

during launch, lift-off, ascent, or landing, or in view

of the AFSCF ground stations. By measuring the

forward link and using return link frequencies

expected from the orbiter, the ground tracking

station can measure the double Doppler shift that

takes place and can calculate the radial velocity

(range rate) of the orbiter with respect to the ground
station. Because these links are PM, the S-band

carrier center frequency is not affected by the

modulating wave. It would be impossible to obtain

valid Doppler data of the S-band carrier center

frequency if it were affected by the modulating

technique.

The S-band transponder also provides a subcarrier
for two-way tone ranging. The transponder is used

to determine slant range from a known point to the

orbiter and operates only when in view of the NASA

STDNgroundstations during launch, lift-off, ascent,

or landing, or in view of the AFSCF ground stations.

This capability does not operate through the TDRS.

The ground station forward-links ranging tones at

1.7 MHz and computes vehicle slant range from the

time delay in receiving the return link 1.7-MHz tones

to determine the orbiter’s range. The orbiter’s
azimuth is determined from the grou nd station

antenna angles.

AC-band skin-tracking mode also is provided from

the ground station to track the orbiter and, again, is

used only in view of the NASA STDN ground station

associated with launch, lift-off, ascent or landing, or

in view of the AFSCF ground stations. This

capability does not operate through the TDRS.

2.4-7
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The S-BAND PM XPNDR switch is located

on panel A1L; this function is generally
handled by ground command via the GCIL.

If the S-BAND PM CONTROL switch on

panelC3 is set to PANEL, the XPNDR

selection is made from panel A1L.

The COMM/RCDR display, DISP 76 in

OPS 201, gives transponder status (XPND

and MODE).

Received S-band PM RF signal strength is

shown on the DC AMPS/SIG STR meter on

panel F9 when the rotary switch below the

meter is set to SIGNAL STRENGTH, and

on the SIGNAL STRENGTH indicator on

panel A1U when the switch to the left of

the indicator is set to S-BAND PM. Signal
strength is also shown on the OPS 201

ANTENNA DISPLAY (SIG STR); however,

during launch and landing, the display is

not available.

NOTE

The panels F9 and A1U signal
strength indications come from

the transponder receiver, whereas

OPS 201 ANTENNA display
signal strength comes from OI

MDM3data.

Network Signal Processors

The two onboard network signal
processors (NSPs) receive commands
(forward link) and transmit telemetrydata
(return link) to the selected S-band

transponder. Only one signal processor
operates at a time; the other provides a

redundant backup. The selected

Processor receives one or two analog voice
channels from the onboard audio central
control unit, depending on whether one

(in the low-data-rate mode) or both (in
the high-data-rate mode) of the air-to-

ground channels are being used. Both
voice channels are downlinked only if the
NSP is high data rate on both forward
and return links. It converts them to

digital voice signals, time-division-
multiplexesthem with the telemetryfrom
the pulse code modulation master unit,

SCOM 1.0
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routing/processing modes are controlled by the
NETWORK SIG PROC switches on panel A1L.

NOTE

py,DATAIPATeth ELEN The NSP can also route return link
re aS (telemetry and voice) and receive forward

link (commands and voice) via the Ku-band

system.

PCM

MU eS

Communications Security

Communications security (COMSEC) equipment
provides the capability for encryption/decryption
of operational data aboard the orbiter. The
COMSEC equipment works with the NSPs to

provide selectable transmit, receive, and record

combinations under NSP mode control.

t
f
i
a

The NSP routes data of the indicated type through
the COMSEC encryptor or decryptor as appropriate
if “ENC” and gets the data back from the COMSEC

a 5
OFF ~SELEC BYP;

Sueeeeeeeed line-replaceable unit encrypted/decrypted; if

“CLR”, the indicated data are handled directly by
the NSP, and the COMSEC is bypassed.

NETWORK SIG PROC and ENCRYPTION

Switches on PanelA1L The three ENCRYPTION switches on panel A1L

e provide power and routing control for encrypted
through the NSP.

and sends the composite signal
Gatatroush he

to the S-band PM transponder
for transmission on the return

link. On the forward S-band PM

link, the NSP does just the
NSP/COMSEC Link Functions

reverse. It receives the NSP ENCRYPTION Switch MODES Linkfunction
composite signal from the S-

a Rarareree wae attjecor ata Encryp'
band transponder and outputs (000) Sranemiied Dara Enchpeed
it as either one or two analog Received Data Encrypted

voice signals to the audio central

control unit. The composite
forward link also has ground
commands that the NSP decodes

SELECT RCV Recorded Data Clear (unencrypted)
**

and sends through the FF MDMs (NASA) Transmitted Data Clear (unencrypted)

(nominally NSP 1 to FF 1and Received DataEncrypted

NSP 2 to FF 3) to the onboard
as er Ae, Gaara

computers, which route the

commands to the intended

TR Recorded Data Clear (unencrypted)
**

Transmitted Data Encrypted
Received Data Encrypted

Transmitted Data Clear (unencrypted)
Received Data Clear (unencrypted)

onboard systems. The NSP data

** HOR only.

*

Data rate determined by NSP downlink DATA RATE switch.

2.4-9
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PAYLOAD RECORDER

ba PANELCONTROL MODE

©)' =a a

S-BAND FM Switches on Panel AIR N

S-Band Frequency Modulation

The S-band FM system cannot receive information;
itisused to downlink data from up to seven different

sources, one at a time, directly to the ground when

there isa line of sight between the orbiter and STDN

or Air Force ground stations. The S-band FM return

link can originate from two S-band transmitters

aboard the orbiter. Both transmitters are tuned to

2,250 MHz. The S-band FM return link can be

transmitted simultaneously with the S-band PM

return link to the STDN ground station or Mission
Control or to the Air Force ground station. The S-
band FM returm link does not operate through the
TDRS system.

Controls for the S-band FM system are on panel
A1R. Control of status and configuration of
electronic elements of the system can be either by
panel switches or GCIL, depending on whether the
CONTROL switch is set to COMMAND or PANEL.
Set to PANEL, the switch allows rotary switch
selection of the DATA SOURCE.

The FM signal processor is commanded to select
one of seven sources for output to the S-band FM
transmitter, which transmits it to the S-band FM
return link through the STDN ground station used

for launch, lift-off, ascent, or landing, or the DOD

AFSCF ground station. Depending on the setting of

the DATA SOURCE switch, the S-band FM return

link transfers:

Real-time SSME data from the engine interface

units during launch at 60 kbps each (ME)

© Real-time video (TV)

© Operations recorder dumps of high- or low-

data-rate telemetry at 1,024 kbps (OPS RCDR)

* Payload recorder at 25.5 kbps or 1,024 kbps
(PL RCDR)

¢ Payload analog at 300 hertz or 4 MHz (PL

ANLG)

* Payload digital data at 200 bps or 5 Mbps (PL

DIGITAL)

© DOD data at 16 kbps or 256 kbps in real time

or 128 kbps or 1,024 kbps of playback (DOD).

Only one of the two FM signal processors is used at

a time. FM signal processor 1 interfaces with FM

transmitter 1, and FM signal processor 2 interfaces

with FM transmitter 2. The transmitters and

processors cannot be cross-strapped.

S-Band FM Antennas

Two hemispherical S-band FM antennas covered

with a reusable thermal protection system are

located on the forward fuselage outer skin of the

orbiter approximately 180 degrees apart. On the

flight deck, the hemispherical antennas are above

the head (upper) and below the feet (lower) and

radiate the S-band FM return link.

The S-band antenna switch assembly provides the

signal switching among the two S-band FM

transmitters and either of the two hemispherical
antennas. The proper antenna is selected

automatically by onboard or real-time command

from the ground, computer control, or manual flight
crew selection using the S-BAND FM XMTR UPPER,
RCVR LOWER switch on panel A1R. In the GPC
mode, the onboard SM computer selects the proper
hemispherical antenna to be used whenever an S-
band FM transmitter is active. Theantennaselection
is based on the computed line of sight to the NASA
STDN ground station used forlaunch, lift-off, ascent,
or landing, or the AFSCF ground stations.

2.4-10
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The basic difference between the
Top 3 quadrant and hemispherical

antennas is that the hemispherical
~ antennas have a larger beamwidth,

= oI SeedTW whereas the quadrant antennas

YM havea higherantenna gain. The

hemispherical antennas are so

named because there are two of

them, one on the top of the orbiter

and one on the bottom.

The hemi antenna switch has a port
that can route RF television from
the astronaut’s extravehicular

mobility unit (EMU) to the orbiter’s

closed-circuit television system. An

extravehicular mobility TVunit can

transmit television on one hemi

antenna/antenna switch path to the

orbiter while the S-band FM system
is routing FM downlink telemetry to ground on the

other hemi antenna/antenna switch path. This

requires an EMU TV receiver that is manifested for

S-Band FM Antenna Locations

specific flights.
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Ku-Band Communications System

Ku-Band System

The Ku-band system operates between 15,250 MHz
and 17,250 MHz. The Ku-band carrier frequencies
are 13,755 GHz from the TDRS to the orbiter and
15,003 GHz from the orbiter to the TDRS. The Ku-
band antenna is located in the payload bay. After
the payload bay doors are opened, the Ku-band
antenna is deployed. Once the antenna is deployed,the system can be used to transmit information to
and receive information from the ground through
the TDRS. The Ku-band antenna can also be usedas a radarsystemfor target trackingobjects in space,
but it cannot be used simultaneously for Ku-band
communications and radar operations.

When the Ku-band antenna is deployed and
activated in the communications mode, the NSP
directs the return link data stream to both the Ku-

band signal processor and the S-band transponder.
The forward link is only accepted by the NSP from
the Ku-band signal processor or the S-band

transponder. This depends on whether S-band or

Ku-band has been selected either by the ground or

by the NETWORK SIG PROC UPLINK DATA switch
on panel A1L. For Ku-band, the return link data
stream from the network signal processor is directed

through the Ku-band signal processor and antenna
to the TDRS in view, to the TDRS system WSGT,
and to Mission Control. The process is reversed for
the Ku-band forward link. If the Ku-band forward
link is lost, and the ground has enabled the fail-
safe, the system reverts to S-band. It is possible to

run the downlink through the Ku-band and the
forward link through the S-band, and vice versa.

The Ku-band system return link consists of channel
1, modes 1 and 2, plus one channel 2, modes 1 and
2, and one channel 3. Channel 1, modes 1 and 2
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consists of 192 kbps of

operational data (128 kbps of

operational data telemetry and

payload interleaver plus two

air-to-ground voice links at 32

kbps each) plus one of the

following selections from
channel 2, modes 1 and 2: (1)
Payload digital data from 16

kbps to 2 Mbps, (2) payload
digital data from 16 kbps to 2

Mbps, (3) operations recorder

playback from 60 kbps to 1,024

kbps, or (4) payload recorder

playback from 25.5 kbps to

1,024 kbps. It also includes one

of the following from channel
3: mode 1 attached payload
digital data (real-time or

playback) from 2 Mbps to 50

Payload Bay

Ku-Band DeployedAssemblyLocation
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Mbps, mode 2 television (color or black and white)

composite video, or mode 2 real-time attached

payload digital data or payload analog data.

The Ku-band system forward link consists of amode
land 2 through the TDRS in view. Mode 1 consists
of 72-kbps data (two air-to-ground voice streams at

32 kbps each and 8 kbps of command), 128-kbps
text and graphics system (used in place of the

teleprinter), and 16-kbps synchronization. Mode 2
consists of 72-kbps operational data (two air-to-

ground voice streams at 32 kbps each and 8 kbps of
command).

The Ku-band system can handle greater quantities
of data than the S-band systems. It transmits three

channels of data, one of which is the same

interleaved voice and telemetry processed by the S-
band PM system. Two of the seven possible sources
of information sent on the other two channels are:

payload analog, payload digital, payload interleaver
bent-pipe,payload recorder, Operations recorders,
television, and Spacelab (if flown). Data sources
are selectable by two KU SIG PROC rotary switches
on panel A1U, one for HIGH DATA RATE and one
for LOW DATA RATE.

KU-BAND Controls on Panel A1U N

The three channels of data are sent to the Ku-band

signal processor to be interleaved. This signal then

goes to the onboard deployed electronics assembly,
which contains the transmitter, to be transmitted to

the TDRS through the Ku-band antenna.

Three modes can be selected by the MODE switch

on panel A1U. In the COMM (communications)

mode, incoming signals go through an internal
,

electronics assembly (EA1) to the Ku-band signal
processor, which processes and routes Ku-band
data. Voice and commands are sent to the network

signal processor. A separate output from the Ku-

band signal processor is directed to the text and

graphics system or the payload system if the Ku-
band uplink is in the high data rate mode. In the
RDR COOP and RDR PASSIVE modes, incoming
signals are routed from the deployed electronics

assembly to EA2, the radar signal processor. The

signal is processed to provide target angle, angle
rate, range, and range rate information. This status

information is then routed to EA1 to be used for

target tracking.
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Ku-Band Deployed Assembly

The Ku-band deployed assembly provides the

interface with the TDRS when there is a line of sight
between the orbiter and TDRS. The assembly is

mounted on the starboard sill longeron in the

payload bay. The deployed assembly consists of a

two-axis, gimbal-mounted, high-gain antenna, an

integral gyro assembly, and a radio frequency
electronics box. The gimbal motors position the

Ku-band antenna, and rate sensors determine how

fast the antenna is moving. The Ku-band deployed
antenna assembly is 7 feet long and 1 foot wide

when stowed in the payload bay. The graphite
epoxy parabolic antenna dish is 3 feet in diameter.

The deployed antenna assembly weighs 180 pounds.
The weight of the entire system is 304 pounds.

The antenna dish is edge-mounted on a two-axis

gimbal. The alpha gimbal provides a 360-degree
roll movementaroundthe poleoraxis of the gimbal.
The beta gimbal provides a 162-degree pitch
movement around its axis. The alpha gimbal has a

stop at the lower part of its movement to prevent

wraparound of the beta gimbal control cable. Since

the beta gimbal has only a 162-degree movement,

there is a 4-degree non-coverage zone outboard

around the pole and a 32-degree non-coverage zone

toward the payload bay.

The antenna can be steered in several selectable

modes under manual control by the flight crew

using panel A1U or automatically by the SM

software. The KU BAND CONTROL switch on panel
A1U selects COMMAND (control by GCIL or

keyboard commands) or PANEL (crew control by
panel switches and selectors). With the switch in

PANEL, the antenna steering mode can be selected

using the rotary switch on the left side of the panel.
The switch positions are GPC (GPC pointing and

auto track), GPC DESIG (GPC pointing only), AUTO

TRACK (manual pointingandauto track), and MAN

SLEW (manual pointing only).

At times, the Ku-band system, in view of a TDRS, is

interrupted because the orbiter blocks the Ku-band

antenna’s view to the TDRS or because orbiter

attitude requirements or payloads’ radiation

sensitivities prohibit its use. In addition, the Ku-

band antenna beta cabling may periodically require

positioning to ensure that it does not become twisted
in a way that could cause the antenna to bind.
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cane a

Ku-Band Antenna Deployment and Stowage

When the Shuttle reaches orbit, before the Ku-band

antenna is deployed, the KU ANT HTR circuit

breaker on panel R15 is closed to energize
thermostatically controlled heaters for the deployed
electronics assembly, gimbals, and antenna

assembly. During Ku-band activation, the KU ELEC
and KU SIG PROCcircuitbreakerson panel R15 are

closed. (There is also a CABLE HTR circuit breaker
on panel R15. The Ku-band system was originally
designed to have a cable heater, but it was never

installed. Therefore, this circuit breaker is always
left open.) These circuit breakers provide electrical

power to the Ku-band electronic elements,
electronics assemblies 1 and 2, the signal processor
assembly, and Ku-band portions of panels A1U and
A2. Actual deployment involves the KU ANTENNA
controls and associated talkback on panel R13L.
The antenna is locked in the stowed position to
clear the adjacent payload bay doors and radiators
when they are closed or moving.

Twenty-three seconds are normally required to

deploy or stow the assembly. In the deployed
position, the assembly forms a 67-degree angle with
the orbiter X axis. Activating the Ku electronics
and taking the KU BAND POWER switch on panelA1U to ON frees the antenna gimbals by removingthe gimbal locking pins. The beginning of stow
Operations contains approximately 30 seconds of
gimbal lock sequencing before assembly stow
begins.

KU Circuit Breakers on Panel R15

The Ku-band antenna must be stowed before the

orbiter payload bay doors are closed in preparation
for entry. This is done by setting the KU ANTENNA

three-position switch on panel R13L to the STOW

position. If the assembly does not respond to normal
stow operations, the KU ANTENNA DIRECT STOW

switch on panel R13L is used. Setting this switch to

ON bypasses the normal stow control sequences
and causes the assembly to be driven inside the

oe
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KU ANTENNA Switches and Talkback
on Panel R13L
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payload bay. The KU ANTENNA DIRECT STOW
switch procedure is only used if locking of thealphaand beta antenna gimbals is successful in their stow

position, because entry with antenna gimbals
unlocked may cause unacceptable damage. DIRECT
STOW merely positions the entire deployed
assembly inside the payload bay and does not affect

gimbal locking.

If neither the normal stow nor the DIRECT STOW
can position the assembly inside the payload bay,

i ere aE
2. SYSTEMS
2.4 Communications

the assembly can be jettisoned. To jettison the

deployed assembly, the crew closes the MN A and
MN C PYROJETT SYS Aand SYS B KUANTcircuit
breakers on panel ML86B to provide redundant

jettison power. The crew then activates the PYRO
KU ANT ARM and JETT switches on panel A14,
which causes a guillotine to cut the cables to the

deployed assembly and releases a clamp holding it
to the pivot assembly. The separation point is
between the assembly and deployment mechanism
about 20 inches above the sill longeron. No ejective
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Forward Fuselage
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Ku-Band Antenna Jettison Separation

force is imparted; the assembly is merely cut loose,
and the orbiter maneuvers away fromit. The jettison
operation takes approximately 4 seconds.

Ku-Band Rendezvous Radar

The orbiter Ku-band system includes a rendezvous

radar that skin-tracks satellites or payloads in orbit.

For large payloads that must be carried into orbit

one section at a time, the orbiter will rendezvous

with the payload segment currently in orbit to add
on the next section. The gimballing of the Ku-band
antenna permits it to conduct a radar search for

space hardware. The Ku-band system is first given
the general location of the hardware by the orbiter

computer; then the antenna makes a spiral scan of
the area to pinpoint the target (in GPC mode).

Radar may also be used to search for space hardware

using a wide spiral scan of up to 60 degrees. Objects
may be detected by reflecting the radar beam off
the surface of the target (RDR PASSIVE MODE) or

by using the radar to trigger a transponder beacon
on the target (RDR COOP MODE). These modes
are selectable using the KU BAND MODE switch
on panel A1U.

Duringa rendezvous operation, the radar system is
used as a sensor that provides target angle, angle
Tate, and range rate information for updating the
rendezvous navigation data. The operation is
similar to using the crew optical alignment sight or
Star trackers, except that the radar provides rangedata in addition to angle data. Angle tracking

maintains appropriate antenna

pointing to keep the target within the
antenna beam. Range tracking is

accomplished by electronically
measuring the time between a

transmitted pulse and a return pulse
from the target. The return pulse may

be reflected from a passive (skin-

tracked) target or cooperative target
transmitter that is triggered by the

radar-initiated pulse. The latter

provides a longer range capability.

Angle tracking can be accomplished
in two ways: computer or manual

designations or automatic (auto)

servo. During manual or computer-
designated tracking, the antenna beam

angle is positioned by services external to the Ku-

band system. Computer tracking provides
designated angle data based on combined target
and orbiter state vector information. Manual

tracking applies manually initiated rates to the

antenna control system from switches at the orbiter

aft flight deck station.

Automatic angle tracking applies error rates to the

antenna control system from a receiving station that

measures the target position relative to the antenna

beam center. This closed-loop servosystem, internal

to the Ku-band system, ignores external computer
or manual designations. It is the only angle tracking
mode that provides angle data for updating
navigation data.

Range tracking is always automatic, although
computer-designated ranges are applied to the Ku-
band system until automatic tracking is achieved.
In the automatic tracking mode, the Ku-band system
provides actual antenna angle, angle rate, range,
and range rate data through an MDM for
rendezvous and proximity operations. Data routed
to the indicators on panel A2 represent hard-wired

azimuth, elevation, range, and range rate

information, which is not processed by the GPCs.

The Ku-band radar system has four steering modes
for locating and tracking a target: (1) crew-

controlled, (2) automatic, (3) manual antenna

steering, with programmed spiral search routines
for angular acquisition, and (4) range tracking
(previouslymentioned). In addition, there are two
antenna stabilization modes.
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Beforeany radar mode is used, the orbiter is

normally maneuvered to an attitude with the minus
Zaxis pointing at the GPC-calculated target location.
Inall modes, therefore, the radar antenna is normally
maneuvered around the minus Z axis.

The Ku-band system provides for antenna steering
modes, each with a different combination of

capabilities for acquiring and trackinga target: GPC,
GPC DESIG, AUTO TRACK, and MAN SLEW. All

are mutually exclusive and crew selectable using
the rotary switch on panel A1U.

The GPC mode is fully automatic in all phases of

target acquisition. Two GPC CRT commands are

required before this mode can be initiated. One
CRT command enables target position data to be

routed from the GNC to the SM antenna

Management program through the intercomputer
data bus. The antenna management program
converts the target position to antenna pointing
angles and estimated orbiter-to-target range data.

Another CRT command enables the antenna

management program to send designated antenna

pointing and range data to the Ku-band system
through the payload 1 data bus and the payload
forward 1 MDM.

When the GPC mode is selected, the antenna points
to the commanded angles and adjusts the ranging
system to the specified range. If a receive signal is

detected, the automatic closed-loop system tracks

the target in angles and range and provides data for

the SM and GNC computers and panel displays. If

the target is not detected, the antenna is

automatically commanded to search around the

designated point. The antenna is inertially stabilized

during the search operation.

The GPC DESIG mode provides the same designated
pointing as the GPC mode without angle search or

angle-tracking capabilities. No closed-loop angle
tracking is provided. The designated angles are

updated every 2 seconds. Range search and tracking
are automatic. The antenna may be either inertially
or body stabilized.

The AUTO TRACK mode begins with manual

antenna control, including a manually initiated

search and inertial stabilization during the target

acquisition phase. Once the target is detected,

2. SYSTEMS
2.4 Communications

automatic angle and range tracking is initiated and
manual control is inhibited until auto tracking is
broken.

The MAN SLEW mode allows manual control of
antenna movement with maximum automatic range
search. Once the target is detected, an automatic

range track is initiated, but angles are still under
manual control. No angle search is available in this
mode.

The SEARCH mode, selected by a switch on panel
A1U, involves a programmed antenna movement

that causes the radar beam to describe a spiral
pattern startingat the designated angles. Thebeam
angle spirals out to a maximum of 30 degrees from
the designated angle. In the GPC steering mode,
the variation of the maximum angle of search from
the designated point is inversely proportional to

designated range. The smallest search spirals
outward to a maximum of 6.2 degrees from the

designated point for ranges from 145 to 300 nautical

miles. At minimum ranges (0 to 8 nautical miles),
the spiral search is the maximum 30 degrees from

the designated point. If the antenna drive system
detects but overshoots the target during a spiral
search, a miniscan program is automatically initiated

near the point of detection. The miniscan searches

to a maximum of 9 degrees from the starting point
in 1 minute. In the auto track steering mode, only
the manually initiated main 30-degree scan is

available.

In addition to angle search, the Ku-band system

provides a range search. The process includes

electronically varying the timing within the range

system until it coincides with the time interval

between the transmitted and received radar pulses.
Once the intervals coincide, radar tracking is

established, and the range data output represents
the range between the target and the orbiter. The

crew can read the range and range rate values as

panel and CRT parameters.

The crew is provided with two controls associated
with range. Transmitter power output is

automatically varied in proportion to range when a

target is being tracked to keep the return signal
relatively constant, regardless of range. If, however,

the track is lost, and the range system begins to

search, the transmitter may transmit maximum
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power during the search. The crew can limit the

maximum transmitter power by using an aft station

anel control. The other control is a CRT command

that limits the range search in GPC steering mode

to 2,400 feet.

The Ku-band system has body and inertial antenna

stabilization modes. When the body is stabilized,
the antenna beam remains ina fixed relationship to

the orbiter X, Y, and Z axes during orbiter attitude
changes. When the system is inertially stabilized,

the antenna beam remains aligned to a point in

inertial space, regardlessof the orbiter attitude

changes. Both of these modes are effective only

when the radar angle-trackingsystem is not tracking

a target. In the target angle-trackingmode, the

system aligns the antenna beam to the target, and

antenna movement is independent of orbiter

attitude changes.

ground through Ku-band. This method of

transmission, referred to as bent-pipe telemetry,
means that no onboard signal processing occurs

before the telemetry is sent to the Ku-band system.

Payload telemetry can go directly to the S-band FM

or Ku-band systems for transmission to the ground,
payload analog, or payload digital, to the payload
recorder for later transmission, or to the payload
data interleaver to be interleaved with other payload
data. The system also processes commands and

provides payload telemetry to the pulse code

modulation master unit (PCMMU), where the data

can be accessed for display on various payload-
related controls and displays.

The S-band payload antenna is located on the top

of the outer skin of the orbiter’s forward fuselage,

just aft of the upper hemispherical antenna. The
payload antenna is covered with reusable thermal

Each antenna steering mode, except the

designate mode, has a_ specific
stabilization mode. The designate mode

selects either body or inertial stabilization

on the basis of a real-time GPC command

(not available to the crew). Since the

designate mode provides range tracking
only, inertial stabilization is effective

during target tracking.

Payload Communication System

The payload communication system is

used to transfer information between the

orbiter and its payload or payloads. It

supports hardline and radio frequency
communications with a variety of

payloads. The system is used to activate,
check out, and deactivate attached and

detached payloads.

Communication with an attached payload
takes place through the payload patch
panel at the crew compartment flightdeck
aft station, which is connected to external

equipment with internal systems. From
this panel, the attached payload telemetry
can take different paths. All command
and telemetry signals that meet the

payload communication system
specifications can be processed on board.
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protection system. This antenna is used as the

radiating element for S-band transmission and

reception to and from the orbiter to detached

payloads through the forward and return links.

Communication problems involving antenna

position relative to payload position are not evident

while the payload is within a half mile of the orbiter.

However, to maintain good communication with

the orbiter from distances of several miles, the

payload must be within an 80-degree beamwidth

(with reference to the minus Z axis) of the orbiter’s

payload interrogator antenna. The boundary of the

80-degree beamwidth is the 3-decibel point (or half-

power point), which must be considered during
communication with deployed payloads. This

constraint is normally satisfied by the payload
deployment and retrieval process.

The basic elements in the payload communication

system are the payload interrogator, payload signal
processor, communication interface unit, payload
data interleaver, pulse code modulation master unit,

and payload recorder. These elements are in the

forward avionics bay. Commands to the payload
communication system are routed through
payload MDMs 1 and 2, although these MDMs are

also used for orbiter commanding. Status and

control of payload communication systems can also

be accessed by the PCMMU/PL COMM display
(SPEC 62).

XX x DOD/HHIMMISS
(

XxXxXxX/062/ PCMMU/PL COMM

SM COM BUFF Xxx DOD/HHIMM ISS
PCM Pol

BITE WORD XXxXxx 1/0 RESET BXx

FMT | BITE WORD Xxxx

SEL FXD 1xS | 9 SEL DECOM x

PcM 2xS 10 SEL_FMT xxx

PGM ID 64 Xxx LOAD 11 XXxx

128 Xxx

3 SEL_10 xxx

COAD 4 Xxxx

| LOAD 13
|

DECOM INPUT FMT

i x XxS

1/0 RESET co x xxS

PCM SXX 3 x XxS
4 x xxS |

| S-FPM xxx |
PSP PL_INTRG DECOM ENA |

1/0 RESET 1 CHANNEL XXXS FOA 1 14x |

PSP1 6XxX 2 CHANNEL XXXS. 2 15x |

PSP2 7X PHASE LOCK XXXS. 3 16x |

SYNC __BIT XXxS ERR tXxS 4 17x

FRAME XXX5  XMIT PWR XX«XXS

PL SIG STR XeXxS 18 TFL GPC SEL x

Ox )

LOAD XXXX XXXX

PCMMU/PL COMM Display (SPEC 62)
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Payload Interrogator

Detached payloads communicate with the orbiter

onan RF signal through the payload antenna by the

payload interrogator. The payload interrogator isa

transmitter/receiver/transponder unit that

provides full duplex RF communications between

the orbiter and a detached payload. It transmits

commands to and receives telemetry from NASA-

or DOD-compatible payloads through the payload
antenna. Payload interrogator controls are located

on panel A1L.

The main carrier frequency of the detached payload
telemetry is demodulated by the payload
interrogator. The telemetry is routed directly to the

Ku-band system for transmission to the ground
(bent-pipe telemetry) and to the payload signal
processor. The payload signal processor
demodulates the telemetry from the subcarrier and

sends it to the payload data interleaver to be

interleaved with other payload data. Hardline

payload commandsare routed through the payload
signal processor and then output through the

payload patch panel directly to an attached payload.
Detached RF commands are routed through the

payload signal processor and then through the

payload interrogator for transmission to the payload
through the payload antenna.

The payload interrogator receiver automatically

sweeps to acquire and track an unmodulated or

modulated RF signal. Payload interrogator

telemetry is available through the operational
instrumentation MDM to verify signal strength and

frequency lock.

When the payload outputs a data rate that is not

compatible with the payload signal processor or

communication interface unit, payload telemetry is

sent to the payload signal processor for processing
before being routed to the payload data interleaver.

Payload Signal Processor

The payload signal processor is the RFandhardline

command interface between the ground or flight
crew and the payload. It is alsoa detached payload

telemetry interface to the payload data interleaver.

The payload signal processor is controlled by the

PSP CMD OUTPUTswitchon panel A1L.
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Communication Interface Unit

The communication interface unit sometimes

replaces the payload signal processor. The payload
signalprocessor may be retained to act asa backup.
The communication interface unit is commonly used

with the Inertial Upper Stage, although it may be

used with other payloads compatible with SGLS.

The communication interface unit interfaces

indirectly with the payloaddata interleaver through
the patch panel because the communication interface

unit is treated as an attached payload accessed

through a patch panel input of the payload data

interleaver. The payload signal processor is hard-

wired directly to the payload data interleaver. This

provides a command and telemetry path between

the orbiter guidance, navigation, and control, GPC,
and an SGLS-compatible payload or between the

flight crew and an SGLS-compatiblepayload. The

communication interface unit passes commands and

telemetry to either attached or detached payloads.
COMMUNICATION INTERFACE UNIT controls are

Payload Data Interleaver

In the NASA mission configuration, the payload
patch panel interfaces attached payloads to the

payload data interleaver (PDI). Attached payloads
are wired to specific input channels of the PDI via

the payload patch panel during prelaunch activities.

When the PDI is reconfigured by the flight crew,

programming procedures include assigning inputs
in the payload data interleaver to one of four

decommutators.

The PDI allows the payload communication system
to interface with the rest of the orbiter

communication system and computers. It receives

up to six different inputs from attached or detached

payloads and one ground support equipment input.
For missions using the payload signal processor, a

maximum of five attached payloads can be

accommodated on inputs 1 through 5. Input 6 is

reserved for detached payload telemetry using the

RF link through the payload signal processor. For

missions using the communication interface unit,on panel L11.

COMMUNICATION INTERFACE UNIT

°
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COMMUNICATION INTERFACE UNIT Controls on Panel L11
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all data, attached or detached, are routed through
input 5. The PDI has four decommutators that can

Process up to four payload data streams. The PDI

ships the payload telemetry to the PCMMU, where
it can be accessed by the SM GPC for display, and
combined with orbiter telemetry for transmission
to the ground. The PL DATA INTLVR POWER
switch is on panel A1L.

Ultrahigh Frequency System

The UHF system is used as a backup for the S-band
PM and Ku-band voice communications, primarily
during EVA. For communications with the STDN
or SGLS ground stations, the UHF system operates
in a simplex mode, which means that the orbiter

flight crew can transmit or receive, but cannot do
both simultaneously. The UHF system may also be
used for air traffic control and two-way voice with

chase aircraft during landing operations.

The UHF transceiver takes the voice signal from

the audio central control unit and routes it through
the external UHF antenna on the bottom of the

2. SYSTEMS
2.4 Communications

orbiter forward fuselage for transmission to the

ground station. The incoming UHF signal goes
through the external antenna to the UHF transceiver,
which demodulates it and routes it as an audio

signal it to the audio central control unit for
distribution in the orbiter.

UHF configuration is controlled through three two-

position toggle switches on panel 06 labeled XMIT

FREQ, SPLX PWR AMPL, and SQUELCH. The
XMIT FREQ switch selects one of the two UHF

frequencies, 296.8 MHz primary or 259.7 MHz

secondary, for external transmission. The SPLX
PWR AMPL switch enables or inhibits the UHF

power amplifier circuit. When the switch is

positioned to ON, the UHF system transmits 10
watts of power through the antenna. When the
switch is positioned to OFF, the power transmission
is reduced to 0.25 watts by bypassing the power

amplifier circuit. (An airlock antenna is used by
EVA astronauts in extravehicular mobility units to

check out their transceivers before exiting the

airlock.) The SQUELCH switch permits ON or OFF

selection of UHF squelch.
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Note2 — Maybeeither AG-1,A/G-2,or A/A
4 e
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UHF System Controls on Panel 06

A five-position UHF MODE rotary switch on panel
06 activates power to the UHF transceiver and

selects any of the following modes of UHF

transmission. When the rotary switch ispositioned
to EVA, EVA transmissions are made on one

frequency selected by the XMIT FREQ switch, and

the message is received on two other frequencies.
The OFF position removes all electrical power.

When the rotary switch is positioned to SPLX,

transmission and reception are both on the

frequency selected by the XMIT FREQ switch.

Positioned to SPLX + G RCV, transmission and

reception are the same as in simplex except that
reception of the UHF guard (emergency)frequency
(243.0 MHz) also is possible. In the G T/R position,
transmission and reception are both on the UHF

guard (emergency) frequency.

Three two-position UHF toggle switches located on

the bottom of the AUDIO CENTER portion of panel
A1R control routing of audio from the audio central

control unit to the UHF transceiver. The switches

are labeled T/R for transmit/receive, OFF for
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blocking UHF audio to or from the UHF transceiver,
AIG for the air-to-ground channels, and A/A for the ‘

air-to-air channel.

For normal EVA operations, the orbiter transmits

296.8 MHz and receives 259.7 MHz and 279.0 MHz.

The EVA astronauts are transmitting voice and

biomedical /suit data on their respective frequencies.
The astronaut configured for mode A transmits on

259.7 MHz. The astronaut configured for mode B

transmits on 279.0 MHz. Each of the two EVA

astronauts receives the other on the respective
transmitted frequencies. Every 2 minutes,

biomedical data are replaced with suit telemetry
data for 15 seconds. EVA conversations are routed

to Mission Control via the S-band PM or Ku-band

system on A/G 1 or A/G 2, depending on the

configuration of the UHF A/G 1 and A/G 2 switches

on panel A1R. Asa backup procedure only when

the orbiter is over a UHF ground station, the EVA

astronauts, orbiter, and ground can switch to the

259.7-MHz UHF, simplex.

2. SYSTEMS

2.4 Communications

The UHF system may be used after entry during
the approach and landing phase of the mission.

UHF air-to-ground voice communications may take

place between the orbiter, the landing site control

tower, and chase planes (if used).

Audio Distribution System

The audio distribution system gathers audio signals
from multiple sources and routes them throughout
the orbiter. It provides the means by which crew

members communicate with each other and with

external locations, such as Mission Control, through
the S-band PM, Ku-band, and UHF systems. It also

interfaces with the caution and warning system for

reception of C/W (tone) signals and with the three

tactical air navigation (TACAN) sets for monitoring
the TACAN audio identification codes. The network

signal processor supplies S-band and Ku-band

signals to the audio system for transmission and/

or reception at various flight crew stations in the

spacecraft. The audio distribution system routes

TACAN
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audio signals to an on-board Spacelab module,

docking ring, operations recorder, payload bay
stations, and the video distribution system under

control of switches on panel A1R.

The major elements of the audio distribution system
include:

1. Audio central control unit (ACCU) — acts as

central “switchboard” to gather and route

audio signals throughout the orbiter; internally
redundant line-replaceableunit.

2. Audio terminal unit (ATU) —control panels at

crew stations that permit crewmembers to

select audio talk/listen buses and to control

external/internal communication keying
modes and listen volume levels.

3. Speaker/microphone unit (SMU) - two wall-

mounted, two-way units with associated

controls for adjustment of microphone
sensitivity, speaker volume, and microphone
keying.

4. Audio center panel - control center for

extending audio buses to docking ring,
Spacelab, payload bay outlets, video

distribution system, and the UHF system, and
for selecting up to two voice signals for

recording on the operations recorder.

5. Loose communications equipment -

miscellaneous small, stowable items such as

the headset interface unit (HIU), headset/
helmet cables, and wireless crew

communications unit (WCCU).

6. Crew communications umbilical (CCU) jack -—

individual panel-mounted jacks at crew

Stations where mating headset plugs give the
crew access to audio buses. At each CCU
location is an associated ON/OFF switch to
control power to the headset interface unit or

ite communications unit utilizing that
jack.

The eight loops in the audio system are (1) air-to-
ground 1, (2) air-to-ground 2, (3) air-to-air,(4) intercom A, (5) intercom B, (6) paging, (7)C/W,
and (8) TACAN. A/G 1 and A/G 2 are used to
communicate with the ground through the S-band
PM and Ku-band systems. (In the low-data-ratemodeor while the teleprinter is being used, A/G 2
is not available for voice communications.) A/A is

used, by convention, to communicate with the

ground and with EVA astronauts through theUHF
system. Intercoms A and B are used to communicate

from station to station within the orbiter and

Spacelab. The paging loop allows one crewmember

to send voice transmissions to all active stations.

The C/W loop sounds different tones for different

imalfunctions or emergencies. The TACAN loop,
accessible only at the commander’s and pilot's
stations, is used to identify TACAN ground stations

for navigation.

Audio Central Control Unit

The audio central control unit, the heart of the audio

system, is located in the crew compartment middeck

forward avionics bay. (There are two redundant

audio central control units, but only one is used at

any given time.) The unit identifies, switches, and

distributes signals among the various audio

distribution system components. Both digital and

audio signals are received and processed by the

audio central control unit, butit transmits only audio

signals. It polls the audio terminal units to

determine the panel configuration and connects

the selected loops to the audio terminal units.

Audio connections to the S-band PM Ku-band and

UHF transceivers are made in the audio central

control unit.

The AUDIO CENTER selection switch is on panel
C3. Setting the switch to 7 applies primary power
to the control center unit from the ESS 2CA AUD
CTR 1 circuit breaker on panel R15. Selecting 2

applies power to the secondary unit electronics from
MN C AUD CTR2 circuit breaker on panel R15.
OFF removes all power from the audio central
control unit.

NOTE

With the AUDIO CENTER selection switch

OFF, all normal audio functions will be

inoperative. However, the commander
and pilot can communicate via headset if
one of their ATU CONTROL switches is
set to the alternate position. This is also
true for any two stations that share ATUs

through the audio control switch position
(i.e., mission specialist and payload
specialist, airlock CCU 1 and 2, and
middeck speaker/microphone unit).
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The audio central control unit circuitry activates

signals from the launch umbilical connection

intercom A and B channels. Any crew station ATU
can then be configured to transmit and receive

intercom signals from the ground through the

umbilical. (Only intercom signals are processed
through the umbilical.)

Audio Terminal Units

Up to eight audio terminal units (ATUs) in the crew

compartment are used to select access at each station

and to control the volume of various audio signals.

AUDIO CENTER Selection Switch on Panel C3

Audio terminal unit panels are located at the

following crew stations: commander, panel O5

(LEFT AUDIO); pilot, panel O9 (RIGHT AUDIO);
mission station, panel R10 (MISSION STATION

AUDIO); payload station, panel L9 (PAYLOAD
STATION AUDIO); middeck, panel M042F (MID

DECK SPEAKER AUDIO); and airlock, panel
AWI8D (AIRLOCK AUDIO). These panels control

signals to headsets or communication carrier

assemblies through the communications umbilical.

On OV-102, an additional ATU (OS AUDIO) is

mounted in the A13 position, and MID DECK CCU

AUDIO is mounted in the MO58F position.
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Audio Terminal Unit on Panel AW18D

Each ATU has a three-position power switch to

control all signals to or from the ATU. The switch

positions are AUD/TONE, AUD, and OFF. In the

AUD/TONE position, all available functions of the
ATU are armed, and transmission and receptions
may be made through the ATU, depending on the

position of other switches on the ATU. C/W tone

signals are sent to the ACCU to allow C/W audio
to reach the ATU, the CCU, and the speaker/
microphone unit. The AUD position has the same

functions as AUD/TONE except that C/W signals
are blocked from the ATU. The OFF position shuts
off power to the ATU power supply, for the ATU
amplifiers. Klaxon (cabin air pressure) and siren
(fire) C/W signals go directly to a speaker/
microphone unit, even with the speaker power off.

Each ATU has a two-position, spring-loaded-offPAGE switch that must be held in the PAGE position

to activate the circuit. When activated, the circuit

enables the ATU to transmit to all other ATUs, the
EVA transceiver, and the attached payloadcircuit
(eg., Spacelab). Any number of stations may use
the paging circuit simultaneously, and the circuit

may be used regardless of the position of the other
channel control switches.

On all ATUs, the two air-to-ground channels, the

air-to-air channel, and intercom channels A and B

have individual three-position control switches for

selecting access to particular channels for

transmission or reception. The switch positions are

T/R, RCV, and OFF. The T/R position permits
transmission or reception over the selected channel.

The RCV position deactivates transmission

capability on the selected channel and permits only
reception of signals. The OFF position deactivates

transmission and reception on the selected channel.

These control switches do not turn on any
transmitter or receiver but allow access to a

transmitter or receiver.

Each channel control switch has a thumbwheel

VOLUME control to adjust signal intensity on the

related channel. The thumbwheels cover a range of

approximately 27 decibels in 3-decibel increments.

The XMIT/ICOM MODE rotary switch controls four

combinations of external and intercom

transmissions. In the PTT/HOT mode, transmission

through A/G 1, A/G 2, and A/A requires manual

keying of the headset interface unit, microphone,
or WCCS leg unit XMIT PTT button; intercom A

and B will be hot mike. In the PTT/VOX mode, A/
G 1, A/G 2, and A/A require PTT of the XMIT

button, while intercom A and B are voice keyed. In

the PTT/PTT mode, all voice channels are voice

keyed. In the VOX/VOX mode, all voice channels
are voice keyed.

The VOX SENS rotary switch on the ATUs regulates
the volume of the signal required for voice keying.
The MAX setting requires a lower decibel level to

key the circuit than the MIN setting.

Volume control of all incoming signals to speakers
is adjusted by the MASTER SPEAKER VOLUME
controls on panels A13 and MO42F. The MASTER
VOLUME 1and 2 switches on panel AW18D control
volume to the respective CCU outlets in the airlock.
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MS AUDIO CONTROL Switch on Panel R12L

Four ATUs (on panels O5, 09, AW18D, and R10)

allow a crewmember at a malfunctioning ATU to

switch the CCU jack to an alternate ATU. The left

may be switched to the right (commander's to pilot’s
ATU), or right ATU control may be switched to the

left (pilot’s to commander’s ATU). The

commander's and pilot’s CONTROL knobs are

located on panels O5 and O9. Mission specialist
ATU may be switched to the payload specialist’s
ATU using the MS AUDIO CONTROL switch on

panel R12L. Airlock ATU control may be switched

to the middeck and payload specialist's ATUs using
the CONTROL rotary switch on panel AW18D.

When the CONTROL switch is in the NORM

position, control of the ATU is from the panel to

which the knob belongs. The other position of the

knob indicates the ATU to which control can be

transferred. The CONTROL knob changes all ATU

functions to the alternative ATU except the master

volume control. This redundancy protection is used

in the event of a failure or malfunction ofany of the

four audio terminal units that have a CONTROL

knob.

NOTE

Ifan ATUlosespower,switchingto the other

CONTROL position will restore listen

capability but not talk capability.

2. SYSTEMS
2.4 Communications

Speaker/Microphone Units

A speaker/microphone unit (SMU) is located on

panels A2 and MO29J. They are controlled by the
ATU on panels A13 and MO42F. In addition to the
features of the other ATUs, the speaker /microphone
unit ATU has a three-position SPKR PWR switch. In
the OFF position, no signals except the klaxon and
siren C/Wsignals go through the ATU. In the SPKR

position, the microphone on the SMU is activated.
In the SPKR/MIC position, the microphone on the
SMU is also activated.

A three-position, spring-loaded-off switch on the face
of the speaker/microphone units operates in

conjunction with the PTT function of the ATU. The

positions are XMIT for access to external and

intercom channel transmissions, ICOM for internal

communications, and the unlabeled OFF position
for blocking outgoing PTT signals. The XMIT

position sends signals over selected intercom circuits

and to any external transmitters selected by the SMU

ATU. The ICOM position excludes signals to external

transmitters and allows signals to be sent over the

selected intercom channel (A or B or both). Keying
the ICOM or XMIT switch mutes the speaker, except
C/W emergency signals.

© MO29J ©

Speaker/MicrophoneUnit on Panel —N
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The MIC KEY light on the SMU panel is a two-

position, adjustable-intensity light that operates in

conjunction with SMU microphones. The intensity

of the top half of the light is adjustable by the MIC

LEVEL knob; the brighter the light, the louder the

signal. The bottom half of the light (KEY) is

illuminated when a PTT function is selected, and

the circuit is keyed.

Audio Center Panel

The AUDIO CENTER controls on panel A1R have

three functions: UHF control, voice interface

capability with external vehicles and the payload
bay, and operations recorder selection. All switches

on the panel send digital impulses to the audio

central control unit, enabling the selected functions

to communicate with Spacelab and the payload bay.
Sets of toggle switches labeled DOCKING RING,

SPACE LAB, and PL BAY OUTLETS electrically

connect the particular function to the audio

distribution system. The DOCKING RING and

SPACE LAB subpanels have seven switches to

enable the following functions: A/A, A/G 1, A/G 2,

ICOM A, ICOM B, PAGE, and TONE (C/W). The

UHF switches control A/G 1, A/G 2, and A/A

channels to the UHF transceiver. The PL BAY

OUTLETS subpanel has two ON/OFF switches, one

for intercom A and one for B.

Two rotary knobs labeled VOICE RECORD SELECT

control various audio signals to be sent to the

operational recorders through the NSP. A/G 1, A/G

2, A/A, and ICOM A or B audio can be sent to either

recorder. Any two signals may be recorded at the

same time, one on channel 1 and the other on

channel 2. Either channel may be turned off. Signals
to the operations recorders cannot be monitored by
the flight crew.
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Loose Communications Equipment

Launch and Entry Helmets

During launch and entry, each flight crewmember
wears a launch and entry helmet to lessen the severe
noise levels encountered at launch and to allow

intelligible air-to-ground communications. A
headset containing microphones and earphonesfits over the crewmembers head, and a connector
and cable interface with the headset interface unit,
connected through communications cables to

Tespective audio terminal units. The microphones
can be positioned to suit the individual
crewmember. For emergency egress, a pull-away
connection is used between the communications
carrier assembly and headset interface unit, in
addition to the standard communications carrier

assembly /headset interface unit twist-on connector.

The helmets have redundant noise-canceling
microphones and electrically isolated

earphones. When air is inhaled, the demand

breathing regulator shuts off the microphones
to avoid transmitting breathing sounds.

NOTE

An improper face seal will cause enough
oxygen flow to cut off microphones.

Headset Interface Unit

The headset interface unit has separate push-
to-talk (PTT) buttons for transmit and

intercom modes and a volume control that

determines the level of sound heard through
the earphone (microphone sound level is

determined by automatic gain control

circuitry within the audio terminal unit).

(Push-to-talk means that a push button must

be depressed to allow a crewmember to talk

through the system.) The XMIT push button

allows access to intercom and external circuits,
while the ICOM push button is for intercom

only. The volume control knob acts in series

with the volume controls on the associated

yn ee gs ere ee
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audio terminal unit. In addition, the commander
and pilot have PTT switches on their rotational hand
controllers for the transmit mode.

The headset interface unit provides volume control
and push-to-talk capabilities to the communications
carrier assembly used for EVA, to the
communications carrier assembly, and to the
wireless crew communication unit asa backup. The
headset interface unit has a clip that attaches to the
crew’s flight suits.

Cables

The communication cables vary in configuration
depending on seat location. Each seat has two 4-

foot communication cables or a 14-foot length, as

required. One 4-foot cable is flown as a spare. The
cables connect to crewman communications
umbilical (CCU) outlets at various locations in the

Headset Interface Unit
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LEFT COMM

O On

Crewman Communications

Umbilical on Panel L5

crew compartment. Each CCU has a specific audio
terminal unit that controls communication loop
configurations. The CCU associated with the ATU
on panel O5 is located on panel L5 (LEFT COMM);
for O9 on R6 (RIGHT COMM); for R10 on A11 (MS
COMM), for L9 on A15 (PS COMM), and for MO42F
on MO39M (MID DECK COMM); two others for
the airlock ATU are located on panel AW82D (CCU
land CCU 2).

Each CCU outlet has a power switch that controls
the associated microphone power. Leaving CCU
power off confines an individual to a listen-onlymode, independent of audio terminal unit
configuration.

Multiple Headset Adapter

A multiple headset adapter may be plugged into
the CCU outlets. The three CCU outlets on the
adapter allow up to three crewmembers to share

one CCU outlet. When any one person connected

to a multiple headset adapter keys (in PTT mode)

or activates the voice-operated transmitter, all three

individuals’ microphones will be keyed, and

individuals sharing the multiple headset adapter
will hear each other talking only on side tone.

Wireless Communications Units

On orbit, the crew may use wireless communication

units in place of headsets or communication cables.

A wireless unit consists of one wall unit (audio

interface unit) and two leg units (crew remote units)

worn by crewmembers during orbital operations.
The wall unit connects toa CCU outlet and remains

attached to the crew compartment wall. Each wall

unit transmits on a unique pair of UHF frequencies.
Leg units may be configured to work with any wall

unit. Each wall unit is identified bya letter enclosed

in a box. Each unit is stowed with its cabling
attached. The wall unit has a 23-inch cable to

interface with the CCU outlet, and the leg unit hasa

22-inch cable attached to a lightweight headset.

NOTE

A loud squeal may occur during voice

transmissions if two leg units are set to

use the same frequency.

When the wireless unit is unstowed, part of the

assembly necessary is to insert and tighten the

flexible antenna in the bottom of each wall and leg
unit. The wall unit receives power from the CCU
outlet. The MASTER VOL CONTROL is set to full

volume. All other switches are set as required;
typically, the individual communication loops are

used. The leg unit is stowed with battery pack
installed and is attached to the crewmember’s leg
with a wraparound elastic strap. The rotary ON/
OFF/VOLUME knob (unlabeled) is turned clockwise

past the ON/OFF detent, and the volume is set as

desired. Batteries are changed by depressing the

battery pack latch push button lever (unlabeled)
and sliding the battery pack off the unit. Expected
use from one battery is 3 days (with the unit turned
off during sleep periods). Sliding the new battery
pack into the unit causes both the electrical connector
and mechanical connector to latch.
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VeryLightweight Headset

Very Lightweight Headset

The very lightweight headset is the interface

between the leg unit and crewmember. A single-
strand wire headband holds the earphone against
the ear and supports a thin boom holding a noise-

cancelling microphone near the mouth. A cable

and connector are attached to the crewmember’s

leg unit. The lightweight headset cable and

connector also can interface with the headset

interface unit.

Handheld Microphone

The handheld microphone is a noise-canceling
microphone that connects directly to any CCU

outlet. The microphone is used primarily with the

SMUs located at panels A2 and MO29J. To avoid

feedback when using the speakers, one ATU and its

corresponding CCU outlet on the aft flight deck

and one ATU and associated CCU on the middeck

are equipped witha speaker muting capability. On

OV103, OV104, and subsequent vehicles, muting is

controlled through ATUs at panels R10 and MO42F.

On OV102, the muting ATUs are located at panels
A13 and MO42F.

Two PTT push buttons are provided for XMIT and

ICOM audio modes. When used to record audio on

the videotape recorder, either can be used. The

push buttons should face the operator to ensure

that the noise-canceling feature of the microphone
Temains functional. The handheld microphone is

equipped with a 7-foot cable that can connect at

any CCU or to other cables. The microphone/SMU
configuration is used as an alternative on-orbit

communication configuration.

Instrumentation

Orbiter operational instrumentation (OI) collects,

processes, and routes information from transducers

and sensors throughout the orbiter and its payloads.
More than 3,000 data parameters are monitored.

The instrumentation system consists of transducers,

signal conditioners, MDMs, two pulse code

modulation master units, two operational recorders,

one payload recorder, master timing equipment,
and onboard checkout equipment.
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Area Characteristics

Signal
Conditioning Six WBSC to MOM

critical MOMs
PCM Data

System

Payload
Data
Recorders

Stores payload data

eee
eeece

ec
eee

Master

Timing and payload

13 DSCs conditioningapproximately1,200 channels

Approximately45 high-leveltransducers
Distributes data to PCM data system, panel displays, C/W,flight
Acquires data throughseven O! MDMs, approximately
2,800 measurements

Receives and provides data to five computers
Acceptspayload data through PDI or payload data bus (Spacelab)
Provides output data in 64- and 128:kbps formats
Provides synchronizationto PD! and NSP
Provides data to NSP and 1-0 umbilical
Receives data directlyfrom payloador PLSP
Provides data to GPCs and PCM
Stores three channels of engine data at 6O-kbpsrate
Stores interleaved voice and data at 96-, 128. or 192-kbps rates

Provides for playback of recorded data during and after mission

Provides time reference to computers, 0! PCM, display panel

* Provides synchronization to instrumentation and other subsystems

OI System

The OI system senses, acquires, conditions, digitizes,
formats, and distributes data for display, telemetry,
recording, and checkout. It provides for pulse code

modulation recording, voice recording, and master

timing for onboard systems.

Instrumentation equipment, except sensors and

selected dedicated signal conditioners, is located in

the forward and aft avionics bays. Sensors and

dedicated signal conditioners are located

throughout the orbiter in areas selected on the basis

of accessibility, minimum hamess requirements, and

functional requirements. Abbreviations used to

designate the locations of equipment are as follows:

OA refers to operational aft, OF to operational
forward, OL to operational left, OR to operational
right, and OM to operational mid.

Dedicated Signal Conditioners

Dedicated signal conditioners convert digital and

analog data signals received from the various

sensors to a usable form. Some raw sensor data

may need to be conditioned for compatibility with

a multiplexing system. Signal conditioning provides
the multiplexer with compatible inputs. The signal
conditioners provide input from transducer signals
such as frequency, voltage, current, pressure,

temperature (variable resistance and thermocouple),
displacement (potentiometer), 28- or 5-volt-de

discrete output signals, analog and digital level

changes, polarity changes, or an ac signal change to

a dc signal. The conditioners send these converted

signals to the appropriate MDMs, displays, and the

C/W system.

Multiplexer/Demultiplexers (MDMs)

MDMs can operate in two ways. As multiplexers,
they take data from several sources, convert the

data to serial digital signals (a digitized
representation of the applied voltage), and

interleave the data into a single data stream. As

demultiplexers, the MDMs take interleaved serial

digital information, separate and convert it to

analog, discrete, or serial digital, and send each

separate signal to its appropriate destination. The

payload MDMs generally act as demultiplexers.
They take interleaved commands from the orbiter

GPCs, separate them, and send each command to

its appropriate destination, such as payload ground
command interface logic.

The OI MDMs generally act only as multiplexers.
Upon request from the pulse code modulation

master unit (PCMMU), the MDMs send these

interleaved streams to the PCMMU through the OI

data buses. When the MDM is addressed by the

PCMMU, the MDM selects, digitizes, and sends the

uested data to the PCMMU in serial digital form.

The PCMMU/OI MDM interface is based on

demand and response; that is, the OI MDMs do not

send data to the PCMMU until the PCMMU makes

the request.
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Pulse Code Modulation Master Unit (PCMMU)

The PCMMU receives data requested from the OI

MDMs, downlist data from the GPCs under control

of flight software, and payload telemetry from the

payload data interleaver and Spacelab computers.
It then interleaves the data, formats data according
to programmed instructions stored within the

load, or TFL), and sends the

The PCMMUs receive a synchronization clock signal
from the master timing unit. If this signal is not

present, the PCMMU provides its own timingand
continues to send synchronization signals to the

payload data interleaver and network signal
processor.

The OI PCMMU controls are located on panel C3.

PCMMU (the telemetry format

interleaved data to the network

signal processor to be combined

with the analog air-to-ground voice

data from the audio central control

unit for transmission through the

S-band PM downlink or Ku-band

system return link. Telemetry from

the PCMMU is also sent through
the network signal processor to the

operational recorders for storage
and subsequent downlink on the

® T—-SRBSEPARATION—-—ET SEPARATION —,

WAT
> @|®

S-band FM or Ku-band system. OI

and payload data collected by the

PCMMU are sent to the GPCs for

display and monitoring purposes

upon request. All data received by
the PCMMU are stored in memory
and periodically updated.

The PCMMU has two formatter
memories: programmable read

only and random access. The read-only memory is

programmed only before launch; the random-access

memory is reprogrammed several times during
flight. The PCMMU uses the format memories to
load data from the computers and Ol MDMs into
PCM telemetry data streams.

NOTE

When the PCMMU is powered off (as
when switching to the alternate unit), the

telemetry format load changes to the fixed
format loaded in read only memory.

One of the two redundant PCMMUs and network
signalProcessors operates at a time. The one used

is controlled by the crew through the flight deck
display and control panel. The primary port of
each MDM operates with PCMMU 1 and the
Secondaryport operates with PCMMU 2.

OI PCMMU Controls on Panel C3

Master Timing Unit

The master timing unit isa stable crystal-controlled
timing source. It provides synchronization for

instrumentation, payloads, and other systems. The
master timing unit is described in more detail in
Section 2.6.

Operations Recorders

Two recorders are used for serial recording and

dumping of digital voice and pulse code modulation
(PCM) data from the OI systems. The recorders

normally are controlled by ground command, but

they can be commanded by the flight crew through
the flight deck display and control panel keyboard
or through the OPS RECORDERS switches on panel
AIR or commanded via uplink. The input to the
tecorders is from the network signal processor, in
the form of either 128-kbps PCM data ora 192-kbps
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composite signal that includes the 128-kbps PCM

data and two 32-kbps voice channels. In addition,

during ascent, operations recorder 1 receives three

channels of main engine data at 60 kbps.

The operations recorders can be commanded to

dump recorded data from one recorder while

continuing to record real-time data on the other.

The dump data are sent to the FM signal processor

for transmission to the ground station through the

S-band FM transmitter on the S-band FM return

link or to the Ku-band signal processor. When the

ground has verified that the received data are valid,

the operations recorders can use that track on the

tape to record new data. If ground is controlling
recorders, the crew cannot, unless ground sets a

“crew reset” command or its equivalent from

SPEC 1.
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Recorder speeds of 7.5, 15, 24, and 120 inches per

second are provided by hardwire program plug
direct command. The tape recorders contain a

minimum of 2,400 feet of 0.5-inch by 1-mil
magnetic tape.

Recorder functions can be summarized as follows:

e Data in, recorder 1

- Accept three parallel channels of engine
data at 60 kbps during ascent.

- Accept 192 kbps of interleaved PCM data

and voice that serially sequences from

track 4 to track 14 (high data rate), 128

kbps data only (high data rate), or 96

kbps data and voice (low data rate).

— Accept real-time data from network

signal processor. Recording time is 32

minutes for parallel record and 5.8 hours

for serial record on tracks 4 through 14

ata tape speed of 15 inches per second.

¢ Data in, recorder 2
— Accept 192 kbps of interleaved PCM

voice and data that serially sequences
from track 1 to track 14 (high data rate),
128 kbps data only (high data rate), or 96

kbps data and voice (low data rate).

— Accept real-time data from network

signal processor. Recording time is 7.5

hours at a tape speed of 15 inches per
second for serial record on 14 tracks.

¢ Data out, recorder 1
- Play back in-flight engine interface unit

data and network signal processor digital
data through S-band FM transponder or

Ku-band transmitter.

- Play back in-flight anomaly PCM data
for maintenance recording.

~ Play back data serially to ground support
equipment to T-0 ground support
equipment umbilical.

* Data out, recorder 2

~ Play back digital data through S-band
FM transponder or Ku-band transmitter
in flight.

- Play back anomaly PCM data in flight
for maintenance recording.

— Play back preflight and postflight data

serially to GSE T-) umbilical.

Payload Recorder

The payload recorder records and dumps payload .

analog and digital data through the S-band FM or

Ku-band transmitter. The recorder can record one

of three serial inputs or a maximum of 14 parallel
digital or analog inputs or combinations of analog
and digital data (up to 14 inputs) from the payload
patch panel. In flight, all data dumps are serial;

capability for parallel dumps does not exist. There

are 14 selectable tape speeds; however, only four

speeds, selectable by a program plug, are available

per flight. Total recording time ranges from 56

minutes to 18 hours 40 minutes depending on tape
speed.

The recorder normally is controlled by ground
command, but can be commanded by the flight crew

using the PAYLOAD RECORDER switches on panel
AIR.

Teleprinter

The teleprinter is an interim system designed to

transmit text data to the flight crew in orbit. It isa

modified teletype machine located in a locker in the

crew compartment middeck. Electrical power is

connected to the dc utility power outlet on panel
A15, and audio is connected to the PS COMM outlet
on panel A15. During launch, the PS COMM outlet
is used for crew communications; therefore, the
audio cable for the teleprinter must be connected
on orbit, and the ATU at panel L9 must be

reconfigured on orbit for teleprinter support. The

panel L9 PAYLOAD STATION AUDIO POWER
switch is positioned to AUD, A/G1is positioned to

OFF, A/G 2 is positioned to T/R, the VOLUME
thumbwheel is positioned to 9, A/A is positioned to

OFF, the two ICOMswitches are positioned to OFF,
and the XMIT/ICOM MODE rotary switch is

positioned to PTT/PTT. The POWER switch on the

teleprinter locker door is in the ON position at
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launch. Turning the DC UTILITY POWER switch
on panel A15 to ON powers up the teleprinter and
illuminates a green light on the locker door.

The teleprinter provides the capability to receive
and reproduce text-only data, such as procedures,
weather reports, and flight plan updates or changes,
aboard the orbiter from Mission Control.

The teleprinter uplink requires 1 to 2.5 minutes per
message, depending on the number of lines (up to

66). When the ground has sent a message, a MSG
RCVyellow light on the teleprinter is illuminated
to indicate a message is waiting to be removed. The

teleprinter is deactivated before seat ingress on entry
day.

Text and Graphics System

The text and graphics system (TAGS) uses TDRS

uplink through the Ku-band system. The TAGS

consists of a facsimile scanner on the ground that

sends text and graphics through the Ku-band

communications system to the text and graphics
hard copier in the orbiter. The interim teleprinter
operates via the S-band PM system when the TDRS

is not operational. The hard copier installed on a

dual cold plate in avionics bay 3 of the crew

compartment middeck provides an on-orbit

capability to transmit text material, maps,
schematics, maneuver pads, general messages, crew

keae ERE OE Dee ee RET Bl
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procedures, trajectory, and photographs to the
orbiter through the two-way Ku-band link using
the TDRS. It is a high-resolution facsimile system
that scans text or graphics and converts the analog
scan data into serial digital data. Transmission time
for an 8.5- by 11-inch page can vary from

approximately one minute to 16 minutes, depending
on the hard copy resolution desired.

The text and graphics hard copier operates by
mechanically feeding paper over a fiber-optic CRT

system and then through a heater-developer. The

paper then is cut and stored ina tray, accessible to

the flight crew. A maximum of 60 8.5- by 11-inch
sheets are stored. The status of the hard copier is

indicated by front panel lights and downlink

telemetry.

The hard copier can be powered from the ground
or by the crew. The ground can power up the

system when the KU-BAND CONTROL switch on

panel A1U is in the COMMAND position. When

this switch is in the PANEL position, the crew can

power up the system.

Uplink operations are controlled by Mission

Control, which powers up the hard copier and then

sends the message. In the onboard system, light-
sensitive paper is exposed, cut, and developed. The

message is then sent to the paper tray, where it is

retrieved by the flight crew.
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Communications System Summary

© The orbiter communications system transfers

information between the orbiter and the

ground, either through hardline or radio
frequency links.

* The system is divided into several smaller

systems: S-band phase modulation, S-band
frequency modulation, Ku-band, UHF,

payload communications, audio, and CCTV.

¢ The S-band PM system provides two-way

communication between the orbiter and the

ground, through either an STDN/SGLS

ground station or arelay satellite. It provides
channels for five functions: command, voice,

telemetry, turnaround tone ranging, and two-

way Doppler tracking.
* Four quadrant S-band antennas provide a

selection of eight directions.

* The S-band FM system cannot receive

information. It is used to downlink data

directly to the ground from seven different

sources: SSME interface units, the video

switching unit, the operations recorder, the

payload recorder, payload analog, or payload
digital.

* There are two hemispherical S-band FM

antennas.

* The Ku-band system provides for on-orbit

communication between the orbiter and the

ground. It can also be used as a radar system
for tracking objects in space.

* The Ku-band antenna is deployed when the

payload bay doors are opened, and stowed
when they are closed. The antennais steerable.

* TV data can be downlinked over Ku-band and
S-band FM only.

The payload communication system is used

to transfer information between the orbiter

and its payloads.
The UHF system is used as a backup for the S-

band PM and Ku-band voice communications.

UHF is used as the primary communications

link with EVA astronauts.

The audio distribution system gathers audio

signals from multiple sources and routes them

throughout the orbiter. It may be used as a

means by which crewmembers communicate

with each other.

The major elements of the audio distribution

system are: the ACCU, ATU, SMU, audio

center, CCU, and loose communications

equipment.
Orbiter operational instrumentation (Ol)

collects, routes, and processes information

from transducers and sensors throughout the

orbiter and its payloads.
The OI system consists of transducers, signal
conditioners, two pulse code modulation

master units, encoding equipment, two

operations recorders, one payload recorder,
master timing unit, and onboard checking
equipment.
Additional communication equipment
includes a teleprinter and a text and graphics
system.

Major communications equipment and control

panels are A1R, A1U, A1L, R13L, 05, 06, 09,
R10, L9, and R11. Others are found on panels
A13, Al4, A15, L5, F9, C3, R12L, R15, MO29J,
MO42F, and AW18D.

Specific communications system CRTs are OPS

201 ANTENNA, COMM/RCDR (DISP 76),
and PC MMU/PL COMM (SPEC 62).
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COMM S-BD PM TABLE

UPLINK DOWNLINK

DATA DATA
SITE | SITE

ip. | type | RATE RATE UHF | TV COMMENTS
ENCRYPTED

ORCLEAR
JencryPTED| CLEAR

["miL| STDN| HILO| HILO —— ° ————
PDL | STDN | HILO | HILO | HI/LO

BDA | STDN | HI/LO | HILO | HILO | e

NHS | sats | HI/LO | HV/LO | HILO

DKR | STDN | LO to | HO] e

MAD | STDN | LO LO LO EMERGENCY USE

OAK | SGLS | HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO e

10s SGLS | HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO e

CAN | STDN LO LO LO EMERGENCY USE

GTS SGLS HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO NO ID ON 2011

HTS SGLS HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO NO.ID ON 2011

VAN | STDN | HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO ° e

VTS SGLS HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO NO ID ON 2011

DFRF | STDN | HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO e NOID ON 2011

GDS | STDN | HI/LO | HI/LO |} HI/LO e NOID ON 2011

cTs SGLS HI/LO | HI/LO | HI/LO NOID ON 2011

S-Band PM Table
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2.4 Communications

Communications SystemRulesof Thumb

* When the TDRS has an elevation of greater
than +70 degrees or less than -60 degrees
relative to the orbiter (as shown on OPS 201),
there is a risk of degraded communications
as the orbiter nose or tail blocks line of sight
between the orbiter antenna and the TDRS.

° Power amplifiers are specified to have a

minimum power output of 100 watts. Flight
experience has shown that a good downlink
can be sustained with a power out of 65
watts.

° Payload interrogator output power, when

in low power mode, will read zero. This

Measurement is meaningless as the output
power is too small to be output by the

instrumentation system.
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Description

Several types of equipment and systems that the

crew uses are not covered in other sections of this

manual, since they are not necessarily part of any of

the larger systems. These items and systems, which

focus on crew efficiency and comfort, are discussed

in this section. Where appropriate, operations are

described within each separate subject area.

Crew Clothing/Worn Equipment

The crew clothing/worn equipment consists of

items that provide for the personal needs of all

crewmembers. Prior to each flight, crewmembers

select clothing and worn equipment from alist of

required and optional flight equipment.

2. SYSTEMS
25 Crew Systems

During launch and entry, crewmembers wear the

launch/entry suit (LES), which consists of a helmet,
communications cap, pressure garment, gloves,
boots, and anti-exposure, anti-gravity suit.

The parachute harness is worn over the LES during
launch and entry. The harness provides attach

points for the personal parachute assembly (PPA)
and carries the life preserver unit, rescue carabiner,
emergency oxygen supply, and survival water. The
PPA has automatic and manual parachute
deployment capabilities for the pilot, drogue, and
main canopy chutes, and carries the URT-33 radio

beacon and life raft. Survival equipment is carried
in leg pocket packs. The survival equipment consists

of a signal mirror, strobe light, pen gun flare kit,

day/night flare, PRC radio beacon, chem lights,
motion sickness pills, and survival mittens. The

PPA is covered in more detail in Section 2.10.

On orbit, optional clothing and equipment include

underwear, urine collection devices, eyeglasses,
communications headset, emesis bag, flashlight,
Swiss army knife, kneeboard, pens and pencils,
stowage bags, watches, and food and drink

containers.

Crew clothing and equipment used during on-orbit

activities include flight suits, trousers, jackets, shirts,

sleep shorts, soft slippers, underwear, scissors/

lanyard, pocket dosimeter, and pocket food.

Crew clothing is designed for use by 90 percent of

the male and female population, the 5th to 95th

percentile.

Personal Hygiene Provisions

Personal hygiene and grooming provisions are

furnished for both male and female flight
crewmembers. Ambient water for washing comes

from a personal hygiene hose (PHH) attached to

the galley auxiliary port. Other personal hygiene
provisions are stowed in middeck lockers and/or
the airlock stowage bag at launch and are removed

for use on orbit.

A personal hygiene kit is furnished for each

crewmember for brushing teeth, hair care, shaving,
nail care, etc. A kit is also furnished with articles

essential to women’s hygiene and grooming.
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The Launch/Entry Suit

Two washcloths and one towel per crewmember

per day are provided. In addition, wet wipes, dry
wipes, tissues, and wash ‘n’ dri wipes are provided
for personal hygiene and are located in the waste

management compartment. The wash ‘n’ dri wipes
are located in Volume G (spares) and in the galley.
Additional wet/dry wipes are located in the hygiene
locker. Rubber grommets in the waste management
compartment allow crewmembers to restrain their

towels and washcloths.

If the WMS becomes nonfunctional, contingency
equipment is located in Volume G. This equipment
consists of wash ‘n’ dri wipes, urine collection

devices, urinal assemblies, and Apollo fecal bags.

Sleeping Provisions

During a one-shift operations mission, all

crewmembers sleep simultaneously. At least one

crewmember wears a communication headset to

ensure reception of ground calls and orbiter caution

and warning alarms.

A 24-hour period is normally divided into an 8-

hour sleep period and a 16-hour wake period for

each crewmember. Three hours are allocated for

pre/post sleep activities in which crewmembers

perform housekeeping, orbiter cleaning, sleep and

wake preparation, personal hygiene, and food

preparation and eating activities.

Sleeping provisions for flight crewmembers consist

of sleeping bags and liners, or rigid sleep stations

with one sleeping bag and two liners per bunk.

Sleeping bags are installed on the starboard middeck

wall and relocated for use on orbit. Some sleeping
bags can remain on the starboard wall, and some

can be attached via pip pins to the middeck lockers.

Others can be relocated to the airlock, Spacelab, or

flight deck (crew preference). A sleeping bag is

furnished for each crewmember and contains a

support pad with adjustable restraining straps and

a reversible/removable pillow and head restraint.

Six adjustable straps permit the sleeping bag to be

adjusted to its proper configuration. Three helical

springs above the adjustable straps on one side of
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Buckle flap
(snap fastened

over buckle)

the bag relieve loads exerted

by the crewmember on

the crew compartment
structure. Six pip pins allow

the bag to be attached to

the middeck locker face in

either a horizontal or vertical

configuration. Two elastic

adjustable straps restrain the

upper and lower parts of the

body in the bag. Velcro strips
on the ends of both sides of

the head restraint attach it to

the pillow. A double zipper
arrangement permits the

sleeping bag to be opened and

closed from the bottom to the

top of the bag. One zipper on

each side of the sleeping bag
allows the bag to be attached

to a support pad for better

rigidity.

Asleep kit is provided for each

crewmember and is stowed in

the crewmember’s clothing
locker during launch and

entry. Each kit contains eye

covers and ear plugs for use as

required during the sleep

period.

2. SYSTEMS
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Reversible/removeable head restraint

Reversible/removeable pillow
(100% cotton “mountain” cloth

and Pyrell foam)

Personal sleeping bag
(10096 cotton

moutain” cloth)

i

TSS Adjustablestraps

SN Helicalspringin

‘

pad(nomextels
Sas LS J. sothwunneli3) “mountain”cioth

SS

Operational SleepingBag

station 2

Sleep
station 1

Orbiter middeck

Three-Tier RigidSleepStation

For 24-hour operations missions, the rigid sleep

station is flown. If manifested, it is installed on the

starboard side of the middeck. There are two types
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of rigid sleep stations: one has four horizontal _ The three plus one or four-tier rigid sleepstations
bunks, the other has three horizontal bunks and contain a sleeping bag/liner, personal stowage

provisions, a light, and a ventilation inlet and outlet

in each of the tiers. The cotton sleeping bag is

installed on the ground in each tier and held in

one vertical bunk.

Sleep station 4

(ref)
abi

Sleep station 3

(ref)
a

Sleep station 2

(ref) ane
Sleep station 1

(ref) a

Volume A

Floor compartments

Four-Tier Rigid SleepStation
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place by six spring clips. The light in each tier is a

single fluorescent fixture with a brightness control
knob and an off position. The air ventilation inlet
duct is an air diffuser similar to an automobile
ventilation duct. It is adjusted by moving the vane

control knob. The air ventilation outlet duct is
located in the fixed panel at each tier and is opened
or closed by moving the vane control knob. The air
inlet is located at the crewmember’s head. The

outlet is at the feet. All crewmembers’ heads are

toward the airlock and their feet toward the

avionics bay.

In the three plus one configuration, the fourth crew

member sleeps in a vertical position closest to the

aft middeck lockers and Volume B. The fixed panel
at the lower sleep station (both configurations) is

removable to provide access to the cabin debris trap
door for cleaning the cabin filter, to gain access to

floor locker MD76C, and to enter the forward

portion of the lower equipment bay to clean the

avionics bay fan filter.

In the four-tier configuration, the bottom tier sleep
restraint hookup provision allows the crewmember

to position himself or herself at a 15-degree angle,
which provides more room, or in the normal

horizontal position. The sleeping bag, personal
stowage provisions, light, and ventilation inlet and

outlet are the same as in the three plus one

configuration.

Exercise Equipment

The only exercise equipment presently being flown

is a treadmill. In the on-orbit in-use position, the

treadmill is attached to the middeck floor in front

of the airlock using two attach points located on the

LiOH door and two treadmill cups (located in the

IFM locker), which screw into the floor. Each

treadmill cup provides a stud to which a treadmill

quick disconnect can be mounted.

The treadmill is used with a restraint system to

allow a crewmember to run or jog in orbit. The

treadmill kit is stowed on top of the treadmill and

contains the waist belt, two shoulder straps, four

extender hooks, and a physiological monitor. The

treadmill kit is restrained by four force cords that

are used to restrain the body during exercise.

2. SYSTEMS
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The treadmill attaches to the floor with quick
disconnects. The quick disconnects contain several
metal hooks that are hinged within the quick
disconnect and actuated by the knurled lock ring.
To release the quick disconnects, the lock push
button is depressed, and the knurled lock ring is

pushed up, releasing the metal hooks. When the
lock ring is pushed down, the metal hooks converge
and capture the top of the middeck stud.

The treadmill has a speed control knob, which
controls a rapid onset braking system. When the

preset speed is reached, the brake engages and

produces increased drag on the running track.

The physiological monitor provides heart rate, the
time run, and the distance run. The heart rate is

monitored by an ear clip, which has an infrared

sensor that detects increased blood flow (pulses) in

the ear lobe. Distance run is determined by
connecting a mechanical sensor wire on the side of

the treadmill to the physiological monitor. The

mechanical sensor detects the number of revolutions

of the track and sends an electrical signal to the

physiological monitor, where the distance is

computed and shown on the display along with

the heart rate. The monitor is stowed on the

treadmill handle while the crewmember runs.

Deck stud - side view

LOCK

PUSHBUTTON
QUICK DISCONNECT

(LOCKED)

Quick disconnect locked

onto deck stud

Treadmill Quick Disconnects
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Housekeeping Equipment

Inaddition to time scheduled for sleep periods and

meals, each crewmember has housekeeping tasks

that require from 5 to 15 minutes of time at intervals

throughout the day. These include cleaning of the

waste management compartment, the dining area

and equipment, floors and walls (as required), and

the cabin air filters; trash collection and disposal;
and changeout of the crew compartment carbon

dioxide (lithium hydroxide) absorber canisters.

(Changeout of the canisters is discussed in Section

2.9.)

The materials and equipment available for cleaning
operations are biocidal cleanser, disposable gloves,
general-purpose wipes, and a vacuum cleaner. The

vacuum is stowed in a middeck locker, and the

remaining hardware is stowed primarily in the

waste managementcompartment.Additional wipes
are located in the hygiene locker, and an additional

pair of gloves is located in each personal hygiene
kit.

The biocidal cleanser is a lotion-type detergent
formulation in a container approximately 2 inches

in diameter and 6 inches long with a built-in

dispenser. The cleanser is squirted on the surface
to be cleaned and wiped off with dry, general-
purpose wipes. It is used primarily for periodic
cleansing of the waste collection system urinal and
seat. It can be used to clean the dining area and

equipmentand to clean wallsandfloors. Disposable
plastic gloves are wor while using the biocidal
cleanser.

The vacuum cleaner is provided for general
housekeeping and cleaning of the crew

compartment air filters and Spacelab filters (on
Spacelab missions). It has a normal hose, extension
hose, and several attachments. It is powered by the
orbiter de electrical power system. A muffler to
teduce noise is part of the vacuum cleaner assembly.
Trash management operations include routine

stowageof wet and dry trash, such as expended
wipes, tissues, and food containers. (Wet trash
includes all items that could offgas.) Theequipmentavailable for trash management includes three trash
bags, trash bag liners, wet trash volumes, and the
waste collection system (WCS) coffee canister.

Three trash bags for dry trash are located in the

crew compartment: one on the back of the waste

management compartment (WMC) door, one below

the text and graphics system, and one on the port

flight deck. Each bag contains one installed
disposable trash bag liner and seven spare liners

(located outside the installed liner but inside the

trash bag). When the liner becomes full, it is

removed and stowed in a jettison stowage bag. A

new liner is then installed.

The WMC wet trash compartment has a volume of

1.85 cubic feet and is vented overboard for odor

control. Trash from the WMC is inserted into the

circular opening and is contained bya fabric bag.
Tissues, as well as used WCS coffee canister bags,
are disposedofin this wet trash compartment. The

coffee canister, which is about the same size and

shape as an off-the-shelf can of coffee, is installed

near the WMC during post insertion. Trash bags
are inserted in the canister and are filled with wipes
used for fecal collection. A used trash bag is

disposed of in the WMC wet trash, and a new one is

retrieved from the stowage volume on the WMC

wall and installed in the canister.

An 8-cubic-foot wet trash stowage compartment is

available under the middeck floor (Volume F). This

compartment is vented overboard (3 Ib/day) for

odor control. Any item that can create an odor is

considered to be wet trash and is disposed of there.

Restraints and Mobility Aids

Restraints and mobility aids are provided in the
orbiter to enable the flight crew to perform all tasks

safely and efficiently during ingress (1-g, orbiter

vertical), egress (1-g, orbiter horizontal), and orbital

flight (orbiter orientation arbitrary).

Mobility aids are located in the crew compartment
for movement of the flight crewmembers during
ingress, egress, and orbital flight. These devices
consist of permanent and soft handholds, a platform
in the middeck, and an interdeck access ladder.

Restraints consist of foot loop restraints, seat

restraints, the airlock foot restraint platform,
stowage bags, Velcro, tape, snaps, cable restraints,
clips, bungees, and tethers.
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Foot loop restraints are cloth loops attached to the
crew compartment decks by adhesive to provide
stability in zero g. Before launch, the foot loop
restraints are installed by the VITT personnel on

the floor areas of the aft flight deck work stations,
middeck, and near the waste management system
and galley (if installed). Spares are stowed in the
modular lockers. To install a foot restraint, the

protective backing on the underside of the restraint
is removed, and the restraint is placed in its desired
location. The foot loop restraints are easily used by
placing a foot in the loop.

Seat restraints are similar to foot loop restraints.

They can be installed prelaunch, and spares are

manifested in the same locker as the foot restraints.
One adhesive patch is placed on one side of the

seat, and the other patch is placed on the opposite
side. A restraint strap is placed over the seat back
and attached to each patch via clips.

The temporary stowage bag is used to restrain, stow,
or transport loose equipment temporarily. One is

snapped to the crew station prelaunch, and another

is manifested in the stowage bag locker. Eight
inflight stowage bags are manifested: one per
crewmember plus spares. These brown mesh bags
are used to stow suits, boots, and chutes on orbit. A

brown mesh middeck retention net, attached to the

forward middeck lockers and the starboard wall

(no sleep station), is used to restrain the inflight
stowage bags, as well as other hardware. The airlock

stowage net, also made of brown mesh net, can

restrain this equipment in the airlock if the sleep
station is manifested, of if the crew determines they
wish to stow this hardware in the airlock. The

flight deck stowage bags provide restraint for flight
deck items when those items are not immediately
returned to locker stowage compartments. These

bags are manifested in the stowage bag locker and

are installed on orbit on the back of the CDR and

PLT seats (one per seat). The jettison stowage bags
are used for restraining dry trash or early return

items. (See Section 2.22 for further details on all

stowage bags.)

Velcro, tape, snaps, cable restraints, clips, bungees,
and tethers are all manifested in the IFM locker and

can be utilized for a variety of purposes.

2. SYSTEMS
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The flight data file (FDF) is a flight reference data
file that is readily available to crewmembers aboard
the orbiter. Seats 2 through 5 have a white Nomex
FDF bag attached to the right-hand side of the seat.

This soft fabric container has one largecompartment
and a small pocket. The container is easily removed
from the bracket by pulling the release handle and

temoving the Velcro strap on the seat leg structure.
There are also four permanent FDF containers (two
for the CDR and two for the PLT) located on the

flight deck. (See Section 2.22 for further details.)
Seats 6 and 7 (if manifested) will use a helmet

stowage bag for any FDF or personal articles.

Reach and Visibility Aids

Reach and visibility aids are hardware items that
assist the flight crew in monitoring and

manipulating displays and controls throughout
various phasesofflight. These aidsconsistof CDR/
PLT adjustable mirrors, CDR/PLT two axis (Z and

X) seat adjustment, wicket tabs, and an auxiliary
reach mechanism.

The adjustable mirrors are installed at launch on

handholds located between windows 2 and 3 for

the CDR and windows 4 and 5 for the PLT. During
ascent and entry, the CDR and PLT use the

adjustable mirrors to facilitate seeing controls that

are in the obscured areas of their vision envelope.
On orbit, mirrors can be removed and stowed, if

desired.

To install the adjustable mirror, place the split clamp
halves around the handhold, fit the handwheel stem

into both clamp halves, and tighten the handwheel

clockwise. To adjust the mirror, loosen the mirror-

lock knob (counter-clockwise), move the mirror to

the desired orientation, and tighten the mirror-lock

knob.

The CDR/PLTseats provide the CDRand PLT with

the capability to move their seats along the orbiter

Z- (vertical) and X- (longitudinal) axes to facilitate

the reach and visibility of controlsduringthe ascent

and entry phase of flight. Seat movement for each

axis is provided by a single ac motor. The total

travel distances for the Z- and X-axes are 10 and 5

inches respectively. Seat adjustment controls are

located on the left side of the seat pan. The controls

consist of a three-position toggle switch for power
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= Hand wheel
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-
Mirror lockknob

AdjustableMirror

Seat Power and Controls
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bus selection and one spring-loaded, three-position
toggle switch each for control of horizontal and
vertical seat movement.

To operate the CDR/PLT seat, the crewmember
must first assign ac power to his or her seat motors

by moving the POWER BUSS SEL switch to AC2

(up) or AC3 (down). To move the seat along the
horizontal axis, crewmembers must actuate the
HORIZ CONTR toggle switch FWD to move the
seat forward and AFT to move the seat aft. Similarly,
to move the seat along the vertical axis, the

crewmember must actuate the VERT CONTR toggle
switch UP to move the seat upward and DN to

move the seat downward.

If the seat motors fail to work, and seat adjustment
is needed, manual adjustment capability is

provided. However, manual seat adjustment can

take place only on orbit and is accomplished with a

2. SYSTEMS
25 Crew Systems

special seat adjustment tool provided in the in-flight
maintenance tool kit. Manual horizontal and vertical
seat adjustment control locations are under the seat

pan cushion and on the aft side of the fixed seat

structure.

The seat adjustment tool is a ratchet-driven, 3/16-
. inch Allen wrench inserted into the vertical or

horizontal manual adjustment to move the seat

along the Z- or X-axis.

Wicket tabs are devices that help the crewmember

activate controls when his or her vision is degraded.
The tabs provide the crewmember with tactile cues

to the location of controls to be activated as well as

a memory aid to their function, sequence of

activation, and other pertinent information. Wicket

tabs are found on controls that are difficult to see

on panels 08, C3, and R2 during the ascent and

entry flight phases.

Wicket Tabs on Panel R2
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Wicket Tabs on Panel C3

The auxiliary reach mechanism, sometimes known
as the “swizzle stick,” is a short adjustable bar with

multipurpose end effectors that are used to actuate

controls that are out of the reach of seated
crewmembers. The reach aid is used to push in and

pull out circuit breakers, move toggle switches, and
turn rotary knobs. It is stowed on the inboard side
of the PLT seat. It may be used during any phase of

flight,but is not recommended foruse duringascent
because of the attenuation and switch-cuingdifficulties resulting from acceleration forces.

Operation of the reach aid consists of extending it
and actuating controls with the end effector. To
extend the reach aid, the crewmember depressesthe spring-loaded extension tab and pulls the end
effector out to the desired length.

The reach and visibility envelope of each
crewmember is limited by the LES. Tactile cues are
restricted by the LES pressure glove. Visibilityis
reduced because of the helmet and neck ring, and
Teach is restricted by the bulk of the LES and the
Parachute and harness. Crewmembers should

practice techniques that enable them to adjust their

reach and visibility envelope. The helmet can be

swiveled on the neck ring. The neck ring tie down

may be adjusted to help open up downward field
of view. Mirrors, the auxiliary reach mechanism
(swizzle stick), and other crewmembers can aid in

locating and actuating controls. Seat headrest pads
and helmet pads may be used to adjust the position
of the head in the seat and in the helmet. The CDR
and PLT seats may be adjusted as necessary.

Photographic Equipment

Two still camera systems and one motion picture
camera are used on orbit to document crew

activities, meet payload requirements, and record
Earth observations. Additional cameras can be
stowed as required. Nikon 35 mm and Hasselblad
70 mm single lens reflex (SLR) cameras are flown
for still photography. An Arriflex 16 mm camera is
used for motion picture photography. When

stowage and weight provisions allow, the crew may
request an Aero Linhof 4X5 aerial photography
camera.
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Additional camera systems may be flown forspecific
experiments or as part of an ongoing NASA
evaluation of new cameras and technology. Camera
systems being evaluated are the Nikon F4 35 mm

autofocus and Rolleiflex 70 mm SLR systems.
Periodically, the IMAX Corporation manifests its
70 mm motion picture camera aboard the Shuttle as

a commercial payload. Recently, a JSC-developed
35 mm still video camera was successfully used on

orbit. It stores photographs ona hard disk that can

be downlinked.

Two different Nikon 35 mm cameras are typically
flown on the orbiter. One is essentially a Nikon F3
model with factory modifications that qualify it for
use on EVAs. The camera permits automatic or

Manual exposure with an LCD exposure readout in
the viewfinder. It uses standard 35 mm 36-exposure
rolls of film. Both negative (print) and positive
(slide) films of various speeds are flown to allow

flexibilityin changing photographic situations. The
standard film is Kodak 64 ISO (ASA) Professional

positive film.

The standard complement of interchangeable lenses
includes a 28 mm f/2, 35 mm f/1.4, and 35- 70mm

f/3.5 zoom. The crew can select other lenses ranging
from 15 mm super wide angle to a 600 mm telephoto
if stowage and weight limitations allow.

The camera motor drive operates on eight AA

batteries and provides automatic film advance, if

desired, or continuous film advance at up to 3.5

frames per second. The camera system also includes

a flash that integrates with camera electronics for

automatic through-the-lens, off-the-film plane
exposure. The flash operates on four AA batteries.

In 1991, NASA began flying the Nikon autofocus

F4 model SLR camera in addition to one F3. The F4

provides state-of-the-art metering for automatic

ambient light and flash exposure and exposures as

brief as 1/8000 of a second. The camera incorporates
a “full information” LCD viewfinder display.
Interchangeable autofocus lenses of various focal

lengths, including 28 mm f/2.8 and 35 — 70 mm f/

2.8 zoom, are available. Manual focus lenses can be

used on the F4 (in the manual focus mode) with the

camera indicating when proper focus is achieved.

The camera motor drive advances the film after

each exposure or permits continuous exposure at

3.4 or 5.7 frames per second. It operates on six AA

2. SYSTEMS
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batteries. The F4 flash is a state-of-the-art unit

operating on four AA batteries. The 35 mmcameras
are used primarily for in-cabin crew activities,
experiments, and EVA (F3 model only). Theymayalso be used for payload deployments and Earth
observations.

Two 70 mm SLR medium format (2.25 in square)
cameras are usually flown on each Shuttle mission.
The cameras are Hasselblad 500 EL/Ss (EL/Xs with
minor modifications). Only manual exposure is
available with the 70 mm cameras. Two Minolta
handheld reflected light (spot) meters are

manifested to provide exposure information as

required. Interchangeable magazines provide
approximately 95 exposures on Kodak 64 ISO
Professional 70 mm perforated positive film.

Occasionally, color infrared film is used for Earth

observations. Each magazine has a detachable data

recording device that prints flight-specific data on

the edge of the film. Interchangeable lenses,

including 50 mmf/4, 100 mm f/3.5, and 250 mm f/

5.6, are part of the standard complement. The

camera motor drive operates on five AA batteries.

It permits single frame automatic film advance or a

continuous rate of about one frame per second. The

70 mm cameras are used exclusively for

photography of payload bay activities, Earth

observations, and occasionally for ET separation.
An automatic exposure Rolleiflex 70 mm camera

has been used successfully on several missions to

augment the Hasselblad cameras.

Motion picture filming is accomplished with an

Arriflex professional 16 mm through-the-lens
viewing rotary shutter camera with integral light
meter. The crystal-controlled camera motor

transports film at 24 frames per second. The nominal

shutter speed is 1/48 second. The camera utilizes

an interchangeable 10 - 100 mm f/2 zoom or 5.9

mm f/1.8 wide angle lens. Both lenses permit
manual exposure. The zoom lens aperture can be

controlled by inputs from the camera light meter

for automatic exposure as well. Interchangeable
magazines are reloaded in flight with 400 ft rolls of

100or 500 ISO Kodak tungsten light balanced color

negative film. A full magazine will provide about

11 minutes of filming. Color correction filters must

be used whenever sunlight is the main subject light.
The camera is normally powered by a NASA

developed 15 V dc battery containing 40 AA

batteries. The camera may also be powered from
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the orbiter, via an adapter cable and the inflight
maintenance (IFM) “breakout box.” A rarely flown

accessory provides variable frame rates for the

Arriflex and bar code time data on the film. A

photoflood light is available and is usedduring
interior filming. The Arriflex is used primarily to

document in-cabin and payload bay activities.

The Aero Linhof is a manual exposure 4X5 camera

that is manifested approximately every other

mission if stowage space and weight constraints

allow. The camera produces large (4 in by 5 in)

images on Kodak 64 ISO thin base positive film.

Each removable magazine contains approximately
285 exposures. The camera uses a 90 mm £/5.6

wide angleanda 250 mm f/5.6 lens. Camera power
is supplied by orbiter 28 V dc. An attachable

viewfinder can be used to estimate the field-of-view

(FOV) of the lens in use. The Linhof camera is used

primarily for Earth observations photography.

Most of the photography and cinematography
conducted in the orbiter are handheld. With the

exception of flash photography, however, many of

the images and scenes crew capture on film can be

improved through the use of the multiuse mounts,

clamps, arms, or baseplate adapters. The multiuse

mounts attach to 22 dovetail “quick shot” devices

located on the flight deck, the middeck, and the

airlock. The baseplate adapters (crew installed)

provide quick shoes in windows 9 and 10. The
multiuse clamp is used on switchguards or other
structures to provide a multiuse mountat locations
without a quick shoe. The multiuse arm is a

modified commercial device that attaches to a

camera and a multiuse mount/clamp. The arm

permits universal pointing of the camera until the
center “elbow” knob is tightened. When the knob
is secure, the camera is held rigidly at the selected
orientation (zero g). Multiuse equipment is also
used to mount the CCTV camera, camcorder, and
photo flood.

Sighting Aids

Sightingaids include all items used to aid the flightcrew withinand outside the crew compartment.The sightingaidsincludethe crew optical alignment

The 8-by-30 binoculars are noted for close focal
distance at high magnification and have a built-in

measuring scale. The 14-by-40 gyrostabilized
binoculars contain a gyrostabilized system that

enhances target acquisition and retention. When

the crewmember is subjected to ambient vibrations

or hand tremor while using the gyrostabilized
binoculars, the target image remains clear and stable.

The gyrostabilized binoculars are electrically
powered by six alkaline-type AA batteries and will

operate continuously up to 3 hours on one battery
pack. A spare battery pack is located in panel A16.

The spotlight is a high-intensity, hand-held

flashlight powered bya battery pack consisting of

five 1.2-volt one-half D size nickel-cadmium

batteries. The spotlight produces a 20,000-

candlepower output witha continuous running time

of 15 hours. The lamp is a 6-volt tungsten filament

and cannot be replaced in flight.

Window Shades, Filters, and EMI Shields

Window shades and filters are provided for

installation on the orbiter windows to minimize

crewmember exposure to sunglare during ascent,

entry, and orbital flight phases. An electromagnetic
interference (EMI) shield is installed in the orbiter

overhead window (W§8) for launch and entry to

protect orbiter overhead electronics from lightning
and electromagnetic interference. During a

postlanding egress, W8 is blown open with

pyrotechnic devices. Another EMI shield is

manifested in the window shade bag if needed. An

EMI filter is installed in W7 for launch and entry.

The window shades, filters, and shields are stowed
in a compartmented bag attached to a mounting
pallet on the port side of the forward middeck.

To install the W1 through W6 window shades, the

crewmember unrolls the shade (white surface
outboard) over the window and mates the Velcro
with the Velcro on the window frame. Removal of
the shades is accomplished by just the reverse.

Demate the Velcro, and roll the shade up as

compactly as possible (blue surface visible). Insert
into window shade holders and close the holders

sight (COAS), binoculars, adjustable mirrors, and by mating VelA

i
, her.

spotlights. (The COAS is discussed in detail in
y Et ae le

Section 2.13.)
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EMI shields are installed by placing the shield
(partitioned side outboard) against the W7 and W8
window edges and closing the four latches to retain
the shield in place.

Aft window shades and filters are installed simply
by placing the correct shade or filter in the

appropriate window (reflective side outboard) and

securing it to the mating Velcro on the window

ledges.

To remove a window shade, filter, or EMI shield
from the window shade stowage container, the
crewmember must unfasten the securing straps and

pull the Velcro-restrained closure panel away from
the desired stowage pouch.

Interdeck light shades are provided to minimize

light leakage between the flight deck and middeck

during in-cabin photography. The light shade is
attached with Velcro to the flight deck floor around

the interdeck access. Adjustable louvers are

provided to regulate the amount of light between
the flight deck and the middeck.

The side hatch viewport is the only optical-quality
window on OV 103, 104, and 105. Unlike the 10

windows on the flight deck, the side hatch viewport
does not provide protection from solar ultraviolet

(UV) rays, which can cause serious injury inas little

as 10 seconds. Therefore, a removable UV filter

must be placed on the side hatch viewport for on-

orbit operations. The filter is held against the

viewport by Velcro and is normally installed post
insertion and removed during deorbit preparations.

Shuttle Orbiter Medical System

The Shuttle orbiter medical system (SOMS) is

required to provide medical care in flight for minor

illnesses and injuries. It also provides support for

stabilizing severely injured or ill crewmembers until

they are returned to Earth.

The SOMS is provided in two separate packages:
the medications and bandages kit (MBK) and the

emergency medical kit (EMK). The MBK is blue

with blue Velcro and a blue strap. The EMK is also

blue with red Velcro and a red strap.

2. SYSTEMS
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The medical kits are stowed in a middeck modular
locker. If the kits are required on orbit, they are

unstowed and installed on the locker doors with
Velcro. The kits havea patch of Velcro on the bottom
to match the Velcro on the outside of the doors.

Each kit contains pallets and a pocket inside the
back. Pockets containing medications and

equipment are mounted on each side of the pallets.
The MBK pallet designators are E, F,and G. The E

pallet contains pills, capsules, and suppositories.
The F pallet contains bandage materials for covering
or immobilizing body parts. The G pallet contains
medications to be administered by topical
application.

The EMK pallet designators are A, B,C, and D. The
A pallet contains medications to be administered

by injection. The B pallet contains emergency items

and equipment for performing minor surgeries. The
C pallet contains diagnostic/therapeutic items

consisting of instruments for measuring and

inspecting the body. The D pallet contains dental

items, injectables, and intravenous fluid/
administration sets.

Detailed descriptions of medications can be found

in the Medical Equipment Workbook, MED EQ
2102.

The onboard medical checklist and medical

checklist flight supplement specify the location of

medications/equipment in the two medical kits by
an alphanumeric code. The first character is the

alphanumeric code of the pallet (A through G). The

second character is the side of the pallet (1 or 2).

The third and fourth characters are the number of

the specific pocket on the pallet. The pallets are

appropriately marked.

The medical accessory kit supplements the SOMS

kit by providing additional storage capability for

crew-specific and/or mission-specific medications,

such as toxin antidotes, additional I.V. fluid, etc.

The SOMS also includes a resuscitator and patient/
rescuer restraints. The resuscitator consists of a

mask with a retaining cap, a manually activated/

demand regulated oxygen supply valve, a 6-foot

hose, and a quick disconnect fitting. The resuscitator

assembly is stored in a middeck locker with the

EMK and MBK.
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The resuscitator is emergency hardware to be

utilized, along with the patient/rescuer restraints,
in the case of a crewmember becoming ill as called

out for in JSC-17327, Medical Checklist — All Flights.

The resuscitator provides the capability to deliver

100 percent oxygen, control ventilation, and perform
CPR for extended periods of time.

The resuscitator valve can supply 100 percent
supplemental oxygen in two ways: (1) at 40 LPM

positive pressure for unconscious patients, and
(2) on demand flow for conscious patients.

The resuscitator, upon unstowage, can be connected
to the orbiter oxygen supply on the middeck
connections on panels MO32M and MO69M and
the flight deck connection on panel C6. Oxygenflow can be checked by depressing the O, trigger
arm. Following verification of Op flow, a

crewmember will position and tighten the
Tesuscitator mask over the crewmember’ s face usingthe head cap and elastic straps.

The patient/rescuer restraints consist of two

belts with two pip pins each for the patient
and one belt with two pip pins for the

rescuer. They are designed to interface into

the holes in the middeck locker latches.

The patient/rescuer restraint system is

emergency hardware to be utilized in the

case of a crewmember becoming ill. The

restraints are stored in a middeck locker

with the EMK and MBK.

The patient restraints will restrain the

patient in the mid-calf area and the chest

area. The restraints can be easily tightened
to fit the patient. The rescuer restraint will

wrap around the rescuer’s waist and will

have two extensions from the waist belt

with pip pins on the end to fasten into the

locker latches. This will allow the rescuer

and patient to remain stationary.

The diagnostic equipment on board and

information from theflight crew will allow

diagnosis and treatment of injuries and

illnesses through consultation with flight
surgeons in Mission Control.

Operational Bioinstrumentation System

The operational bioinstrumentation system (OBS)

provides an amplified electrocardiograph (ECG)

analog signal from any crewmember aboard the

orbiter to the avionics system, where the signal is

converted to digital signal and transmitted to the

ground in real time or stored on tape for dump at a

later time. On-orbit use is limited to crewmembers
in EVA or to contingency situations (only at the

request of the flight surgeon).

The OBS electrodes are attached to the skin with

electrode paste to establish electrical contact. The

electrode is composed of a plastic housing
containing a non-polarizable pressed pellet. The

housing is attached to the skin with double-sided
adhesive tape, and the pellet contacts the skin. There
are three electrodes on the harness, marked LC
(lower chest), UC (upper chest), and G (ground).
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Electrode Donned Locations

The ECG signal conditioner is a hybrid microcircuit
with variable gain (adjusted for each crewmember
before flight). It provides a zero- to 5-volt output
and has an ON/OFF switch within the input plug,
which is actuated when the intravehicular activity
(IVA) biomed cable is plugged in. The unit has
batteries that will not be replaced inflight.
The IVA biomed cable connects to the signal
conditioner and is routed under the IVA clothing to

connect to the biomed seat cable. The biomed seat

cable is routed to one of the BIOMED input
connectors located on panel A11, A15, or M062M.

Rotary control switches on panel R10 provide
circuits from the biomed outlets to the orbiter’s
network signal processor for downlink or recording.
The two rotary switches on panel R10 are BBOMED

CHANNEL 1 and CHANNEL 2. Extravehicular

activity positions provide circuits from the EVA
UHF transceiver.
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The electrode application kit contains components
to aid in the application of electrodes. The

components include wet wipes, double-sided

adhesive tape, overtapes, electrode paste, and a cue

card illustrating electrode placement.

G-Suit

Physiological data indicate that protection should
be provided for orbiter crewmembers on flights

exceeding 12 hours duration to prevent fluid shifts

BIOMED Rotary Switches on Panel R10 N

2. SYSTEMS
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to the lower extremities during exposure to entry g-
loading. Lower extremity fluid shifts could cause

degradation in crew performance during critical

entry and landing mission phases. All

crewmembers don the LES before entry, and, if

needed, inflate the g-suit, sometimes referred to as

an anti-g suit, prior to reaching a 400,000-foot
altitude. The recommended setting for inflation is
1.5 psi, which is obtained by rotating the red knurled

knob, found on the pressure controller, three

complete turns clockwise.

The current g-suit is built into the LES. Several
bladders (separate from the partial pressure
bladders) are contained within the lower torso and

legs of the suit. They may be inflated to apply
pressure to the crewmember ’s lower body to prevent
the pooling of blood and to aid in maintaining
circulating blood volume. Pooling of blood can

occur when high g-loads are imposed on the body
and is particularly noticeable after the crewmember

has had 3 days or more of zero-g.

Inflation of the g-suit is controlled at the Oz
manifold/g-suit controller (one piece), located on

the upper left leg. This assembly consists of the

followingcomponents,referenced to the illustration

on the next page:

A. A male Op hose fitting that connects to the

orbiter O supply hose. It is provided witha

breakaway fitting to facilitate rapid egress
from the vehicle.

B. A second male Op hose fitting that connects

the manifold with the emergency Op bottles

in the crewmember’s parachute harness.

C. A third (threaded) male O> hose fitting that

connects the manifold with the demand

regulator for crewmember respiration.

D. The g-suit controller. When the manifold is

connected to orbiter Oz, and the knurled knob

is rotated clockwise (in the direction of the

arrow), the controller inflates the g-suit
bladders 0.5 psi per complete turn, to a

maximum pressure of 2.5 psi. A one-way

valve inside the manifold prevents the g-suit
from inflating with emergency O2, which is

reserved for breathing. Rotation of the knob

counterclockwise will deflate the g-suit
bladders 0.5 psi per complete turn. Each

complete revolution of the knob is indicated

bya slight detent.
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E. The g-suit controller clip. When pulled free,
the clip will trap the current volume of O7
inside the g-suit bladders and prevent any
deflation, even when the O2 manifold is

disconnected from orbiter O. Reinstallation

of the clip will allow a normal deflation of the

g-Suit bladders.

An internal pressure relief valve vents g-suit
pressure in excess of 32 psi into the partial pressure
bladders, where it will either be held or vented out

of the suit, depending on cabin pressure.

Radiation Equipment

The harmful biological effects of radiation must be
minimized through mission planning based on

calculated predictions and monitoring of dosage
exposures. Preflight requirements include a

projection of mission radiation dosage, an

assessment of the probability of solar flares during
the mission, and a radiation exposure history of
flight crewmembers. In-flight requirementsinclude
the carrying of passive dosimeters by the flight

crewmembers and, in the event of solar flares or

other radiation contingencies, the readout and

reporting of the active dosimeters.

There are four types of active dosimeters: pocket
dosimeter high (PDH), pocket dosimeter low (PDL),

pocket dosimeter FEMA (PDF), and high-rate
dosimeter (HRD). All four function in the same

manner and contain a quartz fiber positioned to

zero by electrostatic charging before flight. The

unit discharges according to the amount of radiation

received; as the unit discharges, the quartz moves.

The position of the fiber along a scale is noted

visually. The PDH unit's range is zero to 100 rads.

The PDF and PDL units’ ranges are zero to 200

millirads, and the HRD unit's range is zero to 600

rads.

The rad is a unit based on the amount of energy
absorbed and is defined as any type of radiation
that is deposited in the absorbing media. Radiation
absorbed by humans is expressed in roentgen
equivalent in man, or rems. The rem is determined

by multiplying rads times a qualifying factor that is
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a variable depending on

wavelength, source, etc. For

low-inclinationorbits(35degrees
and lower), the qualifying
factor is approximately equal to

one; therefore, the rem is

approximately equal to the rad.
In space transportation system
flights, the doses received have

ranged from 0.05 to 0.07 rem, well
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The flight crew’s passive
dosimeters are squares
of fine-ground photo film Range
sandwiched between plastic thumbwheel
separators in a light-proof (hidden from

package. Radiation striking the

silver halide causes spots on the

film, which can be analyzed
after the flight. Included in

the badge dosimeters are

thermoluminescent dosimeter

chips, which are analyzed on

Earth.
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Passive radiation dosimeters

are placed in the crew

compartment before launch by
ground support personnel and

removed after landing for

laboratory analysis. Each flight
crewmember carries a passive
dosimeter at all times during
the mission. The remaining
dosimeters are stowed ina pouch
in a middeck modular locker. If

a radiation contingency arises, the

PDL, PDH, HRD and PDF active

dosimeters will be unstowed,

read, and recorded for downlink

to the ground.

Acoustics Provisions

The acoustics provisions include a sound level meter

and earplugs. The sound level meter is provided
when anon-orbit cabin acoustical noise level survey

is required. The major reason for conducting noise

level surveys is excessive noise level on orbit. If

noise levels exceed those required for medical safety,
precautions will be taken.

i
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Sound Level Meter

Depending on the requirements for each flight, the

crew is required to take specific meter readings at

certain specified vehicle and equipment locations.

The data obtained by the crew will be logged and/

or voice recorded.

The sound level meter is equipped with a condenser

microphone that gives it a frequency range of 20 Hz

to 20 kHzand an overall dynamic range of 26 to 140

dB (A-weighted). The meter provides direct sound

level and frequency readings via a meter-type

display.
:
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The meter is powered by four 1.5-volt batteries. No Two air sample bottles are nominallymanifested. ’provisions are made to provide spares for on-orbit —_One is to be utilized forfire/smokein thecabin, |
battery changeout. If battery failure occurs, other —_and the other is used for airsamplingduring deorbit :
crew equipment (calculator, microcassette recorder) —_prep, of if a crewmember noticeseither an unusual |
batteries can be borrowed temporarily to perform odor and/or excessive sneezing, and/orwateryeyes
the noise survey. The meter contains a battery _in a particular area of the cabin.If this occurs,
voltage status circuit that can be activated to check Mission Control should benotifiedfora microbial
battery voltage levels. sample to be taken of that location post flight. The

microbial air sampler can be used on orbit to

The meter is equipped with A and C weighting —_evaluate the microbial buildup in the crew cabin

networks and 10-octave filters. Ofthe two weighting —_duringflight. It is manifested on aper flight basis.

factors available, only the A weighting factor will

be used. The A weighting factor is used because it The microbial air sampler consists of a metal tube

takes into account the physiological filtering and with an open end drum that hasaslot for inserting
sound transduction properties of the human ear. an agar strip. The agar strip is composed of 34

individual agar wells and is a nutritional medium

The weighting factor/octave filter and frequency _ that supports the growth of many microorganisms.
range are all selected by the crewmember. The agar strip is opened by pulling the plastic

covering down no more than one third of the total

Air Sampling System length as marked. This is to prevent contamination

after repackaging. Upon inserting the agar strip
The air sampling system provides a method for _ into the drum (agar facing inward), care must be

obtaining cabin atmosphere samples to allow _‘ taken to avoid touching (and consequently
postflight analysis of the gas environment within _ contaminating) the agar wells.

the crew module. The air sampling system consists

of an air bottle and the microbial air sampler. The The microbial air sampler power is turned on and

air sampling system components are stowed ina the START button depressed. The POWER switch

modular locker for ascent, unstowed for sampling, allows current to flow from the four D-cell batteries 6and restowed for entry. to an indicator light that verifies batteries are good.
When the START push button is depressed, the

The air bottle is a steel cylinder. The end of the _ centrifugal air fan within the drum will operate for

cylinder is fitted with a valve operated by the valve 2 minutes. The microorganisms are drawn into the
knob. A screw cap covers the air inlet to prevent drum by the centrifugal air fan and are deposited
dust from contaminating the airsample. Thiscapis onto the agar surface. After the centrifugal-air fan
tethered to the valve. stops, the agar strip is removed from the drum and

: ;
placed back into its original package. After the

The air bottle is evacuated preflightand isoperated _ agar strip back is placed into the original package,
by removing the dust cap, turning the valve knob _the plastic slide seal is slid up over the area that was

counterclockwiseuntil full open, and then turning _—pulled down for removing the agar strip. The
it clockwise until full close. The time it takes to mission elapsed time is then recorded on the outside

open and closethe valve is sufficient to fill the of theagarstrippackage.The total numberof strips
cylinderwith cabin gas. When the valveisopened, _ flown is mission specific, and sample time will be
a hissing sound may not always be heard because scheduled out in the crew activity plan.
of cabin noise or valve variations.
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Description

The DPS, consisting of various hardware

components and self-contained software, provides
the entire Space Shuttle vehicle with computerized
monitoring and control. DPS functions are:

2. SYSTEMS
2.6 Data ProcessingSystem

* Support the guidance, navigation, and control
of the vehicle, including calculations of

trajectories, SSME burn data, and vehicle

attitude control data.

© Monitor and control vehicle subsystems, such
as the electrical power system and the

environmental control and life support system.
* Process vehicle data for the flight crew and

for transmission to the ground, and allow

ground control of some vehicle systems via

transmitted commands.

¢ Check data transmission errors and crew

control input errors; support annunciation of

vehicle system failures and out-of-tolerance

system conditions.

¢ Support payloads with flight crew/software
interface for activation, deployment,
deactivation, and retrieval.

e Process rendezvous, tracking, and data

transmissions between payloads and the

ground.

The DPS hardware consists of five general-purpose
computers (GPCs), two mass memory units (MMUs)

for large-volume bulk storage, and a network of

serial digital data buses to accommodate the data

traffic between the GPCs and vehicle systems. The

"
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DPS also includes 19 orbiter and four SRB

multiplexers/demultiplexers(MDMs) to convert

and format data from the various vehicle systems,
three SSME interface units to command the SSMEs,

four multifunction CRT display systems used by
the flight crew to monitor and control the vehicle

and payload systems, two data bus isolation

amplifiers to interface with the ground support

equipment/launch processing system and the SRBs,

two master events controllers, and a master timing
unit.

DPS software accommodates almost every aspect
of Space Shuttle operations, including orbiter

checkout, prelaunch and final countdown for

launch, turnaround activities, control and

monitoringduringlaunch, ascent, on-orbitactivities,
entry, and landing, and aborts or other contingency
mission phases. A multicomputer mode is used for

the critical phases of the mission, such as launch,
ascent, orbit, entry, landing, and aborts.

General Purpose Computers (GPCs)

The orbiter has five identical IBM AP-101S GPCs.

The GPCs receive and transmit data to and from

interfacing hardware via the data bus network.

GPCs also contain the software that provides the

main on-board data processing capability. Four of

the systems run identical software. The fifth system
runs different software, programmed bya different

company, designed to take control of the vehicle if

an error in the primary software or other multiple
failures cause aloss of vehicle control. The software

on the four primary GPCs is referred to as PASS

(primary avionics system software); on the backup
itis referred to as BFS (backup flight system).

GPCs 1 and 4 are located in forward middeck

avionics bay 1,GPCs 2 and 5 are located in forward

middeck avionics bay 2, and GPC 3is located in aft

middeck avionics bay 3. The GPCs receive forced-
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air cooling from an avionics bay fan. (There are

two fans in each avionics bay, but only one is

powered ata time.)

CAUTION

If both fans in an avionics bay fail, the

computers will overheat and cannot be
relied on to operate properly for more than
60 minutes for an operating GPC.

Each GPC consists of a central processing unit (CPU)
and an input/output processor (IOP) stored in one

avionics box. The boxes are 19.55 inches long, 7.62
inches high, and 10.2 inches wide; they weigh 64

pounds. Each CPU and IOP contains a memory
area for storing software and data. These memory
areas are collectively referred to as the GPC’s main

Memory. The main memory of each GPC is volatile

(the software is not retained when power is

interrupted), but a battery pack preserves software

contents when the GPC is powered off. The memory

capacity of the GPCs is about 256 k whole words.

The CPU controls access to GPC main memory for

data storage and software execution and executes

instructions to control vehicle systems and

manipulate data.

The IOP formats and transmits commands to the

vehicle systems, receives and validates response
data from the vehicle systems, and maintains the

status of interfaces with the CPU and the other

GPCs.

Each IOP has 24 independent processors, each of

which controls 24 data buses that transmit serial

digital data between the GPCs and vehicle systems,
and secondary channels between the telemetry
system and units that collect instrumentation data.

The 24 data buses are connected to each IOP by bus

control elements (BCEs) that receive, convert, and

validate serial data in response to requests for

available data to be transmitted or received from

vehicle hardware.

For timing, each GPC contains oscillators that send

signals to internal components to regulate
operations. The GPC also uses the oscillator to

maintain an internal clock to keep track of

2. SYSTEMS
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Greenwich mean time and mission elapsed time as

a backup to the timing signal from the master timing
unit.

Since the BFS does not operate in synchronization
with other GPCs that can check its proper
functioning, each GPC contains a watchdog timer.
The watchdog timer is a decrementing clock register
in the IOP that is reset about once every second by a

signal from the CPU. If the timer ever counts down
to zero, then an IOP/CPU interface problem exists
and is annunciated bya self-fail indication from
that GPC.

The PASS GPCs use a hardware “voter” to monitor

discrete inputs from the other GPCs. Should a GPC

receive a fail vote from two or more of the other

GPCs, it will cause the GPC to consider itself failed,
and will annunciate a self-fail indication that also
causes the GPC to inhibit any fail votes of its own

against the other GPCs.

GPC Controls

The GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER hardware

controls are located on panel O6. Each of the five

GPCs reads the position of its corresponding
OUTPUT and MODE switches and INITIAL

PROGRAM LOAD push buttons from discrete input
lines that go directly to the GPC. Each GPC has

OUTPUT and MODE talkback indicators on panel
O6 that are driven by GPC output discretes.

Each GPC has a GENERAL PUIRPOSE COMPUTER

POWER switch on panel O6. Positioning a switch

to ON enables power from three essential buses,

ESS 1BC, 2CA, and 3AB. The essential bus power is

transferred to remote power controllers, which

permits main bus power from the three main buses

(MN A, MN B, and MN C) to power the GPC. There

are three power controllers for the IOP and three

for the CPU; thus, any GPC will function normally,
even if two main or essential buses are lost. Each

computer uses 650 watts of power.

Each GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER OUTPUT

switch on panel O06 is a guarded switch with

BACKUP, NORMAL, and TERMINATE positions.
The switch provides a hardware override to the

GPC that precludes that GPC from outputting on

the flight-critical buses. The switches for the PASS

GNC GPGs are positioned to NORMAL, which
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| 1 2

Hardware Controls on Panel O6

permits them to output. The backupflight systemswitch (GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER 5) is
Positioned to BACKUP, which precludes it from
outputting until it is engaged. The switch for a
GPC designated on-orbit to be a systems
management computer is Positioned to
TERMINATE,since the GPC is not to command
anything on the flight-critical buses,

The talkback indicator above each OUTPUT switch
on panel O6 indicates Bray if that GPC output isenabled and barberpoleifit is not.

EachGPC receives RUN, STBY, or HALT discrete
inputs from its MODE switch on panel 06, whichdetermines whether that GPC can Process software.The MODE switch is lever-locked in the RUNPosition. The HALT Position initiates a hardware-

Se

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER

controlled state in which no software can be

executed. A GPC that fails to synchronize with

others is either powered OFF or moded to HALT

as soon as possible to prevent the failed computer
from outputting erroneous commands. The

talkback indicator above the MODE switch for that

GPC indicates barberpole when that computer is
in HALT.

In STBY, a GPC is also in a state in which no PASS
software can be executed, but it is in a software-
controlled state. The STBY mode allows an orderly
startup or shutdown of processing. It is necessary,
as a matter of procedure, for a GPC that is shifting
from RUN to HALT to be temporarily (more than 3
seconds) in the STBY mode before going to HALT,
since the STBY modeallows for an orderly software

cleanup and allows a GPC to be correctly initialized
without an initial program load. If a GPC is moded
from RUN to HALT without pausing in STBY, it

may not perform its functions correctly upon being
temoded to RUN. There is no STBY indication on

the talkback indicator above the MODE switch.

The RUN position permits a GPC to support its
normal processing of all active software and
assigned vehicle operations. Whenever acomputeris moded from STBYor HALT to RUN, it initializes
itself to a state in which only system software is
Processed (called OPS 0). If a GPC is in another
Operational sequence (OPS) before being moded
out of RUN, and the initial program has not been
loaded since, that software still resides in main

memory; however, it will not begin processing until
that OPS is restarted by flight crew keyboard entry.The MODE talkback indicator always reads RUN
when that GPC switch is in RUN, and no failuresexist.

Placing the backup flight system GPC in STBY does
not stop BFS software Processing or preclude BFS
engagement; it only prevents the BFS from
commanding the payload buses used by BFS systems
management software.

The GPC/BUS STATUS display (DISP 6) indicates
the current mode of each PASS GPC in the common
set. Thedisplaydoes not differentiatebetweenSTBY
and HALT; only RUN or HALT is displayed (GPC
MODE).

2.6-4
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GPC/BUS STATUS XX X DOD/HH:MMSS
ODDHH:MM:SS

GPC 1S 2s 3S 4S 8S
MODE | XXXX | 3OKXK | 300K | OOK OKOPS XX XX XX xX xXSTRING 1 FF xS xs xs xs xs

FA xs xs xs xs xs
2 FF xs xs xs xs xsFA xs xs xs xs xs
3 FF xs xs xs xs xsFA xs xs xs xs xs
4 FF xs xs. xs xs xs

FA xs xs xs xs xs

PL xs xs xs xs xs
2 xs xs xs xs xs

LAUNCH 1 xs xs xs xs xs
2 xs xs xs: xs xs

CRT 1 xs xs xs xs xs
2 xs xs xs xs xs
3 xs xs xs xs xs4 xs xs xs. xs xs

Ox)

GPC/BUS STATUS Display(DISP 6)

The INITIAL PROGRAM LOAD push button for a
GPC on panel 06 activates the initial program load
command discrete input when depressed. When
the input is received, that GPC initiates an initial
Program load (IPL) from the MMU specified by the
IPL SOURCE switch on panel 06. The talkback
indicator above the MODE switch for that GPC
indicates IPL.

During non-critical periods in orbit, only one or

two GPCs are used for GNC tasks, and another is
used for systems management and payload
operations.

AGPC on-orbit can also be “freeze-dried”; thatis, it
can be loaded with the software for a particular
memory configuration and then moded to HALT.
Before an OPS transition to the loaded memory
configuration, the freeze-dried GPC can be moded
back to RUN and the appropriate OPS requested.

NOTE

Because all BFS software is loaded into

the BFS GPC at the same time, the BFS
GPC is sometimes referred to as being
freeze-dried on-orbit when it is placed in

HALT. The BFS GPC can be moded to

RUN prior to entry and will begin
processing entry software following the

OPS 3 request without having to access a

mass memory unit.

2. SYSTEMS
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GPC Modes of Operation

GPC modes of operation are redundant set, common
set, and simplex. Redundant set operations refer to
the mode in which two or more GPCs are

concurrently receiving the same inputs, executingthe same GNC software, and producing the same

outputs. This mode uses a maximum amount of
intercomputer communications, and the GPCs mustmaintain a high level of synchronization (called
redundant set synchronization).

During redundant set operations, each GPC outputsonly certain portions of its total software output to
its interfacing hardware. Therefore,although each
GPC “thinks” it is performing all its operations,
only the GPC responsible for supporting a specific
group of hardware will be able to actually transmit
its data and commands. The redundant set GPCs
compare all calculations to ensure that individual
outputs are the same.

Common set operations occur when two or more

GPCs communicate with one another while they
are performing their individual tasks. They do not
have to be performing the same Major function

(although they can be), but they do maintain
common set synchronization. Any GPC operating
as a member of the redundant set is also a member
of the common set.

A simplex GPC is in RUN but not a member of the
redundant set, such as the BFS GPC. Systems
management and payload major functions are

always processed in a simplex GPC.

GPCs running together in the same GNC OPS are

part of a redundant set performing identical tasks
from the same inputs and producing identical

outputs. Therefore, any data bus assigned to a

commanding GNC GPC (except the instrumentation
buses because each GPC has only one dedicated
bus connected to it) is heard by all members of the
redundant set. These transmissions include all CRT

inputs and mass memory transactions, as well as

flight-critical data. If one or more GPCs in the
redundant set fail, the remaining computers can

continue operating in GNC. Each GPC performs
about 325,000 operations per second during critical

phases.
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Each computer in a redundant set operates in

synchronized steps and cross-checks results of

processing about 440 times per second.

Synchronization refers to the software scheme

used to ensure simultaneous intercomputer
communications of necessary GPC status

information among the PASS computers. If a

GPC operating in a redundant set fails to meet

two redundant synchronization points in a row,

the remaining computers will vote it out of the

redundant set. If a GPC has a problem with its

multiplexer interface adapter receiver during two

successive reads of response data and does not

receive any data while the other members of the

redundant set do receive the data, they in turn

will vote the GPC out of the set. A failed GPC is

either powered OFF or moded to HALT as soon

as possible by the crew.

GPC Failure Indications

GPC failure votes are annunciated in a number of

ways. Each GPC has discrete output lines for fail
votes against each of the other GPCs that go to the
other GPCs and the GPC status matrix. A GPC
FAIL detection will cause a class 2 GPC FAULT

message with illumination of the MASTER ALARM.

ovo

or-+0<-

GPC STATUS Matrix on Panel 01 N
(W=white; Y=yellow)

Error indications may be displayed on DISP 18 GNC

SYS SUMM 1and DISP 6 GPC/BUS STATUS

displays.

YOOXX00/018GNCSYSSUMM 1 XX X DDOVHH:MM:SS

Res | JET/ISOL
DDOHHMM:SS

AIL|VLV SURF MOM OPS. 12345

FI[XXX] XXS LTOB XXX.XSXXS GPOSSSSS

2)XXx|XXS IB XXX.XSXXS_MOM FF SSS S
3)XXX] XXS RIB XXX.XSXXS FA SSSS
4) ] XXS_ OB XXX.XSXXS
5[XxX| xxS AIL XXX. X

TOK] XXS RUD XXK.X FCSCH 1234
2)XXX | XXS_ SPDBRK XXX.X SSSS

3]XXX | XXS__BDYFLP XXX. X
4)0x| xs XOOXXK

5]XX| XS NAV 1234

RI]XX| XXS ™U SSS

2)xxX|xXS CNTLA_12.3 acc SSSS

3)xxx]xxS RHCCS SS RGA SSSS

4]Xx| XxS ASSSs TAC SSS

5]xXx| XXS ASSS MIS SSS
THC LSSS ADTA SSSS

ASSS

sBsICLSSS

RSSS 0)

DPS Parameters on GNC SYS SUMM 1

Display (DISP 18)

The GPC STATUS matrix on panel O1 is a 5-by-5
matrix of lights. Each light corresponds to a GPC’s
fail vote against another GPC or itself. For example,
if GPC 2 sends out a failure vote against GPC 3, the
second white light in the third column is illuminated.
The off-diagonal votes are votes against other GPCs.
The yellow diagonal lights from upper left to lower

right are self-failure votes. Whenever a GPC receives

ssorsuiro) @J

GPC MEMORY DUMP Switch on Panel at
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two or more failure votes from other GPCs, it

illuminates its own yellow light and resets any
failure votes that it made against other GPCs (any
white lights in its row are extinguished). Any time
a yellow matrix light is illuminated, the GPC caution
and warning light on panel F7 is illuminated, in

addition to MASTER ALARM illumination, and a

GPC fault message is displayed on the CRT.

A failed GPC can be hardware-initiated, stand-

alone-memory-dumped by powering ON, switching
the computer to TERMINATE and HALT, and then

selecting the number of the failed GPC on the GPC

MEMORY DUMP rotary switch on panel M042F.

GPCs2-5 GPcS GPC 4 = GPC

2. SYSTEMS
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Then the GPC is moded to STBY to start the dump,
which takes 3 to 7 minutes.

Data Bus Network

The data bus network supports the transfer of serial

digital commands between the GPCs and vehicle

systems. The network is divided into seven groups
that perform specific functions:

1. Flight-critical (FC) data buses that tie the

GPCs to the flight-critical multiplexer/
demultiplexers (MDMs), display driver units,

head-up displays, engine interface units, and

master events controllers

DOU—— Display Driver Unit

DEU —— Display Electronics Unit

DK — Display Keyboard

€1U— — Engine intertace Unt

FC — Flight Critical

GSE — Ground Support
Equipment

HUD — HeadupDisptay

IC — Intercomputer

tA — Launch Att

18 — Launch/Boost

LF — Launch Forward

ie ES, ee

UR — Launch Right

MOM = — Muttiplexes/
Demultiplexer

MEC —— Master Events
Controller

MMU — Mass Memory Una

PCMMU — Pulse Code Modulation
Master Unit

PO! — Payload Data interleaver

PL — Payload

Data Bus Network
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2. Payload data buses that tie the GPCs to the

payload MDMs and the payload data

interleaver (PDI), as well as the flex MDMs

and sequence control assemblies

3, Launch data buses that tie the GPCs to ground
support equipment, launch forward, launch

aft, and SRB MDMs, and the manipulator
controller interface unit used by the remote

manipulator system

4. Mass memory data buses for GPC/MMU

transactions

5. Display/keyboard data buses for GPC/

display electronics unit transactions

6. Instrumentation/pulse code modulation

master unit (PCMMU) data buses

7. Intercomputer communication data buses.

Although all data buses in each group except the

instrumentation/ PCMMU buses are connected to

all five GPCs, only one GPC at a time transmits

commands over each bus. However, several GPCs

may receive data from the same bus simultaneously.

Each data bus, with the exception of the

intercomputer communication data buses, is

bidirectional; that is, data can flow in either

direction. The intercomputer communication data

bus traffic flows in only one direction.

Flight-Critical Data Buses

This distribution of hardware is referred to as a

string. A string is composed of two FC data buses:

one from the first group (FC1, 2, 3, or 4) and one

from the second group (FCS, 6, 7, or 8). Vehicle

hardware is segmented into these groups to facilitate

GPC command of these components for

redundancy, to allow for nominal mission
operations in the event of a loss of one string caused

by a GPC or MDM failure, and to allow for safe
return to Earth in the event of the loss of a second

string.

String 1 consists of FC data buses 1 and 5, MDMs

FF1 and FAI and their hard-wired hardware,

controls, and displays, the three engine interface

units, the two master events controllers, the three

display driver units, head-up display 1, and their
associated displays. This distribution of hardware

is fixed and cannot be changed. The other three

strings are defined in the same manner.

During launch, ascent, and entry, when there are

four PASS GNC GPCs, each is assigned a different

string to maximize redundancy. All flight-critical
hardware units are redundant, and the redundant

units are on different strings. The string concept
provides failure protection during dynamic phases
by allowing exclusive command of a specific group
of vehicle hardware by one GPC, which can be

transferred to another GPC in case of failure.

Additional redundancy is provided because each

Flight critical data bus 1 (FC1)
There are eight flight-critical (FC)
data buses directed into groups of
four. Each FC bus ina group of four

can be commanded bya different
GPC. Multiple units of each type of
GNC hardware are wired to a |

different MDM and flight-critical
bus. FCI, 2, 3, and 4 connect the |
GPCs with the four flight-critical String

}

forward (FF) MDMs, the four flight- 1

critical aft (FA) MDMs, the three

display driver units, and the two

head-up displays. The other four,
FCS, 6, 7, and 8, connect the GPCs to
the same four FF MDMs, the same

four FA MDMs, the two master
events controllers, and the three
main engine interface units.

Flight Display Engine Head

citical driver interface up

forward unit 1 unit 1 display 1

MDM 1 (DDU 1) (EIU 1) (HUD1)

Flight Master

citical events

aft
bbui2 EIU2

controller

MDM 1 (MEC 1)

ObU3 EIU3 MEC 2

Flight critical data bus 5 (FCS)

Componentsof String One
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flight-critical forward and aft MDM is connected

to the GPCs by two flight critical data buses; thus,
all or part of one string can be lost, and all functions

will still be retained through the other strings.

With four PASS GNC GPCs in a redundant set,
each GPC is responsible for issuing commands over

the string assigned to it; that is, it is the commander

of that string. The other GNC GPCs will monitor or

listen to this string. When the string’s commanding
GPC sends a request for data to the hardware on

the string, all the other GNC GPCs will hear and

receive the same data coming back on the string.
This transaction (one commanding GPC and

multiple listening GPCs) is occurring in parallel with

the other three strings. Therefore, all GNC GPCs

will get a copy of all of the data from all four strings.
Once all the data are received from the string, the

GPCs then agree (or disagree) that the data are

consistent.

Payload Data Buses

Two payload data buses interface the five GPCs

with the two payload MDMs (also called payload
forward MDMs), which interface with orbiter

systems and payloads. A payload data interleaver

is connected to payload data bus 1. Additionally,
on some flights, one or two flex MDMs and/or

sequence control assemblies connect the payload
data buses to other payload equipment.

Each payload MDM is connected to two payload
data buses. Up to five safety-critical payload status

parameters may be hard-wired; then these

parameters and others can be recorded as part of

the vehicle’s system management, which is

transmitted and received over two payload buses.

To accommodate the various forms of payload data,

the payload data interleaver integrates payload data

for transmission to ground telemetry.

Launch Data Buses

Two launch data buses are used primarily for

ground checkout and launch phase activities. They
connect the five GPCs with the ground support

equipment/launch processing system, the launch

forward (LF1) and launch aft (LA1) MDMs aboard

the orbiter, and the two left and right SRB MDMs
(LL1, LL2, LR1, and LR2). Launch data bus 1 is

2. SYSTEMS
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used on orbit for interface with the remote

manipulator system controller by the systems
Management GPC.

Mass Memory Data Buses

Each of two MMUs interfaces with its data bus via a

multiplexer interface adapter, which functions just
like the ones in the GPCs. Each data bus is connected

to all five GPCs. The serial digital commands and

data from the GPCs and the data read from the

Mass memory unit are sent on the data bus. Each

MMU is connected to only one mass memory data

bus.

In addition, each MMU has a separate discrete line

called the “ready discrete” that goes to each of the

GPCs. If the discrete is on, it tells the GPC the mass

memory unit is ready for a transaction. When the

discrete is off, the MMU is either busy with another

transaction or powered off.

Note that all MMU operations and transmissions to

the GPCs are on an on-demand basis only. There is

no insight into the state of the MMU (other than the

ready discrete) unless a specific transaction is

requested. This includes the status of the MMU’s

built-in test equipment (BITE), which is only

updated for MMU read or write.

Display/Keyboard Data Buses

The four display electronics unit keyboard (DK)

data buses, one for each display electronics unit,

are connected to each of the five GPCs. The

computer in command of a particular display/

keyboard data bus is a function of the current

MAJOR FUNC switch setting of the associated CRT,

current memory configuration, GPC/CRT keyboard
entries, and the position of the backup flight control

CRT switches. (These topics are discussed in more

detail under “Operations.”)

Instrumentation/Pulse-Code Modulation Master

Unit (PCMMU) Buses

The five instrumentation/PCMMUdata buses are

unique in that each GPC has its own individual
data bus to two PCMMUs. All the other data buses

go to every GPC.
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Flight controllers monitor the status ofthevehicle’s
onboard systems through data transmissionsfrom
the vehicle to the ground. These transmissions,

called downlink, include GPC-collected data,

payload data, instrumentation data, and onboard
voice. The GPC-collected data, called downlist,

includes a set of parameters chosen before flight for

each mission phase.

The system software in each GPC assimilates the

specified GNC, systems management, payload, or

DPS data according to the premission-defined
format for inclusion in the downlist. Each GPC is

physically capable of transmitting its downlist to

the current active PCMMU over its dedicated

instrumentation/PCMMU data bus. Only one

PCMMU is powered at a time. It interleaves the

downlist data from the different GPCs with the

instrumentation and payload data according to the

telemetry format load programmed in the PCMMU.

The resulting composite data set, called the

operational downlink, is transmitted to one of two

network signal processors (NSPs). Only one NSP is

powered at a time. In the NSP, the operational
downlink is combined with onboard recorded voice

for transmission to the ground. The S-band and

Ku-band communications systems transmit the data

either to the space flight tracking and data network

remote site ground stations or through the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) system to Mission
Control.

Uplink is the method by which ground commands

originating in Mission Control are formatted,
generated, and transmitted to the orbiter for

validation, processing, and eventual execution by
onboard software. This capability allows ground
systemsto control data processing, change modes
in orbiter hardware, and store or change software
in GPC memory and mass memory.

FromMission Control consoles, flight controllers
issue commandsand request uplink. Thecommand
requests are formatted into a command load for
transmission to the orbiter either by the STDN sites
or by the TDRS system. The S-band or Ku-band
transponder receivers aboard the orbiter send the
commands to the active NSP. The NSP validates
the commands until they are requested by the GPCs
through a flight-critical MDM. The GPCs alsovalidate the commands before executing them.

Those GPCs not listening directly to the flight-critical
data buses receive uplink commands over the

intercomputer communication data buses.

The PCMMU also contains a programmable read-

only memory for accessing subsystem data, a

random-access memory in which to store data, and

a memory in which GPC data are stored for

incorporation into the downlink.

To prevent the uplink of spurious commands from

somewhere other than Mission Control, the flight
crew can control when the GPCs accept uplink
commands, and when uplink is blocked. The GPC

BLOCK position of the UPLINK switch on panel C3

inhibits uplink commands during ascent and entry
when the orbiter is not over a ground station or in

TDRS coverage.

aVea
dee =

ela =

©: | (OIG
ENABLE

5
OFF CLEAR A ASCEN

————PAYLOADSAFING ————

Intercomputer Communication Data Buses

UPLINK Switch on Panel C3

There are five intercomputer communication (IC)
data buses. The following information is exchanged
over these buses for proper DPS operation: input/
output errors, fault messages, GPC status matrix
data, display electronics unit major function switch

settings, GPC/CRT keyboard entries, resident GPC
memory configuration, memory configuration table,
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operational sequences, master timing unit, internal
GPC time, system-level display information, uplink
data, and state vectors.

All GPCs processing PASS exchange status

information over the IC data buses. During launch,
ascent, and entry, GPCs 1, 2, 3, and 4 are usually
assigned to perform GNC tasks, operating as a

redundant set, with GPC 5 as the backup flight
system. One of the PASS GPCs acts as a commander
of a given IC data bus in the flight control scheme
and initiates all data bus transactions.

The four PASS GPCs are loaded with the same

software. Interconnecting the four IC buses to the
four PASS GPCs allows each GPC access to the
status of data received or transmitted by the other
GPCs so that identical results among the four PASS

GPCs can be verified. Each IC bus is assigned to

one of the four PASS GPCs in the command mode,
and the remaining GPCs operate in the listen mode

for the bus. Each GPC can receive data with the

other three GPCs, pass data to the others, request
data from the others, and perform any other tasks

required to operate the redundant set.

Multiplexers/Demultiplexers (MDMs)

The MDMs convert and format (demultiplex) serial

digital GPC commands into separate parallel
discrete, digital, and analog commands for various

vehicle hardware systems. The MDMs also convert

2. SYSTEMS
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and format (multiplex) the discrete, digital, and

analog data from vehicle systems into serial digital
data for transmission to the GPCs. Each MDM has
two redundant multiplexer interface adapters
(MIAs) connected to two data buses. The MDM’s
other functional interface is its connection to the

appropriate vehicle system hardware by hard-wired
lines.

There are 23 MDMs aboard the orbiter; 16 are part
of the DPS, connected directly to the GPCs and
named and numbered according to their location in

the vehicle and hardware interface. The remaining
seven MDMsare part of the vehicle instrumentation

system and send vehicle instrumentation data to

the PCMMUs. (They are termed operational
instrumentation (OI) MDMs.)

The DPS MDMs consist of flight-critical forward

(FF) MDMs 1 through 4, flight-critical aft (FA)
MDMs 1through 4, payload (PL) MDMs 1 and 2,
SRB launch left (LL) MDMs 1 and 2, launch right
(LR) MDMs 1 and 2, and GSE/LPS launch forward

(LF) 1 and launch aft (LA) 1. One or two flex MDMs

(FMDMs) may also be connected to the PL data

buses, depending on the payload needs for a

particular flight.

Of the seven operational instrumentation MDMs,
four are located forward (OF1, OF2, OF3, and OF4),
and threeare located aft (OA1, OA2, and OA3).
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The system software in each redundant set of GPCs

activates a GNC executive program and issues

commands to the bus and MDM to provide a set of

input data. Each MDM receives the command from

the GPC assigned to it, acquires the requested data

from the GNC hardware wired to it, and sends the

data to the GPCs.

Each FC data bus is connected to a flight forward

and flight aft MDM. Each MDM has two MIAs, or

ports, and each port has a channel through which

the GPCs can communicate with an MDM; however,
the FC data buses can interface with only one MIA

port ata time. Port moding is the software method

used to control the MIA port that is used in an

MDM. Initially, these MDMs operate with port 1; if

a failure occurs in port 1, the flight crew can select

port 2. Since port moding involves a pair of buses,
both MDMs must be ported at the same time. The

control of all other units connected to the affected

data buses is unaffected by port moding.

Payload data bus 1 is normally connected to the

primary MIA port of payload MDM 1, and payload
data bus 2 is connected to the primary port of

payload MDM 2. Payload data bus 1 can be
connected to the secondary MIA port of payload
MDM 2, and payload data bus 2 can be connected
to the secondary port of payload MDM 1by flight
crew selection.

The two launch data buses are also connected to
dual launch MDM multiplexer interface adapter
ports. The flight crew cannot switch these ports;
however, if an input/output error is detected on

LF1 or LA] during ascent, an automatic switchover
occurs.

The hardware controls for the MDMs are the MDM
PL1, PL2, PL3, FLT CRIT AFT, and FLT CRIT FWD
power switches on panel 06. These ON/OFF
switches provide or remove power for the four aft
and four forward flight-critical MDMs and PL1 and
PL2 MDMs. The PL3 switch is unwired and is not
used. There are no flight crew control
au

ig) ntrols for the SRB

Each MDM is redundantly powered by two main

buses.The power switches control bus power for
activation of a remote power controller for main
Power bus to an MDM. The main buses powerSeparate power supplies in the MDM. Lossofeither

the main bus or MDM power supply does not cause

a loss of function because each power supply powers
both channels in the MDM. Turning power to an

MDM off resets all the commands to subsystems.

The SRB MDMs receive power through SRB buses

Aand B; they are tied to the orbiter main buses and

controlled by the master events controller circuitry.
The launch forward and aft MDMs receive their

power through the preflight test buses.

The FF, PL,and LF MDMsare located in the forward

avionics bays and are cooled by water coolant loop
cold plates. LA and FA MDMsare in the aft avionics

bays and are cooled by Freon coolant loop cold

plates. MDMs LL1, LL2, LR1, and LR2 are located

in the SRBs and are cooled by passive cold plates.

Modules and cards in an MDM depend on the

hardware components accessed by that type of

MDM. Aflight-critical forward and aft MDM are

not interchangeable. However, one flight-critical
MDM may be interchanged with another or one

payload MDM with another.

Each MDM is 13 by 11 by7 inches and weighs 38.5

pounds. MDMs use less than 80 watts of power.
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Mass Memory Units

There are two mass memory units (MMUs) aboard
the orbiter. Each is a coaxially mounted, reel-to-
teel read/write digital magnetic tape storage device
for GPC software and orbiter systems data.

Computing functions for all mission phases requires
approximately 400,000 words of computer memory.
The orbiter GPCs are loaded with different memory
groups from the MMUs containing the desired

program. In this way, software can be stored in

MMUs and loaded into the GPCs when actually
needed.

To fit the required software into the available GPC

memory space, programs are subdivided into nine

memory groups corresponding to functions
executed during specific flight and checkout phases.
Thus, in addition to the central memory in the GPCs

themselves, 34 million bytes of information can be
stored in each of the two MMUs. Critical programs
and data are loaded in both MMUs and protected
from erasure.

The principal function of the MMU, besides storing
the basic flight software, is to store background
formats for certain CRT displays and the

checkpoints that are written periodically to save

system data in case the systems management GPC

fails.

Operations are controlled by logic and the read and

write electronics that activate the proper tape heads

(read or write/erase) and validate the data.

Each MMU interfaces with its mass memory data

bus through MIAs that function like the ones in the

GPCs. Each mass memory data bus is connected to

all five computers; however, each MMU is

connected to only one mass memory data bus. All

MMU operations are on an on-demand basis only

The power switches are located on panel O14 for

MMU 1 and panel O15 for MMU 2. The MMU 1

switch on panel O14 positioned to ON allows control

bus power to activate a remote power controller,

which allows MNA power to MMU 1. TheMMU2
switch on panel O15 positioned to ON operates ina

similar manner with MNB power. An MMU uses

20 watts of power in standby and 50 watts when

the tape is moving.

2. SYSTEMS
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MMU 2 Power Switch on Panel O15

MMU 1 is located in crew compartment middeck

avionics bay 1, and MMU 2is in avionics bay 2.

Each unit is cooled by water coolant loop cold plates.
Each MMU is 7.6 inches high, 11.6 inches wide and

15 inches long and weighs 25 pounds.
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Multifunction CRT Display System

The multifunction CRT display system allows

onboard monitoring of orbiter systems, computer
software processing, and manual control for flight
crew data and software manipulation.

The system is composed of three types of hardware:

four display electronics units (DEUs), four display
units (DUs) that include the CRTs, and three

keyboard units, which together communicate with
the GPCs over the display/keyboard data bus

network.

The system provides almost immediate response to

flight crew inquiries through displays, graphs,
trajectory plots, and predictions about flight
progress. The crew controls the vehicle system

operation through the use of keyboards in

conjunction with the display units. The flight crew

can alter the system configuration, change data or

instructions in GPC main memory, change memory

configurations corresponding to different mission

phases, respond to error messages and alarms,

request special programs to perform specific tasks,
run through operational sequences for each mission

phase, and request specific displays.

Three identical keyboards are located on the flight
deck: two on the left and right sides of the flight
deck center console (panel C2) and one on the

flightdeck at the side aft flight station (panel R12L).
Each keyboard consists of 32 momentary double-
contact push button keys. Each key uses its double
contacts to communicate on separate signal paths
to two DEUs. Only one set of contacts on the aft
Station keys is actually wired because this

keyboard can communicate with only the aft

display electronics unit.

There are 10 number keys, six letter keys (used for
hexadecimal inputs), two algebraic keys, a decimal
key, and 13 special key functions. Using these
keys, the flight crew can ask the GPC more than
1,000 questions about the mission and condition
of the vehicle. (Keyboard Operations are discussed
in detail later in this section.)

Each of the four DEUs Tesponds to computer
commands, transmits data, executes its own

softwareto process keyboard inputs, and sends
signals to drive displays on the CRTs (or display

units). The units store display data, generate the

GPC/keyboardunitandGPC/display unit interface

displays, update and refresh on-screen data, check

keyboard entry errors, and echo entries to the CRT.

There are three CRTs on flight deck forward display
and control panel F7 and one at the side aft flight
deck station on panel R12L. Each CRT is 5 by 7

inches.

The display unit uses a magnetic-deflected,
electrostatic-focused CRT. When supplied with

deflection signals and video input, the CRT displays
alphanumeric characters, graphic symbols, and

vectors on a green-on-green phosphorous screen

activated by a magnetically controlled beam. Each

CRT has a brightness control for ambient light and

flight crew adjustment.

The DEUs are connected to the display/keyboard
data buses by MIAs that function like those of the

GPCs. Inputs to the DEU are from a keyboard ora

GPC.

Positioning the DISPLAY ELECTRONICS UNIT 1,
2, 3, 4 switches on panel O6 to LOAD initiates a

GPC request for a copy of DEU software stored in
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mass memory before operations begin. The

information is sent from the mass memory to the

GPC and then loaded from the GPC into the DEU

memory.

It is possible to do in-flight maintenance and

exchange CRT 4 with CRT 1 or 2. CRT 3 cannot be

changed out because of interface problems with the

orbiter jettison T-handle. Also, either forward

keyboard can be replaced by the aft keyboard. The

DEUs are located behind panels on the flight deck.

DEUs 1 and 3 are on the left, and DEUs 2 and 4 are

on the right. DEU 4 can replace any of the others;

however, if DEU 2is to be replaced, only the cables

are changed because 2 and 4 are next to each other.

The display electronics units and display units are

cooled by the cabin fan system. The keyboard units

are cooled by heat dissipation.

Master Timing Unit

The GPC complex requires a stable, accurate time

source because its software uses Greenwich mean

time (GMT) to schedule processing. Each GPC uses

the master timing unit (MTU) to update its internal

clock. The MTU provides precise frequency outputs
for various timing and synchronization purposes

to the GPC complex and many other orbiter

subsystems. Its three time accumulators provide
GMT and mission elapsed time (MET), which can

be updated by external control. The accumulator’s

timing is in days, hours, minutes, seconds, and

milliseconds up to 1 year.

The MTU is astable, crystal-controlled frequency
source that uses two oscillators for redundancy.
The signals from one of the two oscillatorsarepassed

through signal shapers and frequency drivers to

the three GMT/ METaccumulators.

The MTU outputs serial digital time data (GMT/

MET) on demand to the GPCs through the

accumulators. The GPCs use this information for

reference time and indirectly for time-tagging GNC

and systems management processing. The MTU

also provides continuous digital timing outputs to

drive the four digital timers in the crew

compartment: two mission timers and two event

2. SYSTEMS
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timers. In addition, the MTU provides signals to

the PCMMUs, payload signal processor, and FM

signal processor, as well as various payloads.

The GPCs start by using MTU accumulator 1 as

their time source. Every second, each GPC checks

the accumulator time against its own internal time.

If the time is within tolerance (less than one

millisecond), the GPC updates its internal clock to

the time of the accumulator, whichis more accurate,

and continues to use that accumulator. However, if

the time is out of tolerance, the GPC will try the

other accumulators and then the lowest numbered

GPC until it finds a successful comparison.

The GPCs do not use the MET that they receive

from the master timing unit because they compute
MET on the basis of current GMT and lift-off time.

The TIME display (SPEC 2) provides the capability
to observe the current MTU and GPC clock status,

synchronize or update the MTU and GPC clocks,

and set CRT timers and alert tone duration and

timers.

The MTU is redundantly powered by the ESS 1BC

MTU A and ESS 2CA MTU Bcircuit breakers on

panel 013. The MASTER TIMING UNIT switch on

panel O6 controls the MTU. When the switch is in

AUTO, and a time signal from the MTU is out of

tolerance, the MTU automatically switches to the

KXXX002/ TIME XX X DDDHH:MMSS
DDDVHH:MM:SS

MISSION TIME TONE

GMT1X 3 XX¥:X¥:XX MSN T
MET2X 6 XX:XX:XX

CRT TIMER
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START 12 STOP 13
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24 GMT4 [#]XXX/XX:X
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23 DURATION XX

UPDATE 32 MET RESET 33

GPC
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MISSION TIME Display and Switch on Panel O3
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other oscillator. Normally, the

MTUis activated by oscillator 1

with the switch in AUTO. The

OSC 1 or OSC 2 position of the

switch manually selects
i ee ee EVENTTIMEoscillator 1 or 2.

=
es @ i

The MTU is located in crew

compartment middeck avionics

bay 3B and is cooled by a water

coolant loop cold plate. The

hardware displays associated

with the master timing unit are

the mission and event timers.

MISSION TIME displays are

located on panels O3 and A4.

They can display either GMT or

MET in response to the GMT or

MET positions of the switch

below the displays. The forward

EVENT TIME display is on

panel F7, and it is controlled by
the EVENT TIME switches on

panel C2. The aft EVENTTIME
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display is on panel A4, and its EVENT TIME control

switches are on panel A6U.

Software

Primary Avionics Software System (PASS)

The PASS (also referred to as primary flight software

(PFS)) is the principal software used to operate the

vehicle during a mission. It contains all the

programming needed to fly the vehicle through all

phases of the mission and manage all vehicle and

payload systems.

Since the ascent and entry phases of flight are so

critical, four of the five GPCs are loaded with the

same PASS software and perform all GNC functions

simultaneously and redundantly. As a safety
measure, the fifth GPC contains a different set of
software, programmed by a company different from

the PASS developer, designed to take control of the

vehicle if a generic error in the PASS software or

other multiple errors should cause a loss of vehicle

control. This software is called the backup flight

system (BFS). In the less dynamic phases of on-

orbit operations, the BFS is not required. The

information provided below describes how the

PASS software relates to the DPS and the crew.

Much of the material is common between PASS

and BFS; therefore, only BFS differences are

discussed immediately after the PASS discussion.

-
DPS software is divided into two major groups,

system software and applications software. The

two groups are combined to form a memory

configuration for a specific mission phase. The

programs are written in HAL/S (high-order
assembly language/Shuttle) especially developed
for real-time space flight applications.

The system software is the GPC operating software

that controls the interfaces among the computers
and the rest of the DPS. It is loaded into the

computer when it is first initialized. It always
resides in the GPC main memory and is common to

all memory configurations. The system software

controls GPC input and output, loads new memory

configurations, keeps time, monitors discretes into

the GPCs, and performs many other DPS operational
functions.

The system software consists of three sets of

programs. The flight computer operating system
(the executive) controls the processors, monitors

key system parameters, allocates computer

resources, provides for orderly program interrupts
for higher priority activities, and updates computer

memory. The user interface programs provide
instructions for processing flight crew commands

or requests. The system control program initializes

each GPC and arranges for multi-GPC operation

during flight-criticalphases.
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One of the system software functions is to manage

the GPC input and output operations, which
includes assigning computers as commanders and

listeners on the data buses and exercising the logic
involved in sending commands to these data buses

at specified rates and upon request from the

applications software.

The applications software performs the functions

required to fly and operate the vehicle. To conserve

main memory, the applications software is divided

into three major functions:

© Guidance, navigation, and control (GNC):

specific software required for launch, ascent

to orbit, maneuvering in orbit, entry, and

landing. Thisis the only majorfunctionwhere

redundant set synchronization can occur.

*° Systems management(SM):tasks that monitor

various orbiter systems, such as life support,
thermal control, communications, andpayload
operations. SM is a simplex major function;

only one GPC ata time can be loaded with an

SM memory configuration.
© Payload (PL): this major function currently

contains mass memory utility software, but

future flights may include payload interface

support software. The PL major function is
usually unsupported, which means that none

of the GPCs are loaded with PL software. Itis

also a simplex major function.

Major functions are divided into mission phase
oriented blocks called operational sequences (OPS).

Each OPS of a major function is associated with a

Orbiter

System flight Applications.
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particular memory configuration that must be

loaded separately into a GPC from the MMUs.

Therefore, all the software residing ina GPC at any

given time consists of system software and an OPS

major function; i.e., one memory configuration.
Except memory configuration 1, each memory

configuration contains one OPS. Memory

configuration 1 is loaded for GNC at launch and

contains both OPS 1 (ascent) and OPS 6 (RTLS),

since there would be no time to load innew software

for an RTLS abort.

During the transition from one OPS to another,

called an OPS transition, the flight crew requests a

new set of applications software to be loaded in

from the MMU. Every OPS transition is initiated

by the flight crew. When an OPS transition is

requested, the redundant OPS overlay contains all
major modes of that sequence.

Each OPS is further subdivided into software blocks

called major modes (MM), which relate to specific

portions of a mission phase. As part of one memory

configuration, all major modes of a particularOPS
are resident in GPC main memory at the same time.

The transition from one major mode to another can

be automatic (e.g., in GNC OPS 1 from precount
MM 101 to first stage MM 102 at lift-off) or manual

(e.g., in SM OPS 2 from on-orbit MM 201 to payload

bay door OPS 202 and back).

Each major mode has an associated CRT display,
called a major mode display or OPS display, that

provides the flight crew with information

concerning the current portion of the mission phase
and allows flight crew interaction. There are three

levels of CRT displays. Certain portions of each

OPS display can be manipulated by flight crew

keyboard input (or ground link) to view and modify
system parameters and enter data. The specialist
function (SPEC) of the OPS software is a block of

displays associated with one or more operational
sequences and enabled by the flight crew to monitor

and modify system parameters through keyboard
entries. The display function (DISP) of the OPS

software is a block of displays associated with one

or more OPS. These displays are for parameter

monitoring only (no modification capability) and

are called from the keyboard. Display hierarchy
and usage are described indetail later in this section.

Backup Flight System

Even though the four PASS GPCs control all GNC

functions during the critical phases of the mission,

there is always a possibility that a generic failure

could cause loss of vehicle control. Therefore, the

fifth GPC is loaded with the BFS software. To take

over control of the vehicle, the BFS monitors the

PASS GPCs to keep track of the current state of the

vehicle. If required, the BFS can take over control
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of the vehicle upon the press of a button. The BFS

also performs the SM functions during ascent and

entry because the PASS GPCsare operating in GNC.

BFS software is always loaded into GPC 5 before

flight, but any of the five GPCs could be made the

BFS GPC if necessary.

Since the BFS is intended to be used only in a

contingency, its programming is much simpler than

that of the PASS. Only the software necessary to

complete ascent or entry safely, maintain vehicle

control in orbit, and perform SM functions during
ascent and entry is included. Thus, all the software

used by the BFS can fit into one GPC and never

needs to access mass memory. For added protection,
the BFS software is loaded into the MMUs incaseof

a BFS GPC failure.

The BFS, like PASS, consists of system software and

applications software. System software in the BFS

performs basically the same functions as it does in

PASS. These functions include time management,
PASS/BFS interface, multifunction CRT display
system, input and output, uplink and downlink,
and engage and disengage control. The system
software is always operating when the BFS GPC
is not in HALT.

Applications software in the BFS has two different
major functions, GNC and systems management,but all its applications software resides in main

memory at one time, and the BFS can processsoftware in both major functions simultaneously.The GNC functions of the BES, designed as a

backup capability, support the ascent phase
beginningat MM 101 and the deorbit/entryphase
beginning at MM 301. In addition, the variousascent abort modes are supported by the BFS. The
BFS provides only limited support for on-orbit
operations via MM 106 or MM 301. Because the
BFS is designed to monitor everything the PASS
does during ascent and entry, it has the same majormodes as the PASS in OPS 1, 3, and 6.

The BFS SM contains software to support the
ascent and entry phases of the mission. WhenevertheBFSGPC is in the RUN or STBY mode, it runs

continuously; however, the BFS does not controlthe payload busesin STBY. The SM major functionin the BFS is not associated with ai
i

ny operatio:
sequence.

y 5 on

Even though the five general-purpose computers
and their switches are identical, the GENERAL

PURPOSE COMPUTER MODE switch on panel O6

works differently fora GPC loaded with BFS. Since

HALTisa hardware-controlled state, no software is

executed. The STBY mode in the BFS GPC is totally
different from its corollary in the PASS GPCs. When

the BFS GPC is in STBY, all normal software is

executed as if the BFS were in RUN; the only
difference is that BFS command of the payload data

buses is inhibited in STBY. The BFS is normally put
in RUN for ascent and entry and in STBY whenever

a PASS systems management GPC is operating. If

the BFS is engaged while the MODE switch is in

STBY or RUN, the BFS takes control of the flight-
critical and payload data buses. The MODE talkback

indicator on panel O6 indicates RUN if the BFS
GPC is in RUN or STBY and displays barberpole if
the BFS is in HALT or has failed.

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER

-——— Power ———________
3 ‘ 5' 2

a @

ee

fo a ra
'@? 3 ‘ 8

BACKUP

r>EDOZ
TEDAaHATE: IPL SOURCE

INITIAL PROGRAM Loap ———__ Mut

Ci)

HALT.

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER MODESwitches and Talkbacks on Panel O6
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Pre-engage, the BFS is synchronized with PASS so

that it can track the PASS and keep up with its flow
of commands and data. Synchronization and

tracking take place during OPS 1, 3, and 6. During
this time, the BFS listens over the flight-critical data
buses to the requests for data by PASS and to the
data coming back. The BFS depends on the PASS
GPCs for all its GNC data and must be synchronized
with the PASS GPCs so that it will know when to

receive GNC data over the FC buses. When the BFS
is in sync and listeningto at least two strings, it is
said to be tracking PASS. As long as the BFS is in
this mode, it maintains the current state vector and
all other information necessary to fly the vehicle in
case the flight crew needs to engage it. When the
BFS GPC is tracking the PASS GPCs, it cannot

command over the FC buses but may listen to FC

inputs through the listen mode. The BFS uses the
same MTU source as PASS and keeps track of GMT
over the flight-critical buses for synchronization.
The BFS also monitors some inputs to PASS CRTs
and updates its own GNC parameters accordingly.

The BFS GPC controls its own instrumentation/
PCMMU data bus. The BFS GPC IC data bus is not

used to transmit status or data to the other GPCs.

The mass memory data buses are not used except
during initial program load, which uses the same

IPL SOURCE switch on panel 06 used for PASS

Tee

The BFC lights on panels F2 and F4 remain unlighted
as long as PASS is in control, and the BFS is tracking.
The lights flash if the BFS*loses track of the PASS

and goes standalone. The flight crew must then

decide whether to engage the BFS or try to initiate

BFS tracking again by an I/O RESET on the

keyboard. When BFS is engaged and in control of

the flight-critical buses, the BFC lights are

illuminated and stay on until the BFS is disengaged.

Since the BFS does not operate in a redundant set,

its fail votes from and against other GPCs are not

enabled; thus, the GPC STATUS light matrix on

panel O1 for the BFS GPC does not function as it

does in PASS. The BFS can illuminate its own light
on the GPC STATUS matrix if the watchdog timer

in the BFS GPC times out when the BFS GPC does

not complete its cyclic processing.

2. SYSTEMS
2.6 Data ProcessingSystem

To engage the BFS, which is considered a last resort
to save the vehicle, the crew presses a BFS ENGAGE

“momentary push button located on the
commander's or pilot’s rotational hand controller
(RHC). As long as the RHC is powered, and the

appropriate OUTPUT switch on panel O6 is in

BACKUP, depressing the ENGAGE push button on

the RHC engages the BFS and causes PASS to

relinquish control. There are three contacts in each
ENGAGE push button, and all three contacts must

be made to engage the BFS. The signals from the
RHC are sent to the backup flight controller, which
handles the engagement logic.

When the BFS is engaged, the BFC lights on panels
F2 and F4 are illuminated, the BFS’s OUTPUT
talkback indicator on panel O6 turns gray, all PASS
GPC OUTPUT and MODE talkback indicators on

panel O6 display barberpole, the BFS controls the

CRTs selected by the BFC CRT SELECT switch on

panel C3, big X and poll fail appear on the remaining
PASS-controlled CRTs, and all four GPC STATUS

matrix indicators for PASS GPCs are illuminated

on panel O1.

,
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BFC Light on Panel F2
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Backup Flight
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Yaw Travel
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When the BFS is disengaged, and the BFC CRT

DISPLAY switch on panel C3 is positioned to ON,
the BFS commands the first CRT indicated by the

BFC CRT SELECT switch. The BFC CRT SELECT
switch positions on panel C3 are 1 + 2, 2 + 3, and

3+1. When the BFS is engaged, it assumes control

of the second CRT as well.

If the BFS is engaged during ascent, the PASS GPCs

can be recovered on orbit to continue a normal

mission. This procedure takes about 2 hours, since

the PASS inertial measurement unit reference must

be reestablished. The BFS is disengaged after all

PASS GPCs have been hardware-dumped and

loaded with PASS software. Positioning the BFC

DISENGAGE switch on panel F6 to the UP position
disengages the BFS. The switch sends a signal to

the BFS that resets the engage discretes to the GPCs.

The BFS then releases control of the flight-critical
buses as well as the payload buses if it is in STBY,

and the PASS GPCs assume command.

After disengagement, the PASS and BFS GPCs

return to their normal pre-engaged state. Indications

of the PASS engagement and BFS disengagement
are as follows: BFC lights on panels F2 and F4 are

out, BFS’s OUTPUT talkback on panel O06 displays
barberpole, all PASS OUTPUT talkback indicators

on panel O6 are gray, and BFS releases control of

one of the CRTs.

If the BFS is engaged, there is no manual thrust

vector control or manual throttling capability during
first-and second-stage ascent. If the BFS is engaged
during entry, the speed brake can be positioned
using the speed brake/thrust controller, and the

body flapcanbepositioned manually. Control stick

steering by either the commander or pilot isrequired
during entry.

Pre-engage, the BFS supplies attitude errors on the

CRT trajectory display, whereas PASS supplies
attitude errors to the attitude director indicators;

however, when the BFS is engaged, the errors on

the CRT are blanked, and attitude errors are

supplied to the attitude director indicators.

2. SYSTEMS

2.6 Data ProcessingSystem

Operations

The crew interfaces with the five GPCs via four

CRTs and various dedicated display instruments.

This section first discusses crew operations using
PASS, and then discusses crew operations using
the BFS.

CRT Switches

Switches on panel C2 designate which keyboard
controls the forward display electronics unit. When

the LEFT CRT SEL switch is positioned to 1, the left

keyboard controls the left CRT 1; if the switch is

positioned to 3, the left keyboard controls the center

CRT 3. When the RIGHT CRT SEL switch on panel
C2 is positioned to 2, the right keyboard controls

the right CRT 2; if positioned to 3, it controls the

center CRT 3. Thus, flight crew inputs are made on

the keyboards, and data are output from the GPCs

on the CRT displays.

NOTE

If the LEFT CRT SEL and RIGHT CRT SEL

switches are both positioned to 3,

keystrokes from both keyboards are

interleaved.

The aft station panel R12L keyboard is connected

directly to the aft panel R12L display electronics

unit and CRT (or DU); there is no select switch.

Each CRT has an associated power switch. The

CRT 1 POWER switch on panel C2 positioned to

STBY or ON allows control bus power to activate

remote power controllers and sends MN A power

to CRT 1. The STBY position warms up the CRT

filament. The ON position provides high voltage to

the CRT. The CRT 2 POWER switch on panel C2

functions the same as the CRT1 switch, except that

CRT 2 is powered from MN B. The CRT 3POWER

switch on panel C2 functions the same as the CRT1

switch, except that CRT 3 is powered from MN C.

The CRT 4 POWER switch on panel R12L functions

the same as the CRT 1 switch, except that CRT 4 is

powered from MN C. The respective keyboards
receive 5 volts of ac power to illuminate the keys.
Each CRT pair uses about 300 watts of power when

onand about 230 watts in standby.
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Possible CRT/KeyboardAssignments in the Forward Flight Station

NOTE

Crewmembers should always check that

keyboard information is accepted on the

proper CRT prior to entering the data.

Each CRT has an associated MAJ FUNC switch. The
CRT 1,3,2, MA] FUNC switches on panel C2 tell the
GPCs which of the different functional software
groups is being processed by the keyboard units

and what information is presented on the CRT. The

CRT 4 MAJ FUNC switch on panel R12L functions
in the same manner. This three-position toggle
switch allows the crew access to the GNC, SM, or

PL software on a desired CRT. The GPC loaded
with the desired major function applications
software will then drive this CRT. Each major
function accesses an independent set of display data
and functional software.
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Display Hierarchy

CRT display organization
consists of three levels of crew

software displays within any

given major function. The

display types parallel the(eleHielel;

——

& ®

‘ @)
Seen eee

@ -————TimerSET

(RIGHTCATSEL a

different types of modules used

in the GPC software. The

established display hierarchy

i within applications software is

5 @) operational sequences (OPS),

§ specialist functions (SPEC),
and display (DISP) functions.

Each has a type of CRT page

sery |
associated with it.

The OPS is the highest level

of crew software control

within a major function.

€ Each memory configuration

CRT Switches on Panel C2

FUEL CELL HzO

a POTABLE

<o40

CRT 4 POWER and MAJ FUNC Switches

on Panel R12L

contains one or more OPS.

|

Each OPS allows the crew to

accomplish an associated

mission phase task. Several

operational sequences are defined, each covering
some portion of the mission. For example, OPS 1

contains ascent software, OPS 2 contains on-orbit

software, and OPS 3 contains entry software.

Each operational sequence is further divided into

major modes. Each major mode has an associated
display that allows direct crew interface with the

software. These are OPS pages, and are also

referred to as major mode pages.

Specialist functions (SPECs) are second in the

hierarchy. A SPEC allows crew execution of other

activities in conjunction with a particular ops.

SPEC displays, like major mode displays, allow

direct crew interface with the software. Each SPEC

has an associated display that will overlay the major

mode display when called. When a SPEC is called,

its display rolls in on top of the major mode display,

which isstill active underneath. The SPEC provides
access to an associated portion of the software

located in the GPC. Some SPECs are contained in

systems software, whereas others are resident in

the applications load. A SPEC can be associated

with a major function or an OPS, but the systems

software SPECs can be obtained in most OPS and
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major functions. (The list of SPECs and their

availabilitycan be found in the Flight Data File DPS

Dictionary.)

Display functions (DISPs) are the lowest level of

software. Each DISP has an associated display that

presents the status of a predefinedset of parameters.
Unlike major mode displays or SPECs, a DISP

access to them can be easily regained. The method

of terminating the processing of SPECs and DISPs

will be discussed later.

The Keyboard

Each keyboard is composed of a 4 x 8 matrix of 32

push button keys. This matrix consists of:

cannot initiate a change in software processing « Sixteen alphanumeric keys: 0 through 9 and

because DISP displays do not permit direct crew

interface with the software. They provide
information only.

When called, a DISP will overlay the major mode

display and the SPEC, if one is active. Both the

SPEC and the major mode display are overlaid, and

A through F, for a hexadecimal numbering

system

Two sign keys (+ and —)serving the dual roles

of sign indicators and delimiters. A delimiter

is used to separate discrete keyboard entries

from their associated data.

Single keystroke commands

oe ae
FAULT sys MSG

SUMM SUMM RESET
a

GPC/(
CRT

A B c

Multi-stroke | VOinitiators.

Require EXEC RESET
D E F

as terminator.

||
mem 1 2 3

Terminator

for above

initiators.{ reg 4 5 6

OPS

Mutti-stroke
7 8 8

initiators.

Require PRO
as terminator :

SPEC -

|
0 +

RESUME] | CLEAR . PRO

——_—_ & Sy)
‘

Single keystroke commands Terminator
for OPS and SPEC

Multifunction CRT DisplaySystem KeyboardUnit Found on Panels C2 and R12L
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* One decimal point key for use in entering data

with decimal notation

* Thirteen special function keys: some of these

keys are single stroke commands, and some

are keys that start or finish a multi-stroke

command sequence. A key that starts a

command sequence is a command initiator and

requires a command terminator key to be

depressed to tell the DEU the keyboard entry
is complete.

Each of these keys is discussed below.

ACK acknowledges receipt of a fault message on

the fault message line by causing the message to

become static and by extinguishing the SM ALERT

light and software controlled tones.

MSG RESET operates as a single keystroke
command that clears both the currently annunciated

fault message and the buffer message indicator (if

any) from the fault message line. The fault message
line is the second to the last line on the CRT.

Depressing this key will also extinguish all software-

driven caution and warning annunciators, software-

controlled tones, and the SM ALERT light.

SYS SUMM is used to invoke SYS SUMM display.
The particular display called is determined by the

selected major function and active OPS.

FAULT SUMM is used to invoke the FAULT

display. It operates asa single keystroke command.
The FAULT display can be accessed in every major
function and OPS.

GPC/CRT initiates a multistroke keyboard entry,

allowing the selection of a particular GPCto drive a

DEU/DU set.

V/O RESET attempts to restore a GPC’s input/output
configuration to its original status prior to any error

detection. It is a command initiator and requires a

terminator keystroke.

ITEM is used as a multi-keystroke command

initiator for changing the value of defined

parameters or implementing configuration changes

ona given display (OPS or SPEC).

2. SYSTEMS

2.6 Data Processing System

EXEC acts as a multi-keystroke terminator to

command the execution of the action specified on

the scratch pad line. It is the terminator for the

initiators above it (GPC/CRT, I/O RESET, and ITEM

keys). EXEC may also be a single keystroke
command to enable an OMS burn.

OPS serves as a multi-keystroke initiator to load a

desired OPS load from mass memory into one or

more GPCs. It is also used to transition from major
mode to major mode within an OPS.

SPEC acts as a multi-keystroke initiator to select a

defined SPEC or DISP display within a given OPS.

Inaddition, this key provides the capability to freeze

a display on the CRT. A single depression of the

SPEC key freezes the display so it may be statically
viewed. The display will remain frozen until

another key (other than ACK, MSG RESET, or

another SPEC) is entered.

PRO (Proceed) serves as a terminator to the OPS

and SPEC keys. The completed command sequence

initiates the selection of a desired OPS, SPEC, or

DISP display.

RESUME is used to terminate a displayed SPEC or

DISP. CRT control is restored to the underlying

display upon depression of this key.

CLEAR clears the last echoed keystroke from the

bottom line (scratch pad line) of the CRT. For each

depression, one additional keystroke is removed,

proceeding from right to left. After a command

sequence is completed, a single depression of the

CLEAR key will erase the static command from the

scratch pad line.

Display Selection Procedures

The crew can select a variety of CRT displays. Some

of the different ways to select an OPS display and

its available SPEC and DISPdisplaysareas follows:

e Selection of the major function is done by

placing the MAJ FUNC switch (on panel C2)

associated with the CRT in use in the GNC,

SM, or PL position.
e AnOPS is loaded from the MMU via a three-

step keyboard entry. A new OPS is called

from mass memory by its first major mode.

The OPS is loaded into the GPC that is
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currently driving the DEU/DU on whichthe
keyboard entry is done. Once the OPS is

loaded, access is provided to all major modes

in that OPS. Major mode displays are

advanced by the same keyboard command.

The steps for selecting an OPS display are as

follows:

1. Depress the OPS key.

2. Keyin the three numbers ofthe desired OPS.

The first digit defines the OPS and the

next two digits specify the major mode.

3. Depress the PRO key. Once the OPS is

loaded into one or more GPCs, that

software can be accessed at any time

through any CRT in the proper major
function.

Selection of a major mode does not involve a mass

memory access. Advancing major modes is done

by the same keyboard command as loadingan OPS.

The first digit will be the same as the OPS number,

but the last two digits specify the major mode. For

example, to go to GNC MM 202, enter OPS 2 0 2

PRO.

Within each OPS, certain SPEC and DISP displays
are available. The steps for selecting a SPEC or a

DISP are as follows:

1, Depress the SPEC key. The SPEC key is used in

calling both SPEC and DISP displays.
2. Key in the SPEC or DISP number omitting all

leading zeros. SPEC and DISP numbers have
three digits. They are differentiated by their

numbering scheme. The display is a DISP

only if the first digit is a 9, or if the last digit is
a 6 through 9. To illustrate the method for

keying in SPEC and DISP numbers, DISP
number 106 would be keyed in as “106”; SPEC
number 034 would be keyed “34”; DISP
number 066 would be keyed “66”; and SPEC
number 001 would be keyed “1.”

3. Depress the PRO key.

OPS and MajorModeTransitions

Transitions from major mode to Major mode or to

anotherOPS are accomplished by either automatic
transitions or proper command entry.

e Automatic transitions: Some major mode

transitions occur automatically, usually as a

function of some mission event. Examplesof

automatic transitions are between major

modes 101 and 102 (SRBignition)and between

major modes 102 and 103 (SRBseparation).
Selection of an RTLS abort also results in an

automatic OPS transition.

e Commandentry: Proper command entry (OPS

XXX PRO) is always used to transition from

one OPS to another. In most cases, it is also a

legal transition operation for proceeding from

one major mode to the next (e.g., 301 to 302).

Display Sequencing, Overlaying, and Retention

Certain rules have been established for proceeding
from one display to another. These can be

categorized into treatment of proper display
sequencing, the overlaying of current displays by
new displays, and the display retention hierarchy.

SPEC and DISP Displays

The hierarchy of overlaying SPECs and DISPs makes

sense if one remembers that a SPEC allows crew

interaction and control of specialized operations,
whereas a DISP provides display information only.
Both SPECs and DISPs overlay the current major
mode display when called.

A SPEC need not be selected to call a DISP. If a

DISP is on the CRT, and another SPEC or DISP is

called, the current DISP is terminated. The

terminated DISP can only be viewed again by
entering its calling command once more.

If a SPEC is selected, and a DISP is called to overlay
it, the SPEC is retained underneath the DISP. If

another SPEC is then selected, the underlying SPEC
as well as the DISP over it is terminated. The

terminated SPEC can only be viewed again if it is

recalled.

The RESUME key is used asa single keystroke entry
to terminate the SPEC or DISP currently being
displayed and to restore the underlying display. If
the display being terminated is a DISP, CRT control
will be restored to the underlying SPEC, or to the
OPS display if no SPEC has been selected. If a

SPEC display is terminated, CRT control is restored
to the major mode display. It is advisable to press
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RESUME after viewing any SPEC or DISP to avoid

confusion and to decrease the possibility of

attempting to retain more SPEC displays than the

software allows. The RESUME key cannot be used

to transition from one major mode display to another

or to page backwards through major mode displays.

Display Retention Hierarchy
* Major mode transitions: Both SPECs and

DISPs are retained during a major mode

transition. If a SPEC or DISP is overlaying the

major mode display, the new major mode

display can’t be seen until the overlaying
displays are terminated with the RESUME key.

© Major function change: OPS and SPEC

displays on the CRT screen are retained within

their major function when major function

positions are switched. When the crew returns

to the first major function, the SPEC last

viewed will appear on the screen. Depression
of the RESUME key will restore the underlying
OPS. If no SPEC had been selected, return to

a major function would restore the last major
mode display. DISP displays are not retained

during major function transitions.

¢ OPS transition: SPECs, DISPs, and major mode

displays are not retained through an OPS

transition, since this involves loading an

entirely new module of applications software

in the GPC. The SPECs may be called again if

they are available in the new OPS.

Standard Display Characteristics

Standard Display Features

Two discrete brightness intensities for displayed
characters are designated “bright” and “overbright.”
The bulk of all material is displayed in the “bright”

intensity.Special messages and special characters,

such as parameter status indicators, are displayed
in “overbright” to direct the crew’s attention during

their display scan.

Certain words and messages are designed to flash

onand off. Fault messages will flash, indicating a

message that needs to be acknowledged. Command
initiators are designed to flash until the command

is completed, and an incorrect keyboard entry will

result in a flashing “ERR” to the right of the

erroneous entry.

2. SYSTEMS

2.6 Data Processing System

Formatting Similarities

OPS number: The four-digit field in the upper left

corner of the first line designates the number of the

OPS display being processed. The first digit
represents the OPS; the next two digits indicate the

major mode. The last digit is alwaysa “1,” and itis

not used when making keyboard entries.

SPEC number: Directly to the right of the OPS

number is a three-digit field. This field displays the

number of the SPEC overlaying the OPS. This field

is blank if no SPEC is selected.

DISP number: The last field in the upper left corner

represents the DISP number. Itis a three-digit field.

This field is blank if no DISP is currently being

displayed.

Display title: Centered on the top line of the display
is the title of the display. Portions of some titles are

dynamic and will specify the mission phase.

Uplink indicator: Directly to the right of the display
title is a two-space field. When an uplink to the

GPC is in progress, a flashing “UL” will be

displayed. Otherwise this field is blank.

GPC driver: To the right of the uplink indicator isa

one-digit field. A number in this field indicates the

particular GPC (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) that is commanding
the CRT.

GMT/MET clock: This field displays time in days,

hours, minutes, and seconds (DDD/HH:MM:5SS).
The field is updated every second. The time

displayed may be either GMT or MET selectable

via a keyboard entry to the TIME SPEC 2 display.

CRT timer: Directly below the GMT/MET clock is

a CRT timer field also displayed in days, hours,

minutes, and seconds (DDD/HH:MM:SS). This

field is also updated every second, and can be set

via a keyboard entry to the TIME SPEC display.

Fault message line: The second line from the bottom

is reserved for fault messages. Illegal keyboard
entry messages and systems fault messages are

displayed on this line. In the case of system faults,
a number in parentheses to the far right on this line

indicates the number of fault messages that have
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Uplink GPC
DISR number

Displaytite _—indicator driver

ops ae
es GMTMETclock

number.

(ma ony ULaaaie
ate)

PC MEMORY 145:

ry :

000/00:00: 00~*——}- CATtimer
MEM/BUS CONFIG | READMWRITE XXX

1 CONFIG X X(XX)]_ DATA 20X BIT SET 22x SEQID 24

2GPCXXXXX| CODE21X BIT RST 23X WRITE 25

26 ENG UNITS XXX HEX 27"

STRING 1| 7X ADDID DESIRED ACTUAL

2| 8X | 28 XXXXX 29 XXXXX—4XXXXXXXXXXX
3] 9 X | 30 XXXXX 31 XXXXX —EXXXXXXXXXKX

4/10 X | 32 XXXXX 33 XXXXX —_-EXXXXXXXXXXX

PL 172] 11. X | 94 XXXXX 35 XXXXX —_-EXXXXKOKOOKK

36 XXXXX 37 XXXXX_ —AXXXXXXXXXXK

CRT 1112 X | 38 XXXXX 39 XXXXX —EXXXXXXXXXXX

2/13 X
3) 14 X | MEMORY DUMP STORE MC= XX

4115. X | 40 START ID XXXXX 45 CONFIGXX
41 NOWDS  XXXXXX| 46 GPC X

LAUNCH 1/16 X | 42 WDS/FRAMEXXX STORE 47

17% | pump 43
MM 1/18 X

2|19 x 44 DOWNLIST GPC X MM AREA

OPSOENA49 X PL 52X

OPS 3 UPLK 50 GNC 53 X
OPS 3 INT 51 ERR LOG RESET48 SM 54X

S69 FUEL CELL

ITEM 23 EXEC (xx)

Faun message line Scratch pad line

Formatting Conventions Common to All Displays

not been viewed and acknowledged (further

discussion of fault messages is covered in a later

section).

Scratch pad line: The bottom line of the display
echoes keyboard entries made by the crew.

Command initiators (OPS, SPEC, ITEM, GPC/CRT,
and I/O RESET) will flash on the scratch pad line

until the command is terminated. The keystrokes
remain on the scratch pad line in a static mode until

(a) a new command is initiated, (b) the CLEAR key
is depressed, or (c) the MAJOR FUNC switch

position is changed. Keyboard syntax errors

detected by the DEU will result in a flashing “ERR”
on the scratch pad line following the keyboard entry.

Specially Defined Symbols

These symbols include an asterisk and a set of

parameter status indicators. Parameter status
indicators are displayed in “overbright” intensity
for quick recognition. These special symbols are

defined as follows:

M: This symbol indicates missing data. It is
displayed directly to the right of the affected
parameter. The parameter value may be blanked,

or the last value received by the GPC may be

displayed. If data are missing for a parameter that

has no numerical value associated with it, then an

M is used to indicate the parameter status.

H: This symbol indicates that a parameter is off-

scale high. This indicates a transducer limit has

been reached, and the scale is registering its highest
possible value. The actual parameter being
measured may, in fact, be higher than the recorded

data, but the instrument in use does not have the

capacity to measure the value. Off-scale high
indicators do not appear on the display until several

(normally two) consecutive readings have verified

this finding. This symbol is displayed to the right
of the data affected.

L: This symbol indicates off-scale low parameters.
This means that the parameter value displayed is
the lowest possible reading due to transducer

limitations. The actual value of the parameter may
exceed the displayed value, but the range of the
hardware is not defined to evaluate this reading.
As with the “H,” the off-scale low indicator is not

displayed until a set number of consecutive readings
have verified this status.
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Up arrow: This symbol, displayed to the right of

the affected parameter, indicates a parameter driven

out-of-limits high. The value displayed is a true

reading but has equaled or exceeded the operational
high limit established by the software. The fault

detection and annunciation (FDA) software keeps
track of the low and high limits for each parameter
and annunciates any violation of these limits to the

crew by displaying the appropriate “up arrow” or

“down arrow” next to the parameter on the

appropriate display.

In the case where the transducer limit is the same as

the operational limit, the “H” symbol overrides the

“up arrow” symbol. Several (normally two)
consecutive readings verify this status before the

“up arrow” symbol is displayed.

Down arrow: This symbol indicates that a

parameter value is equal to or less than the

operational low limit. The value displayed is outside

the software limits placed upon the parameter.
When the software limit established is the same as

the transducer limit, the “L” symbol takes

precedence over the “down arrow” symbol. A set

number of consecutive readings verifies this

indication before the “down arrow” is displayed.

In addition, the down arrow is used to indicate a

discrete state that does not agree with the nominal

state. For example, a high pressure gas supply valve

state reading “closed” when its position is normally

“open” would drive the “down arrow” symbol.

The down arrow is also used to indicate that a

hardware unit has been declared failed by a GPC.

?: This symbol indicates a redundancy management
dilemma. That is, if two hardware units measuring
the same parameter disagree,and the software

cannot isolate which of the two is failed, a “?” will

be displayed in both places.

*, This symbol indicates an active state or the

selected item of mutually exclusive items.

Item Operations

Within a given display, certain operations can be

performedby the crew. Those items that may be

altered are identified by an item number. The item

number is a maximum of two digits and is placed

2. SYSTEMS
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(— 2011m04078 ‘SMSYSSUMM1 4 00002 :48: 16
(000/00 :00: 00

SMOKE VA 2B DCVOLTS VA 2B 3C

AVBAY 1-00 - 0.0 FC 314 314 312

2-00 - 00 MAIN 31.2 31.1 31.3

3-00 - 00 CNTLAB 20.1 30.1 300

oPIsT __-4.00 BC 00 0.0 3.0

CABIN cee
CA 30.0 20.0 30.0

15.7 299 2.0 200

aoa 304 | AC =
VOLT@A 117 114M" OF

H
@B #117 «114M O18

ec 117 114M OF
C2FIOW OOL G0L | Ayes, 22) a0) 2A

B22 «32 «24

6Cee S224

FC! G2 FCS FUEL CELL
ssi 23 6 2

AMPS —-156. 158. OL

ss2 18 2 13
REACVLV OP OP Oli <—

so 9 3 13 STACKT +202 +300H 100:

TOTAL AMPS463 EXITT 151 151 151

L
KW 14

COOLP. 61 «6161

PUMP
SYS SUMMS say,

(103170517018GNCSYSSUMM1 4 001/19:54:43 |
ACS JET ISOL Ceclorns

MANF FAIL _VLV SURF MOM DPS 12345

7 To “GPE

2 cm OB MOM FF | <—
3 op AB FACTS

4 op 08

5 AIL

ui OP AUD Fos CH 1234

2 OP SPD BRK
3 CLM BOY FLP

4 oP

5
NAV $a7 (Sue

RI oP IMU 7M?

2 op  cNTLA 123 acc M

3 CLM RHC L AGA M

4 oP Ra TAC
5 A MLS

THC UO ADTA

A

sate L

R

G SYS SUMM

(~ 201110017008 GPC/BUSSTATUS 4 000/02:30:53
000/ 00 : 00: 00

opc_| 1s_|_25_] 35_| 4s_| 8S

MODE |RUN RUN RUN RUN HALT
ops G2 G2 0 s2 o

STRING 1 FF
d T 7

FA
- 4 '

2 FF 4 1

FA 4 ‘

3 FF 1 4

FA 4 ‘

4 FF 4 4

FA 4 ‘

PL 4 ‘ :

2 ‘ 4 ‘

LAUNCH 1 4 4 4
A

2 ‘ : 4 ‘

CAT 1
S ‘ y

2 4 4 4
:

3 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 '

i SPEC6 PRO

SpeciallyDefinedSymbolson CRT Displays
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in such a way that it is readily identifiable withthe
parameter or status configuration with whichit is

associated. When item numbering is obvious, item

numbers may be implied and will not appear on

the display. Item numbering is sequentially ordered

for each display. There are never more than 99

items per display. The two basic types of

manipulations that the crew can perform are item

configuration change and item data entry.

Item Configuration Change

This operation allows the crew to choose any of a

number of options or to initiate a specific action as

defined by the particular display format. Typical
purposes of this operation include selecting or

deselecting an item, initiating and executing an

action, and altering software configurations. The

procedureused in performing an item configuration
change within a selected display is as follows:

1. Depress the ITEM key.
2. Keyin the item number.

3. Depress the EXEC key.

Item Data Entry

This operation allows the crew to load data into the
software. Typical purposes of this operation include

initializing parameters, changing software limits,
and specifying memory locations. The procedure
used in performing an item data entry is as follows:

1. Depress the ITEM key.
2. Key in the item number. Item numbers are

ordered sequentially (1, 2, 3, .. .) on each

display. They are located next to theparameter
to which they are assigned. Some item
numbers must be inferred by their
surrounding item numbers.

3. Key in a delimiter (“+” or “~”). A delimiter
Serves to separate item number codes from

theircorrespondingdata. The delimiter whosesign corresponds to the sign of the data should
be used, but if no sign is associated with the

data,it doesn’tmatterwhich delimiter is used.
A “|” after the data field indicates that the
entry is sign-dependent.

4. Keyinthe data. Data size specifications depend
on the format established for that particulardata load. Usually, the data size will beindicated with an underline for each digit. As

a general rule, leading and trailing zeros need

not be entered. Remember that the sign of the

delimiter is the sign of the data.

5. Depress the EXEC key.

Multiple Data Entries

Multipleitemconfiguration changescannotbedone;
however, multiple item data entries can. Multiple
data entries can be made with separate command

strings, but because this is time-consuming, the

software allows more than one data entry to be

made with one command sequence. The procedure
is the same as described above except step 4 (after
data are keyed in). Add step 4a to make more than

one item data entry at once.

4a. Key in a delimiter. Consecutive data entries

may be loaded by usinga delimiter to separate
each parameter. Item entries are incremented

sequentially so the item number need not be

entered for each parameter following the one

already entered. Just hit another delimiter,
and the next item number will appear, ready
to receive its associated data. To skip an item

number, hit a delimiter twice. In this way,
any amount of item numbers may be skipped
until the desired item number is reached.

Both the “+” and the “-” keys may be used

interchangeably as delimiters. However, when

skipping item numbers, it is a good idea to use the
delimiter corresponding to the sign of the next data

entry if there is any sign associated with it. Using
the sign key corresponding to the next data entry
ensures that the GPCreceives the proper data entry.

An example of a multiple item data keyboard entry
is:

ITEM7+2+1++2+--2 EXEC

In this example, Items 7, 8, 10, and 13 have no signassociated with them so the sign of the delimiters
doesn’t matter. Although there was room for four
item entries here, the actual number allowed on the
scratch pad line is a function of the size of the data.

This entry will appear on the scratch pad line of the
corresponding CRT as:

ITEM (07) + 2 (08) + 1 (10) +2 (13) - 2 EXEC.
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All item operations will be one of these two basic

manipulations. However, data size and form will

differ for each display.

Remember, only OPS and SPEC displays allow item

operations. A DISP display does not.

Special Operations and Displays

GPC/CRT Assignment

GPC assignment to a particular DEU/CRT set is

determined via a predefined table of assignments.
This table is stored in all the common set GPCs’

systems software and can be manipulated by the

crew. Thereisa table for each memory configuration
(MC) that is valid when that MC is active (loaded in

one or more GPCs), and the particular major
function is selected. This table can be changed using
the GPC MEMORY display (SPEC 0). The current

GPC driver for a CRT is controlled by the MAJ
FUNC switch. That is, the position of the MAJ FUNC

switch (GNC, SM, or PL) will determine the GPC

with which the DEU communicates. In some cases,

a redundant set of GPCs is formed for GNC, and

the GNC CRTs must be split among them. This is

done with the predefined table. The table is looked

at by the GPCs when they are loaded with the

applications software, and that is when the

assignments take effect or when the MAJ FUNC

switch is moved to a new major function.

Another way to change the current GPC assignment
logic is with the GPC/CRT key. The GPC/CRT

key allows the crew to reassign a CRT to a different

GPC commander. The steps for selecting a GPC to

command a given DEU/CRT are as follows:

1. Depress the GPC/CRT key.

2. Key in the desired GPC number (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5)

3. Key in the desiredCRT number (1, 2,3, or 4). No

delimiter is needed between the GPC and the

CRT numbers.

4. Depress the EXEC key.

An assignment is not executed if the GPC being

assigned doesn’t have the applications software in

memory to support the DEU/CRT in its current

major function. If the GPC specified by a keyboard

entry is not a valid assignment, the reassignment
does not occur, and the current GPC driver retains

2. SYSTEMS
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the CRT. Thus, if a CRT is in GNC, and an attempt
is made to assign a GPC thatis not in the redundant
set to drive it, a redundant set (or valid) GPC will
drive the CRT instead of the invalid GPC. If GPC 4

is the SM machine, then it is the only valid GPC to

drive a CRT whose MA] FUNC switch is in SM.

Payloads major function is usually unsupported. This
means that none of the GPCs have payload
applications software loaded in them. Any GPC

can be assigned to drive a CRT in an unsupported
major function. Usually, the GPC that was driving
the CRT in the previous major function will retain

the CRT when it is placed in PL.

If the keyboard entry specifies a valid GPC, it will

override any assignment made by the software. The

keyboard entry assignment will remain in effect

whenever the MAJ FUNC switch is in a position
supported by that GPC. A new assignment can be

made via the keyboard.

The GPC/CRT key can also be used to isolate a

DEU from communication with all GPCs. This is

accomplished by using “0” for the number of the

GPC. PASS can drive only three CRTs at one time,

so one DEU is always isolated from PASS.

The GPC provides a big X over an isolated CRT to

remind the crew not to use the data. The DEU

annunciates the POLL FAIL message to inform the

crew that the GPC is no longer polling the DEU

(not attempting to communicate with the DEV).

Memory Configurations

After a GPC has been IPL’d, the only software

resident is the systems software, and the GPC is in

OPS 0 when moded to RUN. Any applications
software is loaded in from the MMU during an

OPS transition. There are two levels of applications
software: the major function base (MFB) and the

OPS overlay. The MFB is that software common to

all OPSin particular major function. For GNC, the

MEFB contains flight-critical software and data that

are retained from one mission phase to another,

such as the current state vector and inertial

measurement unit processing. When a GPC is

transitioned from one OPS to another in the same

major function (e.g., from GNC OPS 1 [ascent] to

OPS 2 [orbit]), the MFB remains in main memory,

and only the OPS overlay is loaded from the MMU
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and written over the old OPS. Of course, when the
major function changes (e.g., when GPC 4 is

transitioned from GNC OPS 1 to SM OPS 2), the

new MEB is loaded in from the MMU along with

the OPS overlay.

The controls for performing an OPS transition (i.e.,

loading a new memory configuration into the GPC

from the MMU) are on the GPC MEMORY display
(SPEC 0), which is also the OPS 0 OPS display.
Item 1 determines the memory configuration
(CONFIG) to be loaded. Currently, there are eight
different memory CONFIGs, besides memory
CONFIG 0, which is the post-IPL OPS 0 (no

applications software loaded).

Nominal Bus Assignment Table

Associated with each memory configuration is a

nominal bus assignment table (NBAT). It is

displayed via items 2-19 on SPEC 0 whenever a

memory configuration is entered, and it tells which

GPCs are to be in command of each data bus. The
nominal assignments are already loaded in GPC
main memory preflight. However, these bus

assignments may be changed any time, including
when an OPS transition is performed.

An example of a typical nominal bus assignment
table is shown below on SPEC 0 GPC MEMORY for
GNC OPS 3.

GPC MEMORY XX X DOO/HH:MM:SS

READWARITE Xxx
Spo

DATA 20x BIT SET 22X SEQID 24
CODE21X BIT RST 23x WRITE 25
26 ENG UNITS XXX = HEX27"
ADDID DESIRED ACTUAL

28 XXXXX 29 XXXXX —-4XXXXXXXXXXX
30 XXXXK 31 XXKKK —OKKKXKXKKXK
32 XXXXX 33 XXXXX DOCOOOO0OOKX34 XXXXX 35 XXXXK DOCOOOOOCOK36 XXXXX 37 XXXXX DOOCOOOOOOOK38 XXXXX 39 XXXXX PIOOOKKKKXK

MEMORYDUMP STORE MC = XX
40 START ID Xxxxx | 45 CONFIG
41 NOWDS —Xxxxxx| 46 GPCx42 WOS/FRAME STORE 47
DUMP 43 ns
44 DOWNLIST GPCx MM AREA

OPS O ENA 49 X
OPS 3 UPLK 50 ane3 zOPS 3 INT 51 ERR LOGRESET48 SM 54 xX

xX)

SampleNBAT Data on GPC MEMORY Display(SPEC 0)

¢ Items 2-6 determine which GPCs will be in

the OPS. They are referred to as the “target”
GPCs. In this case,GPCs1-4 areina redundant

set. If a GPC is not to be in that OPS, a0 is

entered in that GPC’s item number, which is

one more than the GPC number. (Item 2is for

GPC 1, etc.)

¢ The commanders of the flight-critical data

buses or strings are entered in items 7-10.

(String 1 is FF1 and FA1, etc.) In this case,

each GPC is set to command its same-

numbered string.
© The two PL buses are assigned together. For

OPS 3 they are assigned to GPC 1 via item 11

in case the BFS fails. When the BFS is in RUN

(as it is for entry), it commands the PL data

buses.

* CRTs 1, 2, 3 are assigned to GPCs 1, 2, 3

respectively, via items 12-14. Since the PASS

can only control three CRTs at a time, no GPC

is assigned to CRT 4 during entry. Note that

CRT assignments are for a particular major
function only.

¢ The launch data buses are assigned via items

16and17. Since they have no function during
entry, they are deassigned.

* Items 18 and 19 show that GPC 1 will

command mass memory bus 1 for the OPS 3

transition, and GPC 2 will command mass

memory bus 2 either if the transaction fails on

mass memory bus 1 or if MMU 2 is prime
selected on SPEC 1 DPS UTILITY.

MMUAssignment

Since there are two identical MMUs, there must be
a method to tell the GPCs which one to use for a

particular transaction. This is done on DPS UTILITY
SPEC 1 display via items 1 through 8. On orbit,
only one MMU (and its data bus) is assigned to
each major function. A post-IPL OPS 0 GPC also
has an MMU assigned to it for requesting the DEU
initialization software for a DEU load. This displayis initialized with all assigned to MMU 1, and
execution of any of the item numbers causes the
appropriate MMU to be assigned. Note that each
of the pairs of item numbers is mutually exclusive.

When a GPC needs to access mass memory, this
table tells it which MMU to use. For example, the
SM GPC may need to call a roll-in SPEC or take a
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checkpoint (discussed later). In the case of OPS

transitions, if the MMU selected is busy or fails

twice, then the other is automatically tried. For a

GNC OPS transition where a redundant set is

involved, one GPC is assigned to each mass memory
bus via items 18 and 19 on SPEC 0 GPC MEMORY.

The indicated GPC will command the mass memory
bus selected by item 1 or 20n SPEC 1 DPS UTILITY,
then the other GPC will command the next mass

memory bus if the first transaction fails. Of course,

all GPCs in the redundant set will be listening over

both buses and receive the overlay.

200K801 / OPS UTILITY 20 X DDD/HHIMMISSODD/HHIMM1SS
MMU ASSIGN PORT ASSIGN

ie PR UL CNTL
GNC 1x 2x AUTO 35x

aH SX 4x ENA 36x
PL SX 6X INH 37x

OPS 0 7K 8x

IPL_SOURCE Sw
MMU STATUS MASK 38x

1 Xxx

2 Xxx

xxxx
MMU SOURCE/BUS 26 XXXX

GPC7MtU3x 27 XXX
| LOAD 48x

MMU/MMU -10X 28 XXXx RETRIEVE 49x
GPC/LOB 11x 23 XXxK

38 XXxx
CKPT ern 31 XXxXx GSE POLL ENA SOX

ENA 12x 32 Xxxx SM GSE INH 51x
33 XXxx SM C/O ENA Sex

RTC 34 XXXX GNC C/O ENA 53x
13 XXxXx xxxx BFC C/O ENA 54x

CMD 14 ALT PLS TB 55x
000

DPS UTILITY Display (SPEC 1)

Software Memory Source Selection

During an initial program load (IPL), an MMU is

selected as the software source via the IPL SOURCE

switch on panel O6. This switch is a three-position
toggle switch that will be either in the MMU 1 or

MMU 2position during the IPL sequence. At all

other times, this switch will nominally be in the

OFF position.

The controls for selecting the memory source for an

OPS transition and the bus over which it is loaded

into the GPCs are on SPEC 1 DPS UTILITY (items 9

through 11). The display is initialized with item 9

selected, which is almost always used. As part of

the GPC status exchanged at common set sync, each

GPC exchanges its current resident memory

configuration. When a request is made for a

memory configuration, the software determines

whether or not another GPC already has the

requested OPS or a current major function base. If

2. SYSTEMS
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another GPC already has any of the requested
software, the lowest numbered such GPC will be

used as a source for the other GPCs. Such a GPC-
to-GPC overlay of software will be done over the

™ass memory data buses. An overlay that is not

available from a GPC will be loaded from an MMU.

Note that the major function base may come from

another GPC and the OPS overlay from mass

memory.

If there is a problem with both of the mass memory
data buses, or the MMUs do not indicate RDY, then

item 11 may be selected if there is a GPC source for

both overlays. In this case, the GPC-to-GPC overlay
is done over the launch data buses.

Memory reconfiguration may be forced from an

MMU, regardless of other GPC sources, by selection

of item 10 on the DPS UTILITY display. In this

case, whether both are required or not, both the

major function base and the OPS overlay will be

loaded from mass memory. This would only be

used if the software in a current GPC was suspect
for some reason.

If there is no usable GPC source and/or the selected

MMU is off or being used for another memory

transaction, the class 3 fault message MMU OFF/

BSY is initiated. The current status of each MMU is

shown on the DPS UTILITY display as either RDY

(ready to respond) or BSY (off or currently

responding to a GPC command).

OE i IPLSOURCEi
—— arm ponSalOnc (else

aealaease ClonLe
a

1O||5
,IPL SOURCE Switch on Panel O6
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Resetting I/O Configurations

When a GPC detects an error or is missing data

from a piece of equipment, a fault message will be

displayed on the CRTs, the SM ALERT light and

tone will be activated, and further attempts by the

GPC to communicate with the equipment will be

terminated. Two common causes of detected errors

or missing data are the powering down of

equipment or an error in a data transmission. In

these two cases, if the equipment is to be powered
up, or if the error has been corrected, it isdesirable
to restore the GPC’s data input to the nominal

configuration. Restoring input is done through the

I/O RESET key in the affected major function. If an

1/O RESET is performed only on a GNC GPC, the

entire redundant set of GNC GPCs will be restored

to nominal I/O configuration. If it is performed on

the SM GPC, only the SM GPC’s I/O configuration
will be restored to nominal. To reset I/O

configurations, the procedure is as follows:

* Select desired MAJ FUNC.

¢ Depress the I/O RESET key.
¢ Depress the EXEC key.

If the powered down equipment has been powered
on, or if a problem with a piece of equipment has

been fixed, an I/O RESET will resume

communication, and it will not cause another fault

Message annunciation. If the GPC still has a problem
communicating with any piece of its assigned
equipment, a fault message will reannunciate after
an I/O RESET. This termination of attempts by the
GPC to communicate with its assigned equipment
is called a commfault (i.e., the input element has
been bypassed by the GPC).

Systems Summary Displays

Systemssummary displays provide general systems
Statusinformation that can be accessed quickly to

aid immediatediagnosis of a problem. They are

designed to support the caution and warning (C/
Ww)ae

located on panel F7. When a C/W alarm
occurs, thecrew can call a systems summary dis;
that has general ifisrcaatenfrom neatoe

to pinpoint the problem to a specificsystem, then

continue troubleshooting the problem on system-

specificSPECs, DISPs, and hardware panels. The
systems summary displays are DISPs and provide
information only.

The systems summary displays are major function-

specificand are called with the SYS SUMM key. Ifa

CRT’s MAJ FUNC switch is in GNC, and the sys

SUMM key is pressed, then GNC SYS SUMM 1will

appear on that CRT. GNC SYS SUMM1 is DISP 18

so it may also be called with a SPEC 18 PRO, but it

is faster to use the SYS SUMM key.

There are four PASS systems summary displays:
GNC SYS SUMM 1, GNC SYS SUMM 2, SM SYS

SUMM 1, and SM SYS SUMM 2.

The SYS SUMM key is a toggle function in each

major function. In SM on-orbit, hitting SM SYS

SUMM will cause SM SYS SUMM (DISP 78) to

appear on the CRT. If SYS SUMM is depressed
again, SM SYS SUMM 2 (DISP 79) will appear, and

if SYS SUMM is depressed once more, SM SYS

SUMM 1 reappears.

The same toggle function exists in GNC between

GNC SYS SUMM 1 (DISP 18) and GNC SYS SUMM

2(DISP 19).

X0OKT0OV01BGNC SYS SUMM1 XX X DDDHH:MMSS

RCS | JETJISOL DODHH:MM:SS-

MANAFAIL|VLV SURF POS MOM DPS 12345
FIlXxx | XXS LOB XOOCXSXXS GPcsSsSsss

21xxX] XXS IB XXKXSXXSMOMFF SSSS
3)XXX| XXS RIB = XOOKXSXXS FA SSSS
40x] XXS OB XXKXSXS
5)0K | XS AIL YOK

L1)XXX | XXS RUD OX Fos CH 1234
2|xXX | XXS_ SPDBRK XXX ssss
3]xXX | XXS_ BOYFLPXXX

4}30x| xxS 000K
SIXXX | XXS NAV. 1234

Ri[xxx | xxS mu SSS
2)xxx| xXS  CNTLR_12:3 acc ssss
ajox] xs RHC LS SS RGA SSSS
4,000 | XXS RSSSs TAC sss
5}xxx | xxs ASSS MS SSS

THC ULSSS ADTA SSSS
ASSs

ssIcCLSSS

RSSS 0)

PASS GNC SYS SUMM 1, available in GNC OPS
1,6, 2,8, and3
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A =)
XXXX/XXK/O19 GNC SYS SUMM 2 XX _X DDD/HHIMMISS

BFS DD0/HHIMMISS
ROMS AFT QTY L R OMS L

OXID XX.xS Xx.xS TK Po HE XXXXS XXXXS
FU XX.xXS XX .XS OXID XXXS Xx:

2axS. FU _XXXS _XxxS
N2 TK P XKXXS XXXXS,

REG P XXXS  XXX5
PoVLV  XXSXXS

ENG IN P

OXID XXXS XXxxXS
xx FU XXXS  XXxS
xx VLV 1 XXXS  XXxS
xx 2 _XXxS

xx! JETISOL

HE PRXXXSKXXX:

R TK_F Xxx Xxx

XKG 1 XXX XKXEKXK | XxS
XXG SA XKXG XXXSKXK | XXS
XXG 3 XXX XXXEKXK | XXS
XXG 4 XXX XXXEKXK | XXS
xd 5 xx | XxXS

03)

S oy,

GNC SYS SUMM 2, available in GNC OPS 2 and 8

( =)

XXXX/XXX/078 SM SYS SUMM 1 Xx X DDD/HHIMMISS
ODO/HHINM ESS

SMOKE 17k 278 |

CABIN xx. XS PC_VOLTS 17h 28

L/R FO xx. xS XX. XS| FC XX.XS XX.xXS

AV BAY 1 XX.XS XX.XS. MAIN XX.KS XX.XS

2 XX.xXS XX.xS CNTL ABS
S

XX.X5_XX_ XS 8c

ABIN 1

PRESS x’ essX.xS |
dP/dT-EQ +.XXStX.XXXSAC
©2 CONC XXx.xS vou

PPO2 X.XXS_X-XXS

XLXXxS |

XXxS

XX.X5 XX-XS
Xx .xS
AXS

XXXS_XXXS_XXXS
SS2 XxxS XxxS XXxS

SS3_XXxxS_XXXS_XxXXxS
TOTAL AMPS XXxXxS

Ke XxS

PASS SM SYS SUMM 1, available in SM OPS 2

(OF
>)

XXXX/XXX/0 79 5M SYS SUMM 2 Xx x DOD/HHIMMISS

DDD/HHIMMESS
CRYO TK 2 3 < s

M2 PRESS XXKS _XXXS _XXXS _XXXS _XXXS

D2 PRESS XXXXS XXXXS XAXXS XXXXS XXXXS

ATR OTL SXXXS XXXS £XXXS 2XXXS £XXXS

T2 —-EXXXS EXXXS EXXXS SXXXS_FXXXS

APU 2

TEMP EGT

3 | HY 1 2 3

XXXXS XXKXS|PRESS XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS

XXXXS XXXXS|RSVR
TO

XKXS =XXXS XXxXS
XXXS —XXXS/ P XXxXS =XXXS  XxxS.

XXXS = XXXS/ QTY XXXS XXxS xXXxxS

XxXXS = XXXS) wW/B
XXX5|H2O QTY XXXS XXXS  XXXS.

xxS XXS|BYP VLV XXXS XXxXS  XXxXS

XXXSXxxS
|

THERM CNTL 1 2

H20 PUMP P XXXS _ XXXS.

SS XXKS XXXS|FREON FLOW = XXXXS_ XXXXS

X.XXS X.XXS|EVAP OUT
T

XXXS  xxxS

000)

L )

PASS SM SYS SUMM 2, available in SM OPS 2

2. SYSTEMS
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Fault Detection and Annunciation

Five classes of alarms have been established. Class

1, Emergency, has no interface with software. Class

2, Caution and Warning (C/W), is the second

highest alarm class. It is divided into primary
(hardware-driven) and backup (software-driven)

systems. An alarm of the software-driven class will

result in the annunciation of the BACKUP C/W
ALARM light on the C/W matrix on panel F7, the

MASTER ALARM lights, and an associated tone. In

addition, a fault message will be displayed upon
the fault message line of the CRT. Class 3, Alert,

triggers the SM ALERT light and corresponding
tone. A fault message is displayed upon the fault

message line. Class 5, Operator Errors, is the lowest

priority alarm and is caused only by a crew entry
error. It results in an ILLEGAL ENTRY fault

message being displayed. Class 0, Limit Sense,

provides a status indicator (down arrow, up arrow)

to the right of the affected parameter on an

appropriate CRT. No fault message, tone, or light
is triggered.

The output of a fault message to the fault message

line results in several indications requiring crew

interface. Although generally the crew keyboard

responses are similar, the effects of these responses

differ for each class alarm.

The crew response to a class 2 backup fault

message is:

1. Depress the MASTER ALARM push button

indicator. This will extinguish the MASTER

ALARM light and caution and warning tone.

2. Depress the ACK key (on the keyboard). The

fault message will cease flashing. If the

crewmember can examine the message while

it flashes, this step is unnecessary.

3. Depress the MSG RESET key. Depression of

this key removes the fault message from the

fault message line. In addition, the BACKUP

C/W light is extinguished. (Hardware-driven
lights remain on until the problem is

corrected.)

The crew response to a class 3 fault message is:

1. Depress the ACK key. This will cause the fault

message to become static. Depression of the

ACK key will also extinguish the SM ALERT
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light and tone. (The tone duration is set to a

crew-selected length and may have stopped
before the ACK key is pressed.)

2. Depress the MSG RESETkey.This will remove

the fault message from the fault message line.

If the ACK key had not been depressed, the

MSG RESET key would extinguish the SM

ALERT light and tone.

A class 5 fault message displays a flashing
“ILLEGAL ENTRY” on the fault message line. The

crew response is simply to depress the MSG RESET

key. This clears the fault message from the fault

messageline.

Some illegal keyboard entries are detected by the

DEU before being sent to the GPCs. When this

occurs, a flashing “ERR” appears immediately to

the right of the erroneous entry on the scratch pad
line. The crew response is simply to depress the

CLEAR key. Upon depression of the CLEAR key,
the “ERR” and the last keystroke will disappear.
Subsequent depressions of the CLEAR key will

remove single keystrokes, proceeding from right to

left. This feature enables the crew to CLEAR back

10317051018GNC SYSSUMM1 4 D019 54-43
)

to the portion of the command that was incorrect,

correct it, and proceed. This type of error is not

identified by class, since it is not GPC-detected and

is known simply as a DEU-detected error.

Fault Messages

Fault messages associated with alarm classes 2, 3,

and 5 follow a standard format of five fields.

The major field is a 14-character field. The first

three characters identify the display on which more

information about the annunciated failure can be

found. AnS ora G, followed by a two digit number,

indicates the major function (G for GNC and S$for

SM) and the number of the SPEC or DISP. If no

display is associated with the fault, this field is blank.

In the example below, “S88” is the CRT ID and

means that information on the fault can be found

on SPEC 88 in SM.

The remaining characters identify the problem or

subsystem group associated with the fault. In the

example, “EVAP OUT T” is the FAULT portion of

the major field and indicates a fault in the flash

evaporator subsystem.

RCS JET ISO. 000100 04 04

MANFFARVLVSURF___POS_MOMDPS 12345
Fr oF «LOB a

oie ciukaae MOM FF 4

3 O RIB FA
a Bice)eeroe

s ALL
t1__ OP RUD Fes CH 1294

|
2 OP SPDBRK 2 aM
3 CLM BOYFLP

|

< o

5. NAV EES
i oP MU M

2 OP oCNNR 123 acco
2) PPCM Rion Caen

oe

RGA
SOR R TAC
y A MLS |

Tm ADTA
A

sate L

S88EVAPOUT
.

an e

SYS SUM
Aicperlenee

$88EVAPOUTT ‘ae 4 19:54:01

CAT Fault

= SS Le eee | ener,
au!

8 wy oH Pie

Major Field

SampleCRT Fault Message
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The minor field is a four-character field that further

identifies the fault. It will specify the subdivision,

direction, location, parameter, or specific unit of

the subsystem or problem identified in the major
field. In the example fault message, “1” is the minor

field message and means that the temperature
sensor 1 is the area in which the fault was detected.

The C/W field is used only with caution and

warning class 2 backup messages. An asterisk

appears in this column across from the

corresponding fault to denote that the condition is

a class 2 backup alarm.

The GPC field identifies the GPC that detected this

fault. This characteristic aids the crewmember in

locating or identifying internal GPC or I/O errors.

The far right field is the TIME field. This field

indicates the time at which the fault occurred. The

time is MET and is displayed in hours, minutes,

and seconds (HH:MM:5SS).

A complete listing of all possible fault messages
can be found in the Flight Data File Reference Data

Book and in Section 2.2.

A class 5 alarm is annunciated by an “ILLEGAL

ENTRY” in the major field, and all other fault

message fieldsare blank. When a class 5 message is

received, it is displayed instantaneously on the fault

message line of the CRT where the error occurred,

rather than onall CRTs like class 2 and 3 errors. To

get rid of the class 5 message, a MSG RESET must

be done to the CRT where the error occurred. Class

2 backup and class 3 messages are extinguished by
a MSG RESET on any CRT.

The Fault Summary Display

A historical summary of class 2 backup and class 3

fault messages is provided via the FAULT display
(DISP 99). Class 5 errors are not displayed as they
are caused by illegal crew entries to a single DEU.

The FAULT display is a DISP available in all OPS.

Itis selected for viewing by depression of the FAULT

SUMM key.

The PASS fault summary display consists of up to

15 fault message lines. They appear in reverse

chronological order. The oldest message appears

2. SYSTEMS

26 Data Processing System

XOOOWOOUIRS FAULT XXXDDD/HHMM SS:
DDD/HH:MM SS

CAT FAULT cw GPC TIME
10

YOO OOQOOOOOOK XXXK XX mx

XOX OOWOOOOR 0000 —>K xx

XK WOOKOOOOXK OK xx

XK KOOOOOKKKKK XXXK  X xx

YOK WOOUOOOOXK OOK XK

YOOX HOODOOOOK UK 1x

YORK YOOCOOOOOOC OOO mo

YOK OOOCOOOUK 000K OOK 0K: XK1K
XK OOOO 000K XXKKK KX KKXK: XK
YOK OOOODOOOK 00K OOK 00XK KKXK

3OOC YOOOCOOOOOK FO00C xX XX000C mx
YORK JOUOOOO00RC O00C XKOOK x

XOX OOOO 00K XK KOK x

WOOL OOQOOOOK OK KKK 1K

OO OO0O0O0OKK 00K XK XX 2X

3

FAULT Display (DISP 99)

on the bottom line. When a new fault message is

generated, it appears on the top line. The other

messages are pushed down, and the 15th message

(the oldest) disappears.

The only difference between the fault messages on

the FAULT display and the fault message on the

fault message line is the TIME field. On the FAULT

display, the time field includes days as well as hours,

minutes, and seconds (DDD/HH:MM5SS).

Sometimes, a subsystem failure or malfunction

results in the output of several fault messages, some

of which may be identical. The fault detection and

annunciation logic can prevent the annunciation of

identical fault messages. When a fault message is

generated, its major and minor fields are compared
to those of the top message of the display. If the

fields are the same, and if the new fault message

has occurred within a 4.8 second window, the new

message is inhibited.

The last message displayed on the fault message

line of any CRT is not necessarily the most recent

fault message. Unless the fault message line was

cleared with a MSG RESET, the crewmember will

not see any new messages that came in after the

flashing or frozen message. In that case, the

crewmembers can see if a new message has been

annunciated by looking at a two-character field.

This field is called the buffer message indicator and

is located in the last field on the far right of the fault
message line.
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The buffer message indicator serves to indicate the

number of messages in the fault buffer on the
FAULT display since the last MSG RESET. This

number includes class 2 backup and class 3messages
only. Class 5 messages and the currently displayed
messages are not included in this counter. The
number is enclosed by parentheses. If no fault

messages are in the stack, this field is blank. To

view any of these messages, the crewmember must

look at the FAULT display. A MSG RESET clears

both the fault message line and the buffer message
indicator.

In addition to using the FAULT SUMM key, the

FAULT display may also be selected by the

keyboard entry “SPEC 99 PRO.” However, this

command will clear all fault messages from the

FAULT display and the fault message lines. This

capability is useful if and when the fault messages

displayed are no longer significant (i.e., they are

old, or they have been dealt with).

Crew Software Interface with the BFS

The crew software interface with the BFS is designed
to be as much like PASS as possible, but there are

somedifferences.This section covers the differences
between the PASS’s and BFS’s crew and CRT
interfaces. If something is not mentioned in this

section, it can be assumed to operate the same as

the PASS interface.

BFC CRTSwitches

Panel C3 contains two switches relevant to BFS

operations. The BFC CRT DISPLAY switch is a

two-position ON/OFF switch. In the ON position,
the CRT(s) specified by the BFC CRT SELECT switch
is driven by the BFS computer. (The BFC CRT
SELECT switch controls CRT assignment to the BFS
computer.) The switch is read by the GPC onlywhen the BFC CRT DISPLAY switch is in the ON
Position. The BFC CRT SELECT switch has three
Positions. In each position, the first digit is the CRT
commanded by the BFS pre-engage. Post-engaged,the BFS also commands a second CRT indicated bythe second number. For example, when the BFC
CRT SELECT switch isin the 1 +2 position, CRT 1is
connected to the BFS GPC prior to engaging the
BFS. After the BFS is engaged, this switch positionallows the BFS computer to command both CRT 1

Lr
BFC CRT DISPLAYand SELECT Switches

on Panel C3

and CRT 2. In the 2 + 3 position, CRT 2 is

commanded by the BFS GPC prior to engaging the

BFS. Post-engaged, this switch allows CRT 2 and

CRT3 to be supported by the BFS computer. In the

3 + 1 position, CRT 3 is driven by the pre-engaged
BFS GPC. Upon engaging the BFS, both CRT 3 and
CRT1 will be assigned to the BFS computer.

During ascent and entry, one CRT will normally be

assigned to the BFS via the BFC CRT SELECT switch.
The nominal position of the switch is the 3+ 1

position. However, this switch position may be

changed at any time, pre-engage or post-engage. If
the BFS is engaged with the BFC CRT DISPLAY
switch OFF, the BFS will automatically assume

command of CRTs 1 and 2.

No set of BFC CRT switches exists for the CRT in
the aft station.

BFS Functions of the MAJ FUNC Switch

The MAJ FUNC switches on panels C2 and R12L
are also functional for the BFS. However, the display
data and functional software accessed by the three-
position switch are slightly different. The BFS
functions of the MAJ FUNC switch are defined as

follows:
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° GNC: Flight critical software including limited

guidance, navigation, and control software is

contained in this major function. The BFS GNC

major function contains only that software

necessary for safe orbital insertion and return,

including ascent abort logic.
¢ SM: This major function contains limited

nonredundant systems management and

payload software. There is no room in the

BFS for the redundancy management found

in PASS. When the MAJ FUNC switch is set in

the SM position, the THERMAL display is

2. SYSTEMS
2.6 Data Processing System

powered up, and the only software that will be of

any use is entry and systems management software.

Keyboard and Display Differences for the BFS

The keyboard operates exactly the same way for

the BFS as for the PASS. A few additional

capabilities need to be mentioned.

¢ The GPC/CRT key: In addition to the BFC

CRT DISPLAY switch, this key provides the

capability to assign a CRT to (or isolate a CRT

from) the BFS GPC. Both methods can be

invoked. This display is unique to the BFS. used interchangeably, but as long as the BFC

3 :

. ! ee ; CRT DISPLAY switch is working, it is the

ie ie eaeBREWae aa fastest method of allowing the BFS to drive a

in this position, no display change would
CRT or to change BF5 CRTs. The BFC CRT

‘

anes DISPLAY switch allows PASS to automaticall
occur. If the BFC CRT DISPLAY switch is ae : y
turned on, allowing the BFS to drive a CRT pease pe wen hsae

alreadyin the PL major function, the CRT will surmedOtromia Nett UleID

eeeeSsiene”
8

beblank exceptfortime and GPC driver fields
pithipttie: GEC /CRTskey ants) the) sameids

because the BFS has no software to support
this major function.

al > Yaw Travel

BFS ENGAGE Push Button

The BFS ENGAGE push button is Backup Flight
:

Pitch and Roll

Qo located on the commander’s and System Engage Switch Trim Switch

pilot’s rotational hand controllers

(RHCs). During the dynamic flight
phases (ascent and entry), the Communications Switch

commander and pilot usually rest

their hands on or near the RHC. In

this way, BFS engagement can occur

as quickly as possible. If the crew

delays engagement during these

flight phases, they could lose control

of the vehicle, or the BFS’ navigation
calculations could degrade very

quickly so that control would be

essentially lost after engagement.
4

3-Axis-Control Stick

Some force (8 Ib) is required to

depress this push button to prevent
inadvertent engages. While on-

orbit, the push button is essentially
disabled by reconfiguring another

switch. The BFS cannot track PASS

while it is in OPS 2 and is turned off

on-orbit. If the BFS needs to be

engagedon-orbit, the BFS must be

~
Self-Contained

Electronics

»
Rotational Hand Controller
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deassigning that screen from PASSwitha

GPC/CRT 0X EXEC. PASS mustbereassigned
to resume commanding of that CRT.

¢ The BFS INDICATOR: When the BFS is

commanding a CRT, the BFS indicator will

appear on the CRT being commanded. On

_ the second line of every BFS display a three-

character space field has been reserved for the

message “BFS.” This field is located directly

below the GPC indicator. The BFS indicator is

displayed in the overbright intensity and is

intended to prevent possible confusion of a

PASS display with a BFS display. Often the

BFS display will be identical or very close to

the corresponding PASS display.

GNC SYS SUMM 1 DDD/HH:MM:SS
IDD/HH:MM:SS

SURF Pos MOM DPS 234

XXXXKXK/018

L OB XXX.XS XXS MOM FF SS SS

IB XXXXS_XXS FA SSSS

RIB  XXX.XS_XXS PL SS

OB = XXX.XS._ XXS

AIL XXX.X

RUD XXX.X Fes CH1234
SPD BRK XXX.X S/8(s)/S

BDYFLP XXX.X

MPS (entre R_ NAV 4Anzu)

HE TK P _XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS IMU SSS

REG P A XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS TAC SSS

B XXXXS XXXXS XXXXS ADTA SSS

SPAT XXXS _XXXS_XXXS

ULL P LH2 XX.XSXX.XS XX. XS
LO2 _XX.XSXX.XSXX.XS

MPSPNEU HEP MANF__P
TK -XXXXS LH2 XXXS

REG XXXXS LOZ XXXS

ACUM XXXXS (xX)

BFS Indicator on CRT

BFS Display Sequencing

The BFS is designed to operate in the same manner

as the PASS where possible. BFS requirements,
however, demanded a distinction be made between
BFS pre-engage and BFS post-engage major mode

transitions and associated display sequencing.

BFSpre-engage major mode display sequencing is
either automatic, or it may be performed in the
same manner as that of the PASS. Before the BFS is

engaged, the BFS CRT is listening to the PASS CRT

acrossthe display/keyboard (DK) buses and

updatingits software accordingly. This is called
DK listeningand the BFS can hear PASS item entries

PASSmajor mode transitions, and PASS GPC/CRT
assignments. On the other hand, the PASS doesn’t

know that the BFS exists, so it never DK listens to

the BFS. Therefore, BFS major mode transitions are

formed automatically as a function of themajor
mode transitions performed on a PASS keyboard.
If the BFS does not follow the PASS major mode
transitions, then the BFS must receive a manual
OPSXXXPROonits CRT.

BFS post-engage major mode display sequencing is

the same as that of the PASS. After the BFS is

engaged, the BFS GPC is on its own. It no longer

listens to the PASS GPCs. Therefore, major mode

display sequencing has been designed to be the

same as that of the PASS.

Three operational sequences are defined for BFS

GNC; one operational sequence is defined for the

BFS SM. Transactions to and from these OPS

displays differ considerably from the PASS. BFS
keyboard and CRT peculiarities are outlined as

follows:

e BFSGNCOPS0-BFS MEMORY display: This

display is forced to the CRT when BFS is not

processing either GNC OPS 1 or 3. Nominally,
this occurs prior to ascent and again prior to

entry. This display corresponds to the PASS

GPC MEMORY display and performs the

same functions for the BFS. GPC MEMORY is

the default display for PASS OPS 0, and the

BFS MEMORY display is the default display
for BFS GNC OPS 0.

¢ BFS GNC OPS 1 and 6 - Ascent: This OPS

must be manually selected via a keyboard
assigned to the BFS prelaunch. BFS GNC OPS

00817 di BFS MEMORY XXX DOD/HHIMMISS |

READ/URIT
BFS DDD/HHIMMISS

E
DATA 1X BIT SET 3X SEQ IDS
CODE 2x BIT RST 4x WRITE 6
7 ENG UNITS xxx HEX 8x
400 1D DESIRED ACTUAL
QS MXEXK 10 XXXX —EXXXXXXXXXXX

11 XXXXK 12 XXXK —EXXKXXXXXKXK

13. XXXKK 14 XXX | EXXXXXXXXXKX

1S XXXKX 16 XXXK | EXXXKXKKAKKK
17 XXXXX LB XXX —EXXXXXXXXKK

19 XXXXX 2G XXX EXXKXXXXXXXK

MEMORY DUMP LAUNCH

a Rance mn
MSUENS

3 sx
wl

5S UooreRaMe ax ia

OUMP 24
TF

PASS/@FS XFER ENA 25x
|” ances

xx

BFS MEMORY Display
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lis available for use during the ascent portion The BFS systems summary displays operate the

of the mission. The OPS 6 transition is sameway the PASS displays work. The BFS display

automatic upon abort selection with the numbers are the same as their PASS counterparts

ABORT rotary switch and push button, or an and some of the displays themselves are identical.

OPS 601 PRO may be used. However, three of the BFS SYS SUMM displays are

= BESCNG OFS 22 Entys This GPS must be —“miqueto the BFS.

manually selected from BFS GNC OPS 0 or e GNC SYS SUMM. The GNC SYS SUMM

BFS GNC OPS 1. BFS GNC OPS3is available consists of two DISPs. GNC SYS SUMM1 is

for use during the entry portion of the mission. display format and content unique to BFS. It

It is a legal transition to go from the BFS. GNC is called via the SYS SUMM key or by the

OPS 1 to BFS GNC OPS 3 (for aborts), but command “SPEC 18 PRO.” GNC SYS SUMM

nominally, the transition will be from BFS 2 is identical to the GNC SYSSUMM 2display

GNC OPS 0. In both cases, the manual available in the PASS OPS2 and 8. It is called

keyboard entry “OPS 301 PRO” isrequired. by the command “SPEC 19 PRO” or by

depressing the SYS SUMM key twice.

The major mode displays for BFS OPS 1, 3;

and 6 are similar, if not identical, to their OO0WI00V018 GNC SYS SUMM 1 XX X DDD/HH:MM:SS-

PASS counterparts.A complete listingof BUnE ay spate OO aa
PASS and BFS displays can be found in the P65 mS XS ‘WOMFF_S SSS

* “4
Boe 1B XXX.XSXXS FA SSSS

Flight Data File DPS Dictionary. BO Ce KatKS asetal

OB XXXXS XXS

BFS
Special

Operati dDispl
Pro

fos cH
pecial Operations and Displays RUD XOX oe Bes

SPD BRK XXX.X

BDYFLP XXXX

In the pre-engaged mode, the BFS GPC ups (abd da same NAV 1 29h

performs BCE and MDM bypasses when HESaR SedLiedoe Bums a3
PASS data are bypassed, or it sets its own B XXXXS XXXKS XXXXS ADTA SS SS

bypasses. The I/O RESET command when hele oe oe
made via the BFS keyboard restores those LO2 XX.XSXX.XS XX.XS
1/O configurations set by the BFS GPC. MPS PNEUHEP MANDxs

That is, a BFS “I/O RESET EXEC” restores REG XXxXS LOZ _XXXS

ACUM XXXXS
(xx)

the bypasses set by the BFS GPC. In

addition, theI/ORESET operationattempts FS GNC SYS SUMM 1, available in GNC OPS 1, 6, and 3

to synchronize the BFS with the PASS GPC (unique to BFS)

listen commands so the BFS can track PASS.
0002000018 GNC SYS SUMM 2 XX X DDD/HH:-MM:SS

BFSDODHHEMMSSL

Post-engage, the only bypasses set are those
cs RETRY RE Ooms

detected by the BFS GPC. The “I/O RESET OXID XX.x5XK.XS
1 PME

0S 00S

EXEC” command functions to restore those scar eertanenes eos

bypasses.

JET] SOU N2 TK P XXXXS_XXXXS

YP
:

oxio}_FU_} FAIL] VLV| REG P XXxS

FWD HE P|XXXXSPXXxxS|
P VV XXS

TK P| XXxS|_ XXXS| ENG IN| P

QTY|_XXXS}_XXXS| XXXS
MANE 1 P| _XXXS]_XXXS|XXX| XXS}

2 P| XXXxS| XXXS|XK | XXS}

3 PI XXXS} XXXS|XXX | XXS|

4 PL XXXS] XXOXS|XXX| XXS

5 Xxx | XxS

HE P/ Xxx
HE P|

TK P] Xxxs] XxxS IRTK P

OTY|_XXxs}_XXXxS) ory

MANF 1P| HHS]XXX| XXS] 7 P

2 P] XXxS| XXxS}xxx | XxS] 2 P

3 P| XXXS} XXXS|XXX | XXS] 3 PI

4 P] xxx] 00spox | xxS} 4 P
5

xxx | XxS] 5

BFS GNC SYS SUMM 2, available in GNC OPS 1, 6,and3

(Identical to PASS GNC SYS SUMM2except shaded lines)
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* SMSYSSUMM. Therearetwo SMSYSa
PeseMSecondwhileBESSMSYS Several crew interface characteristics of fault
SUMM? is aunique display.They are called annunciation in the BFS differ from those in the

in the same manner as the PASS SM SYS __PASS.

SUMM displays: ¢ The BFS FAULT display. The BFS FAULT.
. Thisis a systems summary DISP display functions in the same manner as ie

SneakSeSMOPSOdisplay in BFS. Itis PASS.TheBFS FAULT display is oeforced to the screen anytime the MAJ FUNC of 20 fault linesascomparedto 15in theP.
:

.

switch is placed in the SM position (unless an The C/W field displaysan asterisk when the
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re
é

annunciated by the BFS GPC itself.

BFS Fault Messages
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BFS SM SYS SUMM 2, available in SM OPS 0
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2.6 Data Processing System

DPS Summary Data

* The DPS combines various hardware °

components and self-contained software to

provide computerized monitoring and control.

© DPS hardware includes five GPCs, two mass

memory units, a data bus network, 23 MDMs,

four CRTs, and other specialized equipment.
© Each of the five GPCs consists of a CPU and

an IOP stored in one avionics box. During
ascent/entry, fourof the GPCs are loaded with

identical PASS software; the fifth is loaded

with different software, the BFS.

© The data bus network transfers data between

the GPCs and vehicle systems. There are seven

types of data buses: flight-critical,payload,
launch, mass memory, display/keyboard,
instrumentation/PCMMU, and intercomputer
communication.

¢ The 23 DPS MDMsconvert data to appropriate
formats for transfer between the GPCs and

vehicle systems.

e Two mass memory units provide bulk storage
for software and data.

¢ Four CRTs (three on panel F7 and one on panel
R12L) and associated keyboards provide the

means for flight crew interaction with the

GPCs.

¢ The two types of DPS software, system
software and applications software, combine

to forma memory configuration for a specific
mission phase.

e The system software is operating software that

always resides in GPC main memory.

° The applications software performs the

functions required to fly and operate the

vehicle. It is divided into three major functions:

guidance, navigation,and control (GNC);

systems management (SM); and payload (PL).

Major functions are divided into mission phase
oriented blocks called operational sequences
(OPS).

OPS are further divided into blocks called

major modes (MM), which relate to specific
portions of a mission phase.

There are three levels of CRT displays: major
mode or OPS, specialist (SPEC), and display
(DISP).

The four PASS GPCs control all GNC functions

during ascent/entry mission phases; the fifth

GPC is loaded with backup flight system (BFS)

software to take over in case of PASS GPC

failure.

The BFS contains a limited amount of software;

there are some operational differences between

BFS and PASS.

The BFS is engaged by push button on the

rotational hand controller.

A GPC FAIL detection will display a class 2

GPC FAULT message with illumination of the

MASTER ALARM. The GPC STATUS matrix

on panel O1 lights to indicate failure votes;

any time a yellow matrix light is illuminated,

the GPC caution and warning light on panel

F7also lights.
Most DPS control switches are located on

panels 06 and C2. Others may be found on

panels C3, R12L, F2, F4, F6, and F7.

CRT displays relevant to the DPS are: GPC/

BUS STATUS (SPEC 6), GPC MEMORY (SPEC

0), DPS UTILITY (SPEC 1), and TIME (SPEC

2).
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/
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:
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a
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36 XXXXX 37 XXXXX —-4XXXXXXXXKKK 24 GMT 4 bp.t.
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3 ioe 3B XXXXX 39 XXXXX —-4XXXXXXXXXXX 28 nea BRK9
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A

'0 Xxxxx | 45 CONFIG Xx GPC

16 x | 41

NOWDS 48 GPCX GPC TIME GMT TRY| 1 xx

17 & | 42 WOSFRAMEXxx STORE 47 MTU ACCUM4] XXX/0K:XX:XX. XXXS 34 | 2 xx

te x
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2.6 Data ProcessingSystem

DPS Rules of Thumb

¢ Always deassign CRTs from fail to sync GPCs

and reassign to good GPCs to avoid

inadvertent entries (NBATs/restrings, burn

targets, etc.).

¢ Before OPS transitions and restrings, always
verify the appropriate NBAT is what you want

it to be; never assume that it is correct! Also

check the proper major function and GPC

switch configuration.
e Make sure you have the correct memory

configuration called up before you start

making NBAT changes.
¢ During OPS transitions, keep “hands off”

everything, including all switches and CRT

entries.

e Always clear the Fault Message line as soon

as you have seen the message; otherwise, you
will likely miss subsequent annunciations from

other failures.

¢ Post BFS engage, check to ensure that all active

PASS GPCs have recognized the engage (both

MODE and OUTPUT talkbacks are

barberpole). If not, take the offending GPC to

HALT (or if this doesn’t work, power it OFF)

immediately to avoid I/O problems on the

flight critical strings.
¢ It isa very good idea to resume SPECs and

DISPs from CRTs when not using them or

before going to another major function on that

CRT.

It is important to be able to identify GPC

failures, for Mission Control has little insight.
The information you provide will affect

Mission Control analysis and its ability to plan
for subsequent failures (both DPS and non

DPS).

Always hard assign CRTs (both PASS and BFS)

via PASS CRTs (BFS will DK listen). You can

cause dual CRT commanders if you try to

assign BFS a CRT that a PASS CRT is still

driving.

Always distribute your CRTs among different

GPCs. On orbit, always be sure SM is not on

all CRTs at the same time; if you lose SM, you
also lose PASS CRT interface.

When using the GPC MODE switch, always
take your hand off between positions. On

past missions there have been problems with

the switch being in two positions at the same

time; at the time of writing, this is still being
researched. This problem can occur on other

orbiter switches too. It isa good idea to always

pause slightly in each switch detent to ensure

the contacts are made and recognized by the

GPCs.

The CRT SEL switch should always be checked

before making a keyboard entry, and data

should always be checked on the CRT scratch

line before it is entered.
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2. SYSTEMS

2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

Description

Dedicated displays provide the flight crew with

information required to fly the vehicle manually or

to monitor automatic flight control system

performance. The data on the dedicated displays
may be generated by the navigation or flight control

system software or more directly by one of the

navigation sensors. The dedicated displays are

located in front of the commander s and pilot's seats

and on the aft flight deck panel by the aft-facing
windows.

The dedicated displays are:

Attitude director indicators on panels F6, F8,

and A1U

Horizontal situation indicators on panels F6

and F8

Light ....ssscsssccsnsesseeeccesnsssnnsnssssecersssnsesensene 2.7-20
¢ Alpha/Mach indicators on panels Fé and F8

G-MetET .....escsesseeeee -2.7-20 : ft Bars

:

 Altitude/ vertical velocity indicators on panels
Head-Up Display ... -2.7-21 F6 and F8

—
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2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

* Surface position indicator on panel F7

Reaction control system activity lightson panel
F6

G-meter on panel F7

Head-up display on the glareshield in front of

the commander’s and pilot's seats.

Notall the dedicated displays are available in every
operational sequence or major mode. Their
availability is related to the requirements of each

flight phase.

Display Driver Unit

The display driver unit (DDU) is an electronic

mechanism that connects the GPCsand the primary
flight displays. The display driver unit receives

data signals from the computers and decodes them

to drive the dedicated displays. The unit also

provides dc and ac power for the attitude director

indicators and the rotational and translational hand

controllers. It contains logic for setting flags on the

dedicated instruments for such items as data

dropouts and sensor failures.

All display parameters, regardless of their origin,
are ultimately processed through the dedicated

display subsystem operating program (SOP)
software (except the g-meter, which is totally self-

contained). The display parameters are then routed
to the respective displays through either a DDU or

multiplexer/demultiplexer (MDM); DDUs send
data to the attitude director indicator, horizontal
situation indicator, alpha/Mach indicator, and

altitude/verticalvelocity indicator displays, MDMs

provide data for the surface position indicator and
reaction control system activity lights. In addition,
the HUD electronic units generate video symbologyfor the head-up display.

The orbiter contains three display driver units: at
the commander's station, at the pilot’s station, and
at the aft station. One unit interfaces with the
attitude director indicator, horizontal situation
indicator, altitude/vertical velocity indicator, and
alpha/Mach indicator displays on panel F6 at the
commander's station, and the second interfaces with
the same instruments on panel F8 at the pilot's
station. The third interfaces with the attitude
director indicator at the aft flight station.

Each display driver unit has an associatedDATA
BUS rotary switch. The commander's switch is on

panel F6, and the pilot's is on panel F8. The switch
for the aft flight station is on panel A6U. Switch

o| aa Im
DATA BUS Switch on Panel F6

————arv.

rfuetigoory5ra On
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2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

DATA BUS Switch on Panel A6U

positions 1,2, 3, and 4 allow the flight crew toselect
any one of four forward flight-criticaldata buses

(FCI through 4) as the data source for that display
driver unit and its dedicated displays. (Because the

flight-critical data buses are dedicated to specific
orbiter GPCs, the DATA BUS select switch also

provides a means of assessing the health of

individual computers, if they are assigned to Bel

2, 3, or 4. See Section 2.6 for detailed data bus

information.)

The commander's attitude director indicator is

powered from the MN A DDU LEFT circuit breaker

on panel O14 and the MN B DDU LEFT circuit

breaker on panel O15 through DDU 1 power supply

D, which provides ac and de power. The pilot's
attitude director indicator is powered from the MN

B DDU RIGHTcircuitbreaker on panel O15 and the

MN C DDU RIGHT circuit breaker on panel O16

through DDU 2 power supply D, which also

provides ac and de power. The aft flight station

attitude director indicator is powered from the MN

A DDU AFT circuit breaker on panel O14 and the

MN C DDU AFT circuit breaker on panel O16

through DDU 3 power supply D, which provides
ac and dc power.

a a ani ®
une nae

os

om Lose ao Lose Cod oo ny

.

a cy

TOI-— oeae |
MN A DDU Circuit Breakers on Panel O14

MN C DDU Circuit Breakers on Panel O16
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2.7 Dedicated Display Systems
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2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

ROLL RATE POINTER ROLL INDEX MARKER

Attitude Director Indicator Displays 360-Degree Maneuvers in Roll, Pitch, and Yi
+

PositiveRoll Command - Ball Rotates Counterclockwise
Tees

+30" + Positive Pitch Command - Ball Rotates From Top to Bottom

PITCH

RATE

POINTER

PITCH

YAW + Positive Yaw Command - Ball Rotates From Lett to Right
+ Error Needle Defiections to Positive Commands

Roll - Left

Pitch - Down

Yaw - Left
+ Rate Pointer Defiection to Positive Commands

Roll - Right
Pitch - Up
Yaw - Right

ERROR

NEEDLE

YAW ERROR NEEDLE YAW RATE POINTER

Attitude Director Indicator

Attitude Director Indicator (ADI)

The commander’s and pilot's attitude director

indicators are supported throughout the mission;

the aft attitude director indicator is active only

during orbital operations. The indicators give the

crew attitude information as well as attitude rate

and attitude errors, which can be read from the

position of the pointers and needles.

The orbiter’s attitude is displayed to the flight crew

by anenclosed ball (sometimes called the eight ball)

that is gimbaled to represent 3 degrees of freedom.

The ball, covered- with numbers indicating angle
measurements (a 0 is added as the last digit of

each), moves in response to software-generated
commands to depict the current orbiter attitude in

terms ofpitch,yaw,and roll.

Each attitude director indicator has aset of switches

by which the crew can select the mode or scale of

the readout. The commander's switches are located

on panel F6, the pilot’s on panel F8, and the aft

switches on panel A6U.

The ADI ATTITUDE switches determine the unit’s

frame of reference: INRTL (inertial), LVLH (local

vertical /local horizontal), and REF (reference). The

INRTL position allows the flight crew to view the

orbiter’s attitude with respect to the inertial

reference frame, useful in locating stars. The LVLH

position shows the orbiter’s attitude from an orbiter-

centered rotating reference frame with respect to

Earth. The REF position is primarily used to see the

orbiter’s attitude with respect to an inertial reference

frame defined when the flight crew last depressed
the ATT REF push button above the ADI ATTITUDE

switch. The REF position is useful when the crew

flies back to a previous attitude or monitors an OMS

burn for attitude excursions. The switches on panels
F6 and F8 are active during ascent, orbital, and

transition flight phases but have no effect during

entry, the latter part of a return to launch site, or

when the backup flight system is driving the attitude

director indicators. The switch on panel A6U, like

theaftattitudedirector indicator, is operational only
in orbit.

Each attitude director indicator has a set of three

rate pointers that provide a continuous readout of

vehicle body rotational rates. Roll, pitch, and yaw

rates are displayed on the top, right, and bottom

pointers respectively. The center mark on the

graduated scale next to the pointers shows zero

rates; the rest of the marks indicate positive (right
or up) or negative (left or down) rates. The ADI

RATE switch for each indicator unit determines the

magnitude of full-scale deflection. When this switch

is positioned to HIGH (the coarsest setting), the

inter at the end of the scale represents a rotation

rate of 10 degrees per second. When the switch is

positioned to MED, a full-range deflection
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represents 5 degrees per second. In the LOW

position (the finest setting), a pointer at either end

of the scale is read at a rate of 1 degree per second.

These pointers are “fly to” in the sense that the

rotational hand controller must be moved in the

same direction as the pointer to null a rate.

Attitude director indicator rate readings are

independent of the selected attitude reference.

During ascent, the selected rates come directly from
the solid rocket booster or orbiter rate gyros to the
attitude director indicator processor for display on

the rate pointers. During entry, only the pitch rate
follows the direct route to the attitude director
indicator display. The selected roll and yaw rates

first flow through flight control, where they are

processed and output to the attitude director
indicator as stability roll and yaw rates. (This
transformation is necessary because, in

aerodynamicflight, control is achieved about

stability axes, which in the cases of roll and yaw
differ from body axes.)

Three yellow needles on each attitude director
indicator display vehicle attitude errors. These
needles extend in front of the attitude director
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indicator ball, with roll, pitch, and yaw arranged
just as the rate pointers are. Like the rate indicators,

each error needle has an arc-shaped background
scale with graduation marks that allow the flight
crew to read the magnitude of the attitude error.

The errors are displayed with respect to the body-
axis coordinate system and, thus, are independent
of the selected reference frame of the attitude

display.

The attitude director indicator error needles are

driven by flight control outputs that show the

difference between the required and current vehicle

attitude. These needles are also “fly to,” meaning
that the flight crew must maneuver in the direction

of the needle to null the needle. For example, if the

pitch error needle points down, the flight crew must

manually pitch down to null the pitch attitude error.

The amount of needle deflection indicating the

number of degrees of attitude error depends upon

the position of the ADI ERROR RATE switch for

each attitude director indicator and the flight phase.
For ascent, orbit, and transition, in the HIGH

position, the error needles represent 10 degrees,
MED represents 5 degrees, and LOW represents 1

degree. For entry, the needles signify different errors

in different phases (see table below).

MISSION PHASE ROLL | PITCH | YAW

(101-106, 601)

Ascent’ (201, 202, 801)

On-orbit/ (301, 303)

Transition (Deg) | (Deg) | (Deg)

High 10 10 10

Medium 5 5 5

Low 1 1 1

ENTRY (MM 304, 602) (Deg) | (Deg) | (Deg)

High 25 10 25

Medium 25 5 25

Low 10 1 25

MM 603 IPH = 4,6

TAEM (MM 305, 603) (Deg) (g's) | (Deg)

High 25 1.25 2.5
Medium 25 1.25 25

Low 10 0.5 2.5

IPH + 4,5 WOWLON = 0

WOWLON = 1

Rollout (MM 305, 603) (Deg) |(Deg/s) | (Deg)

High 20 10 25

Medium 5 5 25

Low 1 1 25

ADI Error Switch vs. Full Range Deflection

2. SYSTEMS

2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

Ph SENSE Switch on Panel A6U

The SENSE switch on panel A6U allows the flight
crew to use the aft attitude director indicator,

rotational hand controller, and translational hand

controller in a minus X or minus Z control axis

sense. These two options of the aft attitude director

indicator and hand controllers correspond to the

visual data out of the aft viewing (negative X) or

overhead viewing (negative Z) windows.

Each attitude director indicator has a single flag
labeled OFF on the left side of the display whenever

any attitude drive signal is invalid. There are no

flags for the rate and error needles; these indicators
are driven out of view when they are invalid.

Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)

The horizontal situation indicator for the

commander (panel F6) and pilot (panel F8) displays

a pictorial view of the vehicle's position with respect

to various navigation points and shows a visual

perspective of certain guidance, navigation, and
control parameters, such as direction, distance, and

course/glide path deviation. The flight crew uses

this information to control or monitor vehicle

performance. The horizontal situation indicators

are active during the entry and landing and ascent/

return to launch site phases.

2.7-7
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Compass Card Lubber Line

Course Deviation

Flag

Secondary Bearing
Reciprocal

Bearing Flag

Horizontal Situation Indicator

Each horizontal situation indicator provides an

independent source to compare with ascent and

entry guidance, a means of assessing the health of

individual navigation aids during entry, and

information needed by the flight crew to fly manual

ascent, return to launch site, and entry.

HSI Ascent Displays

During ascent major modes 102 and 103 (first and
second stage) and return to launch site, the
horizontal situation indicator provides information
about the target insertion orbit. The compass card

displays heading with respect to target insertion
orbit, and north on the compass card points along
the target insertion orbit plane. The heading of the

body plus X axis with respect to the target insertion
orbit is read at the lubber line.

The course pointer provides the heading of the
Earth-relative velocity vector with respect to the
target insertion orbit plane. The course deviation
indicator deflection indicates the estimated sideslip
angle, the angle between the body X axis and the
Telative velocity vector.

The primary bearing pointer during major modes
102 and 103 (pre-TAL abort) is fixed on thecompasscard at a predetermined value to provide a
turnaround heading in the event of a return to
launch site (RTLS) abort. During RTLS major mode
601, or post-TAL abort, MM103, the pointer

“|

Course Deviation

indicates the heading to the

landing site runway. The

secondary bearing provides the

heading of the inertial velocity
vector with respect to the target
insertion orbit plane.

HSI Entry Displays

The commander’s horizontal

Indicator situation indicator switches are on

panel F6, and the pilot's are on

EomayBeating panel F8. The HSI SELECT MODE

Recpleee. switch selects the mode: ENTRY,

Glide Slope Flag TAEM, or APPROACH. The

HSI SELECT SOURCE switch

selects TACAN, navigation, or

microwave scanning beam

landing system; the 1, 2, 3 switch

selects one of three state vectors maintained during
entry. When the HSI SELECT SOURCE switch is

positioned to NAV, the HSI is supplied with data

from the navigation processor, and the 1, 2,3 switch

is not used. In TACAN, the horizontal situation

indicator is supplied with data derived from the 1,
2, 3 switch (TACAN 1, 2, or 3). In MLS, the

horizontal situation indicator is supplied with data

derived from the 1, 2,3 switch (microwave landing
system 1, 2, or 3).

ane

+5!setecr—_____ i

9 tie) (@ el}t
oe

Commander's HSI SELECT Switches on Panelat
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primary and secondary range, and flags to indicate

validity.

Each horizontal situation indicator consists of a case-

enclosed compass card measuring zero to 360

degrees. At the center of the card is an aircraft

symbol, fixed with respect to the case and about

which the compass card rotates.

The magnetic heading (the angle between magnetic
north and vehicle direction measured clockwise

from magnetic north) is displayed by the compass

card and read under the lubber line located at the

top of the indicator dial. (A lubber line is a fixed

line on a compass aligned to the longitudinal axis

of the craft.) The compass card is positioned at zero

degrees (north) when the heading input is zero.

When the heading point is increased, the compass

card rotates counterclockwise.

| The course pointer is driven with respect to the

Pilot’s HSI SELECT Switches on Panel F8
horizontal situation indicator case rather than the

compass card. Therefore, a course input (from the

display driver unit) of zero positions the pointer at

HSI Display Parameters the top lubber line, regardless of compass card

position. To position the course pointer correctly
Each horizontal situation indicator displays with respect to the compass card scale, the software

magnetic heading (compass card), selected course, must subtract the vehicle magnetic heading from

runway magnetic heading, course deviation, glide the runway azimuth angle (corrected to magnetic

slope deviation, primary and secondary bearing, _ north). As this subtraction is done continuously,

Reference Point

Magnetic
North A, B Orbiter Positions

:

a, b Course Deviation

Magnetic —Vehicle
AnglesCorresponding

Heading Direction vey to Points A and B

|

|

HSI HeadingGeometry |
|

|
A |

B

Extended Centerline

Horizontal Situation a

Indicator Geometry
Course Deviation Geometry
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the course pointer appears to rotate withthe
compass card, remaining at the same scale position.
An increase in the angle defining runway heading
results in a clockwise rotation of the course pointer.

Course deviation is an angular measurement of
vehicle displacement from the extended runway

centerline. On the HSI, course deviation is

represented by the deflection of the deviation bar

from the course pointer line. Full scale on the course

deviation scale is + 10 degrees in terminal area

energy management and + 2.5 degrees during

approach and landing. The course deviation
indicator is driven to zero during entry. When the

course deviation input is zero, the deviation bar is

aligned with the end of the course pointer. With

the pointer in the top half of the compass card, an

increase in course deviation to the left (right) causes

the bar to deflect to the right (left). Therefore, the

course deviation indicator is a fly-to indicator for

flying the vehicle to the extended runway centerline.

Software processing also ensures that the course

deviation indicator remains fly to, even when the

orbiter is heading away from the runway.

In course deviation geometry, if the orbiter is to the

left of the runway, it must fly right (or if the orbiter

is to the right of the runway, it must fly left) to

reach the extended runway centerline. The

corresponding course deviation bar would

deflect to the right (or to the left in the

latter case). The reference point at the end

of the runway is the microwave landing
system station. The sense of the course

deviation indicator deflection is a function

of vehicle position rather than vehicle

heading. North

Glide slope deviation, the distance of the
vehicle above or below the desired glide
slope, is indicated by the deflection of the

glide slope pointer on the right side of the
horizontal situation indicator. An increase
in glide slope deviation above (below) the
desired slope deflects the pointer
downward (upward); the pointer is afly-
to indicator.

The “desired glide slope” is actually only
a conceptualterm in horizontal situation
indicator processing. At any instance,glide
slope deviation is really the difference

Magnetic

between the orbiter altitude and a reference altitude
computed in the same fashion as the guidance
reference altitude. Also included in the reference

altitude equation are factors for a “heavy orbiter”

and for high winds.

The glide slope indicator computation is not made

during entry or below 1,500 feet during approach
and landing; therefore, the pointer is stowed, and

the glide slope indicator flag is displayed during
those intervals.

The primary and secondary bearing pointers display

bearings relative to the compass card. These
bearings are angles between the direction to true or

magnetic north and to various reference points as

viewed from the orbiter. For the bearing pointers
to be valid, the compass card must be positioned in

accordance with vehicle heading input data.

When the bearing inputs are zero, the pointers are

at the top lubber line, regardless of compass card

position. Like the course pointer, the bearing pointer
drive commands are developed by subtracting the

vehicle heading from the calculated bearing values.

This allows the pointers to be driven with respect to

the horizontal situation indicator case but still be at

the correct index point on the compass card scale.

Runway

Reference
Point

Bearing
Angle

Horizontal Situation Indicator Bearing and Range Geometry
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When the bearing inputs are increased, the pointers

rotate clockwise about the compass card. The
pointer does not reverse when it passes through

360 degrees in either direction.

For example, if the primary bearing is 190 degrees,

and the secondary bearing is 245 degrees, the

bearing reciprocals are always 180 degrees from

(opposite) the pointers. The definition of primary

and secondary bearing varies with the flight regime.

The horizontal situation indicator is capableof
displaying two four-digit values in the upper left

(primary range) and right (secondary range) side of

its face. Each display ranges from zero to 3,999
nautical miles (4,602 statute miles). Although their

meaning depends on the flight regime, both

numbers represent range in nautical miles from the

vehicle to various points relative to the primary

and secondary runways.

The horizontal situation indicator has four flags —

OFF, BRG (bearing), GS (glide slope), and CDI —

and two barberpole indications that can respond to

separate display driver unit commands, identifying

invalid data. OFFindicates that the entire horizontal

:=
wP-1

a caeAlternate HAC

Entry Point
fe WP-1

Minimum Entry
Point

0 20 40 60 80le
(1,000 Feet)

1
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2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

situation indicator display is invalid because of

insufficient power. BRG indicates invalid course,

primary bearing, and/or secondary bearing data.

GS indicates invalid glide slope deviation. CDI

indicates invalid course deviation data. Barberpole
in the range slots indicates invalid primary or

secondary range data.

When the HSI SELECT SOURCE switch on panel
F6 or F8 is positioned to NAV, the entire horizontal

situation indicator display is driven by navigation-
derived data from the orbiter state vector. This

makes the horizontal situation indicator display

dependent on the same sources as the navigation

software (IMU, selected air data, selected
navigational aids), but the display is independent
of guidance targeting parameters. When the switch

isin the NAV position, the SOURCE 1, 2,3 switch is

not processed.

The TACAN or MLS position of the HSI SELECT
SOURCE switch should be used only when TACAN
or microwave landing system data are available.
TACAN data can be acquired in Earth orbit, but are

not processedby the onboard software. TACAN

data are used during entry to update the navigation

TAEM Interface

Height = 85,000 Feet

Velocity = 2,500 Feet
per Second

Range = 52 Nautical
Miles (59
Statute Miles)

Heading < 10 Degreesfrom

Tangent
to HAC

LD

Approach/LandingInterface
a

Height = 10,000 Feet

Equivalent ~ 290 Feet

Airspeed per Second

Cross Range < 1,000 Feet

Range = 5 Nautical

Miles (5

Statute Miles)

Entry/TAEM
Interface

00

HSI Flight Path Geometry —Top View
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Reference Altitude

(Used byGuidance)

Final Approach
Steep Glide Slope

RunwayCenterline

Runwaywe a ee

HSI Flight Path Geometry—Side View

state, and are usually acquired about 300 nautical

miles from the landing site. MLS has a range of 20
nautical milesand would be selected after the orbiter
is on the heading alignment cone.

The glide slope deviation pointer is stowed when
the entry mode is selected, and the flag is displayed.
The glide slope indicator in terminal area energy
management indicates deviation from guidance
reference attitude in + 5,000 feet. The glideslope
indicator in approach indicates guidance reference
altitude for approach and landing in + 1,000 feet; it
is not computed below 1,500 feet, and the flagdeploys.

In the entry mode, the compass card heading
indicates the magnetic heading of the vehicle’s
relative velocity vector. In terminal area energy
management and approach, the compass card
indicates magnetic heading of the bodyX axis.

In the entry mode, the course deviation indicator is
driven to zero with no flag. In terminal area energymanagement, the course deviation indicatorindicates the deviation from the extended runwaycenterline, + 10 degrees. In approach, the course
deviation indicator indicates the deviation from the
extended runway centerline, + 2.5 degrees.

In the entry mode, the primary bearing indicates
the great circle bearing to the heading alignment
cone (HAC) tangency point for the nominal entry
point at the selected landing runway. The secondary
bearing is identical to the primary bearing pointer.
In terminal area management, the primary bearing
indicates the bearing to the HAC tangency point on

the selected heading alignment cone for the primary
Tunway. The secondary bearing indicates the

bearing to the center of the selected HAC for the

primary runway. In approach, the primary and

secondary bearings indicate the bearing to the
touchdown point at the primary runway.
In the entry mode, the primary range indicates the
spherical surface range to the touchdown point on
the primary runway via the HAC for normal entrypoint. The secondary range is the same as the
primary. In terminal area energy management, the
Primary range indicates the horizontal distance to
the touchdown point on the Primary runway via
the HAC. The secondary range indicates the
horizontal distance to the center of the selectedheading alignment cone for the Primary runway.In approach, the Primary and secondary rangesindicate the horizontal distance to the touchdown
point on the primaryrunway.

2.7-12
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HORIZ SIT Display (SPEC 50)

The HORIZ SIT display (SPEC 50) allows the flight
crew to configure the software for nominal winds

or high head winds. The “XEP” item 7 entry
determines the distance from the runway threshold

to the intersection of the glide slope with the runway

centerline or aim point. The high-wind aim point
or close in aim point pushes the intercept point
closer to the threshold. The distance selected is

factored into the computation of reference altitude

from which the glide slope deviation is derived.

ALPHA ACCEL MEL EAS

R

8

10:
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Alpha/Mach Indicator

The two alpha/Mach indicators are located to the

left of the attitude director indicators on panels F6

and F8. The alpha Mach indicators consist of four

tape meters displaying angle of attack (ALPHA),
vehicle acceleration (ACCEL), vehicle velocity (M/

VEL), and equivalent airspeed (EAS). The two units

are driven independently but can have the same

data source.

ALPHA displays vehicle angle of attack, defined as

the angle between the vehicle plus X axis and the

wind-relative velocity vector (negative wind vector).

ALPHA is displayed by a combination moving scale

and moving pointer. For angles between ~4 degrees
and +28 degrees, the scale remains stationary, and

the pointer moves to the correct reading. For angles
less than ~4 degrees or greater than +28 degrees, the

pointer stops (at -4 or +28 degrees), and the scale

moves so that the correct reading is adjacent to the

pointer. The ALPHA tape ranges from -18 to +60

degrees with no scale changes. The negative scale

numbers (below zero) have no minus signs; the

actual tape has black markings on a white

background on the negative side, and white

markings on a black background on the positive
side.

+ Alpha -18 to +60 Degrees

+ Acceleration -50 to +100 Feet per Second?
= MNel Mach 0 to 4; 4,000 to 27,000 Feet per Second

+ Equivalent Airspeed 0 to 500 Knots

+ Failure Warning Flags

- Malfunction Within Indicator

- Malfunction in Received Data

- Power Failure (All Flags Appear)

Alpha/MachIndicator
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The ACCEL scale displays vehicle drag acceleration,

which is the deceleration along the flight path,
normal acceleration, which is acceleration in the

normal axis, or total load factor. This is a moving

tape upon which acceleration is read at the fixed

lubber line. The tape range is -50 to +100 with a

scalechangeat zerofeet persecondsquared. Minus

signs are assumed on the ACCEL scale also; the

negative region has a black background and the

positive side has a white background. (Normal

acceleration and total load factor are measured in

g’s, with 10 equal to 1 g, 20 equal to 2 g’s, etc.)

The M/VEL scale displays Mach number or relative

velocity. Mach number is the ratio of vehicle

airspeed to the speed of sound in the same medium.

Relative velocity in this case is the vehicle airspeed.
The actual parameter displayed is always Mach

number; the tape is simply rescaled above Mach 4

to read relative velocity in thousands of feet per
second (above 2,500 feet per second, Mach number
= VREL/1,000).The M/VEL scale is a moving tape
from which Mach/velocityis read at the fixed lubber

line. The scale ranges from zero to 27 with a scale

change at Mach 4.

The EAS scale is used to display equivalent airspeed.
On the moving-tape scale, equivalent airspeed is

read at the fixed lubber line. The tape range is zero

to 500 knots, and scaling is 1 inch per 10 knots.

Each scale on the alpha/Mach indicator displays
an OFF flag if the indicator malfunctions, invalid

data are received at the display driver unit, or a

power failure occurs (all flags appear).

The AIR DATA switch on panel F6 for the

commander and panel F8 for the pilot determines

the source of data for the alpha/Mach indicator

and altitude/ vertical velocity indicator. The NAV

position of the AIR DATA switch displays the same

parameters (ALPHA, MACH, and EAS) that are sent

to guidance, flight control, navigation, and other

software users; ACCEL comes from navigation
software.

The LEFT and RIGHT positions of the AIR DATA

switch select data from the left or right air data

probe assembly after deployment of the left and

right air data probes at Mach 5 for ALPHA, M/VEL,
and EAS display. ACCEL is always derived from

Piesa ah. =F +x

Alpha

YWeg
Wind

AngleofAttack

Drag
Acceleration

FlightPath
Current Orbiter Position

Acceleration
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° navigation software during entry. It is driven to

zero during terminal area energy management and

approach and landing.

Commander's AIR DATA Switch on real

2

>

Pilot's AIR DATA Switch on Panel F8

2. SYSTEMS

2.7 Dedicated Display Systems

Altitude/Vertical Velocity Indicator

The altitude/vertical velocity indicators (AVVIs)

are located on panel F6 for the commander and

panel F8 for the pilot. These indicators display
vertical acceleration (ALT ACCEL), vertical velocity
(ALT RATE), altitude (ALT), and radar altitude

(RDR ALT).

The ALT ACCEL indicator, which displays altitude

acceleration of the vehicle, is read at the intersection

of the moving pointer and the fixed scale. The scale

range is -13.3 to 13.3 feet per second squared, and

the scaling is 6.67 feet per second squared per inch.

Software limits acceleration values to + 12.75 feet

per second squared.

The ALT RATE scale displays vehicle altitude rate,

which is read at the intersection of the moving tape
and the fixed lubber line. The scale range is -2,940

to +2,940 feet per second with scale changes at -740

feet per second and +740 feet per second. The

negative and positive regions are color-reversed:
negative numbers are white ona black background
and positive numbers are black on white.

The ALT scale, a moving tape read against a fixed

lubber line, displays the altitude of the vehicle above

the runway (barometric altitude). The scale range

is -1,100 feet to +165 nautical miles, with scale

changes at -100, 0, 500 feet, and +100,000 feet. The

scale is in feet from 1,100 to +400,000 and in nautical

miles from +40 to +165. Feet and nautical miles

overlap from +40 to +61 nautical miles.

The RDR ALT scale is a moving tape read against a

fixed lubber line. It displays radar altitude

(corrected to wheels) during major mode 305, below

9,000 feet (normally not locked on until below 5,000

feet; prior to radar altimeter lock-on, the meter is

“parked” at 5,000 feet). The scale ranges from zero

to 9,000 feet with a scale change at 1,500 feet. Each

scale on the altitude/vertical velocity indicator

displays an OFF flag in the event of indicator

malfunction, invalid data received at the display

driver unit, or power failure (all flags appear).

2.7-15
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+ Altitude Acceleration -13.3 to +13.3 Feet per Second”

+ Altitude Rate -2,940 to +2,940 Feet per Second

+ Altitude -1,100 Feet to 165 Nautical Miles

+ Radar Altitude 0 to 9,000 Feet

+ Failure Warning Flags

- Malfunction Within Indicator

- Malfunction in Received Data

- Power Failure (All Flags Appear)

Altitude/Vertical VelocityIndicator

With the AIR DATA source switch in the NAV

position, the ALT ACCEL, ALT RATE,and ALT scales
are navigation-derived. The RDR ALT indicator is
controlled by the RADAR ALTM switch on panel F7

for the commander and panel F8 for the pilot.
RADAR ALTM positioned to 1 selects radar altimeter
1; 2 selects radar altimeter 2.

®

Commander's RADAR ALTM Switch on Panel F7 M Pilot's RADAR ALTM Switch on Panel F8
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The AIR DATA switch is positioned
to LEFT or RIGHT to select theright
or left air data probe after air data

probe deployment at Mach 5. The

ALT and ALT RATE scales receive

information from the selected air

data probe. ALT ACCEL receives

navigation data. The RDR ALT scale

receives data from the RADAR

ALTM select switch.

Surface Position Indicator

The surface position indicator is a

single display on panel F7 that is

active during entry and the entry

portion of return to launch site. The

indicator displays the actual and

commanded positions of the

elevons, body flap, rudder, aileron,

and speed brake.

The four elevon position indicators

show the elevon positions in the

order of appearance as viewed from

behind the vehicle (from left to right:
left outboard, left inboard, right
inboard, right outboard). The scales

all range from +20 to -35 degrees,
which are also the software limits to

the elevon commands. The pointers
are driven by four separate signals

.
and can read different values, but

normally the left pair is identical and

the right pair is identical. Positive

elevon is below the null line, and

negative is above.

The body flap scale reads body flap

positions from zero to 100 percent
of software-allowed travel. Zero

percent corresponds to full up (-11.7
degrees); 100 percent corresponds to

full down (+22.5 degrees). The small

pointer at 34 percent is fixed and
shows the trail position.

2. SYSTEMS

2.7 Dedicated Display Systems
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Rudder position is displayed as if

viewed from the rear of thevehicle.
Deflection to the left of center

represents left rudder. The scaleis

+30 degrees (left) to -30 degrees

(right), but software limits the

ruddercommandto + 27.1 degrees.

The aileron display measures the

effective aileron function of the

elevons in combination. Aileron

position equals the difference
between the average of the left

and right elevon divided by two.

Deflection of the pointer to the

right of center indicates aroll-right
configuration (left elevons down,
right elevons up) and vice versa.

The scale is -5 to +5 degrees, with

-5 at the left side. The aileron

command can exceed + 5 degrees
(maximum + 10 degrees), in which

case the meter saturates at + 5

degrees.

The speed brake position indicator

indicates the actual position on the

upper scale and commanded

position on the lower scale. The
position ranges zero to 100 percent;
zero percent is fully closed, and

100 percent is fully open, which

corresponds to 98 degrees with

respect to the hinge lines. The small

point at 25 percent is fixed and

represents the point at which the

speed brake surfaces and the

remainder of the tail forma smooth

wedge.

The speed brake command is

scaled identically to position and

has the same travel limits. It

always represents the speed brake

auto guidance command. The OFF

flag is set only for internal meter

problems or during OPS 8 display
checkout.

Rudder — Degrees
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Flight Control System Push Button
Indicators

The flight control system’s push button indicators

transmit flight crew moding requests to the digital

autopilot (DAP) in the flight control software and

reflect selection by illuminating the effective DAP

state. These indicators are located on panel F2 for

the commander and panel F4 for the pilot.

The push button indicators are used to command

and reflect the status of the pitch and roll/yaw

control modes. The PITCH and ROLL/YAW
indicators transmit moding requests to the digital

2. SYSTEMS
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autopilot and indicate the effective state of the pitch
and roll/yaw DAP channels by lighting.

AUTO indicates that control is automatic, and no

crew inputs are required. CSS is control stick

steering; crew inputs are required, butare smoothed
by the DAP (stability augmentation, turn

coordination).

The SPD BK/THROT (speed brake/throttle) push
button indicator has two separate lights,AUTO
and MAN, to indicate that the DAP speed brake

channel is in the automatic or manual mode. The

push button light indicator transmits only the AUTO

request.

Entry Flight Control System Mode Push Button Indicator Light Logic

ie LIGHTS LEFT/RIGHT LIGHT LOGIC CAUSES

PITCH AUTO Both on or both off Auto, CSS | P/TCH AUTOpush button indicator depressed |
mutually

PITCH CSS both on or both off exdusive | PITCH CSS push bution indicator depressed or RHC out of detent in pitch |

ROLL/YAWAUTO| Both on or both off Auto, CSS ROLL/YAWAUTOpushbutton indicator depressed
mutually

ROLL/YAW CSS _| bothon or both off exdusive ROLL/YAWCSSpush button indicator depressed or RHC out of detent in roll or yaw

SPD BK/THROT

AUTO Both on or both off Auto, man. | Neither SBTC takeover push button depressed or AUTO push button depressed

mutually

MAN One on, one off } exclusive | Either SBTC takeover push button depressed

BODY FLAP

AUTO Both on or both off Auto, man. | AUTOpush button indicator depressed

mutually

MAN Both on or both off excusive | MANpush button depressed

F2
® maT TO

we mo || WAN

oo}

BODY SPD BK/

FLAP‘ THROT =

®
=—

Commander's Flight Control System Push Button Light Indicators on Panel F2

®
el [pa

® Fa

pitcH| ||| ‘axe = ce) =

® ROLU
SPOBK) BODY

yaw | ||| 22 | Go
THROT FLAP

Es

Pilot's Flight Control System Push Button LightIndicators on Panel F4
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The BODY FLAP push button indicator also has

separateAUTO and MAN lights, indicating the state

of the body flap channel. Like the SPD BK/THROT

push button indicator, the BODY FLAP indicator

transmits only the AUTO request.

Reaction Control System Command
Lights

The RCS COMMAND lights on panel F6 are active
during OPS 104-106 and OPS 602 and 603. Their

primary function is to indicate reaction control

system (RCS) jet commands by axis and direction;

secondary functions are to indicate when more than

two yaw jets are commanded, and when the elevon

drive rate is saturated.

During major modes 301 through 304, until the roll

jets are no longer commanded (dynamic pressure

exceeds 10 pounds per square foot), the ROLL L

and Rlights indicate that left or right roll jet
commands have been issued by the DAP. The

minimum light-on duration is extended so that the

light can be seen even during minimum-impulse
firings. When dynamic pressure is greater than or

equal to 10 pounds per square foot, the ROLL lights
are quiescent until 50 pounds per square foot, after

which time both lights are illuminated whenever

more than two yaw jets are commanded on.

RCS COMMAND Lightson Panel F6
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The PITCH U and D lights indicate up and down

pitch jet commands until dynamic pressureequals
40 pounds per square foot, after which the pitchjets
are no longer used. When dynamic pressure 1S50
pounds per square foot or more, the PITCH lights,
like the ROLL lights, assume a new function: both

light whenever the elevon surface drive rate exceeds
20 degrees per second (14 degrees per second if

only one hydraulic system is left).

The YAW L and Rlights function as yaw jet

command indicators throughout entry until the yaw

jets are disabled at Mach 1. The yaw lights have no

other functions.

G-Meter

The g-meter is a self-contained accelerometer and

display unit mounted on panel F7. It senses linear

acceleration along the Z axis (normal) of the vehicle.

A mass weight in the unit is supported vertically by
two guide rods and is constrained by a constant-

rate helical spring. The inertial force of the mass is

proportional to the inertial force of the vehicle and,
hence, to the input acceleration, under conditions

of constant acceleration. Displacement of the mass

is translated to pointer displacement through a rack-

and-pinion gear train, the output of which is linear

with input acceleration. The display indicates

acceleration from -2 g’s to +4 g’s. The g-meter

requires no power and has no software interface.

Like all the dedicated displays, it has an external

variable incandescent lamp.

G-METER on Panel F7
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Head-Up Display

The head-up display (HUD) is an optical
miniprocessor that cues the commander and/or

pilot during the final phase of entry and particularly
in the final approach to the runway. With minimal

movement of their eyes from the forward windows

(head up) to the dedicated display instruments

(head down), the commander and pilot can read

data from head-up displays located in the front of

them on their respective glareshields. The head-up
display presents the same data presented on several

other instruments, including the attitude director

alpha/Mach indicator, and altitude/

2. SYSTEMS
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glareshield in the direct line of sight of the
commander and the pilot. Essential flight
information for vehicle guidance and control during
approach and landing is projected on the combiner

glasses and focused at infinity.

The images, generated by a small CRT and passed
through a series of lenses, are displayed to the flight
crew on the combiners as lighted symbology. The
transmissiveness of the combiner allows the crew

to look through it and see actual targets like the

runway.

indicator, surface position indicator,

,vertical velocity indicator.

The head-up display allows

out-of-the-window viewing by
superimposing flight commands and

information ona transparent combiner

in the window’s field of view. Since

the orbiter avionics systems are digital,
and minimal impact on the orbiter was

paramount, the head-up display drive

electronics were designed to receive

data from the orbiter data buses. The

head-up display drive electronics

utilize, to the maximum extent

possible, the same data that drive the

existing electromechanical display
devices. The orbiter display device

uses a CRT to create the image, which

is then projected through a series of

lenses onto a combining glass.

Each head-up display isa single-string
system, but it is connected to two data

buses for redundancy. It is an

electronic/optical device with two sets

of combiner glasses located above the
Head-Up Display and Controls on Panel F6 (Identical on Panel F8)

—TRM—— HUD ®
© ae @

7
en ee oe

ON __ ENA

© 2/2 ©US eee
® eT

et oF ___ofF

Panel F3
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For instance, if the crew is 9,000 feet on the final

approach course in a solid overcast, the base of

which is at 8,000 feet, the lighted outline of the

runway would be displayed on the combiner.

However, when the orbiter exits the overcast at

8,000 feet, the lighted outline of the runway would
be superimposedon the real runway. As the orbiter

proceedsdown the steep glide slope, the velocity

vector is superimposed over the glide slope aim

point. At preflare altitude, flare triangles move up

to command the pullout. The pilot maintains the

velocity vector symbol between the triangles. After

a short period of stabilized flight on the shallow

glide slope, the guidance diamond commands a

pitch-up until the nose is about 8 degrees above the

horizon, which is essentially the touchdown

attitude. After touchdown, during the rollout phase,
the crew maintains the approximate touchdown

attitude, +6 degrees theta (nose above the horizon),

until 186 knots equivalent airspeed and then

commands a derotation maneuver.

The head-up display has proved to be a valuable

landing aid and is considered the primary pilot
display during this critical flight phase.

FIXED

FLIGHT

DIRECTOR

250

GUIDANCE =

SCALE

260
; a4 R

AIRSPEED
-

a a

A HUD POWER ON/OFF switch located on the left
side of panel F3 provides and terminates electrical

wer to the commander’s head-up display on

panel F6. A second switch is located on the right
side of panel F3 for the pilot's head-up display on

panel F8.

A three-position MODE switch is located below the

HUD. Inthe NORM position, automatic sequencing
of formats and symbology is provided. The TEST

position forces up a test display for 5 seconds.

Selection of the momentary DCLT position initiates

a symbol blanking routine. Successive selections of

DCLT will serially remove display elements in the

following order. The first activation removes the

runway symbology. The second activation removes

the airspeed and altitude tapes (replacing them with

digital values) and the horizon/pitch attitude scales,

but leaves the horizon line when within FOV. The

third declutter level removes all symbology except
for the boresight. A fourth declutter attempt will

return the HUD toits original form with all symbols
displayed.

» BORES | GHT

FLIGHT PATH

cage PITCH ATTITUOE
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HONTOR
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Dedicated Display Systems Summary Data

* Dedicated displays are located in front of the

commander’s and pilot’s seats and on the aft

flight deck panel by the aft-facing window
(panels F6, F8, and A1U).

* Dedicated displays include: attitude director

indicators, horizontal situation indicators,

alpha/Mach indicators, altitude/vertical
velocity indicators, surface position indicator,

RCS activity lights, g-meter, and head-up
displays.

* Circuit breakers for dedicated displays are

located on panels 014, 015, and O16.

* Power switches for the commander's

dedicated displays are on panel F6; for the

pilot’s displays on panel F8.

* Theattitudedirectorindicatorsdisplayorbiter
attitude by an enclosed ball gimbaled to

represent three degrees of freedom.

* The horizontal situation indicators visually
display certain guidance, navigation, and

control parameters such as directions,
distances, and course/glide path deviation.

* The alpha Mach indicator displays angle of

attack, acceleration, vehicle velocity, and

equivalent airspeed.
* The altitude/vertical velocity indicators

display vertical acceleration, vertical velocity,
barometric altitude, and radar altitude.

* The surface position indicator on panel F7

displays actual positions of the elevons, body
flap, rudder, aileron, and speedbrake.
Speedbrake commanded position is also

displayed.

The g-meter is a self-contained accelerometer

and display unit on panel F7.

The head-up display cues the commander

and/or pilot during final phases of entry by

superimposing flight commands and

information on a transparent combiner in the

window’s field of view. Power switches are

located on panel F3.

The ADI ball is mechanically frozen when the

ball is at 270 degrees or 90 degrees in yaw.

During ascent powered flight (MM 102-103)

or RTLS powered flight (MM 601), active

displays include the ADI, HSI, AMI, and

AVVI.

Post MECO, the ADI is the only active display
(MM 104-106).

During RTLS gliding flight (MM 602-603), all

displays are driven as in the nominal TAEM/

approach phases (MM 304, 305).

On orbit, when in the Flight Control System
(FCS) checkout mode (MM 801), all displays
can be driven by test software to allow the

crew to verify correct operation prior to entry.

The ACCEL tape on the alpha/Mach indicator,
the error needles on the ADI, and the HSI

indicatedifferentparameters in different major
modes.
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2.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

(EPS)
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Description

The electrical power system (EPS) consists of the

equipment and reactants that produce electrical

power for distribution throughout the orbiter

vehicle, and fulfill all the orbiter external tank, solid

rocket booster, and payload power requirements
when not connected to ground support equipment.
The EPS operates during all flight phases. For

nominal operations, very little flight crew interaction

is required by the EPS.

The EPS is functionally divided into three

subsystems: power reactants storage and

distribution, three fuel cell power plants (fuel cells),

and electrical power distribution and control.

Through a chemical reaction, the three fuel cells

generate all 28-volt direct-current electrical power

for the vehicle from launch minus 3 minutes and 30

2. SYSTEMS
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seconds through landing rollout. Prior to that,

electrical power is provided by ground power

supplies and the onboard fuel cells.

Power is controlled and distributed by assemblies

located in the forward, mid, and aft sections of the

orbiter. Each assembly is a housing for electrical

components, such as remote switching devices,

buses, resistors, diodes, and fuses. Each assembly

usually contains a power bus or buses and remote

switching devices for distributing bus power to

subsystems located in its area.

Power Reactants Storage
and Distribution System

The power reactants storageand distribution (PRSD)

system stores the reactants (cryogenic hydrogen and

oxygen) and supplies them to the three fuel cells

that generate all the electrical power for the vehicle

during all mission phases. In addition, the

subsystem supplies cryogenic oxygen to the

environmental control and life support system for

crew cabin pressurization. The hydrogen and

oxygen are stored in tanks at cryogenic temperatures

(-285° F for liquid oxygen and -420° F for liquid

hydrogen) and supercriticalpressures.

The PRSD system components are located in the

orbiter midbody underneath the payload bay. The

system stores the reactants hydrogen and oxygen

in double-walled, thermally insulated spherical

tanks with a vacuum annulus between the inner

pressurevessel and outer tank shell. Each tank has
heaters to add energy to the reactants during
depletion to control pressure. Each tank is capable

of measuring quantity remaining.

Ho DC bus AC generation

Power Fuel distribution
[|

&distribution

reactants call DC Power} system

storage& system (main,essential,

distribution | O, (3) control, and

system (oer belses il|acamamia |
H20

Environmental control

and

life support system

The Electrical Power System
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The PRSD System

H2
The tanks are grouped in sets of one

hydrogen and one oxygen tank. The number

of tank sets installed depends on the specific
mission requirement. Up to five tank sets

can be installed in the midfuselage under

the payload bay liner.

Cryogenic Storage Tanks

All oxygen tanks are identical and consist of

inner pressure vessels of Inconel 718 and

outer shells of aluminum 2219. The inner

vessel is 33.435 inches in diameter, and the

outer shell is 36.8 inches in diameter. Each

tank hasa volume of 11.2 cubic feet and stores

up to 781 pounds of oxygen. Thedryweight
of each tank is 215 pounds. Maximum fill

time is 45 minutes.

All hydrogen tanks also are identical. Both

the inner pressure vessel and the outer shell

areconstructed of aluminum 2219. The inner

vessel'sdiameteris 41.51 inchesandthe outer
shell’s is 45.5 inches. The volume of each
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